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n amusement park for the
mind." That was how, some
years ago, one engineer described the Audio Engineering Society's
biannual conventions, which alternate between European and American venues.
The 111th convention, subtitled "Advancing the Art of Sound," was held at the
cavernous Jacob Javits Center on Manhattan's west side in early December. (It
had originally been scheduled to take
place last September, but was postponed
for the obvious reason.)
AES Conventions arc Janus-faced. The
show's primary source of revenue comes
from manufacturers of pro-audio gear,
who pay to display their wares to professional recordists. But the "amusement
park for the mind" aspect comes from the
paper presentations and workshops that
take place throughout the show, where
academics, designers, and practicing engineers debate issues at the forefront of
audio development.
The big topics generating heat at last
December's workshops were, as might
have been expected, SACD, DVI)-A, surround sound, the MP3 phenomenon, and
the efforts of the record industry to hobble
their output with watermarking and CDplayback restrictions —all topics we've
been covering in depth in the magazine's
"Industry Update" section and online at
www.stereophile.com.
In my December 2001 column, Imentioned my despair at audiophiles' need for
sound quality being ignored by the record
industry. However, in the midst of aheated
Sunday-morning AES debate on the merits
of Super Audio CD and DVD-Audio, I
was struck by something renowned engineer George Massenburg said. Piracy aside,
the threat to record-company profits comes
from the pernicious spread of compressed
files, which is why the industry is so keen
to watermark their output with an audio
signal high enough in level to survive MP3
encoding. But, as Massenburg said, "the
sonic compromises due to watermarking,
etc., are nothing compared to the compromises [mastering engineers] have to make
on 'commercial' recordings."
Iwrote about this trend to make CDs
sound ever louder by compressing the
heck out of their dynamic range in December 1999 (see www.stereopliile.com/
showarchives.cgi?177). Since then, the situation has become, if anything, worse. But if
MP3s inherently sound like shit—as Neil
Young's mastering engineer, Elliot Mazer,
Stereophde, February 2002

said at the same workshop in response to
Jim Anderson's comment that he likes to
get goosebumps when he listens to music,'
"Has anyone gotten goosebumps from an
MP3 file?" — then reducing the sound
quality of Cl)s to match that of MP3s
hardly seems the way to persuade the
Napster Generation to buy music rather
than download it.
Bandwidth will probably never be sufficient to allow practical downloads of
24/96 or DSD files, so perhaps we'll sec
astampede among the Big Five record
companies to maximize sound quality,
not only on DVD-A and SACD but also
on CD, to persuade their erstwhile customers to get back in the buying habit!
You saw it here first.
In the meantime, pro-audio dealer Len
Moskowitz points out in this issue's
"Letters" how easy it is for those with a
DVD-burner—equipped PC to make their
own hi-rez discs. But this does raise the
question of why, except for Classic and
Chesky, record companies haven't used
the existing DVD-Video format to release
unrestricted and unwaterniarked twochannel 24/96 recordings —and, perhaps
more significant, why audiophiles not interested in surround sound haven't latched
onto this hi-rez format. All you need is a
suitable DVI)-V player —Technics, Panasonic, Pioneer—to feed ahigh-end D/A
processor with the 24/96 data.
As Imentioned in this space last month,
2002 is Stenvphile's 40th-anniversary year,
and, as part of our ongoing anniversary celebrations, I'm making many historical articles available online. There are now 500
articles and reviews from those 40 years
available free of charge in Stenvphile's website archives. For example to complement
this issue's "Records To Die For," you'll find
the previous 11 years' worth of "112D4" at
www.stereophik.com/showcategory.cgi?ca
tegory.--ltecords%202%20Die%204.
Perhaps not appreciated by surfers is that
many of the review reprints on our website
are actually portmanteau pieces that gather
in one place all of Stenvphilds coverage of a
particular component, in some cases adding
tests and commentary that, for one reason
or anothen didn't appear in the print magazine. For example, if you click on the link

1Responsible for engineering Patricia Barber's superb
and Modem Gs ,/CI )s
vi-wwjimander
sonsound.com —Jim reinforces his reputation with
Terence Blanchard's Lets Ga Lost (Sony Classical
SK89607, now also on SAO»
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for what is ostensibly J. Gordon Holes
March 1977 review of the BBC LS3/
5A speaker (www.stereophile.com/show
archives.cgi?361), you'll also find JGH's
"Follow-Up" from Vol.4 No.1, Dick
Olshees 1984 report on the Spendor version of this classic mininionitor, my 1989
comparisons of old and new Rogers '3/5as,
afull review of the Harbeth version from
1993, and previously unpublished measurements of the final, biwirable, mid-'90s
LS3/5a from KEF. It's asimilar story with
the Web reprint of our review of
RadioShack's CD-3400 portable CD player,
to which I've added infonnative jitter measurements that weren't possible in 1994.
There's also gold to be found in our
reprints of feature stories. In "We Did Id,"
J. Gordon Holes "As We See It" from the
April 1978 issue (Vol.4 No2), for example,
you can read Gordon modestly taking
credit for having invented high-end audio.
In "Sellout!?," which combines JGH's "As
We See It" essays from Vol3 Nos2 and 11,
you can read discussions of why Stereophlle
would be accepting first dealer, then manufacturer advertising. For the record, the
first dealers to advertise in the magazine, all
in the Spring/Summer 1973 issue (Vol3
No3), were Jonas Miller of Beverly Hills,
California; Music & Sound of Willow
Grove, Pennsylvania; Paoli High Fidelity
Consultants of Paoli, PA; and Paul Heath
Audio, then of Rochester, New York. The
first manufacturer ads, all appearing in
Vol.4 No.1 (December 1977), the issue that
celebrated our first 15 years of publication,
were from AGI, Audionics of Oregon, db
Systems (correspondence from db's David
Hadaway appears in this issue's "Letters"),
1)ynaco, H&H International (then importer of Jim Rogers Loudspeakers),
Infinity, and M&K. Of those charter advertisers, Paul Heath Audio, db, Infinity, and
M&K are still in existence, though only
Infinity is still aregular advertiser.
But this seems aperfect opportunity to
say "Thank you" to all the companies and
retailers who have advertised in Sicreophik
since 1973. As Iwrote in this space last
September, we decide on the size of an
i
ssue ufsteruphile by matching each page of
paid advertising with apage of editorial
matter. (The magazine's new owner,
Primedia, has confirmed that it will continue this 50:50 balance.) So while there is 110
connection between the presence of advertising and the content of our editorial pages,
without advertising there wouldn't be and
editorial pages!
3
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Letters
Inevitable?
Liam:
For someone considering the plunge into
high-end audio, an inevitable concern
must be what happens when the unit
needs service and the manufacturer has
just gone under. This is less of aworry if
you buy a$200 mass-market product —
you can expect Sony and Philips to stick
around. But the High End is aswarm of
small startups in Darwinian competition.
A high-end component costs a few
thousand smackers. There must be some
contingency — what is it? If there isn't,
then purchasing the stuff your magazine
is devoted to is truly areckless thing to do.
Agustin Manzano
Santurce, PR

Although it is mainly high-end equipment that is most affected at the moment,
these developments will also curb the
potential of more affordable equipment in
the years to come. Thankfully, these developments are in the early stages, and
could be discontinued given sufficient
pressure from manufacturers and the public. Please join me in expressing my concerns to the music industry!
Graham Mitchell
London, UK
qrahatn_mitchell@hotmaitcom

Roll your own 24/96
Editor:
DVD-Audio and SACD have both been
designed to make it hard to copy music.
Unfortunately, aside effect of the two
formats' complexity is that pro and amaFine tunes
teur "tapers" (hmm, what should we call
Editor:
folks who record music for themselves
For those purists who feel that video has
now that tape is dead —"recordists?")
no place in a"stereo" system, the followhave no way to take their 24-bit/96kHz
ing instructions included with The Rerecordings with them. We can record at
sidents' lcky Flix DVD will help: "For the
discriminating audiophile, aspecial audio- 24/96 using laptop computers and Alesis
Masterlinks, but we have no way to transonly version of the disc can be enabled.
Simply turn off your television set or close
fer the recordings onto optical discs that
are playable on the go, in portable players.
your eyes before playing any video (some
We're chained to our computers and our
users may choose to don very dark glasses
or ablindfold)."
Larry D home audio systems.
Luckily, there is away to get 24/96
larryd@lotigwire.com
recordings easily onto DVD. However,
we have to use the DVD-Video format,
Concerns
not DVD-A. DVD-A is simply too expenEditor:
sive and complex for the individual reIt is frustrating that the potential of new
cordist to author, as is SACD (which also
digital audio formats and future advances
uses DVD media). By contrast, DVDin audio reproduction in general, which
Video is inexpensive and simple to author.
promise so much, are being threatened by
And it supports uncompressed 24/96
the music industry.
LPCM audio!
For example, the absence of digital outputs on DVD-Audio and SACD players,
presumably to frustrate music piracy, preUntil further notice, letters to the
vents the use of cutting-edge products such
Editor should be sent only as faxes or
as digital amplifiers (cg, TacT Millennium),
e-mails. Fax: (212) 886-2809. E-mail:
digital room-correction systems (eg, TacT
Letters@Stereophile.com. Unless
RCS, SigTech), digital sound-processing
marked otherwise, all letters are
units (cg, Meridian 518, Z-Systems rdp-1),
assumed to be for possible publicaand external DACs (eg, dCS Elgar).
tion. In the spirit of vigorous debate
Another example is the introduction of
implied by the First Amendment,
new CD copy-protection systems such as
and unless we are requested not to,
the one being trialed by Sony for the
we publish correspondents' e-mail
release of 'N Sync's new album. This sysaddresses. Please note: We are unable
tem is designed to prevent the disc from
to answer requests for information
being read in aCD-ROM drive. Not only
about specific products or systems. If
does this system prevent users from playyou have problems with your subing CI)s on their PCs, but it may render
scription, call toll-free (800) 666these new discs inoperable in any player
3746, or write to Stereophile, P.O. Box
that uses aCD-ROM drive for audio re53117, Boulder, CO 80322-3117.
trieval (tg, Meridian's 800), or in audio
servers (cg, iMerge's S1000).
Stereophile, February 2002

How to? On your computer, create a
video file that has asingle video frame.
Attach to it a24/96 LPCM soundtrack (a
suitable WAV file will do). Burn the video
to disc on your computer's DVD burner.
Voilà —a 24/96 DVD! To play it on the
go, you'll need aportable DVD player that
supports 24/96 LPCM. These are readily
available from Toshiba, Sony, Sharp, and
probably others.
Considering that DVD-Video is so easy
to author and DVD-A and SACD are so
difficult, we might ask two questions:
Since we can record 24/96 to DVDVideo, why bother with DVD-A, with its
audible watermarking problems and
authoring complexity? Should the audiophile community abandon DVD-A and
adopt DVD-V instead?
Since SACD discs require that the pit
width be controlled as part of SACD's
copy-protection scheme, and therefore
can't be authored on ahome computer's
DVD burner, should we abandon SACD
as well in favor of DVD-Video?
Len Moskowitz
moskowit@core-sound.com
Let it begin...
Editor:
Thanks for Hervé Delétraz's November
article on impedance matching. This type
of information is agood refresher course
for some and an eye-opening subject for
others. Let the tweaking begin...
Keith Holtman
Address withheld by request
...but maybe not
Editor:
Hervé Delétraz's piece on audio cables as
transmission lines (November 2001,
pp.59-69), while being thorough and
mostly accurate, is completely irrelevant
to home audio systems. A rule of thumb
is that transmission-line effects become
important when the distances involved
are more than aquarter wavelength — in
the case of 5kHz transmitted electrically,
about 10 kilometers, not atypical system
cable run! The author's recommendation
to load outputs with 250 ohms (an atypically high value for coaxial cable impedance) is really pernicious —doing so will
cause bass rolloff and overload distortion
with just about every piece of equipment
(the IHF minimum load is 10k ohms).
People will hear adifference, but it is due
to &stortion.
He calls a 10kHz squarewave signal
"audioband," saying even older people
9

Letters
can hear it. No human being on Earth can
hear a10kHz squarewave —only its fundamental 10kHz sinewave can be heard.
A 500Hz squarewave would be areasonable simulation of music, but using
10kHz pushes Mr. Delétraz's argument
further into the realm of absurdity.
His use of the term "echoes" is also misleading, implying an audible delayed
sound. In fact, due to the Haas Effect, signals arriving less than 25 milliseconds after
the original sound are heard as part of the
initial signal, not an echo. His examples
show 1gs-delayed reflections due to 100m
cables! He then says, "What we take as
being duc to high-frequency attenuation
[of the squarewave] is, in fact, the superimposition of multiple echoes..." With a
typical cable capacitance of 60pFift, a
source impedance of 250 ohms will cause
a-3dB point of 35kHz — which easily
explains the rolloff.
Finally, referring to fig.11 on p.69, Mr.
Delétraz says that the resistors in each leg
of abalanced system should be the same
as the cable impedance, but in fact they
should each be one half the cable impedance.
David Hadaway
dbsystems@attglobat net
Thank you, Mr. Hadaway, for your interest in
my article, which seems to liave provoked some
"sound imps's" in the audio community.
pedectly right about the wavelength
and distance ratio at audio frequencies in an
electric line It's especially because of that that I
pesfonned some measurements, as the ear casi
actually perceive the difference whether the line
is matched or slot, even if the matching lines
produces very small changes.
If you read nry article more carefully, Idid
not recommend charging a75 ohm line with a
250 ohm resistor. This was only ass example.
Ym're right when you say that no one could
hear the harmonics of a10kHz squarewave; it
should be noted that Ichose asquarewave for
demonstration purposes, since that kind of signal is easier to "follow" on agraph. The terns
"echoes" does not apply only to acoustic waves.
The echoes Italk about are electric ones, provided you read the definition of this word in adictionary. The Haas en has nothing to do with
the subject.
Filially, your conputation about the frequenry response of acable cannot apply when a
fillly
matched lisse is used, as ldid in my tests. A
matched lisle has virtually no limit infrequency
response as the mathematics show. In the case of
a250 ohm source impedance feeding a250
ohm litre hooked up to a250 ohm impedance
receptor, the 1:0-frequency rakes theoretically
irdinite! Is, practice, however, Iagree that the
limitation will be about 1CHz or two, abit
above the audible range ...
Furthermore, your computation is not precise, since you did not indicate the length of the
cable. In the case of amismatched lisse, the
rolloff will depend on the length of the lisle:
60pF/ft means 600pF for 10', and so on,
meaning that mismatched lines are not agood
10

thing in the real ivorld.

-Hervé Deletraz

Editor's note: GVe received aVOIUMillOUS correspondence as aresult (Mires article hiere is not
room to publish all the letters in the magazine but
we will be putting than up on unvwstereo
phew's!, along with Hen'''s responses.
—JA
Turn me on, dead man?
Editor:
Igreatly enjoyed reading Brian Damkroger's review of the VPI turntable in
the December Stereophile. Iwas abit surprised to find no mention at all of what
must surely be the VPI's most radical feature —a tonearin mounted to the left of
the record!
Some questions arise —do you have to
mount the phono cartridge backward?
And if you don't, what happens when you
play some of the later Beatles LPs? Finally,
can older VP! 'tables be retrofitted for leftsided arm mounts?
Nathan Losman
New Hempstead, NY
CCSman@aol.com
A sinister photo?
Editor:
Iwould like to thank Stereophile for finally
showing the picture of the rare and all
too elusive left-handed VP! HotRod
TNT Until Isaw this picture, Ihad only
heard —but did not believe —that this
beast existed.
Richard S. Foster
nfoster@recom.ca
My apologies to readers and to VPI's Sheila
and Harry Weisfeld. The photograph was inadvertently 'flopped" 'Mile being scanned, ass
error Imissed when Ireviewed the December
issue's "bhie-line" proofs. We also apologize fir
incorrectly crediting the opening image of
NRBQ (January 2002, p.147) to phote
rapher C. Waring Abbot, Mr. Abbot actually
took the mid-1980s photo shots's: on p.153 sf
that issue.
—John Atkinson

the two bottom left ground wires were
totally loose! Iwas flabbergasted.
The improvement from tightening the
ground connections was immediate and
unbelievable. The sound of my system
improved in every conceivable aspect. I
turned the volume up, and up, and up some
more. It sounded great! No hyperbole.
All audiophiles need to check their
ground connections. Iwent to an audiophile buddy's house with flashlight and
screwdriver in hand and repeated the
tightening process on his service, and his
sound has been spectacular ever since. He
had been ever more concerned over time
with the quality of his AC, up to the point
of having the power company analyze his
service. They did, but no one ever
checked the service grounds.
So rid yourself of skepticism, take the
essential safety precautions, get into your
service, and tighten all of the ground connections. You may be amazed by the
enhanced enjoyment of music.
Phil Amity
Lititz, PA
hiliman5@paonlinecom
Please note that Stereophile takes no responsibility fur those who don't take the appropriate
safety precautions. 1/you are not sure what to do,
hire an electrician.
—JA
No cats, please
Editor:
Iam looking for the Stereophile article that
mentioned damping material in speaker
stands, in particular cat litter and sand.
Rob Smith
Dreamworks Audio
dreamwrkelasknet

Rob, most likely that's a"Fine Tunes" you're
thinking ty,' thosigh you might be "misronemberie (a handy Nixonian word) osie ens),tweaks.
Perhaps you're thinking of steam-cleaned sand
and lead shot —a combination of both work
Staying grounded
very well sj the stand doesn't leak.i wrote of this
Editor:
in "Fine Tunes" #20, which you can find at
Irecently discovered an easy-to-overlook
www.stereophile.wm/showarchives.cgi?226; JA
but essential component of any high-end .gives arecipefirs- the amount *nth to be used.for
system: the proper grounding of the elecbest results.
trical service.
Other "Fine Tunes" episodes cover resonances
Up to the point of this discovery, my
and how to deal with thesis. "Fine Tusses" *24
system sounded dynamically constricted,
(www.stereophile.com/showarchives.cgi?238)
slightly gritty, and grainy, with an overall
explains how to make your own nonresonant
sense of "edginess" to any music played. I shelves, and how to use limns to damp hard-toemployed myriad vibration- and reso- Jill stand cross-members.*
nance-control devices, boutique power
But Isure don't own acat, and the idea of
cords, esoteric interconnects and speaker
using cat littergives me the willies! Use steamcables, all to no avail in improving the
cleaned "play" sand to get rid if any lurking
fundamental nature of the sound.
vannints or microbes, and possibly combine
Then Iseized the idea of checking the
that with lead shot (but be careful — lead is
electrical service ground. Iremoved the
toxic). Or try Sound Bytes, an interlocking
large metal dress plate from my 200A
metallic stand-filling material that's claimed to
electrical service and, wearing rubber
produce the best of both svorlds, damping-wise.
gloves (rubber boots would also be recFor details, see Michael Franc's review of the
ommended), used atorque-style screwRed Rose Music R3 loudspeaker in the May
driver to tighten down on each grounding
2001 issue, also reprinted in our website
wire in the service. As fate would have it,
archives.
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It has always been our company's philosophy, its who
we are. Take the 1751 Surround Sound Receiver and
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creates the reality. You will discover an involvement with
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US: MICHIGAN
Jon Iverson
For any audio company to be successful,
it needs to cover what my businessschool teachers used to call the "Four
Ps": Product, Price, Promotion, and
Place. In other words, success will follow
if acompany can slice up its resources to
properly promote the right product at
the right price and make it available in
the right places. But some manufacturers have trouble keeping all four bases
covered, often developing agreat product while struggling to find the right distribution. Such has been the case with
New Zealand's critically acclaimed highend manufacturer Perreaux in its quest
to reach American audiophiles.
That difficulty will soon come to an
end, according to Perreawes Martin van
Rooyen (who bought the New Zealand
company, founded by Peter Perreaux in
1974, in 1999), and Wayne Schuumtan
of Audio Advisor. AA and Perreaux say
they have signed anew arrangement by
which the mail-order company will become the exclusive US distributor of
Perreaux hi-fi components.
Audio Advisor says it is now carrying
Perreawes brand-new E-Series components — the E160i integrated amp, E160
power amp, EP preamp, ECD2 CD player, and ETR AM/FM tuner. According to
an AA press release, "Thanks to its combination of mature technology and innovation, the ESeries represents the company's
most affordable offerings ever."

Update

US: INDIANA & ARKANSAS
Barry Willis
The economic outlook may be gloomy,
but there are bright spots here and there.
One is Indianapolis-based Klipsch
Audio Technologies, which, on November 5, announced abold expansion
program that will add more than 200
people to its workforce.

not only from ageneral recession, but
also from consumer reticence in the
wake of the events of September 11.
The new distribution center represents
a multi-million-dollar capital investment, said Fred Klipsch, CEO of
Klipsch Audio Technologies, and will
require at least 80 more workers once it
is complete.
The 55-year-old company, one of the
oldest and most respected names in the
audio industry, has been aggressive in its
55-year-old Klipsch,
pursuit of top engineering talent. Early
has been aggressive in
in 2001, Klipsch acquired Mondial Designs, makers of the Aragon and Acurus
its pursuit of top
brands of electronics. The company debuted new models of Aragon amplifiers
engineering talent.
at the CEDIA show in Indianapolis in
September, and has long-term plans for
staking out asubstantial portion of both
The new hires will fill jobs in anew
the North American and global markets
for high-quality loudspeakers and elec46,000-square-foot warehouse and distronics. Klipsch has formed strategic
tribution center in Hope, Arkansas,
Klipsdfs original home, as well as in a business alliances with Hard Rock Café,
Regal Cinemas, Monster Cable, and the
new 27,000-square-foot engineering and
four Tweeter Center outdoor amphitechnology center in Indianapolis.
theaters in Atlanta, Boston, Chicago,
Klipsch has already hired 45 new emand Philadelphia. Klipsch claims to be
ployees in Indianapolis, according to the
the only company in the world to have
announcement. Engineering staff in
achieved THX certification in four
Arkansas are being transferred to Indiaproduct categories.
napolis to create what the company beAn exception to the general economlieves will be "one of the most advanced
ic trend, Klipsch reported record sales
consumer audio research facilities in the
for September 2001, and claims to have
Midwest, possibly even in the US."
doubled its revenue over the past three
Klipsch's expansion comes as heartyears. Other audio companies have also
ening news for the American electronreported increases; San Diego-based
ics industry, which has suffered this year

Calendar
Those promoting audio-related seminars,
shows, and meetings shouldfax (do not call)
the when, where and who to (212) 8862809 at least eight weeks before the month of
the event. The deadline for the April 2001
issue is February 1. Mark the fax "Attention
Stephen Mias, Dealer Bulletin Board." We
will fax back aconfirmation. If you do not
receive confirmation within 24 hours, please
fax us again.
Please note that it is not appropriatefor retailers to promote new lines in "Calendas' unless
this is associated with aseminar or similar event.
Stereophile, February 2002

GEORGIA

•Sunday, February 17, 2pm: The Atlanta
Audio Society and Audio Essence of
Kennesaw host aprogram featuring the
Quad 988 loudspeaker, including the
Quad solid-state preamp and model 909
power amp. Guests are welcome. The
program will be held in the Clubhouse at
4522 ICingsgate Drive, Dunwoody.
Further details can be found on the AAS
web page,
www.mindspring.com/
-diudcsaudieuidex.htin, or by contacting Chuck Bruce at (770) 493-7105.

MINNESOTA

• Tuesday, February 26, 7pm: The
Audio Society of Minnesota presents
John Stronzer of Bel Canto and Jim
Long of AVI Audio with "The Ultimate
Horn System." The presentation will
take place at the Pavek Broadcast
Museum. Check the ASM web page for
details: www.visi.com/-asm.
WASHINGTON

• The Pacific Northwest Audio
Society meets the second Thursday of
13
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PBN Audio recently stated that its business has grown by 20% this year.
Companies that have the vision and resources to ride out the slump are almost
certain to succeed; according to research
firm Frost and Sullivan, home entertainment is the fastest-growing area of the
consumer-electronics industry. Approximately $750 million was spent on loudspeakers in the US last year, anumber
expected to exceed $1 billion annually
by 2007.
UNITED KINGDOM
Paul Messenger
Stanley Kelly, one of the founding
fathers of the British hi-fi industry,
passed away on November 13, 2001.
Born in Yorkshire on December 29,
1912, Stan had the stubborn determination and plain speaking for which that
county is known. Although he was
physically small, Ialways found him just
abit intimidating — his gimlet gaze and
formidable intellect took no prisoners
among dissembling journalists.
Stan was acreative engineer of considerable skill and versatility. One of his
lasting legacies to the hi-fi industry is
the legendary Kelly Ribbon Tweeter,
but there was much, much more. Perhaps most important, he was a vital
influence on and contributor to Hi-Fi
News magazine, which he helped found
in June 1956. Stan was the core technical resource that earned HFN great international respect and stimulated the
whole British hi-fi scene. He's the only
contributor to have been featured on
the masthead of every issue from Von
No.1 to the present day.
Stan might have made his career in
audio engineering, but his educational
background was more academic. A First
in Maths from Jesus College, Cambridge
University surely provided the rigor and

Calendar
each month. Usual start time is
7:30pm at 4545 Island Crest Way,
on Mercer Island. For more information, call Jerry at (206) 416-3669
or Earl at (206) 795-1970.
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discipline that made him approach problems from first principles, and often
come up with original solutions.
Kelly's interest in audio began early.
As ayoungster in the 1920s, he built
crystal radio sets, helped by the discovery of large deposits of galena close to
his home, and subsequendy made pocket money building amplifiers for
friends. He was also into aviation, and
worked on radar during World War II,
during which he was briefly commissioned in the US Navy and was awarded aPh.D. from MIT.

YOUR LOCAL MEDIA STORE #1
Barry Willis
Citing poor sales in North and South
America, EMI reported that it lost $77.6
million in the first six months of its business year, ended September 30, 2001,
compared to aloss of $44.3 million for
the same period the previous year.
A substantial chunk of the loss was
attributed by outside experts to EMI's
$80 million contract with pop diva
Mariah Carey, whose recent movie,
Glitter, came and went in aheartbeat
after it was almost universally excoriated by critics. EMI had high hopes for
the soundtrack album, which hasn't performed any better than the film. The
Stanley Kelly was the core
company expects new releases from
Garth Brooks, Lenny Kravitz, and othtechnical resource that
ers to pick up some of the slack during
earned HEN great
the winter holiday season.
EMI's troubles arc part of alarger patinternational respect
tern of problems for the music industry,
whose profits have been hampered by
and stimulated the whole
slow CD sales exacerbated, some executives assert, by the availability of CD
British hi-fi scene.
burners. The Recording Industry Association of America's (RIAA) mid-year
report noted a9.4% decline in the shipAfter the war, Stan became chief ment of all music products by the middle
engineer at Cosmocord. The position
of 2001 compared to the previous year:
involved him in many aspects of elec442.7 million units i's 488.7 million, or
troacoustics, including crystal pickup
$5.9 billion
$62 billion, according to
cartridges. He's also attributed with
figures published in a mid-November
the introduction of the turnover stylus,
report in the Wall Street JownaL The dolwhich greatly eased the transition
lar-value drop was only 4.4%, due to
from 78rpm shellac to 33 1
/
3 and
industry-wide price increases instituted
45rpm vinyl discs.
to offset declining sales.
Stan and his wife, Betty, set up their
Perhaps hoping that the nascent marown business in 1956, and brought up
ket for high-resolution recordings will
six children even as Stan's work resulted jump-start its profit engine, EMI has
in some 30 patents, for inventions as dicommitted to releasing some titles in the
verse as police sirens and space-naviga- Super Audio CD format, as previously
tion accelerometers. Despite health
reported. The British music conglomerproblems in later life, Sun continued to
ate has also endorsed the DVD-Audio
produce original designs. Iwell recall his
format, according to an announcement
4" dome midrange driver, used in a in November, and released "a full slate of
high-level ProAudio Boxer monitor in
DVD-Audio titles" in December.
the mid-1980s.
Among EMI's DVD-A issues will be
Although strong on theory, Stan
Leon Russell's Retrospective, Eric JohnKelly was very much ahands-on engison's Ah Via Mitsicom, and Al Green's
neer. Privileged visitors to his home
Greatest Hits, all to be mastered and
would be taken down the garden path pressed by Panasonic, and all of them
to The Shed, a splendidly appointed
back-catalog titles. More and newer
wooden building of generous dimenDVD-A titles will be forthcoming this
sions that contained a cornucopia of winter and spring, according to EMI
handmade prototypes representing a Music Distribution president Richard
lifetime's work. Even Stan's formal
Cottrell. "We are excited to build sales
retirement in 1992 at age 80 wasn't the
for our artists and retailers by opening
end of the story: in 1997, he collaboratour wonderful catalog to this new music
ed with Musical Fidelity's Antony
format," he was quoted in an EMI press
Michaelson to introduce two high-senrelease. Warner Music has so far been
sitivity speakers under the Kelly
the only major label to have made a
Transducers brand. The world of audio
serious effort with DVD-A so far, havis apoorer place without him.
ing released acollection of classical titles
Stereophile, February 2002
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and asmattering of others in the rock,
jazz, and country genres.
YOUR LOCAL MEDIA STORE #2
Jon Iverson
Record labels' attempts at restricting the
potential uses of their CDs have hit another bump in the antipirac-y road. Music
label BMG had announced earlier last
year that it would try to find ways to
restrict its CDs, in an effort to stem piracy and the trading of MP3 files. But so
far, those plans appear to have backfired.
BMG found itself in hot water again
in late November as European consumers began to return "defective"
copies of the company's release of
Natalie Imbruglia's White Lilies Island,
which had been treated with arestriction technology from Midbar Tech
called Cactus Data Shield. BMG has
had problems with Midbar's technology
dating back to early 2000, when the
company was forced to recall thousands
of discs in Germany.
As reported on the Fat Chuck's
Corrupt CDs website (www.fatchucks.
com/corrupted/index.shtml), the new
disc exhibited inconsistent behavior
when tested in avariety of CD/DVD
environments. For example, playback
was unencumbered on an Apple iBook
running 0S9, but not using OSX,
where the first track was unplayable.
Digitally burning to aMinillisc is said
to be out of the question, and the disc
reportedly hiccups in avariety of older
consumer CD and DVD machines.
BMG's Regine Hoffman tried to
downplay the incident: "As we start
working with these new technologies,
some of these issues can arise when
things go into broad circulation. Certain
limitations of the protection technology
were unforeseeable and only emerged
when the CDs were released to the
general public."
Hoffman says BMG will replace any
problematic discs with unrestricted versions and has set up a special phone
number for European customers who
wish to exchange their discs. She adds
that this latest misstep will not deter the
company from encoding future releases,
stating, "The testing phase is proceeding
in away that we want to pursue it."
Music shops say they are sensitive to
the public's concerns with restricted
discs, especially as sales continue to slow.
Retailer Virgin has sent out e-mails to
unhappy White Lilies Island purchasers
stating that "BMG only informed us on
14 November 2001 that all European
stock of Natalie's CD is protected by the
Cactus Data Shield. Unfortunately, this
16

stock has not been stickered to notify
our customers of this encoding, and
needless to say we are very disappointed
that this has happened. As retailers, we
do support the fight against copyright
theft; however, this should never be at
the expense of the customer."
But did the restriction technology
actually prevent the Imbruglia CD from
being pirated? One online posting
reads: "Needless to say, it's been ripped
and copies are already up on file-swap
sites, and in fact were there before the
album was officially launched."

Record labels' attempts
at restricting the potential
uses of their CDs have

caused arift with small classical labels. In
an effort to conserve cash, Tower execs
had instructed store managers not to
order from some classical distributors.
Tower has long enjoyed areputation for
being a "deep catalog" operation; the
November 14 announcement makes
clear that the company intends to continue that tradition. The Sherman Oaks
location stocks more than 150,000 CDs
of almost all genres, and features 69 listening stations where customers can
sample more than 500 albums. The store
also stocks more than 20,000 DVDs.
The biggest, newest Tower Records
also carries what it claims is "the world's
largest selection of Super Audio CDs."
Planned SACD demo rooms in other
stores will undoubtedly benefit the
high-resolution format.

US: LOS ANGELES
Wes Phillips
George Harrison, the youngest Beatle
the antipiracy road.
and the least comfortable with the
band's renown, died November 29 at
58, following a battle with cancer.
US: LOS ANGELES
Harrison, one of rock's most distincBarry Willis
tive guitarists, was also a songwriter
Purported financial difficulties haven't and singer of the first water. It could
prevented Tower Records from developbe said that it was his misfortune to be
ing ahuge new flagship store in Los
the third songwriter in aband that feaAngeles. Occupying more than 33,000
tured the two most significant tunesquare feet, the new store, in the renosmiths of his era. On the other hand,
vated Sherman Oaks Galleria, features a without Harrison's unique, exquisitely
"state-of-the-art" performance stage and
tasteful, musically wide-ranging guitar
aSuper Audio CD demonstration room.
playing — which, in its consistent subOfficially opened November 16, the
mission to the requirements of the
new Tower store is more than twice the
individual songs, rarely drew attention
size of the company's previous store on
to itself— Lennon and McCartney
Ventura Boulevard. Tower claims to
might have just been another band.
take customers to "the next level" with
In a2000 interview, Harrison said, "I
the store's offerings, which include —in
think we were, the four of us, individuaddition to the performance space and
ally bi:er than it [the Beatles] was."
SACD room — anewsstand, two DVD
Most observers would disagree —
viewing stations, and four SavageBeast
somehow the combination managed to
downloadable-music kiosks. In addition
dwarf all of them as individuals, and it
to music, movies, books, and magazines,
was Harrison's contributions to the
the store offers "wide-ranging electrondialectic that tempered the eternal tenics and personal stereo equipment," insion between John Lennon's and Paul
cluding DVD/CD players and SACD
McCartney's egos. In many ways, Harmachines. A November 14 announcerison was the truest to his craft.
ment says the Sherman Oaks location is
He was certainly the most accomthe first Tower store with an SACD
plished musician among them when
room, implying that eventually others
he joined Lennon's and McCartney's
will have them, too.
The Quarry Men in 1958 at the age of
"I am thrilled about the opening of 15, adding, in the words of Ian Macthe new Sherman Oaks location," said
Donald, "an incongruous sheen of procompany president Michael Solomon.
fessionalism to the group's slaphappy
"This project has been in the works for
ambience." As the band's best musithe last two years, and it is great to see
cian, he taught John Lennon the rudithe vision become areality." The store
ments of guitar.
is now Tower's largest venue on the
Even his most ardent fans tend to
West Coast.
underplay Harrison's importance in
Financial problems earlier in 2001
shaping the sound of the Beatles. In his

hit another bump in
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first recorded solo with the band, "I Saw
Her Standing There," Harrison's reverbsaturated 16-bar verse/chorus rave-up
stole the show and gave the song — and
the band — an electric raunchiness like
nothing else on the British pop scene.
A list of Harrison's finest moments as
aguitarist almost equals the roster of
great Beatles songs. His breadth was
amazing — he could range from the raw
blues overdrive of a Clapton for his
solos in "Helter Skelter" and "Sergeant
Pepper's Lonely Hearts Club Band (Reprise)" to the rockabilly strut of Carl
Perkins ("Honey Don't") to the tightly
wound sexual squawk that later gave
punk its edge ("Got to Get You Into My
Life") to the delicate acoustic filigree of
"Here Comes the Sun." It could even be
argued that several of the Beatles' lessperfectly-conceived songs, such as
"Nowhere Man" and "Fixing aHole,"
were salvaged by Harrison's incisive
Stratocaster solos.
Harrison's influence on the group
was obvious in other ways as well. It
was he who discovered what he termed
"Krishna consciousness" and convinced
the band to visit the Maharishi Mahesh
Yogi in India. His interest in and adoption of classical Indian music flavored
such Beatles songs as "Norwegian
Wood," "Love You To," and "Within
You Without You." His commitment to
Eastern philosophy and meditation
never waned.
And it was Harrison who, dissatisfied
with the quality of the live shows, insisted that the band quit touring in 1966
and devote themselves to the studio.
Harrison's early songs, "Don't Bother
Me" and "I Need You," suffered in
comparison to the level of craft achieved
by his bandmates, but his later efforts,
such as "While My Guitar Gently
Weeps," "Something," and "Here
Comes the Sun," were incontrovertible
masterpieces. And Harrison had the last
word as aBeatle: The final song the
band recorded was Harrison's bitter
philippic against the egotism that splintered the group, "I Me Mine."
Harrison's solo career got off to an
auspicious start with the 1970 three-LP
Al/ Things Must Pass, a project whose
sheer mass, some fans claimed, was
proof of how the other Beatles kept him
down. The album was more popular in
the United States than in the UK,
where its price was prohibitive for many
fans, and it generated ahuge hit in "My
Sweet Lord" — a song for which
Harrison was later successfully sued for
"unconsciously plagiarizing" the melody of "He's So Fine."
18

In 1971 Harrison organized arelief
benefit concert, The Concert for
Bangladesh, which became the template for such charity concerts. Featuring astar-studded band and generous
sets from himself, Bob Dylan, Ravi
Shankar, and individual band members,
the project was spun off into afilm and
athree-LP recording —all calculated to
raise money for the cause. Unfortunately, much of the money raised
went to taxes and years of legal wrangling rather than to the flood victims it
was intended for. The whole affair
deepened Harrison's distrust of the
"suits" who managed the record business, but he continued to give generously to the charities that moved him.
He gave asubstantial sum to the City of
Liverpool for the restoration of the
Palm House at Sefton Park, achildhood
favorite of his, with the strict proviso
that there be no publicity.

The Bangladesh concert
affair deepened
Harrison's distrust of
the "suits" who managed
the record business.
He also started his own record label,
Dark Horse, which released his own
solo outings as well as albums by other
musicians, such as Ravi Shankar, and
pop bands he admired, such as Splinter,
Stairsteps, Attitudes, and Jiva. Most of
the Dark Horse material is currently
unavailable, but Harrison was said to
have been working on rernastering his
output on the label at the time of his
death, so it will probably see the light of
day once again.
In 1979, Harrison financed the production of the film The Lffe of Brian by
his friends, the comedic group Monty
Python — essentially, he admitted, because he wanted to see the movie.
Harrison enjoyed being afilm producer
and established Handmade Films, aproduction company responsible for an impressive run of 27 films that included
The Long Good Friday, Mona Lisa, 'Time
Bandits, Withnail and I, and Shanghai
Surprise—the last adisastrous flop, starring Sean Penn and Madonna, said to
have cost Harrison a"noticeable" portion of his fortune. He sold his interest
in Handmade in 1994.
In 1988, with Jeff Lynne, Bob Dylan,
Tom Petty, and Roy Orbison, Harrison

formed the Traveling Wilburys —possibly the most casual "supergroup" ever
to exist. Harrison was an active partidpant in the Beatles' Anthokgy project
and also helped supervise the release of
the singles collection /last year.
George Harrison married Olivia
Arias in 1978. It was his second marriage. During the 1990s, Harrison battled throat cancer, amalady he blamed
forthrightly on his smoking. He spent
most of his time secluded at his home at
Friar Park, Henley-on-Thames, where
he passed his time gardening —a longtime enthusiasm. It was there he was
attacked and stabbed last year by a
deluded intruder, whom Ms. Arias
"subdued" with abrass lamp. It was a
bitter irony that the Beatle least comfortable with the adulation of his fans
was, like his fellow bandmate John
Lennon, avictim of one.
In July of this year, after having been
told in 1998 that he had been cured of
throat cancer, Harrison visited aSwiss
clinic for treatment for lung cancer and a
brain tumor. When fans heard the news,
their reaction was frantic. Typical of the
man, he issued astatement requesting
that they not worry about his cancer. He
died at the home of afriend, in the presence of his son, Dhani, and Olivia.
"He left this world as he lived in it,"
said aformal statement released by the
family, "conscious of God, fearless of
death, and at peace, surrounded by family and friends." George Harrison's
countless fans will undoubtedly look to
his own works for solace. Iknow Ihave:
Beware ofsadness
It can hit you
It can hurt you
Make you sore and what is more
That is not what you are herefor.
—"Beware of Darkness," 1970
US: NEW YORK
ion Iverson
Dolby Laboratories demonstrated its
new Advanced Audio Coding (AAC)
consumer encoder, which the company
says complements its professional AAC
encoder, at last December's AES Convention in New York City. Dolby says
it will license the encoder to enable
"high-quality AAC encoding" for CDrippers, hard-disk—based jukebox products, Internet-based music-distribution
systems, portable players, and other
digital audio products aimed at the consumer market.
According to Dolby, AAC perceptual
encoding technology delivers digital
audio quality "far superior to MP3"
while requiring approximately 30% less
Stereophiie, February 2002
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sthis goes to press, we're amonth
into our listening tests. Favoring
instant gratification, we impulsively
decided to start right at the top with a
Verdi—Purcell—Elgar stack. This transport—
upsampler—DAC combo rings in at nearly
30 grand!
We assumed the sound from SACDs would
be outstanding so we saved that for last.
What we really wanted to find out now was
what this transport could do with
conventional CDs. Given the small number
of SACDs available vs. the number of
extensive CD collections, we viewed the
Verdi's performance on CD as the largest
single factor in its success or failure. Imust
say we were abit skeptical. We'd tried a
number of high quality transports and
found that, with the reclocking that takes
place in both the Purcell and Elgar, changing
the transport made little difference.
Of course, this was awhole new ball
game. This was the first time that we were
able to lock the entire digital chain to the
Elgar's high precision master clock. It is fair
to say that we were entirely unprepared
for what we were about to experience.
Initially we were playing aCD on the Verdi,
converting the 16/44.1 data to DSD
(essentially SACD) in the Purcell, which in
turn passed the data on to the Elgar Ring
DAC via the IEEE1394 link.
From the very first phrase we knew we
had awinner. Old favorite after old
favorite was revealed as if for the first
time. The musical purpose of every
supporting instrument in the ensemble or
voice in the chorus was made clear.
Nuances of tone, timing and harmony were
obvious—not something that had to be
strained over, but clear in the way that live
music is clear. The music was simply
delightful and compelling.

Next we compared this DSD conversion to
normal upsampling. With the Elgar being
used as amaster clock we were limited to
integer upsampling multiples. So we tried
24/176.4 synced, and 24/192 with the
clocks free-running. In both cases we
found the conversion to DSD to be vastly
superior.

0

ur final task was to find out how
much of that increase in CD
performance was the result of the
Purcell's DSD conversion, and how much
was due to the Verdi transport. This time
we decided to start at the bottom and
work our way up. We partnered the Verdi
with the "less expensive" dCS Delius DAC.
(Less expensive is in quotes, because this
package still comes in at ahefty $17,990.)
We were thrilled to find this combination
wasn't alet down after having become
used to the much more expensive setup.
After tossing in the Purcell and swapping
various transports in and out of the system
we came to the conclusion that the
transport was, if anything, even more
important than the Purcell. If Iwas buying
the system for myself, I'd have no
trepidation about starting with the Verdi
transport and either an Elgar or Delius
Ring DAC, depending on budget—
anticipating afurther, and quite
worthwhile, improvement when Iwas
eventually able to add a Purcell to
the system.
Oh, almost forgot. We did eventually
get around to listening to SACD. We
popped in something by The Mighty Sam
Mclaine and can honestly say we were
stunned. Never had we heard a
hi-fi play atrombone with such realism.
And that was the Verdi into "just" the
Delius. Interconnects began to fly as
we scrambled to get the Elgar into
the system...

8709 CASTLE PARK DRIVE,
INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46256
1-888-272-2658
WWVV.AUDIOPHILESYSTEMS.COM
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Industry
bandwidth or data storage space. The
company claims that AAC achieves this
by eliminating more than 90% of the
original audio signal "without affecting
the perceived sound." Dolby adds that
AAC has been designated an international standard as part of the MPEG2and MPEG-4 specifications.
Dolby's Andrew Fischer explains that
"to the ear, the sound quality of program material encoded in AAC is as
brilliant as the original recording, but it
uses only afraction of the data. The
consumer encoder achieves over 13x
real-time performance. For example, a
4-minute, 30-second track would encode in 21 seconds on an Intel Mobile
Pentium III running at 1.13GHz. With
this consumer encoder, AAC licensees
will be able to develop very competitive
products for PC-based jukeboxes or
music-on-the-go portable players."
Dolby says that AAC can provide up
to 48 channels of audio and sample rates
of up to 96kHz and is being used in a
wide array of digital audio applications,
including Internet streaming and downloading, portable players, digital radio
and television broadcasting, and audio
storage and archiving. Companies currently using the AAC compression technology for streaming audio to consumers include BMG, Universal Music
Group, and Warner Music Group.
Dolby also announced that Liquid
Audio has signed on as the first licensee of the new consumer AAC encoder. Liquid Audio says it plans to
implement this new technology in the
next version of its Liquid Player software, scheduled to be released early
next year. Dolby serves as worldwide
patent-license administrator for AAC
on behalf of the technology's co-developers, which include Dolby, AT&T,
Sony, and the Fraunhofer Institute for
Integrated Circuits.
UNITED KINGDOM
Paul Messenger
Lucky me! For the third year running,
I've been commissioned (by the UK
magazine Hi-Fi Choice, for the February
2002 issue) to do agroup test of multichannel speaker systems for music. For
the two similar review projects I'd donc
previously there had been no alternative
but to use recordings in such data-reduced formats as Dolby Digital and
DTS, whose limitations are all too obvious through high-quality amplification
and speakers. This year, Inude aparticular effort to use high-bandwidth multichannel recordings on SACD and
DVD-Audio.
Stereophile, February 2002

It proved trickier than I'd anticipated.
Record-company paranoia has meant
that currently available SACD and
DVD-A players don't output high-band
multichannel digital signals. Instead, the
players have six RCA jacks carrying the
5.1 channels in analog form. So, what's
the problem? Isn't that how our stereo
CD players and amps operate, but with
two channels instead of six?

For good or (probably) ill,
our existing multichannel
sound systems were
developed with,
primarily, movie
soundtracks in mind.
True, but what sounds logical in theory is awkward in practice. For good or
(probably) ill, our existing multichannel
sound systems were developed with,
primarily, movie soundtracks in mind.
The process began with analog stereo
signals, processed at first through simple
Dolby Surround decoders. Not long
afterward, the much more successful
Dolby Pro Logic decoders appeared,
built into multichannel A/V processors,
amplifiers, and receivers. The vast
majority of these used digital signal processing (DSP) techniques to extract the
extra center and surround channels, and
to perform a whole variety of other
tasks (channel balance, time delays, bass
management, synthesized surround
modes, etc.). The more recent arrival of
data-reduced digital formats such as
Dolby Digital and DTS added proper
"discrete 5.1" sources, which needed to
be decoded in the A/V processor or receiver and still used many of the sanie
DSP features.
Now SACD and DVD-A high-band
multichannel sources are appearing, but
we're still not allowed to feed them digitally to our A/V processors. It seems
crazy to AID those super-quality signals
in order to perform DSP functions
within the processor, only to have to
D/A them again prior to the power
amps, so manufacturers are now including 6-Channel Direct analog in/outs in
those products, which bypass all the digital processing required for DD and
DTS sources.
But to run amultichannel sound system without access to those DSP features is to impose some very stringent

Update

and, in most cases, unacceptable constraints. It means, for example, sitting
more or less equidistant from five
speakers of similar bandwidth and sensitivity, and using an additional subwoofer. The only alternative is to use
the DSP processing features built into
the SACD/DVD-A player — which
duplicate those already fitted in the
A/V processor.
This was forcibly brought home during that group test of multichannel
speakers. Using the Sony SCD-XB770,
amodestly priced SACD player, Iwas
shocked to hear that it sounded substantially better when kept in its Multichannel Direct mode than when Iused
its built-in DSP for bass management
and to adjust for different speaker sizes
and sensitivities.
To be fair to Sony, Iwas using topquality amplification downstream. Few,
if any, serious preamplifiers out there
have six phono ins/outs and avolume
control, but Iwanted to use the Bryston
9B power amp, which had impressed
me a year earlier. Bryston's UK
importer, speaker maker PMC, helped
by lending me aclassy pro audio device
called a Magtrax Music Box (www.
aspen-inedia.com). Fiendishly complicated but immensely flexible, the Music
Box is very clean and transparent, and
all too clearly revealed the limitations of
the little Sony's DSP modes.
The heart of the problem seems to be
that, in order to keep the record companies happy by not providing a highband digital output, a multichannel
SACD or DVD-A player is asked to do
an awful lot. Rather than being just a
transport for delivering adigital signal, it
also must duplicate many of the DSP
functions normally found in A/V
processors, and incorporate six highband D/A converters to boot. It's impressive enough that such sophistication
and complexity can be included in such
a low-cost player as the Sony SCDXB770, but hardly surprising that its
performance is compromised.
It would make much more sense to
let the preamp-processor do all the
heavyweight processing. If and (hopefully) when adigital-output format is
agreed for SACD and/or DVDAudio, the discriminating user will
then have the option of investing in
faster, higher-quality, and much more
powerful processing than that which
can be crammed into aplayer of modest price. This will make high-bandwidth multichannel formats much
more practical propositions than theli
are now.
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SLP-2002
Fully Balanced Vacuum Tube Preamplifier

After years of traditional hi-fi, you've heard it played
loud. You've heard bass. You've even heard detail. But
nothing—nothing--can match the jaw-dropping, soulstirring thrill of acombined Cary Audio digital and analog component that captures the very heart and passion
of the music. Over the last several years we have been
reappraising what hi-fidelity is and can be. In this spirit,
we are pleased to announce the new generation of the
CD-303/200 and CD-306/200 CD players. These new
Cary players feature the new Pacific Microsonics PMD200 digital filters along with up sampling rates to 192
kHz. The new Carys rival any CD players available on
the market today!
When it comes to analog, nobody even comes close to
the Cary sound. The analog sound from the new SLP2002 vacuum tube preamp is absolutely spectacular. The
SLP-2002 is a true balanced preamplifier with every

feature one would desire and expect from a Cary. We
have even put output transformers on board for earphone
listening. This new preamplifier has analog, motorized
remote control and even acinema by-pass switch.
We believe in fresh and new approaches to hi-fidelity.
We hope you believe as well. Contact your local Cary
dealer for fresh new Carys.
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111A Woodwinds Industrial Court
Cary, NC 27511
Phone: 919-481-4494 •Fax: 919-460-3828
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yfriend Matt visited the other
day. He spied the McIntosh
MA6900 integrated amplifier
in my listening room —hard to miss —
and sighed.
"That's abeautiful amplifier. But I'll
bet it's expensive."
"Four thousand five
hundred."
"Not that expensive, I
suppose, for what you
get."
What you get for
$4500 is abig, beautiful
amp that makes most
other integrateds look
puny. The faceplate is
17" wide by 7 1
/
8"high.
The amp weighs 74 lbs,
most of that tonnage in
front (as with me) because of three hefty transformers: one power-supply and two
outputs. Be careful to balance the amp
in your hands before you lift it.
"It's abattleship," marveled Matt.
"Yes, and it delivers 200Wpc into 2,
4, or 8 ohms. How many integrateds
can do that?"
McIntosh Laboratories makes another integrated amp: the MA6500, which
retails for $3000. The main difference
between the two models is that the
MA6900 has a transformer-coupled
output stage and five-frequency tone
controls, while the MA6500 does not.
The "autofonners," in Macspealc —are
heavy, expensive, and not strictly necessary in a solid-state amp. (Most tube
amp designs need transformers to lower
the output impedance of the tubes, but
transistors are low-impedance devices
and so can drive loudspeakers directly.)
The McIntosh MA6900 combines,
on one chassis, features from their C42
preamp ($3700) and MC202 stereo
power amp ($3200). Buy the MA6900
instead and save $2400.
"Not so fast," said Larry Fish, McIntosh's vice president of product planning —the separates have some features
not found in the MA6900. But the
circuitry is basically the same. The
MA6900's phono stage is lifted from the
C42 and its output transformers from
the MC202. Compared to these sepaStereophile, February 2002

rates, the MA6900 economizes without
sacrificing performance —just some
features and flexibility. Economy is the
chief reason people buy integrated
amplifiers.
Plus, lots of people —especially in

McIntosh MA6900 integrated amplifier

The best interconnect
is no interconnect.
Europe and Asia — like integrated amps.
An integrated cuts down on clutter, and
you don't need interconnects between
your preamp and power amp. The best
interconnect is no interconnect.
The MA6900's pre- and power-amp
sections share acommon grounding system. With two separate chassis, there's
always the chance the units could be at
different ground potential. Hum. Noise.
If you like, you can dis-integrate the
MA6900. Remove the straps that link
the preamp-out jacks and the adjacent
power-amp-in jacks and the deed is
done. You can stick aprocessor between
the preamp and power-amp sections.
The MA6900's video data port lets you
connect an audio/video selector. A second set of preamp-out jacks allows you
to use asecond amp for biamping, or to
run another amp and pair of speakers in
anearby room.
The MA6900 has the usual
McIntosh glass faceplate, with backlit
white markings against ablack background. It has the "blue eyes" power-

Tellig

level meters that suffuse a darkened
room with asoft, almost moonlit glow.
Few other amps are sexier in the
dark — unless they're tubed. My wife,
Marina, who usually pays attention
only to speakers, loved it.
"Ziss is a beautiful emplifier.
You know, it's made in
Amyerica."
Iknew. Some have
compared
McIntosh
gear to Harley-Davidson
motorcycles: solid, substantial, powerful, American. The MA6900 is
beautifully styled and
finished. I noted the
smoothly rounded edges
of the transformer covers
and the mirror gleam of
the stainless-steel chassis.
I've never understood why so
many McIntosh customers like
to house their gear in cabinets —I'd put
my MA6900 in the open for all to see.
Better ventilation, too, even though the
MA6900 ran cool.
"Who's buying the MA6900?" I
asked Larry Fish.
Much to McIntosh's surprise,
Americans as well as Europeans and
Asians, said Larry. And it's not the
home-theater and custom-install crowd.
According to Larry, most MA6900
owners, here and abroad, are twochannel audiophiles.
The MA6900 has six inputs. One is a
balanced input with XLR connectors.
Another toggles, via aswitch, to serve as
aphono input or aline-level input. (A
moving-magnet phono stage comes as
standard.) Preamplifier-section convenience features abound. There's abalance control — lacking on so many
"purist" products. Loudness, to boost
the bass for listening at low volume levels. A headphone jack. A mono switch
(for listening to mono LPs with less surface noise). Iwelcomed that one.
The MA6900's phono stage
You can pay more than the price of the
entire amp for aphono stage alone. I
have my trusty $1200 AcousTech PH-1
phono stage, designed by Ron Sutherland. Yes, Ithought it was better than
23
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the phono stage you get for "free" with
the MA6900. Iheard adeeper, wider
soundstage. More low-level rez. Icould
dig alittle more into the grooves with
the AcousTech. But the MA6900's
phono stage was not far behind and,
considering how little vinyl Ilisten to
these days, plenty good enough.

time fiddling with the correct software
that I'd have little time left for actually
listening to music. Besides, Ilike being
incorrect. When Ithink of "correction,"
Ithink "Bureau of Corrections."
Old-fashioned they might be, but
the MA6900's traditional tone controls
were welcome and wonderful. Iknew
what to do with them, and Idid it within seconds — withoutjoining an Internet
user's group. Purists will object to the
mere presence of such controls and the
extra wiring they entail, but if you have

speaker cables, whose main virtue (for
me) was their long length.
"You ain't use 60-year-old recordings
to evaluate modern equipment!" cried
one audiophile friend.
Oh yes Ican!
It's astonishing how good some
older recordings can sound —Ellington and Crosby from the late '30s, for
Tone controls?
instance, and early Ella on Decca.
There's what McIntosh calls an "equalGood equipment makes these recordizer circuit." In other words...tone conings sound even better. So, for that
trols! (I laugh my evil laugh.) These
matter, do features like tone controls
provide 12dB of boost or cut for five
and the MA6900's mono switch.
frequency bands, centered on 50Hz,
And what works for Bing and Billie
150Hz, 500Hz, 1500Hz, and 10kHz. I "You can't use 60-year-old
Holiday can work for Elvis Presley or
used the last two to tame some overly
Buddy Holly.
recordings to evaluate
bright jazz recordings from the late
"Listen to that soundstage!" Isaid to
1940s and early 1950s.
my
horrified audiophile friend.
modern equipment!"
According to Mr. Fish, the tone con"The recording is mono!"
trols are not in the signal path when set
"Exactly. Yet it's soundstage city!"
cried one audiophile
at their detented 12 o'clock positions.
At this point, perhaps you don't
"In dead center, each tone-control pot is
friend. Oh yes Ican!
want to read what Ihave to say about
grounded and is not in the picture whatthe McIntosh MA6900. First and foresoever," he said emphatically.
most, in my opinion, this is amusic"When you move apot to the left them, you use them. There are recordlover's integrated amp, not something
of the center position, aseries-tuned
ings, even new ones, that just cry out that will find favor with hair-shirt,
circuit appears in the input, which
for... er, correction.
wire-crazed, detail-obsessed, "correct"
shorts some of the input energy, or
Me? Ilove recordings that delight audiophile geeks.
voltage, to ground at the particular our dinner guests but give some visiting
The MA6900 did not hype detail.
frequency. When you go the other manufacturers fits: Duke Ellington, Boring, huh? Well, no. Because Ilisway and move the pot to the right of Louis Armstrong, Bing Crosby, and Al
tened to the music, not the equipment.
center, you short to ground part of the
Bowlly from the 1930s; Rudy Vallee,
More than anything else, the MA6900
feedback so you get more gain at the
Isham Jones, and Ukulele Ike from the
liked to get out of the way, present
particular frequency."
'20s. The Boswell Sisters and early
whatever music Iwas playing, and not
Of course, such traditional tone
Mills Brothers.
call attention to itself.
controls are far less sophisticated than
Classical? Oh yeah. Reissues ofJascha
There was no overetching of the
digital room correction, as offered by
Heifetz and Artur Schnabel recordings
highs, yet there was plenty of detail
the TacT RCS2.0 digital equalizerfrom the '30s on Naxos Historical. Early
there. Would there have been more if
preamplifier. My colleague, Kal
Otto Klemperer. Serge Koussevitzky
the MA6900 didn't have so many
Rubinson, who reviewed the TacT last
(who conducted the first Symphony
creature-comfort features? Maybe. I
September, has said that, in the future,
Hall concert Iever attended). If Irewas too occupied with the music to
room correction "should be amandaceive any audiophile discs by accident, I worry about it.
tory part of any serious audio system."
hide them — especially before amanuSince Icould easily separate the preGosh. Mandatory. Well, I never
facturer's visit.
and power-amp sections, Idid just that.
claimed to be "serious." But, seriously,
I did listen to some newer stuff,
Iused my trusty Purest Sound Systems
I'm not sure Iwant to adopt room cormainly on Naxos, to see how the
P500 passive preamp between the
rection. I've always avoided any "room
MA6900 would fare on more—ahem—
Rega Jupiter CD player and the
treatment" other than curtains and, best
modern recordings. But please don't ask
MA6900's power-amp section. Yes, I
of all, books. Imight spend so much
me to pick these recordings apart in
gained alittle more rez — eliminating
tedious, excruciating detail. I'm more
almost any active line stage will do that,
into togetherness than apartness, which
Ifind. Ialso lost tone controls, balance
is one reason Ilike integrateds.
control, mono switch, remote volume
Contacts
For phono, Iused my trusty Shure
control, etc.
GW Labs, Centasound InterUltra 500 in an SME309 tonearm on my
The MA6900 took some time to
national Inc., P.O. Box 210337, San
modified AR ES-1 turntable. (In my main
break in. Ididn't set atimer, but it
Francisco, CA 94121. Tel: (415)
system, Ihaven't turned 'tables in nearly
easily took 100 hours or more. Mac
668-9003. Fax: (415) 668-9638.
20 years.) For digital, Iused my Rega
amps may need more run-in rime
Web: www.gw-labs.com.
Jupiter CD player. Speakers were the
than most because of their output
McIntosh Laboratory, Inc., 2
Quad ESL-989 and Triangle Z£rius —a
transformers. At some point, the
Chambers Street, Binghamton,
wonderful $1095/pair floorstanding
sound is.. .transformed.
NY 13903. Tel: (607) 723-3515.
speaker with anot-zo-zerious name (in
Did Imention that the MA6900 was
Fax: (607) 723-1917. Web: www.
English). Interconnects? Wire? Catch as
exceptionally quiet? No mechanical
mcintoshlabs.com.
catch can, as Grandma liked to say:
noise, except areassuring click at turnRega interconnect by Klotz, and Rega
on. (A delay circuit mutes the sound for
24
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cooling channel with back-up fan assist.

The Klimax Twin is designed to match the
Klimax Solo and sets new standards for single

Inside the Klimax Twin you'll find two isolated

component stereo power amplification.

circuit boards, one the unique Linn Silent

The Klimax Twin delivers unsurpassed signal

second containing the board for the twin

Power Switch Mode Power Supply and the
pitch accuracy, thermal efficiency and reliability
producing 125W into 8ohms and 230W into
4ohms of clean, silent power, all beautifully
housed in a cool running unit that is only 2
inches thick and weighs less than 22 pounds.
The

stunning

compact

casing

protects,

screens and stabilises the sensitive internal
electronics and forms a heat exchanger with
further diffusion being provided by aseparate

LOOKS CAN BE
DECEIVING.

channel audio circuitry.
To experience the outstanding performance
of the Klimax Twin

KLIMAX TWIN.

in a stereo music

system or multi-channel audiovisual system visit your nearest
Linn specialist, which can be
found at www.linninc.com or
call 888-671-LINN. For Linn in
Canada call 604-986-5357.

LINN

Only one hi-fi company in the world has ever been
presented with the Queen's Award for Technological
Achievement".
Only one company has ever successfully produced a full-

IAG America Inc., 180 Kerry Place,

range, point-source, pure electrostatic loudspeaker -each

Norwood, MA 02062

model acknowledged by critics as the best in the world.

Tel (781) 440 0888

But then, only one company consistently produces

www.quad-hifi.com
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amoment.) The line-level inputs were
exceptional silent. Even the phono
stage was relatively noise-free — no
rushing sound until Icranked the volume way up.
The sound, on recordings new or old,
was anything but harmonically threadbare, yet the presentation was not overly
warm. Bass was tight, fast, deeply extended, never muddy. There were
authority and control, never aggression.
The MA6900 did not strike me as an
audiophile's detail-retrieval machine.
There was excellent resolution, but what
impressed me was that the sound had
fullness, body, warmth —like a tube
amp. (Larry Fish, asolid solid-state man,
laughed his head off and told me, in
effect, "I told you sor)
For years, Larry Fish has told me that
a McIntosh solid-state amp should
sound pretty much like aMcIntosh tube
amp. For along while Ithought this was
nonsense —I know that tube amps, as a
breed, tend to sound quite different
from their solid-state counterparts. But
in the case of McIntosh, Ithink it's true:
tubes or transistors, almost the same
sound. Iput it down mainly to the autoformers. Most Mac solid-state amps are
built like tube amps!
There was a sense of ease from
having 200Wpc optimized into any
speaker load —something Ifound useful even with the 92dB-sensitive
Triangle Zerius speakers. Easy load. The
MA6900 lifted these French speakers
off the floor and swung them in the air.
Figuratively, of course.
Those preamp-out and power-ampin jacks allowed for more messing
around. Iconnected the preamp section
of the MA6900 to my reference
McIntosh MC2102 tube power amp and
confirmed what I'd suspected: the
sound of the MA6900's power amp was
very close to that of the MC2102. I
thought the MC2102 had asomewhat
more shimmering, more immediate and
alive quality (tubes, you know), while
the MA6900 gave me tighter, tauter,
faster bass (that's transistors). And the
MA6900 is more powerful than the
MC2102: 200Wpc vs 100Wpc.
The MA6900 could work perfectly
well without the transformers — as,
indeed, does Mac's lower-priced
MA6500 integrated. The MA6900
uses three pairs of bipolar output transistors per side, looking for a load
impedance of 2.9 ohms, before the signal goes to the autoformers. The autoformers aren't needed to lower the
impedance, as they are with atypical
tube amp. Here, on the MA6900, they
Stereophile, February

2002

raise the output impedance, except for
the 2ohm tap. Why doesn't McIntosh
eliminate these seemingly superfluous
output transformers, which make the
MA6900 cost half again as much as the
naked-transistor MA6500?
Sound, sez Sam.
Good engineering, sez Larry.
As several designers of solid-state
gear have told me, any power-amp circuit will work best into an optimum
load. But the manufacturer of the amp
doesn't know what that load — the
speaker — will be. Ha.
That's the catch. A power amp's
naked transistors might work ideally
into an 8ohm load but not so well into
a4ohm load, which would draw more
current from the output stage, causing
the transistors to heat up and, possibly,
prematurely fail.
The opposite also occurs. An amp
designed to pump out the juice into a
4 ohm load might not sound so hot
into 8ohms. Not to mention brands,
but Ifelt that certain American-made
muscle amps didn't sound so hot into
some nominally 8-ohm British loudspeakers: they wanted to be mated with
low-impedance, current-sucking American speakers.

Space

With the autoformers in the
MA6900, voltage is stepped up by turns
above the input tap, optimizing delivery
into a4 or 8 ohm load — or stepped
down by turns below the input tap, to
match a2ohm load.
Ichatted with Chris Bomba, design
engineer for the MA6900, a product
that obviously did not, ah, bomb-a.
"With the autoformers," Chris told me,
"the amplifier sees aconsistent load all
the time. And it's aknown load, so reliability is enhanced and the amp should
last long into the future."
Larry Fish dove in. (It was aconference call.)
"The autoformers present aconstant
load to the amplifier, so the amplifier
can be optimized to work into that load
for the lowest distortion and best performance all around. The transformer
adds nothing to the signal. It just converts impedance to match a2, 4, or 8
ohm speaker load."
McIntosh winds its own transformers
in-house. As Larry explained, there is a
single bifilar winding. "Bifilar" means
the winding has two strands. The two
halves of the coil are wound around the
bobbin of the transformer core at the
same time, turn by turn, for avery close
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PowerKord — 14 Palladian
PowerKord" 10 Palladian'
"I was astounde
ifnmediate improvement in detail,
separation of voices an :Instruments, soundstage width and depth,
and most especially by a huge increase in bass articulation. Sudden
musical synergy—as if by magic." - "It's spooky how much is
revealed when the Palladians are in the system. The effect can
only be compared to cleaning a picture window until it's absolutely
transparent, or adjusting a lens until the focus is razor-sharp."
Barry Willis —www.stereophile.com November 5th, 2001
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coupling. The winding is repeated five
times, layer by layer, and then the five
windings are connected in parallel.
"Part of the black magic of winding a
good audio transformer is to make the
winding multilayered," Larry explained.
"This keeps the coupling between the
different impedances very tight, avoiding any signal loss. The tight coupling
also means the frequency response of
the autoformer surpasses that of the
output circuit itself."
Each autoformer also acts as aprotector. In the unlikely event aDC component appears in the output circuit, the
autoformer shunts it to ground.
"So, Larry, are the autoformers the
main reason the MA6900 sounded very
close to the tubed MC2102?"
"Not the only reason. There's our
proprietary Power Guard circuit. As you
know, one of the major differences
between atube amplifier and atransistor
amplifier is that when they are driven
into clipping, atube amplifier compresses the signal —it will squish asquarewave. But a transistor amplifier can
deliver some pretty harsh squarewaves.
Power Guard prevents the amplifier
from doing this."
"How does it work?"
"The Power Guard circuit is awaveform comparator — a distortion analyzer, if you will. It measures and
compares the input signal and the output signal. When the difference
between the two gets to an area where
there is about 0.3% distortion, Power
Guard turns on adynamic attenuator
that reduces the input. It cleans off the
top of the signal, so the squarewave is
no longer square. But the amp never
goes into hard clipping."
"And you don't need Power Guard
on atube amplifier?"
"No. Tubes do this by themselves."
Power Guard may be nice, but its
indicator LEDs didn't light up for me.
Hardly surprising —Ukulele Ike isn't
likely to light up anything, power-wise.
How much dynamic range can you expect from the voice of Jimmy Cricket,
playing aukulele?
In short, Iattribute the MA6900's
distinctive sound quality to its output
transformers, which seemed to transform the sound. And if there is any reviewer who's thought really hard and
written at length about transformers, it's
my colleague Jimmy Hughes, in
London. Igave Jimmy abell, as they say
in Britain. Jimmy hadn't heard the
MA6900 or, as far as Iknow, any other
McIntosh gear recently. But he sure had
lots to say about transformers. (JA, can I
28

send you my phone bill this month?)
Jimmy loves transformers. He uses
them wherever he can —between his
CD player and his preamp, for instance.
He also has outboard transformers for
coupling solid-state amplifiers to loudspeakers, accomplishing more or less
what most McIntosh amps do internally.
"[The outboard transformers] have a
magical effect," he told me. "You can
use modest amplifiers and get results
which are quite incredible. Iwas quite
impressed by the way they give the
sound body and re-create asort of fullness, a richness, without being soft."
Transformers, he told me afew minutes
later, "humanize" the sound.

"The criterion by which
many people listen is
how sharp the sound is!"
—Jimmy Hughes

Alas, these outboard transformers
Jimmy owns are no longer commercially available.
"If you go back to the late 1960s, to
the time when valves [tubes] were giving way to transistors, one of the main
reasons for getting rid of valves was
eliminating the output transformers.
That was the Holy Grail." Output
transformers were seen as aserious impediment between the pure sound of
the amplifier and the loudspeakers,
Jimmy said.
"So it's rather ironic that this device,
which was so vilified, can turn out to be
quite good and have beneficial effects.
As I've said many times in print, alot of
the sonic differences between tubes and
transistors comes down to the output
transformers."
Iasked Jimmy if he thought there
was some additive effect from transformers. He allowed as how there is
"perhaps alittle bit." Jimmy pointed
to the fact that atransformer-coupled
amplifier is protected, as he said,
"from the vicissitudes of the [speaker] crossover."
Then Jimmy cut to what Isee as the
crux of the matter, and alarger issue
than transformers — namely, the differences in the ways that audiophiles and
music-lovers tend to listen. Mr. Hughes:
"The criterion by which many people listen is how sharp the sound is:
how crisp the rim shot on the drum,
how sharp the cymbals, how strong the

attack. It's abit like photography, saying that the criterion is that the image
be sharp.
"Sound may seem crisper and
sharper, but perhaps it isn't any betterdefined at all. What you get [with
some electronics] is more of aleaning
toward the top end, so that, rather
than the sound being in balance, there
is an emphasis toward the top end all
the time.
"There are wonderful mono recordings, particularly from the early
1950s, which have this incredible kind
of clarity and space around instruments and voices. Iput that down a
little bit to transformers. You know
almost certainly that they were recording those days using mixing desks
and microphone amplifiers that had
balanced transformers."
Again, Jimmy hadn't heard the
MA6900. But Ithought he was describing its transformer-coupled sound to a
T Here are the words I'd use: Rich, full,
with plenty of weight and body.
Musical. Anything but sterile and
hyperdetailed.
Iloved it.
GW Labs DSP Sample Converter
1got tills box 111 the mall the other day
from C.C. Poon.
"Ahar Ithought. "He's either sent
me some monkey-picked tea from
Grant Street or a new product from
Monarchy Audio."
The box contained neither. Inside was
aDSP Sample Converter made by GW
Labs, of San Francisco, under license
from Monarchy Audio. (The unit is not
available from Monarchy. GW Labs is a
totally independent entity. GW stands
for Godfrey Wong, by the way.)
"It retails for a mere $399," C.C.
wrote in his accompanying note.
Remember my February 2001 review of the Monarchy Audio Digital
Interface Processor 24/96? This unit
does what the DIP 24/96 does, but
takes things astep further. "It's asample
converter! It's abit extender!" says the
product poop sheet. A bit extender, I
like that. Sort of like, enlarge your...
No. Won't go there.
Like the DIP 24/96, the GW DSP
takes the 44.1kHz datastream from your
CD player or transport, boosts it by up
to 10 times (from around 0.5V to 5V),
suppresses as much of the jitter as possible, and sends out afresh datastream.
The DIP 24/96 used the recovered
clock from your player or transport— it
cleaned your clock. The GW DSP has
its own onboard clocks. The GW unit
Stereophile, February 2002
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Exceptional Sound
No Exceptions
Rotel's separate components
have long been regarded as
exceptional. Why should our
receivers be anything less? The
RSX1065 surround sound reciever
is an uncompromising, all-inone, multi-channel amplifier,
tuner and preamp-processor
designed to deliver everything
you expect from Rotel. Loaded
with performance, the RSX1065
features a true 5 x 100 watts per
channel (8 ohms, all channels
driven, 20Hz -20kHz (40.03°J.THD),
seven channels and second
zone capability, RS232 interface
for custom installation
applications and plenty of audio
and video inputs and outputs to
satisfy the most demanding
videophile. The RSX1065 provides
exceptional sound in an elegant
space-saving design. Hear it at
your authorized Rotel dealer.

www.rotel.com
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"Let me put this as plainly as possible.
The Valhalla system from Nordost is the
least colored and most neutral cabling
ever to hit the marketplace."
"A triumph, pure and simple"
Harry Pearson
The Absolute Sound Issue 127.
Quote asea with permission of the Absolute Souna

N RDOST
MAKING

THE

"It was as though we had opened the
flood gates of a dam, but instead of
water, we realized music-unhindered
and more of it."
The Inner Ear Report
January 2001.

CONNETION

Nordost Corporation, 420 Franklin Street, Framingham MA 01702 USA.
Tel: 001 508 879 1242 Fax: 001 508 879 8197 email: nordostflatline@msn.com

Please visit our web site: www.nordost.com
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GW unit and upsampling with the
MS11 Link DAC III. The sound was
4.
about the same: very good.
It was hard to compare the 1)11'24/96
GW Labs
and the GW unit directly. By the time I'd
disconnected the cables. I forgot the
DSP
sound. The DIP 24/96 is fabulous, but I
ock
Input
thought the GW unit was even better.
• Opto * Lrn
offering an additional refinement in the
sound —an even inure delicate treble.
(No, Iwas not listening to Ukulele Ike.)
Igave the IMP to my son.
Beautifully built, the GW DSP has
multiple filters to prevent mains-borne
noise from entering its circuitry. It has
elaborate power supplies, i
nc luding se pGW Labs DSP Sample Converter
arate transformer windings feeding two
low-noise rectifiers, followed by chockMy MS11 Link DAC III already did
doesn't reset the clock; it generates its
filtered capacitor banks. There are three
own clocked signal.
upsampling. Iasked C.C. Poon what
inputs — optical (TosLink), coaxial
Unlike the 1)IP, the GW unit upwould happen if I sent an alreadyunsampled signal to the MS11.
(RCA), and balanced (AES/EBU) —
samples.
Crystal
Semiconductor's
and two outputs: coaxial and balanced.
CS8420 "fourth generation" sample"You get double upsampling," he
So you could take a feeble, shaky
replied. "But Ithink once is enough."
converter chip takes the 44.1kHz datastream, ups it to 96kHz, and adds 8bits
Icould easily compare aconventional
TbsLink signal from aCl) changer and
output astrong, steady, upsampled dataof random noise (dither) to extend the
signal to an upsampled signal, and once
again, I hailed "the magic bullet." I stream to your DAC via the GW unit.
16 bits to 24 hits.
A matching I
)AC with atubed analog
Of course. our I)AC has to accept a heard more space, more air, and
smoother, sweeter treble with upsamoutput section is forthcoming. Mean24/96 signal to use the upsampling
piing. Iheard no benefit with double
while, the GW Labs DSP Sample
feature. If it doesn't, von still get the
upsampling, nor did Ihear much differConverter is way recommended. You
benefits of asignal boost and precise
ence between upsampling with the
won't go wong. My man, Godfrey!
CI
clock generation.
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Great Flexibility for OEM
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S Standard Design and Best Manufacturing in China
High Quality Guarantee
,Courteous Service of US Mod
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Ted Denney Ill Lead Cable Designer and creator
of Synergistic Research's new X-Series Active Cables.

"My new X-Series cables result from ten years
of product development and refinement. All told,
they represent Synergistic Research's finest hour"
"Denney plugged in the Synergistic power cord
and flicked on the Krell... My jaw dropped."
"The midrange sang. The soundstage was wide, deep, and
well defined... The system was definitely cooking."

"The upgrade to Active Shielding is profound.
Imaging your soundstage illuminated from within..."
"Synergistic Research's most dramatic aural refinement...
aprocess they call "Active Shielding."

"...with the massive Synergistic cord... Icould have sworn

"Synergistic Research might just be competing against itself..
Compared to cables costing two to three times as much, the
Active Shielding-equipped Sterling/Quad combo offered a

there was another half-octave of bass extension."

significantly more vivid, lifelike performance."

John Atkinson, Stereophile, Vol. 24 No. 11

-Chip Stern, Stereophile, Vol. 24 No. 11

Introducing the new patent pending X-Series cables- call now for your free review copy.
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1-800-578-6489

Synergistic Research Inc. 501 Superior Ave. Newport Beach Calif 92663 is phone 949.642.2800 fax 949.642.2900 web www.SynergisticResearch.com
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ext time someone tells you that
nice guys finish last, tell him or
her about Bob Irwin, founder,
owner, and president of Sundazed Records. He's one of the nicest guys you'll
ever meet, he's currently on top, and
odds arc he'll finish there —for all the
right reasons.
"Analog Corner" regulars are well
aware of Sundazed's audiophile-quality
AAA reissues on 180gm LPs, which the
company sells for $12.98 each. The
label's catalog, both deep and wide, includes LPs by Bob Dylan, The Byrds,
Otis Redding, The MC5, The Monkces, Iggy Pop, Love, Mike Bloomfield,
Gram Parsons, The Butterfield Blues
Band, Gene Clark, Booker T. and the
MG's, The Beau Brummels, The Young
Rascals, and Sweet, as well as dozens of
lesser-known but equally interesting
artists. You can find all of these at
www.sundazed.com and in the new 80page 3-D—print catalog (glasses included), which includes LPs, CDs, 45s, VHS
tapes, is also afanzine, and is sure to
become a collector's item even as it
drains your bank account. And be sure
to ask for Sundazed's glossy, full-color,
vinyl-only catalog.
If Isound like abreathless fan, Iam.
A latecomer to the Sundazed party, I
first became aware of Irwin's work on
the CBS Mastersound gold CD of Van
Morrison's Blowin' Unit. Mind!, which
blew mine with superb sound Iwasn't
used to hearing from Cll. Ireviewed it
in The Trackilw Angle in 1995, then contacted Irwin to find out more about him
and Sundazed. Igot back one of the
most gratifying letters I've ever received:
"I've learned alot from you over the
years," said Irwin. "I've been afan of
your work..."
The feeling is mutual. I visited
Sundazed late last summer to interview
Irwin at the company's idyllic Hudson
River setting in the sleepy hamlet of
Coxsackie, New York. As Iprepared for
the interview, Iremembered one rd conducted in Los Angeles in 1986 (for The
Absohne Sound) with Harold Bronson,
president and founder of the then up-andcoming Rhino Records. As the industry
switched to CD, Rhino mounted ahalfhearted attempt to "save the LP." It failed.
Stereophile, February 2002

Sundazed founder Bob Irwin with some "product!'

But 16 years later, Sundazed has succeeded — LP sales are up more than
30% compared to last year. Rhino has
since been bought by AOL Time
Warner, which, in a"cost-cutting" move
(despite the company's profitability),
recently removed Bronson from his
position. I'm pulling for Sundazed's
continued success and long-term
growth; let's hope it's not at the expense
of the company's soul.

Irwin started Sundazed in 1989 while
he was still apurchaser for Records N
Such, athree-store chain in Albany, New
York. After completing college, he
began working in one of the two satellite
stores, within six months was managing
the main location, and soon thereafter
became the chain's general manager.
That was in 1983-84, during the transition from LP to CD. "I'll never forget
the week Istarted working there," he
33
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Introducing the
TacT Audio RCS2.2 X
-the World's best preamplifier

- Ultimate Performance
- Flexible
- Upgradeable

The new RCS 2.2 X combines a State-of-the-art,

"The walls melted away. Iwas trans-

fully digital preamplifier with our world recognized

ported to the performnace. The speakers

Room Correction System.

disappeared. A weil was lifted

The longer

-and it is now possible to integrate your sub-

lived with the TacT Audio RCS2.0, the more

woofer(s) perfectly with your stereo loudspeakers !

was convinced that it brought me much

The RCS2.2 X's advanced 4-channel correction

closer to the sound of live music, and that

system will time- and frequency-align your

room correction should be amandatory

speakers, and custom configureable DSP-based

part of any serious audio system"

crossovers with slopes up to 60 dB/Octave will
create a seamless blend between mainspeakers
and subwoofers. Like all other TacT products, the

Stereophile -Sept. 2001
on the RCS2.0

RCS2.2 X is designed for easy software and hardware upgrades
-better than 0.5hz correction resolution

r30.0

-192kHz digital in/out
-Optional 192 kHz DA and AD converters
-individual correction and custom configureable

"2001 Amplification Component

crossovers for mainspeakers and subwoofers

of the year"

-TacT ParEQ software
-Modular hardware design
-Software upgradeable via RS232

TacT Audio, Inc., 201 Gates Road Unit G. Little Ferry NJ 07643, (201) 44

www.tacta
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come down and talk with us?" This was
around 1989. My initial role was to say
to them, "You guys own this or that,
you ought to put that out." Legacy was
then in the formation stages, so Jon said
to me, "Why don't you go down the
hall and meet these guys? They're going
to be running it." This was Jerry Schulman and Gary Pacheco.
Fremer: Iknew them. They were responsiblefor thefirst gold-CD reissue debacle. They
should have spoken to me about that.
Irwin: So we talked, and Ibegan doing
projects for them for very little money.
That grew, ayear or two later, into my
first freelance contract with the company, and I've been [working with them as
"We realized early on
acompilation producer] since 1991. It
Bob Irwin: So when Rhino started, I
helps me to keep afoot in that other
really, really was interested in what they
that getting the tapes
world — you meet alot of wonderful
were doing, and started aphone relafolks, and hopefully build your reputawas going to be 99°/o
tionship with them pretty early on.
tion and résumé, and you try to find
Michael Fremer: "Them" being Richard
of the battle. We weren't
those artists or catalogs who respect that
Foos and Harold Bronson?
musical approach. I have wonderful
Irwin: Yes. As Iwatched compact disc
going to settle for
relationships in place with, naturally,
grow, it was obvious to see what was beThe
Byrds and Roger McGuinn, the
ing missed and how people were alhaying someone send
Joplin estate and Janis' sister, Laura.
ready rushing to put together slapdash
Jimmie Vaughan, Stevie Ray's brother,
packages. Rhino tried to hire me away
dupes." —Bob Irwin
and Iare very good friends. Jimmie
from the store three times. Ididn't acdoesn't want anyone touching Stevie's
cept, but maintained my relationship
with Richard Foos and would do Imet him for lunch. He came in with catalog but me, and Ihave developed
research and find things for them here his phone book, he opened it up, and that same type of trusting relationship
with Paul Simon and Art Garfunkel. I
on the East Coast. They had a guy said, "What do you want to know?"
think that it ultimately makes me more
Basically,
one-stop
shopping.
[He's
working for them named Bob Cahill,
who would say to me, "Do you know the] guy that's most responsible for the valuable to Sony Music, but more
where the Knickerbockers masters genesis of Sundazed. He said, "Talk to importantly, the label appreciates somearc?" I'd then go home and do detective this guy as your entertainment attor- one doing the right thing with that catney — I'll make aphone call for you. alog...at least, that's what Itry to do.
work and try to find them.
Rhino, in avery short amount of Talk to this guy to get your records mas- Fremer: What were your first Sundazed
releases?
time, became very successful for afew tered. Talk to this guy to get this done."
reasons. All of the Monkees albums Fremer: So you have your label, but you're Irwin: The first were the projects I'd
they had just reissued entered the Bill- still working in that record store How did you been investigating for Rhino that they
board charts when MTV started show- connect with Sony to start doing their reissues? passed on: the Knickerbockers catalog,
ing The Monkees. They had the Billy Irwin: Our first few releases received the Five Americans catalog. One thing I
Vera single "At This Moment" being great reviews in places like the New York was told early on is that when you blaze
Times, Stereo Review. At this point in apath to an untapped tape library or
played on Family Ties. It became anumber one single, so all of asudden Rhino time, the label was run out of my house. catalog of music, when you go in to do
wasn't so interested in the Knicker- It was very obvious early on that we had your licensing deal, you'd best go after
bockers catalog! And Richard Foos said to move to alarger location — business and license everything you want right
to me, "You know, now might be a was great! Sony at that time was still away, because now that you've blazed a
good time for you to start that label known as CBS Records. There was no path, everyone else will be there shortly.
Columbia/Legacy yet, there wasn't a Fremer: So you get the tapes...
you've been talking about."
Fremer: Did you need to get investors to do catalog division per se. There was aguy Irwin: ...which, we realized early on,
and acouple of people who worked for was going to be 99% of the battle. We
this?
Irwin: Nope, everything was done by him who read consumer letters and weren't going to settle for having
Mary [Bob's wife] and myself. It in- looked through the catalog and said, someone send dupes from Nashville of
volved taking every penny we had ever "This might be nice to put out," and the Knickerbockers stuff. It was fluky
the way it happened, but we quickly
saved — we were always good savers — that's pretty much the way it worked.
The main catalog guy at that time realized we had to dig for the masters.
re-mortgaging our house, and so on, because the most important thing was, we was Jon Birge —wonderful guy, went We all looked at each other and said,
wanted this to be seen as areal entity. I on to work with several other labels, "Road trip," got in the car, drove to
didn't want to be looked upon as abou- and is still active in the industry. Jon Nashville, and myself and a friend
tique label, Ididn't want to be a"mom rang me up and basically said, "We went through the entire tape vault on
and pop" label. Iwanted to be aplayer don't know who you are, but we're our stomachs to find the proper masreading about you, so why don't you ters and multitracks.
right from the get-go.

told me. "They had awall that basically
introduced compact discs, and Ithink
there were eight titles."
Today, Irwin's reissue credits include
more than 350 CDs for labels like Sony,
Arista, and BMG, and boxed sets from
Simon and Garfunkel, The Byrds,
Stevie Ray Vaughan, Johnny Cash,
Carole King, and many others. But back
in the '80s, he noted with amazement
that the best reissues were coming out
of Germany, the UK, and Japan, from
companies like Bear Family, Ace, and
Charly, which seemed more interested
in America's musical heritage than did
our own labels.

Stereophile, February 2002

Fremer: When you say, "I want to start a
label," what do you do?
Irwin: Ihad afriend, Dave Hall, who
was asalesman for JEM importers. He
also had two labels: Sky Clad Records
and Grand Slam Records. He was calling every week from JEM, and each
time we spoke I'd open the notebook
and ask him five more questions. Eventually, he said to me, "Irwin, what are
you up to?" And I[told him]. He said,
"Well, stop doing this to me on the
phone. Itell you what Next Wednesday, meet me at Pennyfeathers [in
Greenwich Village]. Bring anotebook."
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Fremer: Which is tough because qf
mislabeling. The box will say, "Use
this one."
Irwin: Iguess the most common
one that people still fall victim to
is that many of the major labels
would take the original mono or
stereo mixdown master and
write "DNU" —Do Not Use—
all over it. That would, in turn,
steer engineers to use the more
foolproof but second-generation
"cutting master," which is acopy
that would have most of the processing, like EQ and compression, already applied. In most
cases these days, the reels marked
"DNU" are the mother ship.
That's the one you want!
Fremer: Who did your mastering at
first?
Irwin: Early on, Iwent into some local
studios in Albany to audition the tapes
and see what we had. The equipment
was pretty much pasted together. Fortunately, Ihad afriend in Albany who
had abeautiful vintage half-inch fourtrack machine. It was obvious early on
that doing this properly was going to be
more work than Imight originally have
envisioned. After mastering the first two
records we ever put out, Irealized that
the only way the company was going to
fly, the way Icould keep my finger on
the pulse and keep the quality where I
wanted it to be, was to bring everything
in-house.
Fremer: When you started hearing digitized
masters— especially in those days— was it
very disappointing?
Irwin: Listen, I'm an analog guy. Ilove
analog. Our mission statement is to try
and capture on acompact disc what a
great-sounding record might sound like.
Fremer: At what point did you say to yourself; "I want to take the plunge into vinyl"?
Irwin: We did from day one. We never
did not make vinyl. I've always had a
love affair with vinyl. I've always been
the stupid, sick record-collector guy —
still to this day. Live for it, love it. If I
couldn't make vinyl Iwouldn't be in
this business. Period. Back then, 1989,
1990, we sold alot of vinyl. Actually,
we've always sold alot of vinyl, because
for many vinyl titles we were able to
acquire distribution rights for the
worldwide territory. So while maybe
you could only get aCD release of such
and such for the United States, if you
were seeking vinyl rights, for a few
bucks more there was the possibility
you could have it for the world. So
we're still selling it in those pockets.
Freiner: Which are pretty deep in some place..
36

we noticed sales not necessarily
tailing off, but us having to be far
more selective about what we
were putting out on vinyl, my
response was, "I'm starting a
vinyl-only label." That's when
we launched our BeatRocket
subsidiary. At first it was to be a
haven for all these wonderful,
obscure '60s bands that didn't
have enough material to make a
quality CD, to fill up 40 or 50
minutes, but had 10 or 12 incredibly fucking great songs that had
to be heard. And Isaid, "Okay,
here's the perfect marriage. Iget
to have my little love affair with
the record, and here's what we're
Sundazed World headquarters
going to do to make it fly: We're
going to make sure we can
license the titles at a reasonable rate,
"The core marketing
we're going to press them on 180gm
vinyl, cut from analog tapes, and sell
bullseye for our LPs is
them for $11.98."
Fremer: It's amazing you can do that.
18-to-35-year-olds."
Irwin: And that's the whole genesis of
the rebirth of vinyl here at Sundazed.
—Bob Irwin
That was hugely successful, because not
only was it embraced by vinyl lovers,
Irwin: Oh, you betcha! The vinyl culbut by the whole '60s garage recordture embraces you and in turn feeds off collector family around the world. So
itself. But, that said, there was certainly
from there...
atime, six or seven years ago, when we
Freiner: Do you have an idea if the age
called ameeting and decided that we group that buys your records?
were going to have to be more selective
Irwin: Yes. The core marketing bullsabout our vinyl releases. This has never
eye for us is certainly 18-to-35-yearbeen abottom-line company, never a olds. I'm not selling all of these records
marketing-driven company. We've alto the typical oldies buyer. Idon't mean
ways been an A&R- [artists and reperto be disparaging — I'm naturally very
toire] driven company. Music conies
grateful and happy when our sales spill
first. If we fall in love with acertain reover to that more mainstream market,
cording, we're immediately convinced
which happens with the Nancy Sinatra
that others will as well. That is, until
catalog, the Buck Owens catalog, the
you start wondering if you're getting Young Rascals, things like that. But I
your ass kicked financially. You do have
have always said that we'll always stay
to be smart about it. You have to know
true to our roots, because Iconsider our
not just the record-collector mentality,
core market resilient and nearly recesbut you have to know the music world
sion-proof. These arc people who will
in general. You have to be aware of buy music before they buy food or hotthings — like you haven't been able to
dogs, and as long as Istay rooted in that
buy aBob Dylan mono album since it world, which is where my heart is, we'll
was in print 30 years ago, that they're
be in good shape.
distinctly different from the stereo
Freiner: In ternis of numbers, what's a"succounterparts, and in most cases, with
cessfid" vinyl title?
the early albums, they're far superior.
Irwin: That's dependent upon what it
Then you have to be able to find the
takes to license the title, but Ican tell
tape to properly create that record.
you in broad terms. We have vinyl
Freiner: You said that your vinyl business titles that sell 3000 copies worldwide
was up something like 30%.
and we have titles that sell 10,000
Irwin: More so now.
copies or more. We have some that sell
Freiner: Why is that at this point in time? 20,000 copies, and we're very happy.
Titles?
And they're not always the titles you
Irwin: A combination of everything,
might expect.
going back to our dedication to the forFremer: So the middle period ofyour commat —that we refused to let it go. When pany is more process.
Stereophile, February 2002

"...the most enticing I've heard."

Michael Fremer
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Irwin: It's process, but it's interesting. I
was sitting at home in our old house on
our patio with abeer in my hand, and
Mary comes out the back door, saying,
"Nancy Sinatra's on the phone for you."
On the back porch, with aCorona in
my hand, Ihad this conversation with
Nancy Sinatra, who said, "My father always taught me that you give your
music catalog to people that love it and
will do agreat job."
Freiner: How did shefind out about you?
Irwin: She was recommended to us by
Harold Bronson. Had the conversation
with her, and within two weeks we had
the whole deal inked. The Buck Owens
catalog was another example. Everyone
said to me, "Don't bother, he's not going
to license anything out. He's not going
to give you whole albums." Icalled
Buck Owen's office and Ispoke with
Jim Shaw, Buckaroo keyboardist and a
main manager of the Owens complex.
Jim said to me, "Buck knows who you
are. We just put anew CD changer in
his Cherokee, and the first disc we put
in there was the Bob Wills and the
Texas Playboys set you did for Sony.
He'll talk to you." Within two weeks,
we had the Buck Owens catalog.
Then Quentin Tarantino puts out
Pulp Fiction, which has six Sundazed
artists featured in the soundtrack. So
you have those type of things. .and
actually, they were much more traceable
then than the growth spurts are now.
You realize the growth spurts now
when you've been granted the rights to
the Bob Dylan vinyl catalog.

Sundazed in Heavy Rotation
1) Bob Dylan, The Freewheelin'
Bob Dylan, 180gm mono LP
2) Gene Clark, Gene ark with
the Gosdin Brothers, 180gm LP
3) The Sir Douglas Quintet, The
Best Of 180gm mono LP
4) The MC5, Kick Out the Jams,
180gm LP
5) Fred Neil, Bleecker & MacDougal, 180gm LP
6) The Beau Bminmels, North
Beach Legends, 180gm LP
7) Gram Parsons and the International Submarine Band,
180gm LP
8) Love, Forever Changes, 180gm
LP (test pressing)
9) Bob Dylan, The Times They Are
A-Changin; 180gm mono LP
10) The Remains, The Remains,
180gm LP
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Freiner: That was through your Sony connection?
Irwin: I've known Bob's manager, Jeff
Rosen, for quite awhile through my
work at Sony. I've always tried to walk a
fine line and never let there be aconflict
of interest with my work at Sony and my
work here, but Ihave such agood relationship with the people at Legacy. We'll
have ameeting between [Legacy's] Steve
Berkowitz, JeffJones, Adam Block, and
myself sitting down, going, "Hey, are
you guys going to put out the Kenny
Burrell material? Can Ihave it?" And
sometimes they'll say, "We're not going
to get to that, Bobby. You can do it."
With the Bob Dylan vinyl catalog,
the first thing Idid was drop afriendly
letter to Jeff Rosen, and Iput acouple of
promos in there for him and for Bob,
things Ithought they would like: acouple of Sir Douglas Quintet albums, I
think acouple of Booker T and Otis
Redding albums...
Fremer: On vinyl?
Irwin: Yeah, because they're vinyl guys.
Jeff Rosen is definitely avinyl guy.
The following week Jeff calls, and
once we get done talking about baseball
and this and that, and music in general,
he says to me, "Let me ask you something. You do alot of vinyl, right?" Isay,
"Right, more and more all the time." He
says, "How come you don't have any of
Bob's albums out?"
Isaid, "Jeff, did you get the package I
sent out?" He said, "No, I
just got anote
that you'd called." Isaid, "Where's all
your mail?" He says, "Behind my desk."
Ihear him rummaging, then he goes, "I
got it right here." He opens the package
while he's on the phone, he's oohing
and aahing over the records and reading
my letter, and he says, "I don't see any
problem with [issuing some Dylan titles
on vinyl] at all." He faxes my letter back
to me and it says, "Sounds absolutely
great, go!"
Iwent to Sony and locked down a
couple of the albums. A few months
later, Iwas in the office working late,
and the phone rings. It's Jeff Rosen. He
says, "I'm sitting here in my office with
T Bone Burnett and we just came off
your website. T Bone is ahuge Sundazed fan, and Ihave aproposition for
you. You've asked for acouple of things,
but would you consider doing all of
Bob's catalog on vinyl?"
I said, "We 1
I
...let me think
about...YES!"
Freiner: What's going to happen with
Dylan's Blonde on Blonde, where the stereo
mix was apparently lost and they had to ranix
it twice?

Irwin: It wasn't lost, it was just the same
scenario that plays out sometimes at
major labels. When you have asuccessful record, the original master is basically
used to death, and at some point the
safety is used to death. You don't see
people making a mixdown tape and
then making cutting copies from that
until you get to the latter part of the '60s.
For all intents and purposes, when
they mixed down Blonde on Blonde,
you'll find amix reel or aseries of mix
reels for every single song. You'll look
at "Sad Eyed Lady of the Lowlands"
and you'll see they mixed that five
times, and they chose No.4 as their
master mix. So they clip that out of the
reel and that went to the master reel,
which comprised the actual cutting
copy. It wasn't until later on, with 8and 16-track recordings, that the mixes
were becoming so involved and cumbersome that they couldn't nail it all at
once. When they got the mix they
liked, they'd go back and say, "It's a
great mix, but it can use abit more
upper mids."
That was when somebody went, "I
know! Let's apply the EQ and compression it needs, and we'll make acutting
copy so this is foolproof." Before that, in
the case of Blonde on Blonde, the mixdown they'd love was the one that went
into the master reel that they were cutting from. And what would happen
with ahuge runaway album like that, or
Simon and Garfunkel's catalog, they'd
burn the masters right out and then safety them, and then burn the safety out,
and on and on.
Freiner: That's why the later pressings were
just horrible
Irwin: You bet. Usually right off the
cliff.
Fremer: Are you going to do Blonde on
Blonde in mono? And are you going to get
Claudia Cardinale's permission to put that
picture back in? [An unauthorized picture of
the actress in the gate/old ofthe original edition
was removed shortly after the first pressing to
prevent alawsuit.]
Irwin: Yes, in mono. As for the picture,
gone forever. It's the most-often-asked
question about the reissue of that record, and we were told, "Absolutely
not." It involved too much litigation.
When it conies to The Freewheelire
Bob Dylan, there's the original "censored" version [of which afew copies
leaked out and are now worth thousands of dollars] and the one everyone
knows. Isaid to Jeff Rosen, "It would
be tremendously cool to do that first
version of the record." Jeff said, "You
know, that story has kind of morphed
Stereophile, February 2002
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Irwin's 2track modified AIR playback deck

over the years. It wasn't necessarily
censorship that took off the three
songs; actually, it was Bob thinking that
he had better songs. It was Bob's decision to make that change, not
Columbia's. You know, frankly, the
record that they ended up with, which
everyone knows and loves, is abetter
record." Iwent back and listened, and I
had to agree with him.
Fremer: When you ask Jo-raDylan tape,
where does it consefiont?Do you to and get it?
Irwin: Aside from being contracted to
Legacy, for eight years I've been under
contract to the Sony archive system as
well, in aseparate agreement. Iwas the
first person — I'm happy to say this out
loud — the first guy who ever demanded to have afield trip to Iron Mountain,
where Sony stores its masters. So myself,
Dylan producer and person extraordinaire Don DeVito, and Amy Herot,
who's no longer at Sony, got in acar and
drove there. It's outside of Kingston,
New York.
Freiner: Is it really amountain?
Irwin: It's quite an amazing facility. It's
like going into aJames Bond movie. It's
well camouflaged —you pull up to a
garage door at the side of the mountain,
you show your ID, agolf cart takes you
down to an underground village, and
you're in another world. It's amassive
archive system of which Sony is merely
one player. There arc things tucked
away down there they won't divulge!
Film, bank records, and on and on.
How great it was to go there back before the archiving system was in place.
You'd crawl around, get filthy, and find
absolutely unbelievable things.
Fremer: How was it all arranged?
Irwin: The filing process is called "The
Chaotic System," and that's literally the
name — things arc randomly assigned
shelf numbers. It's not like everything is
in numerical order. But back then, you
Stereophile, February 2002

Get aload of that rack!

Irwin's prized Presto 3track—used by Sony for
Kind of Blue" CD and SACD.

had to go fishing for things by looking
through half amillion tapes. I'm not exaggerating — you want it, you go looking! That's where all the "Do Not Use"
master tapes were filed. kwas thrilling
to go and find unexpected things. Now
Sony's got in place the premier archiving system of any label.
Fremer: You don't do the cutting hen; but
usually send it out [to be cut by Joe Pahnaccio
on Sony's newly acquired lark or by George
Marino at Sterling] How do you deal with
complex cutting issues?
Irwin: Ihave almost an identical playback setup in my room here as [in] the
studios Iuse. That's why
using the
Sontec 532 EQ, amastering studio standard, and other gear. But Idon't want to
make it seem that it's extreme rocket
science. When you find the original
master tape, 99% of the battle is donc.
You're in the home stretch.
Fremer: 'there having trouble with Love's
Forever Changes tape [These issues have
since been resolved.]
Irwin: That's probably one of the most
involved two-tracks I've ever worked on.
Fremer: Ihave afile gold-label Elektra
pressing. Afrieml brought over alater butter-

Corner

4track /
2 "Scully
1

pressin and it had been
remastered to sound totally dylirent. It
sounds to me like what Bill htglot was
usingfir the Rhino CD: much heavier bass, and some tracks on the original, like «Alone Again, Wham: purpostfidly low ley& to &gin with and
then ever-increasiv volume On the
butterfly label and on the recent CD,
those level changes have been obliterated.
Irwin: You have to be so aware
of those nuances on arecord like
that, and I'll tell you right now,
there's 500 of them on that record, just with that two-track
master. Things are moving, EQ is
changing, compression is changing—everything is changing.
Freiner: What do you see in the short and
lot' tenu fir Sundazed?
Irwin: We arc in the enviable position
of having many artists and labels bringing their catalogs to us, àla the Dylan.
Little Feat's management contacted
Rhino last week and wants Waiting for
Columbus to be out on vinyl. They'd like
for it to be on Sundazed.
Fremer: Oh, cool!
Irwin: So we have things being brought
to us for the quality reasons we've tried
to maintain.
Freiner: Mobile Fidelity's reissue of
Columbus was really good; you have your
work cut outfor you.
Irwin: Okay.
Freiner: But they should do Sailin' Shoes
and Dixie Chicken, too.
Irwin: I've asked for more of the catalog. The first album, too. That would be
my self-edification album. So we have
wonderful titles for 2002. We're looking
to finish up this year with 10 home runs,
because we were able to unearth all of
the Byrds' pre-Columbia World Pacific
recordings from the Byrds' original manager, Jim Dickson. That accounts for
41
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over 20 hours of music boiled down to
an incredible two-CD, two-LP set that
will have 40-plus tracks. We have access
to the band's and Jim Dickson's entire
photo archives. Barry Feinstein, the legendary photographer, gave us access to
his Byrds archives. All of these sources
account for another 2000 unseen photos, which we're working on now. It will
be in aslipcase with a52-page perfectbound book.
We've also got The Freewheelin' Bob
Dylan, Cram Parsons and the International
Submarine Band on 180gm vinyl, and
Fred Neil's Bleecker and MacDote!. We
are always licensed pretty much in

"10,000 years from now,
if they find arecord,
they're going to be able
to play it back with adamn
pine needle."—Bob Irwin
advance, so we can show you roughly
what our 2002 release schedule is as we
envision it this week. Still very aggressive with vinyl, and still keeping CD
going strong, to the point where we're
starting to place things in 2003 right
now. Still, where we can cut the edge is
that since we're asmall company and
everything is in-house, we're light on
our feet. When something comes along
that needs to be addressed immediately,
we can turn on adime. When we were
able to pull the Byrds project together,
we knew it had to be the flagship of our
year-end release, and we got the project
going immediately.
Freiner: Let's talk about the _Pure. There's
DVD-Audio multichannel and SACD. Are
you considering any °Plug?
Irwin: I'm naturally skittish about the
formats. Everything has to settle down
abit. I'm very fortunate, because Ihave
the catbird scat when it comes to accessing new technologies and updates,
and experiencing the accompanying
shortcomings of the technologies. So
I'm not ready to jump in with both feet
yet. To me, the safe money is still on the
vintage technology.
You once said to me — and I've never
forgotten this, when we first met, on the
phone — that 10,000 years from now,
when they're digging the shit out of our
lost civilization and they find a CD,
they're going to say, "What the fuck is
that?" But if they find arecord, they're
going to be able to play it back with a
damn pine needle.
Stereophile, February 2002
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"I just installed your Micro Purl Interconnects
between my CD player and headphone amp, and
my system never sounded so good. No coloration or
distortion, only an unforced, natural presentation
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Paul Bubny July 6, 2001
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es been along time since Iheard
the patter of little paws in our
home; after losing our kitties of 15
years, we were heartbroken. Those
cats would never be forgotten — the
entire rock section of our LP racks has
frayed jackets because it provided the
perfect scratching post for Desser.
And we kept the cartridge that was
ruined years ago when Albee jumped
up on our Linn turntable in pursuit of
awild tonearm.
But we were finally ready to bring a
new kitty into our lives. With many
years of audio and cat ownership under
our belts, we were confident that we
were going to find the perfect audiocat.
After all, other audio people had succeeded. Art and Janice Dudley found
cats so perfectly in tune with audio that
they're listed as staff on the masthead
of Listener. And images of Harry
Pearson's perfect Maine Coon audiokitty, Sweet'um, have graced many
issues of The Absolute Sound. We were
convinced that we, too, would find the
perfect audiocat.
We put together alist of the qualities
of the perfect audiokitty. He shouldn't
claw. He should be docile, and not stalk
tonearms or climb record cabinets. But,
like the lists that single people compile
when looking for the perfect mate, ours
went up in smoke the moment we fell
in love with aBengal kitten we named
Tiger. (Not an original name, but perfect nonetheless.)
We brought the little guy home and
could instantly see that he was agifted
audiocat: He jumped up on the couch
and sat down in the sweet spot. We also
noticed that his ears are larger than most
cats' ears. He tilted his head slightly to
the right, then to the left, and he was
absolutely right — the record was
recorded out-of-phase. Well, perhaps
the eardrops we'd just put in were causing him to tilt his head, but certainly,
immediately finding the sweet spot was
asign of atrue audiocat.
After playing afew records for Tiger,
my audiophile and Iwent into the
kitchen to feed him dinner. After opening four or five cans, we found his
favorite: turkey. Overindulgent? Us?
Well, maybe alittle. We went into the
Stereophile, February 2002
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Tiger prefers LPs to CDs. It's not
that he objects to the midrange compression — he just finds LP jackets
easier to claw. Still, knocking over
stacks of CDs does provide some
amusement for him during the day,
when we're out. His talent extends
from knocking over the CDs stacked
on the table to taking out whole
shelves of aCD rack. We reprimand
him fiercely when we come home:
"Oh, Tiger, you cutie. You should
We gave him
know better than to knock over
Daddy's CDs, you little sweetie."
astern talking-to: "Now,
We have absolutely put our feet
down on his climbing the diningTiger, we really mean this.
room table — especially since he
found that it takes him only asmall
You should not climb the
leap to reach our VPI turntable. Yes,
we put our feet down indeed: Tiger is
audio equipment, you
allowed on the table only while we're
adorable little kitty."
eating dinner. Okay, maybe we are a
bit indulgent. But, really, you must see
how cute he is.
Tiger caused us abit of worry the day
We thought Tiger was amost civilized little audiocat who fully under- he began to sneeze. The vet gave us
stood that claw holes in the MLs' some medicine and vitamins for him,
diaphragms would not be agood tweak. but we attribute his fast recovery to the
We were wrong — he had his eyes on warmth provided by the Conradthe RoomTune staked to the ceiling. Johnson ART preamplifier Tiger curled
up next to.
Within three seconds he shot up the
Iwas in the kitchen opening afew
RoomTune and was hanging from the
very top. We left him dangling there for more cans of cat food. (Did Imenafew minutes, thinking he'd be terrified tion that turkey was his favorite for
only afew days? His favorite food
and learn his lesson.
But Bengals are bred from Leopard changes as frequently as audiophiles
cats, who love to climb. He gave us a change cables.) My audiophile was
sitting in the sweet spot with Tiger
Cheshire grin from the top of the
RoomTune, and we gave him another on his lap. Suddenly, Iheard arumstern talking-to: "Now, Tiger, we
bling noise.
Oh, no! Any little noise in his system
really mean this. You should not climb
the audio equipment, you adorable can cause major anxiety, frantic phone
little kitty." He looked at us, confused. calls to friends, and hours of tweaking. I
We gave him ahug and returned to prepared for the worst.
But when Ichecked afew minutes
the bedroom.
later, my audiophile was still sitting
Thunk. Thunk. Thunk. Back to the
living room to see what was up. Tiger there. Didn't he hear the rumbling?
had found aTiptoe and was batting it Was something wrong with him?
"Honey, do you hear that noise?"
around the dining room's wood floor.
"What noise?"
He really was an audiophile — forget
"That rumbling in your system?"
about the music, go right past the
He looked at me, abig smile on his
equipment, and start messing with
tweaks. After trying several types of face. "That rumbling is Tiger purring."
It was just my audiophile and my
footers, including ceramic, aluminum, and gold, Tiger decided he pre- audiokitty enjoying amusical moment
together. What could be cuter?
1111
ferred aluminum.

bedroom to watch some TV. Ten minutes later, when Tiger hadn't joined us,
we got nervous and came out to check
on him. He was perched halfway up
our MartinLogans. Nice of Gayle
Sanders to include aplace in his speaker design for Tiger to sit. After astern
talking-to —"Now, Tiger, you really
shouldn't be climbing the speakers" —
he climbed back down.
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Conversations with three New York City high-end retailers

Meets the Road

t

here's one phrase a Ferrari dealer never hears
from a potential customer: "Ferrari? What's a
Ferrari?" Marques such as Ferrari, Lamborghini,
and Maserati are so embedded in mainstream culture that their dealers never have to introduce an
unfamiliar but exorbitantly expensive set of
wheels to their prospects.
But outside of our tight little audiophile community, highend audio is virtually unknown —I'm sure at least 98 out of
100 of the Carnegie Hall or Blue Note jazz club faithful are
clueless about even the most prominent high-end brands. To
succeed, those companies must not only produce greatsounding products and earn positive reviews, they must also
rely on an active dealer network to reach most of their customers — folks who never read an audio or home-theater
magazine but appreciate the difference asuperb system can
Stereophile, February 2002

make. The dealer is the all-important link between audiophiles and "civilians" and the manufacturers.
To learn more about high-end retailers' modus operandi, I
met with three of New York City's key players: Michael Kay
of Lyric Hi-Fi & Video, Andrew Singer of Sound by Singer,
Ltd., and Elliot Fishkin of Innovative Audio Video
Showrooms. These retailers have not only survived countless
bear markets and upheavals in the high-end industry, they've
prospered. Imet with each man, anned with the saine set of
questions, and as you'll see, they have very definite opinions
about where the high-end industry is and where it's going. I'd
worked as asalesman for both Singer and Fishkin, but I'd had
little interaction with Lyric's owner, Michael Kay, and so
began my interview sessions with him.
These interviews took place in late August before the horrific
attacks of September 11, 2001.
47

LOOKING FOR AN ESCAPE
Acoustic Dreams brings you VAIC & Lumenwhite

Steve Guttenberg: leve been
at this to' rmore than .litur decades, so
it's noi too much o
that you practically invented the art

high_e„ti „tee

f
astretch to say
of

Michael Kay: Ithink Ibrought
alot of people into this. Ilove
music and art and equipment. I
loved music first, and then Igot
involved with the equipment.
And here Iam, 78 years old, and
l'in still fooling around with that
stuff—and it still gives me the
same thrill. Andy Singer was a
customer of ours before he started his own store.
Guttenberg: Even after all these
years, you're still an audiophile?
Kay: Last night Ihad aguest at
home, and we listened to some
music, and it was unbelievable.
Right now, Ihave achieved the
best audio performance I've had
in many years.
Guttenberg: Wow. How did you
do that?
Kay: Accidents happen. Sometimes you don't know. You sec,
to produce good sound, you
need more than just good equipment, it's also the environment,
your company, you — it's alot of
things. A good fiddler doesn't
guarantee agood evening.
Guttenberg: Did you start out in
the retail business?
Michael Kay of Lyric Hi-Fi &Ifideo
Kay: No, before I graduated
Lyric Hi-Fi & Video, 1221 Lexington Aiienue New York, NY 10028. Tel: (212) 439-1900.
from college Igot ajob as atech146 East Post Road, White Plains, NY 10601. Tel: (914) 949-7500. Web: www.lyricusa.com.
nician with the Greek radio network in Athens. Iwas working
fair to your customers to keep changing lines back and forth.
with Dimitri Mitropoulos. Artists are all peculiar, they're all
difficult, they all want things their own way. That was my
Most of the people who buy hi-fis are looking for stability.
Guttenberg: limit( had »pupan for decades. How did you route
beginning. Ileft Greece in 1955 and went to Canada. Ideveloped acompany called Kyma Electronics in Montreal.
across than?
Kay: Ididn't come across Magnepan, Icame across Audio
Guttenberg: So what did you start Lyric?
Research when afriend of mine showed me his ARC preKay: Icame down to New York in 1959 and picked up Lyric.
amp. Ithink it was an SPI or 2—this could have been 30 or
Guttenberg: It was already their?
35 years ago. Later, Imet Bill Johnson at the Chicago CES,
Kay: Yes, it was started by another Greek, but he was asick
when he was introducing the SP3 and D75. When Istarted as
man. He sold it to me for $40,000 —stupid me, that was alot
an ARC dealer, Johnson brought along some Magnepan 1
Us.
of money back then! But Iliked the people, Iliked the business,
As primitive as the Maggies were, they were lovely-sounding.
and Iliked the movement and energy of New York. Iconsider
myself lucky, very lucky—I found myself in the right spot at
They didn't have great highs or lows, but they were very
pleasant. So Itook on ARC and Magnepan.
the right time.
Guttenberg: By the time you took on ARC in the mid-70s, most
Guttenberg: How many ofyour customers were audiophiles?
folks were buy* trançistorgear. They tom buying the "nav" technology?
Kay: A very tiny amount.
Kay: Yes, they were excited by but not completely sold on
Guttenberg: What product lines did you start with?
transistors. If you wanted high-end, you had no choice: you
Kay: Marantz, Fisher, Scott, Bozak, JBL, but Inever had
had to buy tubes. They bought Marantz or McIntosh. A guy
McIntosh because Mac had abad experience with my prenamed Mr. Hardley, an excellent engineer, made copies of the
decessor. Ihad Crown —they made great tube reel-to-reel
Marantz 7and 8with transistors. Hardley's stuff was beautirecorders.
ful, had the same power, and they were stunning. But he was
Guttenberg: In more recent times you've stayed with lines like
BEM; Class4 Genesis, Proceed, and Strew.
alittle ahead of his time, and he couldn't sustain his business.
Guttenberg: You've had long relationships tvith both Mark LeVillS011
Kay: Idon't like changing lines—I have difficulty making a
the man and Mark Levinson the company.
decision to buy aline. But once Imake that commitment, I
Kay: Idiscovered Mark Levinson by accident. A friend of
want to stay with the line for avery long time. Idon't think it's
Stereophile, February 2002
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Where the Rubber Meets the Road
mine heard Mark's first preamp, the LNP-2, in Mark's basement and suggested Igive him acall. He sent it down to us,
and my customers all went crazy. But Mark only had the one
piece, and Iwanted 10 of them! Mark wasn't sure about the
price, but we settled on aretail price of $1600.
Guttenberg: That was alot of monty back in the early 70s.
Kay: It was huge, and when Mark got John Curl to help
him, the price eventually went up to $6000.
Guttenberg: You also invested in Levinson's company.
Kay: Yes, he was broke and needed money. Then he got
Sandy Berlin to run the business —he's amagnificent fellow,
and an excellent friend.
Guttenberg: So you're not just selling boxes, you're getting involved
in the design process.
Kay: We shape the industry. We're in the field —the dealer is
in the front line, he gets the heat, but he sees things the manufacturers don't sec. We give them feedback. Ihelped develop
the Carnegie One phono cartridge with die people at Benz.
Guttenberg: So it doesn't look like the Internet is ping to "save" the
high-end industry.
Kay: Inever believed it. The Internet can't sell art. It can sell
product — CDs, vacuum cleaners, or whatever —but it can't
sell aconcept. And who's going to service it? It's like the
mail-order outfits, that's exactly what it is, and that's fine for
mid- or low-fi, but the Internet can't sell high-end.
Guttenberg: Iknow it looks likeJim to most Stereophile readers,
but selling big' h-end audio or home theater is hard work. A salesman
has to be apsychokyist; you have to read your customers' minds.
Kay: Yes, you have to foresee all of your customers' problems. What our customers tell us and what they really want
are completely different. So we talk to them, have acup of
coffee, find out what they want, who they are, where they
live, what are their preferences in life, their favorite wines —
and then we'll play them something. There's so much psychology involved, and personal attention is important.

to the studio the next day. He'd come back again afew days later,
he would sometimes stay till 6am, and I'd have to kick him out
so Icould get afew hours' sleep. I've also developed friendships
with Isaac Stern and many others. It was rewarding to see my
work being appreciated. It bothers nie that the new generation
doesn't seem interested in quality. Today the in thing is surround.
Guttenberg: Which reminds use—will SACD and DVD-Audio
make it?
Kay: In two-channel you have two "problems," in surround
you have five problems. Let them make up their goddamned
minds. 'What is it —four, five, six, or 10 channels? Finish it—
the concept has to be finalized so we know what it is, so we
can tell the people. The copyright issues are also holding
them back. In another five years, maybe. They're going to
have to come up with new ways of recording and mixing surround. Till then, I'm staying with two-channel at home.
Guttenberg:
know, it's interesting: the movie industry consistently spends just 1% of their budgets on recording and mixing sound.
Sound is an orphan child.
Kay: Yes, sound is an afterthought And the stupid movie industry, their DVDs don't have good sound. Surround is just atrocious—they've forgotten about the quality of the sound —but
the picture is very, very good. Unless they bring the sound and
picture together on the same level, it's amess. But the marriage
of sound and picture is going to happen because it's natural. For
thousands of years it was inconceivable that we would hear
music without seeing the picture. When Thomas Edison developed the phonograph, he didn't know what do with the picture,
so he forgot the picture. When we listen to our two-channel systems, we depend on our minds to create the picture, and it
would be better if we had the images to go with die sound. That
would be the absolute best—to have them as equals.
Guttenberg: [Sighs] Only audiophiles care about this sing
Kay: Only afew real music-lovers buy these things. And most
of the true music-lovers don't have the money to buy the good

"Here Iam, 78 years old, and I'm still fooling

around with that stuff."
Guttenberg: Yon can't come rig/st out and ask how much money
thty want to spend, and so much ofthe time thty don't even knots ,
.
Kay: Inever ask about their budget. Istart with speaker size,
and then move on to aprice. Then Iknow where Istand.
Guttenberg: In the 1980s you opened astore right near Lincoln Center.
Kay: My West Side store was designed to service the general
public, but we didn't know how to do that — Ilost amillion
dollars on that store. The Wiz [a local electronics supermarket
chain] does that sort of thing. Only because of the strength of
my other two stores did we survive.
Guttenberg: And yet you can't just sell expensive two-channel
audiophile gear anymore.
Kay: No, in the Manhattan store, it's close to 50-50 home
theater and two-channel. Every room in this store, except this
very-high-end one, has home theater — and as long as l'in
around, I'm going to keep it this way.
Guttenberg: lint look like aman who enjoys his work.
Kay: Yes, Steve. Cat Stevens finished two records, Catch Bull
at Four and TeafOr the Tillennan, right here in this room.
Guttenberg: Iheard about that. He used your 11,1‘?stpans to monitor
his mixes?
Kay: Yes, that man kept me here all night, and then he would go
Stereophiie, February 2002

Michael Kay
stuff, they struggle to get what they get. A lot of my customers
buy these things in lieu of something else —or they want to
inflate their egos. Others are fasdnated with electronics, with
the engineering, and that's abig draw for them. But among my
customers Ifind some who appreciate what Ido, and Iappreciate them. Ibelieve in music, I've made money from music,
and Iwant to give something back to the music-lovers.
Guttenberg: Is custom installation abig part ofyour business now?
Kay: We're doing alot of custom installations, but those customers rarely ask about how this damn thing is going to sound!
Guttenberg: What about tube gear—will those simmers.cturers
stick around?
Kay: Idon't think that tubes arc going away. They're not
going to be an expanding part of our industry. Iprefer tubes,
but Ipromote transistors. Tubes belong in audiophile systems.
Guttenberg: How has your rok changed over the 42 years you've
been in business?
Kay: Idon't think it's changed all that much —
the same,
and when you get nie talking about the music and our industry,
rm 30 years old again. We've worked hard, believing in what we
do, being as honest as we can. Ihaven't changed any of my ideas.
I'm still here six or seven days aweek, and Istill love what Ido.
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Steve Guttenberg: Andy, you've had the audiophile
disease /iv ages.
Andrew Singer: Absolutely! I've been arabid
audiophile since Ipicked up some used Mac tube
gear in 1964. Back then, Iwas an aspiring rock'Ilion musician, but too little talent and adose of
reality sent me to law school and Igot areal job.
Icouldn't stand it, and after three years Iquit. I
started Sound by Singer in 1978 because Iloved
music and because it was acool thing to do.
Music is an edifying experience. 'Throughout
history it has always been an essential part of aperson's education. Music has been recognized by
philosophers, poets, and scientists to have asoothing and beneficial effect on the psyche. Music
exists on ahigher plane than other pastimes such
as sports, movies, or TV.
Guttenberg: Iwould der about movies...
Singer: We have an interesting divergence in the
world of high-end audio. Back in 1978, most
dealers were mere box-movers, selling commonplace Japanese boxes. Then high-end came along
and these same dealers, knowing in their entrepreneur souls that they could make more money,
started to sell it. But these dealers couldn't adapt
to the new performance aesthetic — which was
all about trying to create the illusion of live music
in the home —and that made them less effective
than they otherwise would have been.
Guttenberg:
were flying milli that void?
Singer: Not avoid, anonexistence. Irealized
that you have to set up systems in such away
that they sound good. That was my aesthetic.
One must create the best possible listening
experience. If you can show acustomer that A is
better than B, even if B has every rave review
going for it, they'll buy A.
Guttenberg: How has high-end retail evolved?
Andrew Singer of Sound by Singer, Ltd.
Singer: As we move into the 21st century, two
Sound by Singer, Ltd., 18 East 16th Street, New York, NY 10003.
things have changed. First, video has finally
Tel: (212) 924-8600. Web: wwwsoundbysitiger.m.
matured. It's as good as—and some people
might argue it's better than — film for the reSinger: No, they can be very good, but most people don't
creation of avisual reality.
appreciate the need to spend the extra money to make the sysThe expectations of ahome-theater customer vs amusic-tem invisible and sound good. In the past, most of us had at least
system customer are really very different. We watch movies
one room for the enjoyment of music, and that room would be
to be excited, impressed, or entertained, and that requires a
allowed to take on the physical form of amusic room.
completely different set of disciplines from re-creating an illuThe goal of re-creating the live music experience has been
sion of live music. Contrary to what our industry has said, I
sublimated — now we're creating avisually driven environthink that 90% of the audio-video experience is visual and 10%
ment. "You don't need this outstanding" — and Imean that
is audio, but we can give an experience that's as good as or betliterally, in ternis of its connotation and denotation —"this
ter than what you get in amovie theater. Because the quality
outstanding audio system." As if the human need for music
level of information coming at the home-theater client is, by
is gone! Where did it go? Iput it to you that we need it more
definition, so much less real than it is in ahigh-end audio system,
than ever. It seems like now the goal is to integrate everyit has to be more spectacular on an audio-visual level.
thing into one great amorphous bouillabaisse.
Guttenberg: What's the second change?
Guttenberg: What the hell is going on?
Singer: Custom installation —for those customers who don't
Singer: We don't respect our leisure time the way we used
want to see the equipment or speakers. They want sound in
to—we don't see it as something that can improve our souls.
every room and they want to control it with aminimum of fuss.
Most custom-install customers have had their attention divertIt's no coincidence that the growth of the custom-instillation
ed from music to the rather mundane experience of flicking
field has paralleled the popularity of computers and the creswitches. Ithink these people will soon tire of this activity and
ation of the Internet. It is, of course, impossible to produce the
return to what they really need, which is to listen to music.
best sound for xamount of dollars when I'm not allowed to
Guttenberg: Will SACD and DVD-Audio be apart of that
expose the speakers.
reawakening?
Guttenberg: It's so weird — those systems are so damn expensive
Singer: SACD seemed like it was going in the right direction,
but tiny sound like
at best.
Stereophile, February 2002
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Where the Rubber Meets the Road
but then they announced multichannel SACD. Surround in
home theater supplements the information lacking in the picture — the who, what, where, and how. Now that's been bastardized into music, or music has been bastardized with the
same multichannel concept, which has no place in re-creating
the "live" experience.
Guttenberg: The movie industry designed 5.1-channel and the
home-theater guysfollowed their lead.
Singer: Exactly. Surround is great for movies, but it doesn't
apply to music. I'm still in wonderment —1 don't understand
how the engineers can produce amultichannel recording and
get the appropriate acoustical interface in someone's house.
Ah, the answer is: digitize the signal and mess around with it
some more! I'm not saying that we couldn't, in the right setting, with just the right equipment, get more realistic sound
with surround. I'm sure we could, but only avery small number of people would ever want it.
Guttenberg: Why is it that high-end cats, wines, clothes—you
name it — are known to their potential customers, but high-end audio
is unknown outside the audiophile cotegmunity?
Singer: Mc, Iget ahard-on when Ilisten to areally greatsounding system. The watch industry went through its doldrums when the first digital and quartz watches were introduced. But watches have been valued as important keepsakes for
acouple of hundred years, so the industry survived, and now the
guy who buys an involved multiroom system also buys avery
expensive, handcrafted watch. And why is that? Because those
people were sick of wearing cheap pieces of crap on their arms!
Could it be that the mainstream companies have seen to it that
the smalle4 performance-oriented companies never get the publicity they need? Is the EIA [Electronic Industries Alliance] doing
all they can to let the world know about what Americans do
best—which is build the very best two-channel audio components? It sounds alittle conspiratorial, but that's apotential answer.
Guttenberg: Idon't know about that, but Iknow the .
general public
wants the security of1a-miliar brand names.

Guttenberg: Speaking ofquagmires, bow do you pick product lines?
Singer: I'm almost embarrassed to tell you how Ipick lines,
because Ido it the old-fashioned way: Ilisten. Iput the piece
into areference system of some kind and see what kind of
difference it makes. If the product is as good as or worse than
what Ialready have, we won't go any further. If it sounds better, then I'll go to step two, and I'll check out the manufacturer — who they are, how long they've been in business,
their financing, warranties — and if those areas are better
than they are with the manufacturers whose products I
already have, I'll buy it. Fundamentally, it has to be good
enough so that I'd want to own it myself.
Guttenberg: You've owned so nguch gear—any sentimentalfavorites?
Singer: The Audio Research SP6B was one of the greatest
preamplifiers ever made. The Snell A3s were one of the best
speakers — Peter Snell was one of the best speaker designers
of the last 50 years; he was atrue artist. Of all the speakers
I've ever heard, the best are the JMlab Grande Utopias.
Guttenberg: What — no Linn LP12?
Singer: The LP12, sure. Before anyone else appreciated how
important the source was, they did. For that, they deserve a
place in history.
Guttenberg: Every year at CES we see more than afew upstart
companies trying to join that pantheon.
Singer: Most of the time they don't succeed, but they're the
people who put everything on the line. You have to respect that.
Guttenberg: How are turntable sales holding up?
Singer: They continue on, but unless some miracle happens,
it's obvious that turntable sales will cease to exist at some
point. But if LPs continue, we should be thankful, because
there will be some "record" of how music actually sounds.
Guttenberg: What are the satisfactions ofyourjob?
Singer: Creating great-sounding systems and making as
much money as Ican doing it. That's become more challenging now that we have to fit it into a "lifestyle," visualdesign-driven environment, but it can be done. Iget awarm

We don't respect our leisure time the way
-Andy singer
we used to."
Singer: My response to those people is, "If you come to my
store and Ihave aproduct you've heard of, you shouldn't buy
it." You should be really happy Ihave things you haven't
heard of, because — through no fault of your own — you
have yet to be exposed to high-quality audio.
Guttenberg: That's prettyfunny.
Singer: Back to my conspiracy theory. The commercial end
of the consumer-electronics industry set out to give us anew
format to bolster their, not our, sagging sales. Home theater
was an American phenomenon —it didn't have the same
acceptance anywhere else in the world. American massmarket retailers, not their customers, gave the Japanese the
courage to come at us with home theater because it was
something new, something they could pump out, something
they hoped could win back market share they had lost to the
two-channel high-end audio stores.
Guttenberg: That's some theory.
Singer: Home theater was —and multichannel SACD and
DVD-Audio are — nothing more than desperate attempts by
mass merchandisers to take back the high-end market. Is surround truly ahigh-end thing? No, it's not. But rather than
sticking to our guns and saying our business is high-quality
two-channel audio, we got into the quagmire of multichannel.
Stereophile, February 2002

and fuzzy feeling when Igo to acustomer's house and hear
an awesome sound. Ilevel!!
Guttenberg: There arefolks out there who have aproblem with highend salesguys" attitude What might acustomer say that would set you oft?
Singer: "I'm here for an education" or "I have no budget."
The best thing is, "I want to buy asystem in xamount of time,
here's my budget, and Iwant to play music in xrooms." We
just want to get you something within your price range and
make you happy.
Guttenberg: Iguess the Internet isn't going to take over high-end
retailing.
Singer: Look, the Internet is amarvelous way of dealing with
commodity items —CDs, books, cosmetics. That doesn't apply
to what we do —being there for our customers and making
their systems sound good.
Guttenberg: Which leads to my final question: Will the High
End—make that the two-channel High End —survigy?
Singer: Absolutely. When you close the job on amultiroom
installation, all you can say is, "Which button do Ipush?" And
they don't seem to enjoy their home theaters all that much—I
don't see them dancing to X-Men! So Ithink two-channel is
going to come back in abig way because people really enjoy it.
What we used to do with drugs we now do with music.
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Steve Guttenberg: Elliot, how — or, better yet, why —
did you start Innovative Audio?
Elliot Fishkin: Istarted Innovative Audio in 1971
to feed my audiophile hobby, and as an alternative
to going to graduate school. More than that, I
wanted to create an enduring business that helped
entertain people and promoted the arts. That really
means alot to me.
Guttenberg: Beyond the folks who read Stereophile,
who are your customers?
Fishkin: Anyone interested in music or the visual
arts. Sure, some people buy equipment to show it
off, and that's not abad thing, but my ideal customer
loves music first. We're trying to get our customers to
slow down, take adeep, cleansing breath, and decompress. Iwant to help them make music an integral
part of their lives.
Guttenberg: That's great, but it's ahell of alot easier to
sell a$15,000 plasma TV than a$15,000 pair ofspeakers.
Fishkin: That's absolutely true — most folks trust
their eyes more than their ears. But my expertise
can act as acatalyst to help people determine the
virtue of high-end video and audio systems. Iwelcome the interest in home theater because it
brought in awhole new group of people. Iexpose
my customers to everything—not only $15k
speakers but also $80k speakers — so they can get
afeel for what these systems can deliver. Iwant
them to hear what the "next best thing" to live
music can sound like. But they don't have to spend
big money — we'll find the level of investment
that works for them.
Guttenberg: And mostfolks are spending less and less on
audio. Nowadays kids listen to their tunes with their comElliot Fishkin of Innovative Audio Video Showrooms
puter hooked up to apair of$30 multimedia speakers.
huh ,'
¡aim» Audio Video Slimiroorns, 150 East 58th Street, Neu,York, NY 10155.
Fishkin: I'm not at all cynical about that; they have
Tel: (212) 634-4444. 76 Montague Strœt, Brooklyn Heights, NY 11201.
more things to buy. When we were young, we spent
Tel: (718) 596-0888. Web: www.innovativeaudiovideo.cont.
our money on two things: cars and stereos.
Guttenberg: And girls. Peopleforget that audio was relatively expensive back then. In 1967 when I
graduatedfrom
Fishkin: That's how they start.
high school, my comparatively mid-fi system was worth athird the price
Guttenberg: High-end retailers are pretty similar.
of abrand-new R)rd Mustang. Today's more affordable she is s0000
Fishkin: Yes, they're not terribly corporate, and they're usumuch better.
ally started by people who aren't businesspeople — like me.
Fishkin: The best thing is live music. The next best thing we
Running abusiness is an ongoing learning process.
can offer is asystem built around apair of Wilson X-1s, but
Guttenberg: Idon't know why this is so, but most qf the public is
there's aconsistency on down to our entry-level systems.
completely unaware of the High End. That's not truefor other high-end
There's enormous virtue in apair of $300 B&W 303s.
products, be they cars, watches, clothes, what-have-you.
Guttenberg: Which reminds me— hour do you pi& your prodiut lines?
Fishkin: Yes, that's the dilemma. Most people know only two
Fishkin: Iwon't tell you I've listened to everything, but Igo
audio brands, Sony and Bose. Back in the '50s, when McIntosh
to all the shows, read the magazines, and I'll let any manufacand Maranta made tube equipment, they were mainstream comturer tell me their story rm open-minded —the main thing is,
panies. Their stuff was expensive, but it was representative of the
what does it do and how does it sound? Ialso think high-end
way you made audio back then. Things changed in the mid-70s,
vendors should support their retailers when problems arise,
when the high-end scene diverged and became more exclusive
and Ihave to make ajudgment as to whether they will do that.
—the high-end companies were no longer household names.
A one-off in somebody's proverbial garage won't work out.
Guttenberg: Well then, what exactly is that special soindhitiq that
Guttenberg: Every year at CES we see so many new companies,
defines ahigh-end audio product?
and most of them won't make the cut.
Fishkin: My notion is that ahigh-end product should take us
Fishkin: It's quite Darwinian, but I've taken chances on
from "the here and the now" to "the there and the then" of
small companies when they had aplan. But if you already
have arelationship with amanufacturer that's working, you
the recording's performance. It would be as though we're
hearing the Guarneri Quartet at the recording venue — the
celebrate and nurture it rather than run through flighty
listening room becomes that space. When you hear Louis
changes in your strategy.
Armstrong and Ella Fitzgerald sing with each other, you
Guttenberg: Idank it's interesting that most ofthose high-end comshould feel as if you were right there with them. A great highpanies were pretty much the expression cf one man. They're entrepreend system connects you to their thoughts, emotions, and
neurial efforts.
Stereophile, February 2002
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Where the Rubber Meets the Road
ideas — you experience the "creative juice" of the performers.
And that's be/ore we graduate to the superfluous CD — I
mean, SACD —or whatever. There's already enough information in our stereo CDs and LPs to take us there.
Guttenberg: [Lang/is] Ilike that: superfluous CDs. Will SACD
or DVD-Audio make it?
Fishkin: I'm not areactionary, but Ihave areactionary response
to it: Here we go again. If every audiophile owned aSpectral,
Mark Levinson, Nairn, Linn, Balanced Audio Technology, or
another high-end CD player with an HDCD chip, we
wouldn't even have this conversation. Idon't anticipate any further major improvements in CD playback technology because
the focus is now on those new formats. We sell the high-end
Sony SACD players, but Iwould never recommend one as a
substitute for afine CD player. If somebody wants both, fine.
(;uttenberg: Considering the hubbub surrounding SACD and
DVD-A,
alittle surprised the American high-end companies
amet rush* to product' players.
Fishkin: Ithink that SACD represents an enormous positive
effort on Sony's part to come up with abetter delivery system,
and they have clearly defined their standard. DVD-Audio is
still in search of astandard. Idon't think that either one is
necessarily better than the other — and they're both undeniably interesting. If the high-end companies ever get their
hands on SACD — work on the transports, power supplies,
and I)/As —you have to figure they would make even-bettersounding players. And I'm sure that if Sony ever really, really
wanted to take SACD to the next level, they could.
Guttenberg: Iagree But Elliot, remember: It's aPCM digital
world — most SACDs are recorded and mixed with PCM equipment,
and that's not going to chane anytime soon. Even analog recordings
llave some PCM processing in there.
Fishkin: I'll give you the best analogy: Macintosh computers.
On the day Apple decided they were going to be acomputer
hardware company with aclosed operating system, they lost to
Microsoft. SACD's closed operating system may be its downfall.

Fishkin: Sure. I've used IMF ALS-40 Mk.I Is and Shahinian
Obelisk speakers; the early SAE and Sequerra tuners; my
Maranta 7C/8B and 10B —those would certainly be sentimental favorites. The Spectral DMC 20, APT Holman, and
Levinson JC-2 preamps; the Nakamichi 1000 cossette deck; the
Tammy Dual Monitor Golds, Thiel 3.5s, B&W 801 Matrix, and
Linn Kan speakers; the Linn LP12 turntable —and my own
speaker, designed by Dick Shahinian: the Innotech D-24.
Guttenberg: How important is customer service?
Fishkin: Any entity that doesn't give great customer service
will fail. Idon't mean lip service, Imean areal attempt to provide great service. Innovative Audio Video is thriving because
that has always been our prime directive. And if you promise
great customer service, you better give it, or even exceed
your promise. 'That also includes admitting if you made a
mistake — we're not infallible.
I've embraced custom installation —it's the ultimate execution of customer service, just on abroader, more comprehensive scale. For example, custom installation might include
something as simple as hooking up aTV and VCR — and
making sure the customer really understands how to use
them. Or it might involve strategizing ahouse-wide music,
home-theater, or reference-quality system. We also provide
Innovative On Call, our after-hours phone assistance. We
schedule house calls in the evening or on weekends —our
customer service isn't just anine-to-five thing.
Guttenberg: High-end salesguys have a:mutation — mostly undeserved, Ithink —fir being rude or unhelpful. What do you lookfor in
your salespeople?
Fishkin: I'm looking for nice people —ones who enjoy interacting with and helping people. They should have ahealthy
interest in music and want acareer in this business. Many of my
most successful people didn't start out as salespeople working at
other stores. Inever want our financial success to be the motivating factor in how we help acustomer. Sometimes that means
we'll sacrifice short-term success to make them happy.

"My ideal customer loves music first."
Elliot Fishkin
tenberg: &rid the ttdmical issu4 Idon't see much supportfiom
the ?role lalxis.br either fOrmat. New SACD and DVD-A titles are still
just barely trickling out dlland DVD-Vpmduction ramped up alot faster.
Fishkin: The public now is in a different position. The
Internet has already changed the playing field, and it may
make any new physical format irrelevant. At sonie point they'll
make downloads equal to or better than the quality of aCll.
There may be an opportunity for the high-end community to
offer D/A converters for downloaded music.
Guttenberg: Will audiophiles cross over to the dark side and
embrace surroundfor music?
Fishkin: Believe nie, play any great analog or digital stereo
recording through a high-resolution system and multichannel doesn't mean all that much. It seems artificial.
Guttenberg: How are turntable sales holding up?
Fishkin: Turntables arc still selling, but most audiophiles have
moved on as the CD fonnat improved. Up until amund 10 years
ago, Ihad 20 Linn LP12s on display; now Ihave three. But it's
actually agood time for analog fans—there are plenty of clean
used records, there's still asmattering of new vinyl from the
majors, and the quality of the new remastered titles has never been
better. -Mere arc alot of very cool perfomiances to choose from.
Anyfavorite productsfrom way back when?
Stereophile, February 2002

s.Jiberg: So I
guess you're not exactly bullish about the Internet.
Fishkin: Having astrong presence on the Internet is important.
The site should explain what you do and your philosophy, but I
don't believe in selling on the Internet We need to have face-toface relationships with our clients. In addition to listing our product lines, our site offers aportal, the Cultural Connection, to all
the museums and cultural events in and around New York.
Is ttenberg: What's the biggest blunder customers make?
Fishkin: Hmm ... maybe it's that they don't give us enough
feedback ... but we need to help the client ask the right questions. And then we need to find the right answers.
Guttenberg: So we're back to where we &gm tisis interview— it
sounds as ifyou still have the passion you started with.
Fishkin: Beyond my day-to-day involvement, my passion is
for Innovative to provide afuture for my customers, staff, and
vendors. Ihave amulti-generational lease for my Brooklyn
Heights store, at 76 Montague Street. Iwant that store and
my Manhattan store to last at least another 30 years, but I
don't see myself working at Innovative when I'm 82.
Guttenb erg: Gone on,,.
Fishkin: No, Isee myself enjoying the fruits of my labor, and
spending more time at home listening to music and watching great movies.
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es that time again — time for Stereophile's annual "Records To Die For" extravaganza. This
year, when it came time to write my intro for the 12th edition of this ever-popular feature,
Ifound that several books I'd been reading had passages that applied to "R2D4."
First, from Sexfor Dummies (1995, Running Press, miniature edition), aslight tome given to
me by my co-workers in asweet gesture the import of which Iprefer not to contemplate, this
section heading: "The G Spot: Myth or Fact?" For some reason, that started me thinking about
music.. which is probably why Iwas given the book in the first place.
What is it that drives audiophiles, record collectors, and tape traders —all those obsessed
with possessing and listening to more and more music? For nearly two decades I've hung on
the everyday arrival of the mail, anxiously awaiting that next advance, that next record by
someone Ilove or, conversely, someone Idon't know but am about to discover. My music G
Spot is pure fact. Pm hooked, acondition Iknow exists in the hearts and minds of the rest of
the writers who happily participated in this year's "R2D4." To them, as always, go my thanks
for their good energies and ideas. We literally couldn't do it without them.
But why are we hooked? When Igo on atrip — even amere hour's flight over dry land —
what compels me to carry 20 or 30 CDs. .just in case? Going criminally insane is one thing;
this is aprogressive illness that, once contracted, is incurable —a spell that allows the victim
to live on, passing unnoticed through society, waiting, wondering, stewing over when the next
rip-off Velvet Underground boxed set will be released, seething over how many great records
have been maimed by the overuse of compression.
For aclue to this riddle, Iturned from Dummies author Dr. Ruth and put my faith in one
Alfred Einstein, and his A Short History of Music (Vintage, 1957). At the end of his very informative survey, Einstein concludes, about the music of Béla Bartók, "He demonstrates that the
future of music does not lie in imitation, in the parody of the past, or in avain return to the
past, nor in this school or that clique, nor in any particular system. But in the great and creative personality of the individual — that is, in the human."
Seems to me that this cousin of the old diviner of the Theory of Relativity hit it on the
head. In an audiophilic world, where glowing lights, brushed-aluminum façades, and the
almost silent hum of power, power, and more power seem like wonders, it's the music that is
the real human magic. And so, to quote Dr. Ruth from the introduction to Dummies, Iask:
"Why not get the most out of the pleasures our bodies (particularly our ears), are capable of
giving us? Relax and read on."
—Robert Baird
2002
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FOR THE FIRST TIME, these
classics have been issued on
180-gram virgin vinyl and
pressed at RTI.
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new
CDs LPs

ORIGINAL
JAZZ CLASSICS
John Lee Hooker That's My Story
LP =AAPB 538 $20.00

.101-11VIVV Gig:Fe- 11V

COLOSSUS

Sonny Rollins Way Out West
SACO =CAPJ 7530 $25.00

Sonny Rollins Saxophone Colossus
SACO =CAPJ 7079 $25.00

Johnny Griffin The Little Giant
LP =AAPJ 136 $20.00

Bill Evans Trio
Sunday at the Village Vanguard
LP =AAPJ 140 $20.00

19
Bill Evans Trio Waltz For Debby
SACO =CAPJ 9399 $25.00

Miles Davis Quintet Cookin'
SACO =CAPJ 7094 $25.00

The analog transfers on these
using the latest
third-generation
Analog-to-DSD

sonny rollins, milt jadtson
thelonious monk, horace silver
perey heath, kenny darke

converters by Ed
Meitner of EMM Labs. They were

C' II1•.

PRESTME1109

specially-modified for Doug Sax
at The Mastering Lab. These
titles are among the best-selling
and most-legendary in the
Fantasy catalog.
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Thelonious Monk Thelonious Alone
In San Francisco
LP =AAPJ 231 $20.00

BAGS GROOVE
MILES DAVIS

Super Audio CDs were done

'UIiH 411E11(1CP

Gene Ammons Blue Gene
LP =AAPJ 192 $20.00

Chet Baker Chet
SACO =CAPJ 1135 $25.00

Miles Davis and the
Modern Jazz Giants Bags Groove
LP =AAPJ 245 S20 00

Sonny Rollins and the
Contemporary Leaders
LP =AAPJ 340 $20.00

To order SACDs or LPs, call Acoustic Sounds today. Ask for aFREE catalog.

1-800-716-3553 www.acousticsounds.com
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Note: If arecording listed here has previously been reviewed
in Stereophde, whether in "Record Reviews," "Quarter Notes,"
or past editions of "Records To Die For," the volume and number of the pertinent issue appear in parentheses at the end of the
review. For example, alisting of "(XVIII-10)" means that a
review appeared in Vol.18 No.10 (October 1995).

JOHN ATKINSON

Wie

As afootnote, let me pay tribute to ECM's Manfred Eicher,
aman who seems to be unaware of the ill winds blowing
through the music industry, and who continues to issue a
stream of jazz and classical recordings with both technical and
musical merit. (XXIV-6)
1FC',111

BILLY JOEL: Fantasies &Delusions, Oppi —10 for Solo Rano

Sub Pop SP130b (CD). 1993. Ross Ian Stein,

prod., eng.;

Greg Dulli,

prod.; Larry Brewer, asst. eng. AAD? 77: 44:46

Richard loo, piano
Sony Classical Cl( 85397 (CD). 2001. Steven Epstein, prod., mastering; Don Devito, assoc. prod.; Richard King, eng., mastering. DOD.
TF: 76:18

Recordist David Smith, who's been in charge of engineering
for Sony Classical for many years, once told me that the key
to asuccessful piano recording is to capture enough of the
room ambience to allow the instrument to be placed within a
facsimile of the space but not so much or of the wrong kind,
that the overall sound becomes "cold" and unsupportive of
the music. This CD of classical piano works from asomewhat
surprising source succeeds in those terms. Richard Joo's performances on a harmonically complex Steinway I) in the
Konzerthaus of Vienna's Mozartsaal sounds warm and rich,
yet believably dynamic and detailed. The music is unashamedly tonal, Chopinesque and Schumannesque, with occasional tinges of early Liszt, but none the worse for that. Billy
Joel's apparently infinite gift for creating memorable melodies
pulls the listener through any initial doubts he may have had
about the correctness of the concept. The highlight for me is
Op.1, Soliloquy (On aSeparation), arondo in which contemplative passages arc punctuated by asweepingly passionate
theme. Iam only sorry that Icould not persuade music editor
Robert Baird to make this CD Stereophile's "Recording of the
Month - Lot December.

Among the handful of truly essewi.d records in the Sub l'op
catalog, this 1992 masterwork may well be #1. The Whigs'
last indie record before their sojourn at major label Elektra,
this careening, churning, preening mass of uneasy selfloathing and self-absorption, spewed out by that once and
perhaps future rock star Greg Dulli, is also one of the great
rock records of the '90s.
One listen to pretty-boy cad Dulli screeching "I'm gonna
turn on you before you turn on me" ("Conjure Me") and you
suddenly remember what Steven Tyler was like in 1972 —
damned annoying and raw, but genuinely possessed and
believable. A searing cover of "The Temple," from RiceWebber's Jesus Christ Superstar, has been known to provoke
spontaneous combustion. Short on melodies and long on
smashmouth rock energy, this most enduring artifact of
Cincinnati rockophilia smokes nearly everything coming out
of Seattle at the time. The burn that leaps out of Coneigation's
grooves became aconflagration when played live. Anyone who
ever saw the Whigs at this time has apretty fair idea of what
Dorothy went through when that Kansas farmhouse began to
twitch and the tornado engulfed her.
RODNEY CR

'ELL: Ain't Living Long Like This

Warner Bros. MK 3228 (LP).

1978. Brian Ahearn, prod., eng.;

Bradley Hartman, Donivan Cowart, Bruce Brown,

El3ERHARD WEBER: Endless Days

Geoff

Sykes, Pat

McDonald, engs. AAA. 77: 32:45

Eberhard Weber, upright electric bass; Paul McCandless, oboe,
English horn, bass clarinet, soprano

sax;

Rainer Brüninghaus,

piano, keyboards; Michael Di Pasqua, drums, percussion
ECM 1748 (CD). 2001. Manfred Eicher, prod.; Jan Erik Kongshaug,
eng. ODD. 77: 48:03

In general, when Isee the words "crossover" or "third stream"
used to describe arecording, Iturn the page. But after reading
Tom Conrad's enthusiastic and insightful review (in last June's
Stereophile) of Endless Days, bassist Eberhard Weber's first album
as abandleader in seven years, Ihad to get hold of the Cl). I
was glad Idid.
The eight tone paintings on Endless Days cover awide
range of compositional styles, from the improvisational solo
bass excursions of Solo for Bass and A Walk in the Camgrre to
the rhapsodic and occasionally minimalist scores for bass,
drums, keyboards, and woodwinds like Concerto for Bass, Nuit
Blanche, and the Mark Isham—colored title track. The music
isn't jazz, even though there is some superbly inventive improvising, and it isn't classical, despite its formal scoring. But
wherever you find this disc categorized in the Cl) store, all
the compositions are underpinned by Weber's vimiosic playing on an amplified fretless standup bass that speaks with a
clear voice in its top octaves but is still full and rich, without
boom, in its lowest register.
The Norwegian recording is of necessity close-miked and
multitracked, but intelligently done, with musical sensitivity.
Yes, Tom Conrad remarked that engineer Jan Erik
Kongshaug didn't capture "the last measure of air and intimacy that he gets with all-acoustic ensembles," but the
soundscapes on this CD still envelop the listener in asatisfyingly hypnotic manner.
Stereophile, February 2002

It's hard to overestimate the influence this album had on
Rodney Crowell's career and the subgenre of country rock, of
which Ain't Living Long Like This is one of the early touchstones. Suddenly Crowell was recognized as one of
Nashville's brightest young songwriting talents, and soon he
was producing albums for the likes o(Jim Lauderdale, Guy
Clark, his then wife Rosanne Cash, and his father-in-law, the
man in black himself.
The musicians involved arc reason enough to perish for this
record. Check out the list of guitarists: Albert Lee, James
Burton, Amos Garrett, Ry Cooder. Whew! No talent there.
Add to that Jim Keltner, Hal Blaine, and John Ware on drums,
Glen I). Hardin and Mac Rebennack on piano, Byron Berline
and Ricky Skaggs on fiddles, Hank Devito on pedal steel,
Mickey Raphael on harmonica, and aclutch of vocalists —
including Nicolette Larson, Willie Nelson, and Emmylou
Harris —and you basically have the guts of both Elvis' band and
Harris' Hot Band, as well as nearly every great county-rock
player of the mid-Seventies.
Then there arc the tunes. Like alot of hard-luck albums —
Lucinda Williams' White album comes first to mind — the
original material on Ain't Living Long has proved agoldmine
for everyone but Crowell. The Dirt Band made ahit out of
"Voila, An American Dream." Harris made first-class album
tracks of "Leaving Louisiana in the Broad Daylight" and the
title track, with which Waylon Jennings also had ahit. Even
Alan Jackson had ahit with "Song for the Life." Worse yet, the
only two songs to chart for Crowell from this record were
both covers.
Ain't Living Long Like This is also one of the 10 best LPs yet to
be reissued on Cl).
63

Perreaux.The name sends shivers through audiophiles who wish they could
afford the best from ahi-fi legend. And now you can. Mature technology, innovative
circuits, and stunning design unite in Perreaux's brand new E-Series components
— now brought to you at consumer-direct prices by Audio Advisor!

Perreaux EIGOi High-Current, High-Power Integrated Amp.

Perreaux ElGO "Professional iluality" Power Amp. ienty-

Remote controlled high-current 160WRNIS MOSFET power

five years ago, Perreaux started out making rugged amps

amp offers stunning sound with astunning chassis. Black

for local rock bands. The new E160 continues this tradition

finish: $1495. Bright-Chrome finish: $1595.

of durability — then adds startlingly clear audiophile

Perreaux

ECU CD Player.

Built using only the best-

sound. Black finish: $1495. Bright-Chrome finish: $1595.

sounding digital audio components, then torture-tested

Perreaux [JR "Audiophile" AM/FM Tuner.

for maximum reliability, the ECD2 lets you fall in love with

tional reception, remarkable sullies, and full remote control.

your CDs all over again! Black finish: $1495. Bright-Chrome

Black finish: $995. Bright-Chrome finish: $1095.

finish: $1595.

Perreaux EP "True Wireless" Remote Preamp. With wireless remote and virtually wireless circuitry, the EP preamp
gives new meaning to the term wireless! Black finish: $995.
Bright-Chrome finish: $1095.

Offers excep-

Order Direct and save!
You won't find these outstanding values in any store (not
at these prices!), but you can order them directly online or
by calling 800-942-022W All products are covered by our
exclusive 30-Day Money-Back Guarantee.

Visit the Perreaux Store online at: www.audioadvisoncom/perreaux

au ioa visoncom
*Hours of telephone operation: Mon -Tues 9-8PM •Vied-Fri 9-7PM •Sat 10-5PM •Sun I2-5PM. All times are EST.
Audio Advisor Inc. 4717A firoadmoor SE, Kentwood, MI 49512-5361 •Phone:(G16) 656-9584 Fax: (GIG) 656-9592 •sales a'audioadvisoncom
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RECORDS 2DIE 4
LES BERKLEY

JOAN BAEZ: Very Early Joan
Vanguard VSD 79446/7 (2 LPs). 1983. Maynard

Solomon,

prod.;

Marc Aubort, eng. AAA.

THE PENTANGLE: Solomon's Seal
Reprise MS 2100 (LP). 1972. Pentangle, prods.; John Wood, prod..
eng. AAA. TT: 36:00

No record is worth dying for. lis fact, l'in convinced there is altogether too much "dying for" going on these days. So I
skipped all the usual soul-searching over this year's choices and
replaced it with asimple question: Just what did Iwant to hear
right now? Iapologize for the nostalgic nature of my two picks,
but even jaded reviewers are entitled to atouch of longing now
and then.
The Pentangle was agreat favorite of mine in the late '60s
and early 70s. Solomon's Seal was not their best record, but it has
wonderful warm sound, and Lisa and Ionce sang "Willy
O'Winsbury" to send off two friends on adoomed marriage.
Fact is, the LP stands up beautifully today because it hasn't got
asingle gimmick in it, the way groups like Steeleye Span invariably did. k's also apretty good souvenir of some of the finest
musicianship you'll ever hear in the grand old follcie idiom.
Speaking of folkies, it's probably accurate to say that Joan
Baez changed the world. People under 50 may not realize it,
but Bob Dylan actually needed help to get his career started.
It's true that Baez was never really asinger, but she and Mr.
Zimmerman were the consummate folk performers. The
two LPs of Very Early Joan include no Dylan songs, only pure
traditional folk and nascent social consciousness. Two
tracks were recorded with Pete Seeger, before it became
fashionable to sneer at him.) Again, as with Pentangle, this is
not Bacz's best recording, but it encapsulates its age as well
as any document can, and thereby reminds me exactly what
it was like to be so dreadfully young. (Despite Marc Aubort,
some of the tracks are in ghastly faux stereo. Hit the Mono
switch immediately.)
There is probably nothing worth dying for, although sometimes we must choose to die because we could not otherwise
live. There arc an infinitude of things worth living for, whereof
music is one.

LARRY BIRNBAUM

JOHN COITRANE: I.at the Village Vanguard

In the late 1980s, New York disc jockey Al Angler° presented
aseries of live Latin jam sessions on his Saturday-night radio
program. Culled from tapes of those shows, this disc finds the
Afro-Cuban heart of salsa throbbing hard in the Big Apple at
atime when new Cuban recordings were still unavailable in
the US. With commercial salsa in the doldrums, lesser-known
and under-appreciated artists like Wayne Gorbca and Charlie
Palmieri looked back to their roots and laid down some timeless grooves.
Palmieri, the older brother and pianistic mentor of Eddie
Palmieri, rhapsodizes over askin-tight rhythm section on
"Tema de Maria Cervantes," while pianist Gorbea leads a
trombone-heavy combo through the smoldering "Tumba
Palo Cucuye." Flute-and-fiddle band Charanson uses a
vibraphone to update vintage salsa riffs on "Descarga
(Around Midnight)," and the father-son team of singer
Henry and pianist Orlando Fiol add ajazzy soprano sax to
the Cuban chestnut "Oriente." But the highpoint of the
album is vocalist Angelo Vaillanes "Que No Muera El Son,"
which races to an apparent climax only to kick into electrifving overdrive.

•NNIE BROWNELL

BUFFALO SPRINGFIELD: Buffalo Springfield
WEA/Rhino R2 74324 (4 HDCDs). 2001. Buffalo Springfield, prods.;
John Nowland, A/D tranfers AAD? TF: 4:14:50

Unless you're adiehard Buffalo Springfield fan, this is overkill.
Then again, for those who aren't, buying this may convert you,
as it did me. Iregularly listen to disc 4, which contains their first
two album, Buffalo Springfield and Break Sprineeld Again —it's
great in the car. The first three discs contain almost every studio
recording they ever made in their short two-year history, in
chronological order, which provides an historical and developmental perspective. What they reveal is an impossibly mature
hand (considering the ages and experience of the members)
that produced an astonishing array of music — most of it good,
much of it great. Neil Young's work is the most varied and
interesting, ranging from heartfelt pop like "Do IHave to
Come Right Out and Say It" to the odd jumbled suite of
"Broken Arrow." Stephen Stills' tunes ain't bad either —"For
What It's Worth" and "Bluebird" belong near the top of any list
of all-time pop-rock tunes. Sonically, this EIDCD release is a
treat — bravo to Rhino and the Springfields for doing the reissue thing right.

John Coltrane, soprano & tenor sax; Pharoah Sanders, sax; Alice
Coltrane, piano; Jimmy Garrison, bass; Rashied Ali, drums
Impulse! 213 (CD). 1966. Bob Thiele, prod.; Rudy Van Gelder, eng.
AAD. TT: 40:55

As secure as his place in the jazz pantheon may be, John
Coltrane's "late period," like Miles Davis', has yet to be fully
accepted by critics or fans. This live session, one of the last of
Trane's recordings to be released before his death in 1967, captures the agonized ecstasies of his final band.
The set opens with "Naima," aclassic Coltrane composition
named after his first wife; its lyrical theme quickly dissolves into
pungent squawks and ululant whorls by Trane and Pharoah
Sanders. Then comes the real tour de force, a25-minute deconstruction of "My Favorite Things" that begins with aflamencolike bass solo and builds to an almost unbearably intense frenzy of anguished, shrieking horns over abstract chords and freeform rhythms. Thirty-five years later, it's still giant steps ahead
of the timid retrospection that passes for contemporary mainstream jazz. (XXI-1)
THE MONTUNO SESSIONS: live from Studio "A"
Various Artists
Mr. Bongo 004 (CD). 1995. Al Angeloro, prod., eng. AAD. TT: 71:56
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STEVE EARLE:Transcendental Blues
E-Squared/Artemis CD 751033-2 (CD). 2000. Steve Earle, prod.; Ray
Kennedy, prod., eng.; Patrick Earle, asst. eng. ODD? TF: 49:54

One thing that Steve Earle and his musical cohorts transcend on
this album is stylistic pigeonholing. Arena rockers ("All My
Life"), hook-filled pop ("I Can Wait"), tender ballads about love
and death ("Over Yonder (Jonathan's Song)"), Celtic stomps
("The Galway Girl"), bluegrass rave-ups ("Until the Day I
Die"), and ahost of others that are alittle bit country, alittle bit
rock'n'roll ("Wherever IGo," "When IFall") — Transcendental
Blues has it all. 'With such adiverse stylistic mix, one could
expect that some of the songs would be less fully realized than
others; fortunately, Earle is well-schooled in all these forms, so
it all works. His lyrics tell affecting stories of lovers, losers, and
hard livers (often as not, the protagonist is all three at once).
Soundwise, besides the intentional distortion on the Big Rock
Sound tracks, the whole album has atendency to be abit bright
and edgy, perhaps owing to Earle's admitted love for early-generation solid-state recording equipment. But don't let that slow
you down one nanosecond from checking this out —the quality of the material transcends any minor audiophilic shortcomings. (XXIII-9)
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cover of "Lost Highway," natch.

OMAS CONRAD

Carlos Kleiber, Vienna Philharmonic
Deutsche Grammophon 447 400-2(CD). 1996. Werner Mayer, prod.;
Hans-Peter Schvveigmann, eng. ADD. TT: 35:10

Ahmad Jamal, piano; Israel Crosby, bass; Vernel Fournier, drums

Any notion that Beethoven 5is awarhorse ready for pasture disintegrates in the wake of this white-hot performance from the late
analog era. It's music both the Vienna Philharmonic and Kleilxt
have in their blood. The orchestra has played it almost since it was
written, while Klciber is the son of Erich Kleiber, whose earlier
traversal of the Beethoven symphonies stands as one of the best of
the 1950s. Still, this is acase of going back to the score, minding
all the repeats, and taking the dramatic pages to their incandescent
limits. The current pairing on abudget-priced single disc with
Kleiber's Beethoven 7, nearly as compelling, makes it the one to
rock your neighbors' world with. (X-4)
WENDY CARLOS: The Well-Tomoerocl Syntbesizor
Music of J.S. Bach, Handel, Monteverdi, Scarlatti
Wendy Carlos, synthesizers
East Side Digital 81612

(CD).

1969/2001. Rachel Elkind,

prod.;

Wendy Carlos, eng. AAD. TT: 48:10

Wendy Carlos' electronic orchestrations had reached astate of
high art by the time of this follow-up to Switched-On Bach. It
features music of Monteverdi (excerpts from Odia and the 1610
Wpm), Handel (Water Music excerpts), Scarlatti (Sonatas K.430,
455, 465, 491), and J.S. Bach (Brandenburg Concerto 4). They
are at once startling and curiously appropriate, capturing without imitation the sweep, gesture, and weight of the acoustic
instruments they replace. But it's the depth of the performances
that makes this disc an enduring classic. While still grappling
with her imitations of the human voice, Carlos captures
Monteverdi's grandeur and nobility as had few in all the earlymusic movement. Her Scarlatti sparkles, scampers. :Ind parades
with utmost charm and style. (XXIII-3)

JASON COHEN

PFNELOPE HOLISION: The Whole World

Heyday HEY29-2 (CD), Penelope.Net PHO8 2000 (CD). 1993. Penelope
Houston, prod.; Howard Johnston, prod., eng. ADD. TT: 47:15

Penelope Houston (www.penelope.net) once fronted San
Francisco punks the Avengers and remains best known in underground and European circles, but her incisive songwriting
and sparkling voice is such that she deserves to be considered a
peer of Joni Mitchell and Ani DiFranco. 71w Whole World is a
torch-tinged collection of melodic folk-pop, with haunting
chamber arrangements (including clarinet, autoharp, standup
bass, and bouzouki) that underscore Houston's plainspoken
vocal beauty and twofold killer instinct — when it comes to
hooks and heartbreak, she goes for the throat. Think Lucinda
Williams ca "Passionate Kisses," or aless-produced version of
Rosanne Cash's Rhythm and
THE MEKONS: Ent and Whiskey
Sin S1N001 1985 (LP), Quarterstick QS80 2002 (CD). 1983. Mekons,
prods.; John

Gill,

eng. AAA/AAD? TT: 35:13

I
nwhich our British punk rock art-school Marxist heroes hire
fiddler Susie Honeyman and former Pretty Things guitarist
Dick Taylor, sum up American country music in three words
or less (does "and" count?), sneak in ashot at US imperialism
("Trouble Down South"), and generally set the template for
17 more years of sweaty, brainy, visceral, funny, impassioned,
outraged, and political rock'n'roll, from the gypsy jig of
"Flitcraft" to the anthemic crunch of "Hard to be Human" to
the power-pop waltz of "List Dance." All closed out with a
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AHMAD JAMAL TRIO: Cross Country Tour 1958- 1961
Chess GRD2-813 (2 CDs). 1958-1961/1998. Dave Usher, Leonard
Chess, Paul Gayten, prods.; Malcolm Chisholm, Ron Malo, engs.;
Orrin Keepnews, reissue prod.; Erick Labson, reissue eng. ADD?
TT: 2:11:17

This obscure, graphically challenged, odd little reissue is atrue
find. Its 32 tracks contain most of Ahmad Jamal's finest recorded work. All of this material was recorded live, in nightclubs,
and some of it comes from albums that were hugely popular in
their day, like Jamal at The Pershing. Yet much of it has been
unavailable for years. The sound quality is good enough to
bring those long-gone nights alive. If there were any cold hearts
in those chattering crowds at the Alhambra and the Blackhawk,
they were melted by the irresistible charm of Jamal's tickling
right hand on tunes like "Moonlight in Vermont." But Jamal
also commanded a repertoire of harmonic substitutions,
manipulations of space, exquisitely controlled tension and
release, signature vamps, riffs, and tag endings, from which he
crafted three-minute symphonies like "Billy Boy" —treatises
on group form that changed jazz.
KEITH JARRETT TRIO: Still live
Keith Jarrett, piano; Gary Peacock, bass; Jack Delohnette, drums
ECM 1360/61 (2 CDs). 1988.

Manfred

Eicher, prod.; Martin Wieland,

eng. DDD. TT: 98:15

Over the past 30 years, Keith Jarrett has released 46 albums as
aleader on the ECM label. Of these, the best arc the 12 recorded with his "Standards Trio," and of these, the best is Still Live.
Jarrett and Gary Peacock and Jack DeJohnette flow from
Richard Rodgers to Oscar Hammerstein to Harold Arlen to
Keith Jarrett to spontaneous free interpretive variation to
Charlie Parker and back again, until it no longer matters where
Johnny Mercer leaves off and this trio begins, because it is all
one tribal dance. On this night in 1986 in Munich's
Philharmonic Hall, Jarrett broke through to The Light. After
"When IFall in Love," you wonder that he ever found it necessary to play the piano again. (XI-8)
ROBERT DEUTSCH
BEETHOVEN: Symphonies I—9, Piano Concertos I
—5,
Violin Concerto, Overtures
Wilhelm Backhaus, piano; Henryk Szeryng, violin; Hans SchmidtIsserstedt, Vienna Philharmonic
Decca 467 892-2 (8 CDs). 2001. No prods. or engs. listed. ADD. TT:
10:09:31

Hans Schmidt-Isserstedes recording of Beethoven's "Choral"
symphony has been afavorite of mine for many years now, but
Ihadn't thought of writing it up as an R2D4 until Ihappened
to hear amore recent recording of the work, with Nikolaus
Harnoncourt conducting the Chamber Orchestra of Europe.
The mediocre quality of the singing and what seemed to me to
an entirely wrongheaded approach —too jolly, and lacking the
majesty that Ibelieve to be part of Beethoven's vision — led me
to put on the LP of Schmidt-Isserstedes version as soon as Igot
home. Ah, yes, this is what this music is supposed to sound like!
The vocal quartet of Sutherland, Horne, King, and Talvela has
not been bettered (just listen to Marin Talvela's Voice-of-God
entrance on "Freude!"), the Vienna Philharmonic plays with
comminnent, and Schmidt-Isserstedt gives full weight and
meaning to every aspect of this masterpiece.
In preparing to make the R2D4 recommendation, Ifound
out that the recording of Symphony 9is currently available on
Stereophile, February 2002

CD only as part of an eight-disc "budget box" Beethoven collection. Even better! The saine thoughtful musicianship that
characterizes Sclunidt-Isserstedes approach to the "Choral" is
present throughout, with outstanding solo performances by
Backhaus and Szeryng. The CD transfers are excellent, retaining the richness of the 1960s Decca/London originals. Ten
hours of glorious music at abargain price—how can you
lose? (XVIII-2)

will do just fine, while "Space Station #5" contains one of the
definitive rock'n'roll screams, courtesy athen-unknown singer
named Sam Hagar. Montrose is aguilty pleasure, sure, but apleasure nonetheless.

VODKA &CAVIAR The Ultimate Russian Specie-Cilia.

For those who miss the one-two punch of songs by Uncle
Tupelo principals Jeff Tweedy and Jay Farrar, who have gone
on to lead Wilco and Son Volt, respectively, alisten to Still Fed
Cone is abracing trip down memory lane. Farrar's "Looking for
aWay Out" is the song that best exemplifies the band's brand
of small-town ennui, while "Still Be Around" stands as their
best ballad. Tweedy's "Gun" is afurious rocker dealing with
disappointment in love, while "Nothing" succeeds in lowering
expectations, then blowing them away. "Don't call it nothin' /
It might be all we ever have," he sings, raw-throated. Luckily,
time proved him wrong on that count. This one's aclassic.

Music of Borodin, Khachatunan, Tchaikovsky
Constantine Orbelian, Philharmonia of Russia
Delos

DS-3288

(SACD/CD,

stereo/multichannel).

2001.

Ramiro

Belgardt prod.; Jeff Mee, eng. DOD. TT: 65:12

A recording titled 14ylka &Caviar:71w Ultimate Russian Spectacular
is likely to be dismissed by as mere fluff more likely to appeal
to lovers of sound than of music. The sound is truly spectacular
in CD, and even more in the SACD format (it's ahybrid disc),
but the recording contains some wonderful music by
Tchaikovsky, Borodin, and Khachaturian. Conductor
Constantine Orbelian, born in America of Russian and
Armenian émigré parents, has areal feel for this material, and
the Philhannonia of Russia plays with precision and verve. The
recording is simply alot of fun; you'd have to be athoroughly
jaded curmudgeon not to enjoy it. File this one under "Guilty
Pleasures," if you like, but don't miss it.

JED D1STLER
s
\IOLD:

Svmo r

Andrew Penny, National Symphony Orchestra of Ireland
Naxos 8.552000 (CD). 2001. Tim Handley, prod., eng. DDD. TT: 57:17

Malcolm Arnold's middle symphonies sometimes bask in the
air of unapologetic, nostalgia-tinged pop, but Isee that as astylistic choice that's often helped this composer open deeper,
darker expressive doors — as in Symphony 5's Andante con moto.
Andrew Penny's probing leadership, abetted by the composer's
presence in the studio, allows Arnold's poignant tunes to soar
and catch their collective breath. The ideal orchestral balances
are mirrored by Naxos' superb engineering.
;\YDN: Complete String Quartets
Angeles String Quartet
Philips 464 650-2 (21 CDs). 2001. Joanna

Nickrenz,

prod.; Marc

Aubort, eng. DOD. TT: 22:30:00

iere'N achamber-music buff's dream come mie: Haydn's complete string quartets, packaged in an elegant, space-saving box, all
snumingly performed. The young, California-based Angeles
String Quartet worked on this project for five years, and it shows.
Their masterful playing abounds in stylish intelligence and
impeccably timed transitions, along with subtle dynamic nuances
and color shadings that illuminate the music's boundless invention rather than shift your attention to the performers' effortless
vimiosity. Add Philips' gorgeous, warm sonics and you've got a
reference Haydn set that towers over the competition.

DANIEL DURCHHOLZ
Montrose: Montrose

Warner Bros. 3106-2 (CD). 1973. Montrose, Ted

rempleman,

prods.;

Donn Landee, eng. AAD. Tr: 32:21

This isn't exactly arecord to die for, but it could likely stir up a
decent fistfight between two people who care passionately for
hard rock, one of whom holds that Montrose is the most woefully underrated album of its kind. When it's time to turn off
your brain, crank the speakers, and play some serious air guitar,
"Bad Motor Scooter," "Rock the Nation," and "Rock Candy"
Stereophile.
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UNCLE TUPELO: Still Feel Gone
Rockville ROCK 6070-2 (CD). 1991. Paul Q.

Kolderie,

Sean

Slade,

prods., engs. AAD. TT: 38:09

MICHAEL FREMER

1ONY BENNE il: At Carnegie Hall
Tony Bennett, vocals; Ralph Sharon and His orchestra
Columbia C2S 823 (2 LPs), (2 CDs). 1962/1997. Ernie Altschuler,
prod.; Frank Laico, eng. AAA/AAD. TT: 75:40

Yet another superb-sounding document from recording's golden age, committed to tape during Tony Bennett's audacious
1962 Carnegie Hall debut. As soon as conga drummer Candid°
hits the skins in the intro to "Lullaby of Broadway," you'll know
you're in for asonic treat. Columbia's skilled recording team
wisely backed the mikes off sufficiently to capture plenty of the
great hall's reverberant field while avoiding awashout. Great
image focus, fine soundstaging, and slippery-wet ambience add
up to a"you are there" (but not in the front row!) experience.
Sophisticated belter Bennett is in supple voice throughout,
backed by Ralph Sharon's orchestra. When Bennett says "Here's
abrand new popular song now," and begins singing what became
his signature tune, "(I Left My Heart) In San Francisco," your
entry into the 1962 time warp, aided and abetted by the velvety
recording, will be complete. In his liner note, Sharon correctly
predicts that the tune "will go on to become astandard and a
must in Tony's repertoire." Bennett may have only recently
reached the peak of his popularity, but on this set he's at the peak
of his singing abilities. The unusually complete technical notes
tell us that Bennetes mike was a Schoeps and bassist Jack
Lesburg's an Electro-Voice, while seven AICG mikes were on the
orchestra. Two three-channel, three-track Ampex 301s recorded
the event on 3M 120 high-output tape. Ihaven't heard the 1997
two-CD set, hut I'd sure like to hear this on SAO).
BOB DYLAN: The Times They Are
Columbia/Sundazed LP 5108 (mono 180grn LP). 1964/2001. Tom
Wilson, prod.: no eng. listed AAA. Ti: 45:57

With the approval and support of Bob Dylan's management,
Sundazed has embarked on what promises to be acomplete
Dylan-on-vinyl reissue program that has so far focused on
monaural mixes of early albums. Dedicated mono mixes exist
through Blonde on Blonde; thereafter, mono mixes were simply
"folded down" from the two-channel stereo master. Why
mono? The earliest albums were two-mike (one each for voice
and guitar), two-track recordings (on three-track tape!) doctored up for stereo in amost unpleasant way. Hearing the pure,
direct mike feeds carefully mixed down to mono without the
added reverb/out-of-phase effect is arevelation, especially if
you have adedicated monophonic cartridge. But don't let not
having one stop you.
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In fact, don't let not having aturntable stop you. Listening to
this LP feels like having the young Dylan playing live in your
listening room. Icould have picked Sundazcd's reissues of
Bringing It All Bade Home, Highway 61 Revisited, or The Freewheelin'
Bob Dylan, but The 'Times Thty Are A-Chatrgin' contains "With
God on Our Side" and "Only aPawn in their Game" — two
songs that would speak to today's events with perfect clarity
even if played back on awire recorder. These impeccably mastered and pressed LPs cost less than $15 each and make owning
aturntable in the 21st century mandatory. Timeless music on
what is proving to be atimeless format. (XVIII-2)

LARRY GREENHILL

EVA CASSIDY Live at Blues Alley

where but the US (whose bands were documented extensively
in the original Nuggets set), recorded between 1964 and 1969.
More than 1000 songs were rejected before final selections
were made after an all-night shouting match. As it says in the
liner notes, "We collect records so you don't have to."
A sticker on the wrapper proudly proclaims "NO HITS CONTAINED IN THIS BOX," another way of saying you'll never hear a
single one of these carefully selected tunes on aClear Channel
oldies radio station —an important endorsement if Iever made
one. Still, these arc all great works of pop art, every last one. If
you like early Kinks, Who, Beatles, Stones, etc., then Nuggets II
will light you up. As for the sound, where else can you find, in
one place, more than 100 unique experiments in how to record
guitars, drums, and vocals?

Eva Cassidy, vocals, acoustic & electric guitar; Keith Grimes, electric
guitar; Lenny Williams, piano; Chris Biondo, bass; Hilton Felton,

JIVERSON'S 200 IR2D4 MIX CD: Various Artists

Hammond organ; Raice McLeod, drums

2000-2001. ?DD. Ti': 73:42

Blix Street G2-10046 (CD). 1996. Eva

Cassidy.

Chris Biondo, prods.;

Roy Battle, eng.; Uncle Punchies, mix; Robert Voslien, mastering.
AAD. TT: 57:35

Eva Cassidy was anatural talent who learned vocals singing harmony with songs on the radio; she was never married and had
no children; she won awards for multiple vocal categories; she
was praised in Time, People, the Chicago Tribune, and the
Washington Post, and she died of melanoma at 33, leaving behind
four alums, acult following, and multiple websites. Julia Kellen
of the Tribune said, "Certain voices get under your skin, like aletter opener does the flap of an envelope. Your soul is exposed. All
your secrets tumble out. Her voice is lilting and husky, athing of
steel and gossamer. Hearing her sing, Iwanted to change the
locks on my doors; that's how vulnerable she made me feel."
Joan Anderman of the Boston Globe said she was "Judy Collins,
Aretha Franklin, and Diana Krall rolled into one." It didn't take
me long to agree. Iwas transfixed by her musical range, power,
phrasing, and slow, controlled delivery of T Bone Walker's
"Stormy Monday." She reinvented Paul Simon's "Bridge Over
Troubled Water," and wiped away my memory of Louis
Armstrong singing "What aWonderful World," replacing it
with something more lyrical, less sardonic, and more hopeful.
JAMES TAYLOR: Hourglass
Columbia

ASC

67912

(SACD).

1997. James Taylor,

prod.;

Frank

Filipetti, prod., eng., mix. DDD. TT: 64:49

The effect of this SACD in multichannel mode is startling. In
"Anana," just before the music begins, someone yells "Erotic!"
from the right surround channel in aflat, hollow voice. James
Taylor? In "Up from Your Life," my SACD player's bass-management system focuses the bass below 120Hz to the subwoofer into amassive, growling, shuddering force that's tighter
than I'd heard from the CD version, and that seems to lift me
with its energy. On "Gaia," the soundstage has huge width and
depth that seems entirely natural. Taylor's voice is light, airy,
well-defined, and rich in natural timbre, with an open, extended, effortless quality that has remarkable smoothness and liquidity. The effect is revelatory, and captured best in Taylor's
lyrics for this song: "We reached the tree line and Idropped my
pack /sat down on my haunches and Ilooked back —down —
Over the Mountain; helpless and speechless and breathless."

JON IVERSON

Nt IGGETS II: Various Artists
Rhino R2 76787 (4 CDs). 2001. Gary Stewart, Alec Palao, prods.; Bill
Inglot, eng. A?D. TT: 5:04:32

Consider this set the 1960s alternate-music universe that could
have been. The facts: 109 mod, flower-power, psychedelic,
garage, British R&B, freakbeat, and twee-pop songs from any68

For my second R2D4, I'm thinking, what the hey, this is the
21st century — the technology exists to make amore potent
music mix than any single disc I've heard all year. So Iripped
(full bandwidth and no MP3 compression, of course), sequenced, crossfaded, and burned (those with hard-disk—based
systems can simply arrange their playlists accordingly). The result is 74 minutes of carefully sequenced demanding sonics and
exotic music which, if you follow the simple recipe below, can
be yours. (Note to record companies: No copyrights were hurt
or injured in the making of this disc.)
We start with Jon Hassell's shadowy "Amsterdam Blue
(Cortege)" from the Million Dollar Hotel soundtrack (Interscope
314 542 395 2). Three beats of silence, then "Exile," from
TUU's moody, exotic One Thousand Years (Waveform 01101-2).
This crossfades into the first two tracks from Sigur Rifis's stunning Akaetis Bylun (Pias A1-2) from Iceland, which, if this were
ajust music world, oughta be bigger than anything Radiohcad
has released in the last two years.
Crossfade into two nicely rendered electronica works,
"Schoenberg" and "George," from John Metcalfe's The Inner
Line (Black Box BBM1053), which crossfades into "Vildemess
1" from the most recent Nils Petter Molvaer CD, Solid Ether
(ECM 1722). Then comes "Virus B," from Jah Wobble and Bill
Laswell's Radioaxiom (Axiom/Palm PalmCD 2073-2), which
fades nicely into "Lam Bane Xoc," highly processed and satisfying Laotian music from Jah Wobble & The Invaders of the
Heart's Molum Dub CD (30Hertz HZCD12). This is followed
tightly by "Gud Fella," from Ethiopian female vocalist GiGi's
self-titled disc (Palm Pictures PalmCD 2068-2).
We slow down the tempo alittle with "Silbabiedju," from
Cugu, the most recent CD from Finland's Wimme (Northside
NSD 6048), and wrap up with "Sambasunda," anew bamboo
gamelan selection from Rough Guide to the Music of Indonesia
(World Music Network RGNET 1055CD).

HYPERION KNIGHT
(;LIFFoRi) (;URZON: BBC Legends
Haydn: Andante & Variations in f. Liszt: Sonetto 104 del Petrarca,
Berceuse,

Valse

Oubliée, Sonata in b. Schubert: Three Impromptus.

BBCL 4078-2 (CD). 2001. Markus Karl Stratmann, Marcus Herzog,
prods., engs. ADD. Ti': 67:22

BENNO MOISEIWITSCH: Great Pianists, Vold & 2
moiseiwitsch, piano

Benno
Von:

Brahms:

Handel

Variations.

Mussorgsky:

Pictures at an

Exhibition. Schumann: Kinderszenen.
Vol.2:

Liszt:

Hungarian

Rhapsody

No.2,

Concert

Etude

in

f,

Liebestraum. Mendelssohn: Scherzo in e, Songs Without Words
Nos.3 & 22. Wagner-Liszt: Liebestod, Tannhäuser Overture. Weber:
Invitation to the Dance.
Naxos 8.110668, 8.110669 (2 CDs, available separately). 2001. Ward
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"Why ICried When the Music Ended"

Icouldn't help it. The song was so

Plus, the Avantgardes are the ultimate stress fighter.

sad. Ilooked over at my wife. Sure

You'll look forward to playing some music and let-

enough, there were tears streaming

ting its therapeutic effects adjust your attitude...

down Pam's face as well. In my 30
years as an audiophile, Icouldn't remember this ever happening to me.

Can you keep asecret?
Does it ever bother you when some company
touts its "Top Ten Secrets to Better Sound," but when

Why real men cry...
The Avantgarde Hornspeakers,

you actually look at what they offer, it's alist of stuff
they sell?

perhaps alone among speakers, com-

On the following page, you'll find an excerpt from

municate better than anything else

our acclaimed FREE 31 Secrets to Better Sound. You

I've ever heard. You'll hear your mu-

don't have to buy anything. Be sure to check it out.

sic with all the emotional impact the
composers and performers meant for
you to have.

Now, listen...
In case you've been away for the past two years,

Why? It's the effortless dynamics.

the Avantgardes have received awards and (glowing)

The music has afreedom, aquality

reviews at aphenomenal rate, far beyond that of any

of just "floating" over to you.

other "high-end" loudspeakers.

A composer or performer intends
to speak to you through the music.
The way that happens most often is through dynamic
shifts, sometimes extremely slight in nature.
Listen, most speakers need at least 30-50 watts
just to "come alive." By comparison to the Avant-

Isn't it time you found out why?
Best regards.

a«' siffe
Jim Smith

gardes (that need just milliwatts to speak to you),
some high-end speakers are almost deaf to the gentlest subtleties in phrasing, tone, and emotion.
They're simply unable to convey the intended tuessage of the music.
Never spend another boring night at home

It's About the Music...

As one respected reviewer recently told me, "With
other high-end speakers, it's as if the performance is
in abubble over by the speakers. You keep trying to
lean forward to 'get it.'

Avantgarde-USA

6445 Calamar Drive

"But, with the Avantgardes, you're in that bubble!
It's amuch more intense and involving experience."

LLC

Cumming, GA 30040

get home and listen. It's like having your own concert

770-777-2095
Ii
InfoPak Line: 800-944-9537

on demand. And the effect doesn't wear off. In fact, it

E-mail: hornguys(u aol.com

With your Avantgardes, you'll always be eager to

grows on you...

WWVV.

avant garde-usa.c om

1,7

Marston, prod., eng. ADD. TT:

23520

While Clifford Curzon (1907-1982) was best known as aclassicist, familiar to listeners for his probing performances of
Schubert, Beethoven, and Brahms, he also played and recorded
agood deal of Liszt. Nothing he did in the studio, however, revealed the incredible fire and passion in his Liszt playing in this
recital from 1961, transferred from aBBC broadcast taped at the
Edinburgh Festival. Despite minor memory glitches, the structure and whimsy of the Liszt B-Minor Sonata have never been
more finely wrought, each passage flowing seamlessly into the
whole. And while Curzon the intellectual brings rare insight to
these familiar works, his electricity from the very opening measures of Liszes Petrarch Sound is aside of his playing largely
unknown before BBC Legends brought it to us.
Benno Moiseiwitsch (1890-1963) is aname not as familiar to
many collectors, and these two new Naxos releases should help
correct that injustice. Moiseiwitsch was one of the very greatest
pianists: a virtuoso, a colorist on the level of Cortot and
Horowitz, and, above all, an elegant musician. Val contains three
large-scale works, and it is arevelation to hear aromantic artist at
work in apiece like the Brahms Handel Variations. Instead of a
square, rigorous study in theme and variations, we hear aprotean,
poetic ballade, with every phrase inviting the next. While amodernist could argue with this approach in Brahms, it is quintessential in the Liszt and Wagner of 1442. No library is complete without Moiseiwitch's thrilling readings of Wagner's Liebestod and
Tanulthiner Overture in transcriptions by Liszt. Most, if not all,
orchestral performances pale by comparison.

RICHARD LEHNERT

JS. BACH:

Morirruir

Partita No.2 in d for Solo Violin, BWV 1004; 11 Chorales; Chaconne
from BWV 1004 and "Auf meinen lieben Gott" realized by Helga
Thoene for solo violin & four voices
Christoph Poppen, baroque violin. The Hilliard Ensemble: Monika

tion, his astonishing technical facility and grace, his fully felt inhabiting of every note, and his refusal to honor the usual borders
between classical, pop, jazz, blues, gospel, folk, and modal music.
Instead, he discovers the human heart at the core of wet) ,piece of
music. Listening to all of Sun Bear is like listening to Wagner's
Rine one emerges adifferent person from whoever it was who
cued up disc 1, track 1. (XIV-7)

ROBERT LEVINE

NATALIE DESSAY:. E-enc
Pere
Arias by Délibes, Chabrier, Ravel, Meyerbeer, Bondeville, Thomas,
Milhaud, Offenbach, Poulenc, Gounod, Sauguet
Natalie Dessay, soprano; Orchestre Philharmonique de Monte Carlo,
Patrick Fournillier
EMI 5 56159 2 (CD). 1996. Alain Lanceron, exec. prod.; Etienne
Collard, prod.; Daniel Michel, eng. DDD. TT: 65:45

Natalie Dessay is amarvel: her sound is bright, particularly
above the staff, but the middle voice is wonderfully developed
and wann. The fast passage work is graceful and thrilling.
Whether she's portraying Fire in Ravel's L'Enfant et les sondes,
the supremely conflicted Medée of Milhaud's opera, or the doll
Olympia in Offenbach's Tales, aremarkable theatricality is evident and an identification with the character shines through. I
doubt that Thomas's loony Ophelia (or the equally loony
Dinorah in Meyerbeer's opera) have ever had their notes sung
better, with more light and shade in the sound itself. Even
Lakme's "Bell Song" sounds new. And the fact that there are
rarities from operas by Bondeville, Poulenc, and Sauguet makes
this elegant Cl) all the more valuable. (XXI-6)
CLUCK: Orfeo ed Euridice
Bernarda

Fink,

Veronica

Cangemi,

Maria

Cristina

Kiehr;

RIAS

Kammerchor, Freiburg Baroque Orchestra, René Jacobs
Harmonia Mundi 901742/43 (2 CDs). 2001. Eberhard Geiger, prod.;
Michael Glaser, eng. DDD. TT: 90:44

Mauch, soprano; David James, countertenor; John Potter, tenor;
Gordon Jones, baritone
ECM New Series

1765 (CD). 2001. Manfred Eicher, prod.; Peter

Laenger, eng. ODD. TT: 61:42

KEITH JARRETE Sun Beer Concert,
Keith Jarrett. piano
ECM 1100 (6 CDs). 1978. Manfred Eicher, prod.; Okihiko Sugano,
Shinji Ohtsuka, engs. ADD. TT: 6:37:46

.1 folio, ur, our "Recording of the Month" for January 2002, hit the
top five list somewhere between Enya and Brimey Spears —an
amazing achievement for arecording of music by J.S. Bach that
makes no concession to pop or crossover sensibilities. These arc
remarkable performances of aclutch of chorales impeccably
sung by the Hilliard Ensemble, and the Partita in dfor Solo
Violin in astandard-setting performance by Christoph Poppen.
The disc is built around a"realization" of the Partita's monumental amount in which supposed allusions to various Bach
chorales are sung along with the violin part. Regardless of what
one might think of that, everything else about this disc —music,
performances, sound — is of standard-setting quality, and
Poppen's performance is a revelation that makes this most
"absolute" of music sound even more so. (XXV-1)
Keith Jarretes monumental Sun Bear Omens is not in the same
sonic league —the master tapes have deteriorated somewhat since
their first release on 10 LPs in 1978 —but the music is as astonishing as Morintur, if in very different ways. Recorded at five concerts given in atwo-week tour ofJapan, all presented here unedited, Sun Bear is Jarretes major statement in the wholly improvised
solo-piano concert form, which he invented and which almost no
one else has even attempted. The inevitable longueurs are few —
mostly, one can only marvel at Jarretes bottomless flow of inven70

Stinting on neither overt theatrics not pathos, René ,Jacobs has
managed to remove Oijiv from its exquisite shelf and present it
without its "reform opera" baggage. Throughout, startlingly, he
allows his singers to embellish the vocal line somewhat, and in
Orfeo's great lament ("Che faro"), the generous use of appoggiaturas underscores the character's grief. Mezzo Bernarda Fink
finds the right tone for the hero; her use of shading and dynamics is masterly. Amore, in the person of Maria Cristina Kiehr, is
innocent and white-voiced (if-also tempting), and gives Orfeo
hope. Tempos and balances are ideal, from the furious opening to
the gentle winds of the Elysian Fields; each scene comes vividly
to life, each situation rings true. This is the Orfip to live with.
LAURIDSEN: Lux Aetertin
Paul Salamunovich, Los Angeles Master Chorale
RCM 19705 (CD). 1998. Peter Rutenberg, prod.; Fred Vogler, eng.
DOD. TT: 76:23

Just buy this disc. Hearing the first notes on agood system with
adequate bass extension in itselfjustifies the outlay. (My wife's
one-word verdict on hearing the opening on an Accuphase
Halcro/Wilson Benesch system: "Amazing.") The first chord is
on D and is six octaves tall. The bass line, at the same time pithy
and motoric, is something Brahms would have been proud to
have written. The shade of Brahms hovers over this 1997 work,
although Morten Lauridsen is entirely his own composer.
Lux Aetenta gives off avibrant glow, despite its being asetting
of five choral texts usually associated with the Latin Mass for
the dead. The overall architecture of the piece, strongly symmetrical, finds parallels in Brahms' A German Requiem, although
Ialso hear echoes of Janácek's distinctive tonality. Critic 1)avid
Stereophile, February 2002
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Patrick Stearns is probably closest when he mentions Aaron
Copland's forthrightness of expression as aprobable influence
on Lauridsen. But neither Charles Ives nor Roy Harris could be
faulted if they were to feel alittle pride too. You have to hear it
to believe it, but Lauridsen has managed to write a Latin
Requiem in an unmistakably American idiom. What is even
better, it works.
Lux Aeterna is at once haunting and consoling, and acomposer probably can't ask for more than that. Serious music indeed for serious times indeed, but Lux Aeterna is also resolutely
confident and confidently joyful.
The remainder of this exceptional disc includes Lauridsen's
beautiful settings of Rilke's French love poetry (the beginning
of "Dirait-on" is one of those "hair standing up on the back
of your neck" moments), and two other works. Iwish they had
recorded somewhere else and used about one-eighth as many
microphones, but we can't have everything, now, can we?
1!CHAN

WILL!

IS: An 0,'

IFlee

John Westbrook, speaker; Sir David Willcocks, Choir of King's
College, Cambridge, Jacques Orchestra
EMI CDM 5 67221 2 (CD). 1969/1999. Christopher Bishop, prod.;
Neville Boyling, eng.; Andrew Walter, remastering. ADD. TT: 77:25

As Vaughan Williams grew older, he seemed to develop atouch
of melancholy to go along with his characteristic introspection.
An Oxford Elegy was written in 1949, the start of the last decade
of his life. It is anostalgic setting—for speaker, chorus, and
small orchestra — of lines selected from two Matthew Arnold
poems, "The Scholar Gipsy" and "Thyrsis."
Against abackground of gently swelling strings and soft choral
voices, the speaker reminisces about late-summer afternoon outings in the country around Oxford at the turn of the 19th century to the 20th. If that strikes you as abit twee or fey, keep in mind
that the world was anearly unimaginably different place back
then. No one — apart, perhaps, from H.G. Wells —could imagine the horrors of aworld war, followed by worldwide economic contraction, followed by another world war, followed by
the threat of nuclear annihilation. But at atime — the beginning
of the Cold War — when another war seemed imminent,
Vaughan Williams cast his memory back to 1901, when he had
wanted to write an opera based on "The Scholar Gipsy."
The remove of time and distance and the shadow of intervening events lend an Elgarian glow of autumnal light to An
Oxford Elegy. And Vaughan Williams keeps faith with his
younger self: "the light we sought is shining still." Ican't imagine amore idiomatically authoritative performance than this
one, led by Sir David Willcocks. This CD compilation of old
and new recordings includes other Vaughan Williams choral
rarities, one previously unpublished, as well as Flos Canpi for
viola, orchestra, and chorus, all at abargain price.

PAUL MESSENGER

THE GRATEFUL DEAD: Ladies and Gentlemen...
The Grateful Dead (Fillmore Fast. April 1971)
Arista GDCD 4075 (4 CDs). 1971/2000. David Lemieux, prod.; Bob
Matthews, Betty Cantor-Jackson, engs.; Jeffrey Norman, mix. AAD?
Ti: 4:56:23

I've been aDeadhead since the late 1960s and Anthem eft& Sun,
and have accumulated afair quantity of live bootlegs over the
years, including some I've rolled myself. However, ancient tape
recordings aren't the most accessible medium in this digital age,
and this previously unreleased five-hour live set from 1971 captures the band close to its musical (though not vocal) peak. An impulse purchase made in pique after failing to find anything else
that looked interesting in the browsers, Ladies and Gentle.
look up residence in my CD player and has stayed there for
weeks —the best possible argument for acarousel player.
stereo/Mile, February

2002

c

ak Ekl

First impressions were worrying. This sounds more like a
bootleg than the Dead's classic live recordings, and you get
plenty of warts among the jewels. Bob Weir's voice takes at
least one disc to get going properly, and this isn't arecording for
those who wince at out-of-tune singing.
But the sheer "live" immediacy takes over. Timing is king,
and you can't tamper around with it here. Among these five
hours is plenty to savor, with magic renditions of classic tracks
like "Ripple," "Uncle John's Band," and "Goin' Down the Road
Feeling Bad." And the CD medium makes it easy to skip tracks
you don't like, or when the band gets too self-indulgent. Garcia
is in magnificent form throughout, though Phil Lesh's bass
might have been alittle fatter in the mix.
TOOL: Le tern! us
Tool Dissectional/Volcano 10132 (HDCD). 2001. Tool, David Bottrill,
prods.; Vince de Franco. Neurocistance, engs., mix. DOD' TT: 78:56

Guitar bands might not be the hottest thing these Llays, but
every so often agroup comes along that brings new life to the
established stereotype. Rage Against the Machine did just that
in the mid-1990s, and Tool did something of the sanie in 2001,
Laterahrs proving that rock'n'roll is still alive and able to kick butt
in the third millennium.
Tool does the sort of full-on, in-yer-face, hard'n'heavy material that makes rock the music of choice for adolescents of both
sexes. But Tool is an altogether more subtle, versatile, and multidimensional beat combo than the sort of groups that have given
heavy metal such ahad name through the years.
There's genuine dynamic range here, and although the lyrics
sometimes sail abit too close to the pomp/prog reefs for comfort, the musicianship is classy throughout, and Tool's bass'n'drums engine room is one of the best I've heard in years. They
propel the music with great momentum, but with sufficient
subtlety and variation to maintain the interest of even an ageing, heard-it-all-before cynic like yrs trly.
The sound doesn't perhaps quite match the slam and drive of
the legendary first Rage Against the Machine album, but it
more than passes muster. This is real, strong rock'n'roll for people with brain cells.

ICHAEL METZGER

BOB DYLAN: Self Portrait

Columbia CGK 30050 (CD). 1970. Bob Johnston, prod.; Neil Wilburn,
Don Puluse, Glyn Johns, engs. AAD. Ti: 74:03

Greeted with critical scorn and cries of disappointment and
confusion from his fans, Bob Dylan's Self Portrait served notice
that "the voice of ageneration" was tired of that weighty
description. So he pushed critics, leftists, folkies, and other heroworshipping congregations aside with two LPs of pop-inflected, sentimental covers and little song-stories that had nothing to
do with politics.
Gone was the jagged dagger of avoice, replaced by the nearly dulcet tones of arelaxed rhapsodist unafraid to be something
other than cool. On the cover of "I Forgot More Than You'll
Ever Know," Dylan caresses the lyrics with the warmth and care
he gave "She Belongs to Me" and other love songs on previous
albums; with his vocals backed by pedal-steel and brushed
drums, the song evokes aDepression-era country lainent — an
ambience that runs through much of the album. Also noteworthy are the charming crooning of Rodgers and Hart's "Blue
Moon," the bluesy amble of "Alberta *1," and the lush, courtly
"Copper Kettle."
If back when &ifPortrait was released, fans and critics had been
less preoccupied with their sense of abandonment, they'd have
noticed that Dylan had artfully smashed the common wisdom that
he couldn't sing —and unloaded the burden of being the counterculture's messiah. Now that his crucifixion is more than 30 years
73
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"Where Do We Go From Here"). The songs arc timeless, the
arrangements impeccable, and Lynne's voice is atrue wonder:
sassy and alluringly mischievous.

gone, it's okay to enjoy this much-maligned gem.
DWIGHT YOAKAM: Hillbilly Deluxe
Reprise 25567-2 (CD). 1987. Pete Anderson, prod.; Dusty Wakeman,

ASTOR PIAZZOLLA: Tmacy Zero Hour

eng.; Judy Clapp, asst eng. AAD? TT: 33:54

Nonesuch 79469-2 (CD). 1986. Kip Hanrahan, prod.; Greg Calbi. eng.

Dwight Yoakam's second album continues the modernization
of honky-tonk music he began with Guitars, Cadillacs, Etc. Etc.
A more sophisticated statement than he made with that platinum debut, Hillbilly Deluxe shows off amaturing singer-songwriter and producer Pete Anderson's ripening studio skills.
Reworking Lefty Frizzell's "Always Late (With Your Kisses)"
with atouch of doo-wop, Yoakam honors tradition even as he
changes it. (It seems quite possible that Lefty'd be proud to call
Dwight's nouveau 'conk, "Little Ways," his own.) Yoakam also
continues to forge alegacy of dark, heartbreak ballads with
"1000 Miles" and "Johnson's Love." Hillbilly Deluxe is real country: smart, soulful, stylish.

FRED MILLS

JACK FROST Jack Frost
Arista

ARCD8667

(CD).

1991.

Steve

Kilbey,

prod.,

eng.;

Pryce

Surplice, eng. AAD? TT: 58:54

In 1991, Steve Kilbey (Church) and Grant McLennan (GoBetweens), presumably both in the throes of relationship woes,
hired astring section and joined forces under the assumed name
ofJack Frost The resulting LP married the best of both worlds —
Church's lush, atmospheric rock drama and the Go-Betwcens'
sunny, strummy baroque folk —and yielded asweetly textured,
emotionally battered breakup album. From "Threshold" 's
disco-flavored white soul and the crunchy power-pop of "Didn't
Know Where IWas" to the orchestral soundscapcs of "Providence" and "Ramble" 's incandescent folk-rock, Jack Frost is one
of those recordings, made with no one looking over the artists'
shoulders, that hindsight invariably judges to be timeless.
PIMPS, PLAYERS &PRIVATE EYES: Various Artists

all

Sire 26624-2 (CD). 1991. Jorge Hinojosa, Ice-I, exec. prods.; Various
engs. AAD? TT: 36:26

Many years after the early-'70s heyday of the so-called
"Blaxploitation" film came this groundbreaking 10-song retrospective of the musical genre that provided the flicks' soundtracks. The intersection of lush Motown soul and dowten'dirty
Memphis-style funk, plus key elements on loan from jazz fusion
and psychedelic rock, made for an irresistible combination.
Explosive, too, given the often radical, anti-authority bent of the
words. Yet radio readily embraced such heady expositions as
Marvin Gaye's slinky "Trouble Man," Curtis Mayfield's cautionary "Pusherman," and, of course, Isaac Hayes' "Theme from
She." Even better, perhaps, than that signature Blaxploitation
classic is Bobby Womack's "Across 110th Street," which contains
all of the foregoing as well as unquantifiable measures of hope
and despair that make it, at 3:48, aflawless, epic tragedy-drama.

KIETH MOERER

SHELBY IY1\11\JE: Temptation
Morgan Creek 2959-20018-2 (CD). 1993. Brent Maher, prod., eng.
ADD. TT: 34:13

Don't buy the cliché that Shelby Lynne emerged in 2000 as a
fully formed soul singer after adecade's worth of generic
Nashville albums. Lynne's 1993 album, Temptation, is nearly the
equal of her breakthrough, /Am Shelby Lynne, but dramatically
different. Backed by steel guitar, fiddle, and nine horns, Lynne
wraps her smoky alto around 10 Western Swing tunes. The
results range from frisky ("Feelin' Kind of Lonely Tonight," the
lead track) to gorgeously heartbroken ("Tell Me I'm Crazy,"
Stereophile. February 2002

AAD. TT: 46:15

Astor Piazzolla radically reinvented the Argentine tango, escorting it to the concert hall by adding jazz and classical influences while retaining the harsh sensuality of the dance's bordello origins. Recorded during the twilight of his career with a
remarkable quintet, Tango: Zero Hour stand as Piazzolla's finest
45 minutes on disc. Despite seismic shifts in tempo, mood, and
dynamics, these five musicians move as one. Classically trained
violinist Fernando Suarez Paz is particularly outstanding —elegant one moment, fiercely dissonant the next. So are pianist
Pablo Ziegler and guitarist Horacio Malvidno, who offer the
improvisational magic you'd expect from jazz musicians. But
the greatest star of all is Piazzolla —or, more precisely, his bandoneon, which seems to have alife all its own, heaving, sighing,
and charging through seven remarkable instrumentals.

DAN OUELLETTE
BILL FRISELL:

Nashville

Bill Frisell, guitars; Jerry Douglas, dobro; Ron Block, banjo, acoustic
guitar; Adam Steffey, mandolin; Pat Bergeson, harmonica; Viktor
Krauss, bass; Robin Holcomb, vocals
Nonesuch

79415-2

(CD).

1997.

Wayne

Horvitz,

prod.;

Roger

Moutenot Jason Lehning, engs. AAD? IT: 59:54

When guitarist Bill Friscll's Nashville scored Down Beat's Jazz Album of the Year award in 1998, some of the mag's longtime
readers were riled. This jazz-meets-bluegrass CD bucked the
blues-and-swing credo of the day, and even bested Wynton
Marsalis' Pulitzer Prize-winning Blood on the Fields. But Frisell, a
musical onmivore who has countered jazz tradition and crossed
stylistic borders throughout his career, followed his intuition and
set up an intriguing confluence of two distinctive American
styles of music. Instead of recycling jazz's past, Frisell fashioned
a refreshing collection with an all-star cast of country-roots
musicians, including dobroist Jerry Douglas and banjo player
Ron Block. Named after the city where the sessions took place,
Nashville is ararity: apure delight of lyrical, whimsical, improvisationally rich music that demonstrates how pliable jazz truly is.
JANE SIBERRY When IWas aBoy
Reprise 26824-2 (CD). 1993. Jane Siberry, Brian Eno, Michael Brook,
prods., engs. AAD. TT: 67:46
Mien I
Was aBoy could be recommended only for Jane Siberry's
stunning tune, "Calling All Angels," sung as aduet with k.d. lang.
But from beginning (the assertive, sexy "Temple") to end (a
reprise of the wistful "Love is Everything"), the idiosyncratic
Toronto-based singer-composer explores heartbreak and spiritual fulfillment in acollection of lyrical numbers that defy formulaic pop. The soundscapes range from ethereal dreaminess to hiphop groove, the production is stellar (each instrumental choice —
whether viola, Hammond organ, or drum loops — is perfect),
and the passion is alluring. Brian Eno makes acouple of cameo
producer appearances, but it's Siberry's unique vision, voice, and
passion that make this CD her crowning achievement. (XVII-1)

ROB PATTERSON
:re BDYLAN: "Love and Theft"
Columbia CK 85975 (CD). 2001. Jack Frost, prod.; Chris Shaw, eng.
AAD? TT: 57:30

Recently doing his most vibrant and captivating work since the
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1960s, Dylan says it all in the title: steal (as he's done all along)
from the original roots music he loves, and ingeniously mold it
into something new and revelatory yet deeply grounded and
genuine. Witty wordplay and trenchant turns of phrase abound,
and Dylan sings it all with expressive élan on his best set of
mythic American fever dreams since The Basement Tapes. Backed
by his fiery and keenly honed road band, Dylan hasn't sounded
as invigorated and inspired since Bringing It All Back Home. The
master, still at work. (XXIV-11)
Lit BAND 0' GOLD: Li Band O' Gold
Shanachie SH 6047 (CD). 2000. C.C. Adcock,
Band O' Gold, prods.;
Erik Flettrich, Tim Le Blanc, engs. AAD? TT: 42:54
Swamp pop was Louisiana's obscure but eminently musical and
richly emotive contribution to 1960s pop-rock. Li'l Band O'
Gold unites swamp-pop vets like singer and drummer Warren
Storm and saxophonist Dickie Landry with such young
Louisiana music guns as Cajun accordionist Steve Riley and guitarist C.C. Adcock in anod to their state's musical heritage that
resonates wonderfully here in the new century. With singing
that hits the human swoon center, rhythms that take you in arm
for some delightful dances, and the sound of atrue band of barroom-seasoned pros, this disc is as tantalizing as the most savory
plate of crawfish étouffée.
M141M
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DEBLISSY La Mer
STRAVINSKY Le Sacre du rl...ntemps
,
Daniel Barenboim, Chicago Symphony Orchestra
Teldec 8573 81702-2 (CD). 2001. Christoph Classen, prod.; Michael
Bamann, en g.DOD. TT: 66:65

The Stravinsky and Debussy are absolute showstoppers, featuring impassioned playing and top-of-the-heap interpretations.
All three works feature demonstration-quality sound with taut,
muscular bass response and U-R-There sonic realism. This is the
record they should have called The Power of the Orchestra. And if
you think your system has good bottom end, this is the record
that'll show it off or break it.
The Sacre is one of the most muscular performances on record, with stomping polyrhytluns and extraordinary orchestral
turns. La Mer possesses arare power and momentum, reminiscent but never derivative of Boulez' early-70s recordings with
the New York Philharmonic. The Boulez Notations is, as one
might expect, spiky and cool, but this performance represents
precision orchestral playing at its finest.
SHAVERMien Your Street
Rock The House RTH-11063 (LP), Praxis/Zoo/BMG 11063-2 (CD).
1995. R.S. Field, prod., eng.; Scott Baggett, eng. AAA/AAD? Ti's:
42:17/48:22
Electrified (literally) by the presence of his son, Eddy, formerly
of the Dwight Yoakam band, Billy Joe Shaver's songs never
sounded tougher or more riveting than on this album. As
always, the songs speak of hard living and salvation, but Eddy's
slashing Stratocaster is what sparks the fiery interpretations that
make Tramp so different from Billy Joe's earlier work. We fans
knew the man was tough — he lost two fingers to his sawmill
day job and just kept on going. And we knew he could write —
singers have been fighting to perform his songs for over a
decade. But nobody knew he could rock like this!
The highlight of the album is the title song, which tells of the
10-year-old Shaver's epiphany at aHank Williams concert: "His
body was worn, but his spirit was free /And he sang every song,
lookin' straight out at me." The Cl) sound is superb —warm,
detailed, and liquid —and the LP, released by Classic on their
76

Rock The House label, is of demonstration quality. (XIX-3)

ROBERT J. REINA

MARK ELF: S.

Goldber g,
piano; Robert Hurst, bass; Winard
Harper, drums
len Bay 1BR 0008 (CD). 2001. Mark Ell, prod.; Michael Brorby, en g.
DOD? TT: 57:41

Mark Elf, guitar; Aaron

Looking for an interesting new jazz guitar voice without wanting to choose among avant/crossover types, bland pop fusion,
and competent traditionalists forced to belt out standards by
overly conservative and myopic record-company moguls? Look
no further than New York's Mark Elf. Elf has taken abig risk
with his music; having no major-label support, he manages and
funds all recordings, tours, and promotions himself. His aggressive marketing has paid off— his self-produced recordings get
frequent airplay in oddball corners of the US not known for big
jazz audiences. Elf is afirst-rate guitarist in the bebop tradition,
and his latest offers avariety of tasty tunes in solo, trio, and
quartet formats. Best of all, unlike major-label stars, Elf is able
to fill his CDs mostly with his own compositions, and he's an
even better writer than he is aplayer. His pieces here outshine
the far-from-shabby Coltrane, Kern, and Porter tunes also
included. The sound quality is about as natural as one can get
for this genre.
MICHAEL HARRISON: From Ancient Worlds
Michael Harrison, piano
New Albion NA042CD (CD). 1992. Michael Harrison, Stephen
prods.; Tom Lazarus, eng. DDD? TT: 62:46

Scott,

Fans of minimalist composer Lalgonte Young's master opus,
The Well-Tuned Piano, for solo piano in just intonation, should
check out Michael Harrison. The beauty of piano music written in just intonation is the soothing and involving consonance
of the timbres, which is not possible using the traditional but
compromised equal-tempered tuning system developed during
Bach's time. The downside of the just system is the inability to
play music in more than one key. Composer Harrison, Young's
disciple, has transcended this limitation by developing aunique
piano with two sets of dampers and strings. The result is an
instrument capable of playing 24 notes per octave, which effectively enables one to perform works in just intonation with the
ability to change keys. From Ancient Worlds, the first music written for this piano, extends the music developed by Young to
create an enticing, shimmering work. You get the best of both
worlds: the delectable just-tuned piano sound with the ability of
harmonic motion found in traditional classical works. The
sound is to New Albion's usual impeccably high standard.

RICHARD J. ROSEN

MAJOR LANCE

Everybody Loves a Good Time! The Best of Major Lance

Epic/Legacy EK 66988 (2 CDs). 1995. Bob Irwin, compilation prod.
AAD? TT: 95:54

Major Lance's Greatest Hits

Okeh OKM 12110 (mono LP). 1965. AAA. Ti': 27:48
The Very Best of Major Lance

Epic/Legacy EK 62243 (CD). 2000. Bob Irwin, compilation prod. AAD?
TT: 39:54
All three: Carl Davis, prod. ;Johnny Pate, arr.
These songs epitomize the sweet, dance-crazy, feel-good sound
of '60s Chicago soul. Major Lance had aclean, beautiful voice,
and the benefit of the best people in the business right behind
him. Curtis Mayfield wrote almost all of Lance's songs, while his
Impressions backed Lance vocally. Carl Davis and Johnny Pate's
breezy, brass-accented sound is still fresh and irresistibly danceStereophile, February 2002
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able today. While Ifeel Lance's original Okeh vinyl offerings arc
mono milestones for their cohesive punch and immediacy, I'm
impressed with how good the mostly stereo CDs sound, particularly in vocal presence. Another nice job from producer Bob
Irwin, who gives us all those great Sundazed reissues. Buy the
single Cl), then pass it on to afriend when you step up to the
two-disc set. Get out of your sweet spot and dance!
SMALL FACES: The BBC Sessions
Strange Fruit SFRSLP/CD 087 (LP/CD).

1999. Tracks 1-12: Peter

Harwood, prod.; Bill Bebb, eng. Tracks 13-15: Bernie Andrews,
prod.; Dave Tate, Allen Harris, engs. AAA/AAD? TI: 46:46

There's precious little on record from the R&B-andsoul-infused Decca years of the Small Faces, when they were
the hardest-hitting, loudest, most nattily dressed British band
who never invaded. Some 30 years later surfaces this document
of these Mod-fathers in their electrified glory. You'll notice
their influence in everything from garage bands to the Jam to
modern Brit retro-pop groups. You'll even get to hear where
Led Zeppelin outright lifted their style for "Whole Lotta Love."
Maybe it's not traditionally "audiophile," but the unadorned
BBC-engineer sound is alot more "live" and, for that reason,
even better than the records from the Faces' raw, early-'60s, prepsychedelic period. Those BBC guys captured alot of amazing
sessions, and continue to do so today. My current fave.

KALMAN RUBINSON

DEBUSSY String Quartet in g
FAURE: String Quartet in e
RA/El.: Strina, Quartet in F

This is one of those still-rare cases where the quality of the multichannel recording transforms otherwise excellent but not
groundbreaking performances into aremarkable experience. The
Ravel is quite superb, lacking only alittle brio. The Debussy,
however, is especially eArressfl and wonderful, while the Fauré is
awelcome bonus to chis standard pairing. Max Wilcox, producer-engineer of the classic Guarneri recordings on RCA Red Seal
in the late '60s and early 70s, clearly performed alabor of love
with the pristine and vivid sound on this disc. The stereo tracks
are state-of-the-art, but pale in comparison to the four-channel
tracks, which flesh out the players and define the space with no
shift of perspective. The rear-channel ambience is very subtle;
going from two to four channels simply gives the instruments
room to breathe with life. Of all common ensembles, the string
quartet is probably the one that can most reasonably be re-created in aliving room; on this disc, the Guarneri Quartet k.
SERA UNA NOCHE: Sera Una Noche
Pedro Aznar, vocals; Marcelo Moguilevsky, clarinet, flute; Gabriel
Gabriel

Rivano,

bandoneon;

Martin

lannaccone, cello; Santiago Vazquez, drums, percussion
M-A Recordings M052A (CD). 2000. Todd Garfinkle, prod., eng. DDD.
TT: 70:40

Every time Igo to CES, Iseek out the MA Recordings booth,
where Todd Garfinkle is silently but actively grooving with his
Stax headphones and anew recording. Every MA release is
interesting and beautifully recorded, but once in awhile there's
areal winner. The eponymous Sera Una Noche is one. Its 13
tracks encompass awide range of tango, some derived from classic pieces, some original, but all in free-spirited modern arrangements influenced by flamenco, fado, and world music from
Africa and Asia. Idon't understand the words on the vocal
pieces, but the pulse of melody and rhythm is infectious
February 2002

Dowd, eng. AAD. TT: 33:33

Strange brew. The rainbow has abeard. Tales of brave Ulysses.
Whimsical wah-wah. Delirious drums. Big bass. Harmonies
from some higher dimension. SWLABR. There is little doubt
that Cream's short career sowed the seeds for future musical
prowess and excess while wedding the blues to psychedclia, but
there's no excess here. Disraeli Gears is about economy, stupid.
These 11 songs are notoriously lean and mean, the longest,
"Sunshine of Your Love," clocking in at little more than four
minutes. Along with Hewn) ,61 Revisited, this is where rock
finally pulled up alongside the blues, blew by, and waved back.

prod. AAD? IT: 50:40

DOD. TT: 75:08

stereophile,

REAM: Disraeli Gears

PolyGram 531 811-2 (CD). 1967/1998. Felix Pappalardi, prod.; Tom

BLIND WILLIE JOHNSON: Dark was the Night

Surrounded By SBE 1004-9 (DVD-A). 2001. Max Wilcox, prod., eng.

guitar;

LELAND RUCKER

Columbia/Legacy CK 65516 (CD). 1928-1932/1998. Lawrence Cohn,

Guarneri String Quartet

Kirschenbaum,

throughout. Recorded fairly close-up in an old church with
modestly reverberant acoustics (not the room on the CD cover),
the acoustic instruments are clearly and richly present in perhaps
the best two-channel sound I've heard. Pedro Aznar's vocals are
warns and intimate, and Gabriel Rivano's bandoneon has an
appropriately sweet-and-sour voice. Listen, too, to how the low
clarinet ois "Soledad" and "Nublado" (one of my demo cuts)
shivers, full of resonance and tinged with buzzy transients, providing aground for the percussion and guitar intricacies. Bass
drum is tight and powerful but subtly played, and the cymbals
and bells provide an acid test for high-end detail and clarity. If
this had been an LP, I'd have already worn it out.

With lyrics ripped from Baptist hymnals and scripture, amannered steel-guitar style, and amoaning, tortured voice that cried
like aprophet in the wilderness, the street evangelist known as
Blind Willie Johnson worked the crossroads between Saturday
night and Sunday morning. This is as scary as religious music
got in the 1920s or any other decade. Original versions of "If I
Had My Way," "Dark is the Night," "John the Revelator," and
13 others you probably thought were written by someone else.

JONATHAN SCULL

DUKE ELLINGTON/RAY BROWN: This One's for
131.inton
Duke Ellington, piano; Ray Brown, bass

Pablo/Analogue

Productions

CAP1015

(CD).

1972/1995.

Norman

Granz, prod.; Doug Sax, remastering; Chad Kassem, reissue prod.
AAD. TT: 40:01

Just before Jimmy Blanton died in the summer of 1942 at a
shockingly young age, he completely changed the status of the
double bass with one simple idea: bass solos. He triumphed for
two glorious years in Duke Ellington's band, and after that, the
bass never looked back.
Later in that decide, another, barely older bassist hefted his axe
to complete the revolution that young Blanton hadn't lived to enjoy, and the great Ray Brown established himself as the preeminent bassist of our time. Think what alovely circle was closed ois
this album: the Duke playing along, each and every track awork
of high art. Ellington's restrained, elegant style is awilling and
low-key partner to Brown's stylings, showing in every sense why
Brown's name is so revered in the jazz pantheon.
Filled with joy and deep into each other's heads, Ellington
serves as Brown's perfect foil — it doesn't get better than this.
The recording, originally ahumble Pablo, is one of my all-time
favorites that Iwill cherish till my dying day. Don't miss it —
you'll be depriving yourself of one of the great 40 minutes of
recorded history. My thanks to Chad Kassem, who remastered
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this wonderful recording with Doug Sax on all-tube electronics. (XVII-9)
HAYDN:nano Sonatas
Nos. 32 in g, Hob XVI:44; 33 in c, Hob XVI:20; 53 in C, Hob XVI:48; 54
in G, Hob XVI:40; 58 in D, Hob XVI:51; 59 in E-flat, Hob XVI:49; 60
in C, Hob XVI:50; 62 in E-flat, Hob XVI:52; Fantasia in C, Hob XVII:4
Andras Schiff, piano
Teldec 0630-1714-2

(2

CDs).

1998. Wolfgang

Mohr,

exec. prod.;

Christopher Raeburn, prod.; Ulrich Ruscher, eng. ODD. TT: 2:27:30

While my tastes run to Alfred Brendel playing Haydn, 1must
pay tribute to Andras Schiff for this two-CD set. The sound,
thanks to Teldec's 20/24-bit Mod recording technology, is firstrate in every way.
From the booklet: "Haydn is, together with Schumann,
probably the most neglected and misunderstood of the great
composers." Icouldn't agree more, at least as far as Haydn is
concerned — to me, he's the epitome of masculine restraint, of
beauty and sinew, of unvarnished elegance and melodic charm.
Schiff does awonderful job of communicating the rich legacy
of the sonatas to contemporary listeners.
Any time aCD ends and Ithink to myself, "Hey, that CD
can't be over," Iknow I've hit agood one. I've simply never gotten enough of these sonatas. They make me feel whole.
If you're in aspending mood, pick up Haydn's Complete
Piano Trios by the Beaux Arts Trio (nine CDs, Philips 454 0982). You won't be sorry with either choice.

DAVID SOKOL

JOHN HIATF Anthology
Hip-0 314 556 134-2 (2 CDs). 2001. John Hiatt, many others, prods.;
Mike Ragogna, compilation prod.; various engs. AAD? TT: 2:35:29

For lily money., Bob Pylon, Bruce Springsteen, Stevie Wonder,
and John Hiatt are the most important American songwriters of
the last 30 years. There's no better snapshot of Hiatt's brilliant
career than this chronological 40-song collection spanning his
years with Epic, MCA, Geffen, A&M, Capitol, and his new
home, Vanguard. It's telling how fully formed Hiatt was at the
beginning: 1974's "Sure As I'm Sittin' Here," ahit for Three
Dog Night, opens the set, and from there it only gets better.
This journey through Hiatt's past meanders through original
versions of songs covered by aWho's Who: from Rosanne Cash,
Kelly Willis, and Bonnie Raitt to Johnny Adams, B.B. King and
Eric Clapton, and Dylan himself. But in almost every case, these
originals are the best. With his edgy, nuanced-filled voice and
phrasing, Hiatt articulates his lyrics, rich with humor and personal reflection, better than anyone.
As enduring as these songs are, Ilove to recommend this
collection for another reason that's close to my heart. For me,
there's no better music for jacking up the sound system for my
35-minute WalkFit treadmill workout than tracks 3-12 of disc
2. The prospect of hearing these late-'80s/early-'90s nuggets,
from "Tennessee Plates" through "Angel Eyes" (a top-five pop
hit for the Jeff Healey Band), pumps me up every time. Thank
you, John.
HAL Kb. ILHUM: Awaiting Redemption
prod.;

Curb D2-77948 (CD). 1999. Stephen Bruton,

Dan Bosworth,

eng. AAD? TT: 49:53

Despite arespectable ibot run in the early and mid-'90s, Hal
Ketchum, with his folkv ,ensibilities and soulful pipes (kind of a
white Aaron Neville), never sounded like more than adistant
cousin to the cowboys and hat acts who were the rage during
those country-music boom years. But it is this underrated gem,
recorded in 1996 and released three years later, that best reveals
Ketchum's gifts as asinger and songwriter. From the BeatStereophile, February 2002

lesesque "You Love Mc, Love Me Not" to the heartbreaking,
melodically gorgeous "Lonely Old Me" closer, this 12-song set
seamlessly marries the purity of traditional country with dollops
of contemporary sophistication. Add guest appearances by
Delbert McClinton, Anson Funderburgh, and producer Bruton,
and you have asublime, rootsy masterpiece from beginning to
end. Ketchum & Co.'s original working title said it all: Hal Yes!

DAVID PATRICK STEARNS

HAYDN:Symphonies 45 & 55
MOZART Piano Concerto I
2. K.4I4

Benjamin Britten, piano, conductor; Aldeburgh Festival Orchestra
Decca 458 869-2 (CD). 1957/2000. James Walker,

prod.; no eng.

list-

ed AAD. TT: 71:57

Though the recording market has been flooded in recent years
by previously unissued live recordings of composer Benjamin
Britten performing, as pianist and/or conductor, music by any
number of composers at his Aldeburgh Festival, this disc contains material that came out in 1957 on LP and just happens to
trump them all. Britten seems to have performed only music for
which he felt aspecial rapport and advocacy; the Mozart concerto is asuperb example, exuding spontaneity and astrong
sense of ownership. At the time, one critic wrote, "He plays a
Mozart concerto... not merely as if he had written it, but as if
he had written it last night." Indeed. In the Concerto 12 here,
that quality is manifested in Britten's highlighting of all manner
of inner details (often in the violas) that show you how and why
the piece works. Haydn's "Farewell" and "Schoolmaster" symphonies (Nos. 45 and 55) aren't great music, but the performances are greatly persuasive. The in-concert sound of all three
works is clear, honest, and surprisingly undated. Though not
officially released in the US, this and other discs in Decca's
Blitten at Aldeburgh series are widely available here as imports.
SIBELIUS:

Symphony
'

5. Karelia Suite. Pehinla's Daughter,

Sakari Oramo, City of Birmingham Symphony Orchestra
Erato 8573-85822-2 (CD). 2001. Tim Oldham, prod.; Jean ChataureL
eng. DDD. TT: 66:27

The name sounds like an exotic drink but is, in fact, the man
who's making Birmingham, England forget the departed Simon
Rattle. Virtually unknown outside his native Finland, Sakari
Oramo was leapt on fairly soon after the City of Birmingham
Symphony Orchestra began its search to replace Rattle, and the
results are being heard in aSibelius cycle now being recording
for Erato. Every bar exudes agreat sense of freedom and personal relationship with the music, borne out of adeep understanding of it. Few recordings have climaxes that somehow
build with flexibility and inexorability. 'There's momentousness
in the piece's ebb and flow, tension and release, all amid light,
ever-airborne rhythms. Also, the Erato engineers get amore
radiant sound out of the CBSO's recording venue than EMI
ever did for Rattle. There's acatch: This and Oramo's recording
of Sibelius' Symphony 2are presently available only in Europe,
though you can find them on any number of British CD websites. No doubt the US releases are being delayed until Oramo
makes some Stateside appearances and is more than just another unpronounceable Finnish name.

CHIP STERN

STEVE DAVIS PROJECT Quality of Silence
Steve Davis, drums; John Hart, guitar; Andy Laverne, piano; Drew
Gress, bass; Tim Ries, drums
DMP SACD-04 (SACO/CO). 1999. Steve Davis, prod.; Tom Jung, prod.,
eng. DDD. TT: 51:31

Using an early prototype of Sony's Direct Stream Digital re81
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cording system, record producer-engineer-impresario Tom
Jung's experimental session from fall 1997 is perhaps the finest
example of the high-resolution potential of SACD as an improviser's medium. Drummer Steve Davis has an impeccable feel for
the impressionistic potential of the modern drum set, and while
he's more than capable of focused, melodically inflected grooves
("Yesterdays"), it is his ability to sculpt silence that makes sensual
abstractions of "I Thought About You" and "Smoke Gets In Your
Eyes" so richly involving. The soundstaging depth, transparency,
dynamic range, and resolution of low-level details—the sound of
Davis' brushes swishing through the air on "One Two Three,"
the whirlpool of churning bass and mallet textures on "Freedom" — are positively surreal. Quality ofSilence represents abrave
new world of recorded sound. (XXIII-9)
SONNY ROLLINS: East Broadway Rundown
Sonny Rollins, tenor sax; Freddie Hubbard, trumpet (title track only);
Jimmy Garrison, bass; Elvin Jones, drums
Impulse! IMPD-161 (CD). 1966/1995. Bob Thiele, orig. prod.; Rudy
Van

Gelder,

orig.

eng.; Michael

Cuscuna,

reissue

prod.;

Erick

Labson, remastering. AAD? TT: 38:25

This classic trio recording was my initial exposure to Sonny
Rollins, and the enigmatic, abstract quality of his phrases in the
title track spoiled me for life. Rollins' first solo is amasterful
thematic miniature in which his luminous timbre and Lestorian
vistas of space tease Elvin Jones into some of his most ecstatic
rhythmic ripostes ever. Ditto Freddie Hubbard, in one of his
finest recorded solos. "Blessing in Disguise" finds Rollins playing abarrelhouse blues with Hawkins-like bravado, and he
transforms the mawkish "We Kiss in the Shadow" (from The
Kim; and 1) into asoaring aria over Garrison and Jones' serpentine vamp and bluesy release. This exceptionally ambient, dynamic example of Van Gelder's early work in his Englewood
Cliffs studio captures the visceral immediacy of Garrison's
attack and all the tonal nuances of his byplay with Jones, which
were usually covered over by McCoy Tyner's piano in the
Coltrane Quartet.

•N STEWART

CFNF AMMONS: Ro< Temor
Gene Ammons, tenor sax; Tommy Flanagan, piano; Doug Watkins,
bass; Art Taylor, drums; Ray Barrette, congas
JVC JVCXR-0033 (CD). 1960/1997. Bob Weinstock, prod.; Rudy Van
Gelder, eng.; Akira Taguchi, reissue prod. AAD. TT: 36:02

The great tenor saxophonist Gene Anunons (1925-1974) could
play the blues with such authority, verve, and feeling that he
was often led to record inferior blues-drenched material that
obscured his mie gifts as amajestic swing-to-bebop jazzman.
"Jug" had better luck on this timeless 1960 date, where he leads
aquintet spotlighting the sublime pianist Tommy Flanagan,
who died in November 2001. In superb form, Ammons lyrically tours the changes of Charlie Parker's difficult bebop
anthem, "Confirmation," breathes gusto into the warhorse
"Stompin' at the Savoy," and reveals emotive depth in two classic blues, "Hittin' the Jug" and the standard "My Romance."
Bassist Doug Watkins, drummer Art Taylor, and conga drummer Ray Barrett() offer essential support. To boot, there's JVC's
dynamic XRCD sound: robust, detailed, alive. An ideal album
with which to explore modern jazz, if you haven't yet. (XX-12)
CHRIS rnITER: Gratim,L ,
Chris Potter, tenor, alto, & soprano sax, bass clarinet, wooden flute;
Kevin Hays, piano; Scott Colley, bass; Brian Blade, drums
Verve 314 549 433-2 (CD). 2001. Chris Potter, Jason Olaine, prods.;
Joe Ferla, eng.; Greg Kalbi, mastering. DDD. TF: 71:29

Asaxophone prodigy who's been heard with bop trumpet maeStereophile. February 2002

stro Red Rodney and, currently, bass whiz Dave Holland, and
is now establishing himself as aleader, Chris Potter has made
numerous albums. Gratitude is easily his finest — and one of the
top five records by any current thirtysomething modern mainstreamer. On this stunningly creative yet remarkably accessible
album, Potter pays tribute to heroes of the jazz sax with scintillating treatments of originals and standards that reflect jazz's
past and foreshadow its future while touching many moods:
edgy, funky, wistfully lyrical, and rhythmically alluring.
Throughout, Potter underpins his solos with penetrating tunefulness. Everything works, from the intoxicating Latin bounce
of "Mind's Eye" and the heady exuberance of "The Sun King"
to the intense beauty of "What's New?" and the make-youshout jump of "The Visitor." The sidemen's stuff is right up
there with the leader's, and the sound is focused and palpable.

JOHN SWENSON

PAPA GROWS FUNK: Dom It

Papa Grows Funk PMG101 (CD). 2001. Tracey Freeman, prod.; Steve
Reynolds, eng. AAD? TT: 56:18

With the current ill health of Meters mastermind Art Neville
casting long shadows of doubt over the future of the pioneers
of New Orleans funk, the ears of the Big Easy are tuning in to
the next generation of the groove. Galactic has already carved
out ahuge swath of this territory, but the current buzz band of
the genre is Papa Grows Funk, aunit that closely resembles the
spirit of the Meters in style and content. John Gros, the principal writer and vocalist and awizard of the Hammond B3, and
drummer Russell Batiste Jr., both born and bred in the New
Orleans family musical tradition, are the jalapeño jelly that
holds this funky sandwich together. Guitarist June Yamagishi
has built areputation as one of the hottest guitarists on the
New Orleans scene since moving there from his native Japan.
Marc Pero and Peter V split bass duties admirably, and saxophonist Jason Mingledorff completes the regular lineup. These
cats are at the center of the jam-band vortex that is swirling
through the city that care forgot. Their Monday-night gigs at
the Maple Leaf arc already the stuff of legend, and Doin It gets
it all down masterfully.
FRANK ZAPPA: 200 Motels
Rykodisc RCD 10513/14 (2 CDs). 1971/1997. Frank Zappa, prod.; Bob
Auger, Barry Keene, engs. AAD. TT: 91:53

Rock's greatest moments are measured by its most ambitious
failures. Just as classic Greek tragedy measured the limits of the
hero's ability to challenge the gods, rock is often at its best when
attempting the impossible with suicidal determination. The
careers ofJimi Hendrix and Jim Morrison testify to this, and The
Who's greatest moment, Who's Next, was assembled from the
shards of the imploded Life House multimedia project. 200 Motels
is Frank Zappa's unfinished movie, shot on video and released
before shooting could be completed. The limitations of the film
itself are obvious, but the soundtrack is the apotheosis of Zappa's
worldview, amagnificent collaboration of the Mothers of Invention rock band (the Flo & Eddie edition) with the London
Symphony Orchestra. This is probably the closest Zappa ever
carne to putting all of his brilliant ideas into asingle package.

SAM TELLIG
Ballet Méchanique, Serenade 1 for String Orchestra, Symphony for
Five Instruments (second version), Concert for Chamber Orchestra
Daniel Spalding, Philadelphia Virtuosi Chamber Orchestra
Naxos 8.559060 (CD). 2001. Andrew Walton, prod.; Andrew Lang,
eng. DDD. TT: 59:05

Quick—what famous American composer was born in
83
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Trenton, New Jersey on July 8, 1900? Give up? It was George
Antheil, the self-proclaimed "bad boy of music" who hobnobbed in Paris during the 1920s with the likes of Hemingway,
Joyce, Pound, and Picasso. In the 1940s, Antheil moved to
Hollywood and wrote for movies and television. Antheil was
famous in the '40s, one of the most-often-performed American
composers, but after his death in 1959 his music was all but forgotten. His Ballet Méchanique (1926, revised in 1953) is scored for
glockenspiel, small and large airplane propellers, gong, cymbal,
woodblock, triangle, two xylophones, four pianos, tambourine,
small and large electric bells, and snare, tenor, and bass drums.
Composer Randall Thomson dismissed Antheil's music "the
very acme of demented modernism," which is exactly why Irecommend it. If you're excited by Stravinsky — especially The Rite
of Spring —you'll probably like Antheil. Moreover, this stunning
recording of Ballet Méchattique will give your audio system a
workout. Of the other three works on this disc, Serenade 1for
String Orchestra has the most appeal. The outer two movements are nervous and edgy, the central Andante mho quite
haunting. Had Antheil been listening to Shostalcovich? Perhaps — the work was composed in 1948. Another fine disc from
Naxos American Classics.
FRY Orchestral Music
Santa

Claus

(Christmas

Symphony),

Niagara

Symphony,

The

Breaking Heart, Overture to Macbeth
Tony Rowe, Royal Scottish National Orchestra
Naxos 8.559057 (CD). 2000. Tim Handley, prod., eng. ODD. TT: 61:13

These world-premiere recordings are from the Naxos
American Classics series. William Henry Fry (1813-1864) lived
alife of firsts, according to the liner notes: first native-born
American to write alarge symphonic work, first to write a
grand opera, and more. What Fry called "symphonies" were
more like fantasies or long overtures. Santa Claus, composed in
1853, follows astory line from the birth of Christ to Santa sliding down the chimney. The work is nearly half an hour long,
and Fry's inspiration sometimes flags, but the finale makes up
for it — the sound of reindeer hooves, sleigh bells, and "Adeste
Fideles." Spectacular recording and fine playing, especially from
the RSNO brass sections — those Scots really know how to
blow. Buy it now to enjoy next Christmas. Fry wrote his Niagara
Syntphotty for aP.T. Barnum "monster concert" in 1854. The
gorge thunders with 11 timpani. For Fry, more was more. A
spectacular demonstration disc and lots of fun, especially Santa
Claus. Ho ho ho! Thank von, Klaus Heymann.

AVID VERNIER

CORNELIUS: Th

—ree -.ngs
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Works

Stephen Layton, Polyphony
Hyperion CDA67206 (CD). 2000. Mark Brown,

prod.:

Tony Faulkner,

eng. DOD. TT: 72:26

HEINICHEN: M1558 NO.9 in D
ZELENKA:l. Deum, ZWV 146
Hans-Christoph

Rademann,

Dresden

Chamber Choir & Baroque

Orchestra
Carus 83.148 (CD). 2000. Dirk Homann, prod.; no eng.

listed

DDD. TT:

73:10

The barely noticeable subtitle of this outstanding disc is Music in
Dresden at the time of Augustus tlw Strong. If you know your music
history, you know that, in the first half' of the 18th century,
Dresden was one of the most artistically vital places on earth.
Jan Dismas Zelenka was one of the most talented contributors
to that vitality, yet in modern times his work hasn't received
nearly the attention it deserves. If you're afan of Bach — who
isn't? — this Te Deum will not only remind you of the fastpaced, colorfully scored, tuneful, and just plain exciting Magttificat of Johann Sebastian, it will also compel you to ask why
this work isn't just as popular. It's got everything: lovely solos
and duets, rousing choruses, and dynamic orchestral accompaniment. The Heinichen Missa No.9 is equally impressive, a
majestic and powerful work with some terrific fugal sections.
The performances are nothing short of world-class: affecting
interpretations, artful, technically sound ensemble singing, and
ideal pacing throughout, thanks to conductor Hans-Christoph
Rademann. The sound brings it all to life, successfully balancing
the varied forces. After hearing this, you'll hesitate before passing over aZelenka recording again.

III

BARRY WILLIS

KCRW: Kcnr. Rare on Air Collection

Mammoth MR0074-2, MR0107-2, MR0182-2, 354 980 193-2 (4 CDs).
1994-1998. Chris

Douridas,

Bob Carlson,

prods.;

Scot Fritz, Theo

Mondle, Jerry Summers, Lee Van Vliet, Paul Dieter, Chris Douridas,

Bob Carson.

engs. AAD? TT: ca 4:00:00

A four-disc set, each disc available separately, KCRWs Rare on
Air Colleaion is asampling of the best recordings from KCRW's
excellent program Morning Becomes Eclectic, heard in L.A. on 89.9
FM and online at www.kcrw.org. Featuring performers as
diverse as Radiohead, Philip Glass, Betty Serveert, Ani
DiFranco, Me'Shell Ndegeocello, John Cale, Los Lobos, Vic
Chesnutt, Tom Waits, Aimee Mann, and Tori Amos, these
annual samplers are asuperb introduction to artists you may be
curious about and perhaps eager to hear. Listeners who already
know them will enjoy alternate versions of familiar songs
recorded live in KCRW's studio, many better than the original
commercial releases. The mixes also make for great driving
music. The unanswered question: Where are the discs for 1999,
2000, and 2001? (MR0074-2 only: XVII-10)
PINK MARTINI:
Svmpnthique
Heinz HNZ001-2 (CD). 1997. Pink Martini, prods.; Pete Plympton,
Clark Stiles, Dave Friedlander, engs.; Bernie Grundman, mastering.

Most choral listeners will know 19th-century German composer Peter Cornelius as the author of the beautiful Epiphany
piece The Three Kings, but this disc proves that he had agreat
deal more music in his head of the caliber (and sometimes the
sound) of Brahms — and some even more adventurous ideas,
such as transforming instrumental pieces by Bach and
Schubert into appealing, sometimes astonishing choral settings. The works for male chorus and Liebe, aset of three
choral songs, should be more widely heard, and The Three
Kings seems never to overstay its welcome. Combine this
engaging acappella music with performances by Stephen
Layton's Polyphony ensemble —among the finest, most versatile of today's vocal groups — and sound that gives both clarity and fullness to the often dense textures of these scores, and
you have adisc that will surprise the first time and reward
every return visit.
stereophiie, February

2002

AAD? TT: 53:03

Portland, Oregon seems an unlikely place to spawn agroup like
Pink Martini (www.pinkmartini.com), self-described as "a fortuitous accident, thrown together as the opener for the 3-gal, 3guitar ensemble The Del Rubio Triplets in the fall of 1994." Since
then, the large ensemble —whose musical influences include
Xavier Cugat, Tito Puente, Edith Piaf Maurice Ravel, and Manos
Hadjidakis — has opened for many top-tier acts and performed
with numerous symphony orchestras, in addition to putting on an
annual waltz extravaganza. Sympathique is asophisticated blend of
jazz, classical, Latin, and Cuban tunes, ranging from the kitschyironic title song to the irrepressibly upbeat "Donde Estas,
Yolanda?" to the hauntingly evocative "Song of the Black Lizard."
Pink Martini's first album should be afortuitous discovery for fans
of eclectic music; asecond album is due this spring.
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r1 AD-008G 3.5 Y/2 RCA S5 ech
AJ-320 Chassis Mount .$6 pr
;ardas Caps $6 pr ..533 12 pc

Ear
834P Chrome mnVmc $1,295
834P Black mnVmc
.5995
834P (mm only)
$795

"

Incognito
Easy Riser Nut
Easy Riser

DISC GUARDS . .$10 10/pk

0 1002 Bolt/Banana .518 4pc
libber RCA Ultraconect $30 pr
ardas SLBR RCA
$14 pr
RP-138T Locking RCA $14 pr
RP-137T Locking RCA $10 or

•
Rega
RB-900
$995
RB-600
$695
RB-300
$425
RB-250
$325
Incognito Regs Upgrade $250

Pentagon
$15,000 pr
Demo Set
$6,000 pr
"I used
these
amazing
speakers
for the
past year.
But, now I'm running
lsophon." -Jerry Raskin

Milty
Zerostat 3
$60

SL-4A $169^
4 Shelf
SL-5A $189"
5 Shelf

FL-4A $139"
4 Shelf
FL-5A $159"
5 Shelf

Apollo
WTI Wall Shelf
$125
WTI Pro Wall Shelf..
$195
WT2 Wall Shelf
$175
Rega Shelf Rega only . 5159

DB DBP-10 Protractor ..549
clearaudio Protractor ..5150

a.

Sota Reflex Clamp . .5189
Sota I-Clamp
$68
J.A. Michell Clamp
$50
Clever Clamp not shown $35

100s of Turntable Belts .Call
AR. Bic. Dual, Gemini, J. A.
Michell.
Linn, Music Hall,
Philips,
Pionner,
Pro-ject.
Rega,
Revolver.
Sota,
Thorens, Technics 8 more!

AudloPrism
Quiet Lines
aig ProGold
$9"
$25 ech
:Judas TC2 Torumat ..$20"
F-25
H-25
V-25
Kontak Contact Cleaner $40
$8e
$114"
$219"
XL0 TPC
$1 ech
,rices subject to change Without notice Some pictures are representations of products

C.

DJ Pro
Stanton

.

gee'
hne

#1 Power Cleaner
$34"
#1 Power Cleaner . S203
#2 Record Preservative $35"
#2 Record Preservative $212
#3 Record Cleaner _MO'
#4 Stylus Cleaner
51e
#5 Stylast Preservative $28"
#1 & #2 Combo Kit . ..$63
#1, #2 & #3 Combo Kit .583"
#2 & #3 Combo Kit.
.550'
#4 & #5 Combo Kit.
.541"
#1, #2, #3, #4 & #5 . .5125
Disc Doctor
Miracle Record Cleaner
Miracle Cleaner ..521" pint
Miracle Cleaner .$33" quart
Miracle Cleaner $54" 1/2 gal
Record Brush
$34" pr
Stylus Cleaner
524"
Lyra
SPT Stylus Cleaner
Onzow
Zero Dust Stylus Cleaner $70
Stanton
VC-1 Brush 33/45/78 . ..525
SC-4 Stylus Brush 8 Fluid 510
SC-4 Stylus Fluid
$4"

Table!

STR 100 78
5449
STR8-80 78 rpm/manual $299
STR8-60 manual
5229
STR8-50 manual
$159
Gemini XL-100 semi . 5100
Pro-ject
Phono Box mm/mc
B-Tech BT-26 mm

-

.5120
$50

Discwasher VRP Rice Paper
Record Sieves
.549" 100
12" Poly/Paper
...$44 100
12" Paper Inner

Technics SL-8022 . .5209"
Technics SL-BD20
.5169"
Teac PA-688 fully auto $149"

...S22 100

Headshell Leads
ro(e
AO HL -5 ....520
Sumiko HS-29 $20
clearaudio -550
Stanton H4 Headshell
.515
Sumiko HS-12 Headshell $40

Shure SF-G2

$25

Denon
DP-26F fully automatic

.5150

Pi
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t the Consumer Electronics
Show in January 2001, Pioneer
announced the US launch of the
DV-AX10, the first of their long-awaited "universal" disc players, previously
available only in Japan. Right out of the
box, it plays SACD, DVD-Audio,
DVD-Video, Cl), and CD-R discs. For
two-channel operation — which is exclusively how Iexamined it —and via
its easy-to-navigate menus,' Iset the
DV-AX10 to two channels as the default for all modes, including SACD.
Except for hybrid discs, which I'll come
to presently, the DV-AX10 is, blessedly,
aset-it-and-forget-it machine.
A stroll around the deck
The DV-AX10 weighs 53 lbs and is
built like atank. It glows afierce gold,
with scalloped metal sides, and it's
certainly larger than your average CD
player! Beneath the central display, an
"acoustic damping tray," as Pioneer calls
it, drops smartly down and out of the
way, allowing the drawer to open. The
sturdy drawer's motor makes a nice
sound — like mid-1950s Scalextric
model racing car — when it opens or
closes. The outer door also functions as
a"double air-lock" for better isolation.
Around back are plainly marked single1You'll need aportable TV or LCD screen to set up
defaults for most DVD players. Indeed, some players
hold their defaults for good. others just until you open
the drawer again! Ibought asmall 7"-diagonal 13&W
TV from RatShack, part number 16-3004.

Description: Single-box SACD/DVDAudio/DVD-Video/CD/CD-R with onboard Dolby Digital, DIS, and twochannel SACD decoders. Chipsets:
Analog Devices Multi-bit 24-bit/
192kHz D/A converters (front L/R),
Analog Devices 24/96 D/A converters (center, surround, subwoofer)
with Hi-Bit Legato Link Conversion.
Digital outputs: 24/96 S/PDIF (not
for SACD). Frequency response:
4Hz-88kHz (DVD-Audio at 192kHz
sample rate). S/N ratio: >115dB.
Dynamic range: >108dB. Power con-
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ended (RCA) and balanced (XLR) connectors, selectable by switch. Above those
arc three additional jacks, for 5.1-channel
systems, and next to all that are apair of
Pioneer System Control In/Out jacks,
two Video Out jacks, apair of S-video
outs, and component-video outputs with
afew switch-selectable adjustments. On
the far right are the digital outs on
TosLink, two S/PDIFs that can pass 24hit/96kHz signals, and another jack,
marked PDIF, for aPioneer Digital Control Amplifier such as the C-AX10.
Pioneer uses apair of Analog Devices
Multi-bit 24-bit/192kHz Audio D/A
Converters for two-channel stereo and
the front L/R channels, and three more
24/96 DACs for 5.1-channel surround.
Dolby Digital and DTS decoding for
multichannel DVD-Video playback arc
also provided. For better or worse, they've
also thrown in their Hi-Bit Legato Link
Conversion, which can't be defeated.
Of interest is what Pioneer's press
pack calls the "high-sampling digital filter," which "removes the cumbersome
harmonic distortion and efficiently reproduces only the 192kHz highsampling frequency." Pioneer has also
implemented what they call a Pure
Audio Clock Reference, which automatically converts the crystal clock oscillator
to either the 44.11cHz "lineage frequency" oscillator (44.1kHz, 882kHz, and
176.4kHz), or the "48kHz lineage" one
(481cHz, 961cHz, and 192kHz). The circuit turns off the unused oscillator "to

sumption: 58IN.
Dimensions: 17 1
/
6"(440mm) W by
6" (150mm) H by 15 9/
1
6" (394mm)
D. Weight: 53 lbs (24kg).
Serial number of unit reviewed:
ADPP000165CC.
Price: 85500. Approximate number
of dealers: not disclosed. Warranty: 1
year parts &labor.
Manufacturer: Pioneer Electronics,
2265 E. 220th Street, Long Beach, CA
90810. Tel: (800) 421-1404. Fax:
(310) 816-0472. Web: www.pioneer
electronics.com.

•
.71

avoid unwanted resonance that could
lead to sound degradation."
Fortunately, once the DV-AXIO's
defaults have been set via screen menu
input, the CD Digital Direct button can
be pressed; this bypasses the DSP and
routes the audio signal directly to the
output. An improved signal/noise ratio is
claimed for this little circuit. To further
improve the sound, according to Pioneer,
Stereophile, February 2002

Equipment

Report

Jonathan

Scull

eer DV-AX lo SACD/DVD-A/CD player

one disables the video circuits by pressing
the Video Off button, "to eliminate even
the tiniest noise generated by the video
circuit." Another button dims the small
but informative built-in display, then
cycles it off. This display is amodel of
how asmall but informative display for
multifunction environments should
work, he said, emphatically shaking his
jowls. What seemed unique to me was
Stereophile, February 2002

that, among the many chunks of information displayed, standard are the bit rate
and speed of whatever's playing, along
with an LPCM (Linear PCM) or SACD
indicator, whichever's the case. (However, it appears to ignore the track text
information present on SACDs.)
Review Context
There wasn't much sense in comparing

the DV-AX10's SAC!) output with that
of the $28,000 Accuphase DP-100/DC101 transport/converter combo. So I
tore the fine-sounding Sony SCDXA777ES ($3000 list or ca $2000 street)
from Kal Rubinson's loving embrace
and used it as the SACD baseline for this
review. Doc R. reviewed the Sony in our
January 2002 issue, and what agreat
player it is! For DVD-A comparisons I
89
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Audio Control
Audio Prism
Audio Resecirch
Balanced Audio
Technology
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B&K
B&W '
Benz Micro
Cleciroudio
Dynaudio
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milestone. The design objective for

Grado
Graham Engineering

Sophia was to build asingle cabinet,

Irwin Seating
JSP

floor-standing loudspeaker that could

Koefsu
Krell

provide alevel of musical enjoyment

Lost
Laurier

comparable to Wilson Audio's multi-

Lexicon
Lyra
Modrigal •
Magnum Dynolcrb
Mork Levinson •
MartinLogan

painstakingly selecting drivers and

Middle Atlantic
Musical Surroundings
Monster Coble
Nakomichi

etching them to Wilson's proprietary
crossovers. The inverted titanium

Niles Audio
Onkyo Integra

tw ter is the same one proven in the

Onkyo
Philips
Pioneer
Pioneer Elite
Premiere
Proceed •
RBH
RCA

‘ Cub II and WATCH speakers. A7"
\ vit?range driver lies at the heart of
t
Sophia 's sonic alchemy, creating the
>ear perfect balance between beauty
•
•
..and accuracy. And the ported 10"

Rego
Ratel •
Sharp
Sony
Sony ES
Sony Video
Sound Anchor
Start
Stereostone
Stewart Filmscreen
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long-throw aluminum woofer is
•
4q Solibia, crafted to reproduce
‘...
new ease+ authority. The result
•
is aloudspeaker tth ‘'ltey cards icallAeguiling with a
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Tice Audio
Transfiguration
Transparent Cable
Vogel
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-

40110M
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co erence and transparency.

WI
Well Tempered
Wilson Audio
Zoethecus
Large selection of
pre-owned equipment

'No Mail Order

1100 Easton Rd •Willow Grove •PA 215 659 8815
22 Demo Rooms •Since 1958 www soundexonline corn

Pioneer
used the Toshiba SD-9200 DVD-Video
player that K-10 and Iuse to watch
movies. 2 [ripping sound] Hey, it looked
cute but very serious up on aSilent Running stand with an isoDome on its
rather resonant top plate.
And for CD playback, surely it
wouldn't be cricket to compare the
$6000 Pioneer with the likes of the
$20,000 Linn CD12, Imused, or the
expensive dCS 972 or Purcell/Elgar
Plus upsampling pair. Happily, the Balanced Audio Technology VK-D5SE
CD player was still here (see "FollowUp" elsewhere in this issue), so it
2Reviewed by Chip Stern in June 2001 (Vo124 No.6.
or free online it vvww.stereophile.com/show
archives.cgi?407); KR wrote aFollow-Up on the Toshiba's surround performance for the July 2001 issue
(Vo124 No.'7, also available online at the sanie

became the 16/44.1 "Red Book" reference, and deservedly so.

When fed the right
material in the right
format, the DVAX10's
bass could be as
slammin' as anything I'd
heard anywhere, anytime.

The main event...
When fed the right material in the right
format, the DV-AX10's bass could be as

DV-AXIO

slammin' as anything I'd heard anywhere, anytime. Depending on what
mode Iwas running in, the deep, mid-,
and upper bass, and up into the lower
midrange, sounded excellent and in no
way wanting. That was in 20 or 24 bits
at 882 or 96kHz. With 16/44.1 CD,
and especially SACD, the Pioneer's
sound could turn rather soft and fat.
Its midrange was the 'AX10's saving
grace. You can't dislike an audio component that offers such abig-bosomed,
cushy, liquid, round, palpable sound,
with tonal colors that — once again,
with the right material — were capable
of producing high goosebump levels.
The mids were luscious and liquid
with most recordings, no matter their
pedigree, which led to an occasional
problem in the lower-treble/upper-

Measurements
measured the Pioneer from its
Imain L and R outputs, mostly
from the balanced XLR jacks, with
some repeated measurements from
the unbalanced RCAs. The output
was non-inverting from both sets of
jacks, the XLRs apparently wired
with pin 2"hot." The source impedance was amoderate 455 ohms from
the RCAs across most of the audioband, this rising inconsequentially to
477 ohms at 20Hz. As usual, the balanced output impedance was exactly
twice that of the unbalanced. The
maximum unbalanced output level
from CD and DVD was 2.3V, 12dB
above the CD Standard's 2V RMS.
However, the maximum level from
SACD was 2.5dB lower: 1.69V. Unless compensated for in side-by-side
comparisons, this very audible difference will work to the disadvantage of
the hi-rez medium, making it sound
less dynamic.
Error correction, tested with the
Pierre Verany Test CD, was very
good, the player coping with gaps in
the CD's data spiral up to 125mm
in length without audible dropouts
or glitches.
Channel separation (not shown)
was superb at better than 120dB below 8kHz, and still an excellent
112dB at 20kHz. The player's frequency response with and without
pre-emphasis from CD (fig.1) was
essentially flat. Imust admit that this
surprised me alittle, as the DV-AX10
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uses Pioneer's Legato Link digital filter. My earlier experience of this filter
had suggested it is conceptually similar to Wadia's DigiMaster in that it
trades off aslower-than-usual stopband rejection in favor of improved
time-domain performance. The usual
result of such afilter is an audioband
response down 3dB at 20kHz.
Using the "provisional" Sony Test
SACD, the Pioneer's ultrasonic response (fig2) rolled off considerably
earlier than with other SACD players
Ihave measured, the output being
3dB down at 40kHz, with then a
brickwall filter apparent. This would
seem to negate some of the claimed
sonic advantages for SACD, which
can preserve recorded audio information up to 100kHz.
Idon't have atest DVD with an
ultrasonic frequency sweep on it, and
so was unable to test the DV-AX10's
9.•••••••••

re,•%10

•

,211001

supra-audio output with wideband
material. However, the Chesky Test
DVD (CHDVD171) does have a
96kHz-sampled 12kHz squarewave
on it. Because the third harmonic of
the 12kHz fundamental lies at 361(Hz,
below the medium's nominal 48kHz
cutoff, it should reproduce with more
of a square shape than with CD's
44.1kHz sampling. Fig.3 shows that
this is indeed the case. However, the
result is alittle too square, which either
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Fig.2 Pioneer DV-AX10, SACD frequency
response at -3dBFS (right channel
dashed, 0.5dB/vertical div.).
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Fig.1
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Pioneer DV-AX10, balanced CD
frequency response at -12dBFS, without
emphasis (top) and with emphasis
(bottom). (Right channel dashed,
0.5dB/vertical div.)

,t1

Fig.3 Pioneer DV-AX10, 12kHz squarewave,
96kHz LPCM data.
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midrange. In CD mode, and even with
certain SACDs from old master tapes,
there was a narrow band that was
shelved forward in this range. And, as
with all such italicized presence regions,
some grain accompanied the push.
Above this anomaly—the Circuit City
effect, Icall it — the highs were gentlemanly enough to shelve back to their
normal frequency response, and all was
sweetness and light.
But why so eager to qualify my criticism? Because, finally, [smacks forehead]
through the DV-AX10 Iheard DVDAudio sounding extremely fine, No Excuses jeans. SACD was eh, so-so —
which Ifound incredible, as I'm so
accustomed to it sounding great. And
CD was vety, very good, especially if the
midrange and bass had been recorded

well. With this player, DVD-A finally
proved SACD's undoing, though the
why of it is complex.
In the meantime, please open your
hymnals to the Pat Metheny Group's
Imaginary Day (Warner Bros. 46791-9), a
DVD-A release identified by the 'AX10
as having been recorded at 24/882.
Brethren, turn to "The Awakening" and
listen for the Celtic-like goings on. Perhaps the bass will chuff your ports (if
you have 'em) and cannonade some really deep bass into your room, as it did in
mine. Via the Pioneer, there was always
(except when playing SACD) alargerthan-life quality to the sound — quite
spectacular, with vividness, tonal color,
and asense of aliveness that opened up
the top end and made the music somehow more accessible.

On well-recorded high-resolution
material, the Pioneer's transparency
stood out, along with the "construction"
of the soundstage and its many elements, linearity, bass authority, sweet
and open highs, and a midrange to
make the average audiophile plotz with
pleasure. The tonal balance and palpability at 24/882 and above were just
about perfect — breathtaking, in fact.
The Metheny Group's timing and
pace sounded ultrafast with no overhang, always quick on the leading edge
defining the acoustic wavefront. This
was accompanied by bags of air and detail, created with apparent ease. Great
explosions of sound were available on
request, as well as small, detailed dynamic shifts, always followed by alovely
fireball of harmonics and acoustic decay.

Measurements
means the Legato Link filter is adding
information above the nominal passband or, more likely, is clipping the
peaks of this full-scale waveform, presumably to maximize low-level performance. Repeating the test with
48kHz sampling gives the result
shown in fig.4: what should be a
straightforward sinewave, due to the
absence of any of the odd harmonics
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Pioneer DV-AX10, 12kHz squarewaye,
48kHz LPCM data.
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that lie above the 241cHz passband, is
squared-off.
Iexamine the ultimate resolution of
hi-rez players by comparing the spectrum of adithered low-level 1kHz
tone played back from CD (where the
noise floor these days will be mainly
due to the recorded dither) with that
of an identical tone played back from
24-bit DVD or an SACD. Fig.5 shows
such spectral analyses performed on
the DV-AX10's output while it decoded CD data (top traces) and SACD
data (bottom traces). The signal from
the DSD-encoded disc has anoise
floor at least 12dB lower than CD over
most of the band, suggesting aresolution of at least 18 bits, which is excellent. There is, however, a peculiar
"bump" at 5kHz in the CD traces.
Note also that the top-octave rise in
the SACD's noise floor starts higher in
frequency compared with the Sony

and Philips players we have reviewed,
presumably due to the more aggressive
low-pass filtering employed by the
Pioneer for SACD playback.
Fig.6 compares the same CD spectrum with that for 24-bit DVD playback. The drop in the noise floor with
the hi-rez medium is even greater than
with SACD, at almost 20dB over
much of the band —more than 19 bits
DIA resolution, one of the best Ihave
ever measured! However, some suspicious spikes appear in the DVD output
at low frequencies; Iusually suspect
the test gear of introducing this kind of
spuriae, but they were consistent and
repeatable, which implies that they are
characteristic of the Pioneer.
When Irepeated the spectral analysis with "digital black" data and extended the measurement bandwidth
to 200kHz, Igot identical spectra with
16- and 24-bit data (fig.Z lower pairs
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Fig.5 Pioneer DV-AX10, %-octave spectrum of

Fig.6 Pioneer DV-AX10, ',-octave spectrum of

dithered IkHz tone at -90dBFS, with
noise and spuriae (from top to bottom):
16-bit CD data, DSD SACO data (right
channel dashed).

dithered IkHz tone at -90dBFS, with
noise and spuriae (from top to bottom):
16-bit CD data, 24-bit DVD data (right
channel dashed).

Fig.7

Pioneer DV-AX10, '/,-octave spectrum of
"digital black" with noise and
spuriae (from top to bottom): DSD
SACD, 16-bit CD data, 24-bit DVD data
(right channel dashed).
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TELEFUNKEN

Last week, Iwas in bed with my wife

when she whispered in my ear "what turns you on?" I
thought carefully about my answer. "Finding a stash of
Mullard 12AX7s! Talk about HOT!" She laughed, "Stop!
Now... what REALLY turns you on?" OK... think man, think.
"Uh... the Cary SLI-80 Signature? Switchable from triode
to ultralinear on the fly!"
According to her, Igot two wrong answers. But they're right to me,
and this sofa doesn't feel too bad. If you're an occasional sofa-sleeper,
you're my kind of audiophile. Here's some more woody material.
A P.S. — Don't forget. We seek out special buys and show
pieces at great prices to get you back into the "big bed."

Cary SLI-80 Signature $2999
Hands down the hottest integrated amp we've ever sold!
All tube, 80 watts ultralinear, 40 watts triode, switchable on the fly
to match your taste and speakers •Tube headphone amp built in
Pre-amp out so you can bi-amp or add a powered sub •Wireless
remote control •Point to point wiring inside with premium parts.

TUBES! Upscale Audio

re-tubes more preamps and power amps

than anybody. The largest inventory in North America of rare new
old stock Telefunken, Mullard, Amperex, RCA and more. And
current production? Svetlana, Ei, Sovtek, and all the usual suspects.
The difference is our whacky-obsessive attention to detail and test
equipment. $21,000 Spectral Dynamics FFT analyzer, and Tektronix 570
curve tracer. Our tube burn in and matching rig custom built by Eric

IN STOCK NOW

Barbour exclusively for Upscale Audio. Power tubes burned in for your
protection. We DO NOT use your amp as atube tester.
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The NjoeTjoeb 4000 CD PLAYER

$579

New dual mono op-amps, atube outputstage with twice the filter caps.
Jitter reducing Supercrystal, toroidal transformer, AC Noise Killer, and
digital out. Visit our web site at www.upscaleaudio.com to get further
information, and to place an order.
All considered, the Njoe Tjoeb represents a
fantastic bargain — aclear 100 on our value
for the money scale.
Dick Olsher, Senior Editor,
4.9 out of 5 stars at www.audioreview.com
www.enjoythemusic.com
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Pioneer
Listening to an older recording of
Monk's Straight, No Chaser (Columbia/
Legacy CK 64886) rereleased as atwochannel SACD on the Sony, Ienjoyed an
all-encompassing midrange liquidity that
was to die for. But again with the 'AX10,
just above that delectable edible midrange lay aslightly forward treble region.
This was most pronounced on CD and
some older SACD remasterings.
This shelved-forward presence region gave the presentation afast, immediate sound, but it could also be just the
slightest bit hard and aggressive at times.
Ifound myself moving my listening
chair forward and back abit (it was
almost like setting VTA). When Iwas
locked in, it was very rewarding, espe-

cially with DVD-A material. 11w slight
hardness in the presence region when
playing SACDs (!) and CDs, which I'm
more used to hearing from CD, reared
its head only occasionally. Isuppose
that's the price one pays for amachine
that does it all.
But in DVD modes and even on
some well-recorded CDs, the 'AX 10
had anice, thorough liquidity, especially in that sexy midrange and above. I
enjoyed Daniel Barenboim and the
Berliner Staatskapelle's recording of
Beethoven's Symphony 9 (Teldec
8573-83063-9), which has both 24/96
surround and two-channel mixes. In
general, Iprefer the quieter passages in
the slow movements, especially of con-

DV-AXIO

certos. But the Molto pima' of the
Beethoven was adelight through the
'AX10. The smart tolling of the timpani about three minutes in should tell
you instantly all you need to know
about your system's lower midrange
and how it integrates with the frequencies above. It was just smashing on
the Pioneer; inspiring.
Inext turned to the Doors' "Riders
on the Storm," from LA. Woman (Elektra 62612-9), at 24/96! (It astonishes me
what gets reissued.) The Pioneer
grabbed this recording by the ears and
pulled up avast open space full of air,
palpably delineating the position and
sound of everyone and everything on the
soundstage. Listen for Morrison's float-

Measurements
of traces). The Pioneer appears to be
one of those sneaky designs that turns
off its analog output when it detects
this test signal, in order to produce a
better measured S/N spec. Irepeated
the analysis with a1-LSB DC offset
data and got the same "fake" results.
However, playing adithered IkHz
tone at —140dBFS from the Sony test
SACD gave the top pair of traces
shown in fig.7. At low frequencies, the
Pioneer's noise floor with its mute lift-
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Fig.8 Pioneer DV-AX10, left-channel
departure from linearity, 16-bit CD data
(2dB/vertical div.).

ed really is that low! Above the audioband, you can see the usual peak due
to the aggressive noiseshaping used by
the DSD encoding. However, the
DV-AX10's more restricted ultrasonic
playback bandwidth reduces the
height of this peak compared with the
Sony and Philips SACD players we
have reviewed.
(Note: When Iwas performing all
these spectral analyses, Ifound that
the Pioneer's analog stage picked up
video scan-line interference from the
TV monitor Iwas using. To get the
best performance from DVD-Audio
and benefit from the Pioneer's superb
dynamic range with 24-bit recordings, turn your TV off once you have
read the disc menu and selected Play.)
Itest DAC linearity error by sweeping adithered 500Hz tone downward
from —60dBFS and plotting the level of
a1-octave bandpass filter centered on
500Hz against absolute level. Using
16-bit CD data, Igot an unusual result,
as can be seen from fig.8. Instead of the

14•99.99699 PK.. C. •.0 999... LOY al MIMS

usual straight line typical of modern
DACs, some bumps and wiggles are
visible below —80dBFS, with then an
increasing positive error apparent below —95dBFS. This strange behavior is
at odds with the excellent performance
seen in figs. 6and 7, but is perhaps associated with the waveform of an unciidiered 1
kHz sinewave at —9031dBFS
as produced by the Pioneer (fig.9). This
should appear as astepped waveform
with three distinct voltage levels apparent. Instead, it looks like areasonable
sinewave, which implies that the Pioneer is performing some resolution
enhancement.
As is often the case these days with
Japanese designs, the DV-AX10's
analog output stage was bombproof,
both the harmonic distortion plot for
a full-scale low-frequency tone
(fig.10) and the intermodulation plot
for afull-scale mix of high-frequency
tones (fig.11) appearing superbly
clean, even into the nasty 600 ohm
load. There are no aliasing spuriae
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Pioneer DV-AXIO, waveform of
undithered IkHz sinewave at
-90.31d13FS, 16-bit CD data.
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Fig.I0 Pioneer DV-AX10, balanced, spectrum of
50Hz sinewave, DC-IkHz, at OdBFS into
600 ohms (linear frequency scale).
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Fig.11 Pioneer DV-AX10, balanced, HF
intermodulation spectrum, DC-25kHz,
19+20kHz at OdBFS into 100k ohms
(linear frequency scale).
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Pioneer
ing, reverb'd voice hanging like acurtain behind the speakers.
When Iplaced Barenboim, then the
Doors, in the open drawer of the Toshiba SD-9200 and pressed Play, the
wholeair/transparency/palpability/ma
gic thing collapsed. It became flatter:
nice, sweet, less dynamic, less detail, an
easier sound, comfy, like an old pair of
slippers. But when Imoved back to the
Pioneer to play the Chcsky brothers'
24/96 version of Dave's True Story's
Sex Without Bodies (CheskyCHDVD174), Iwas immediately impressed
with the sound again. Kelly Flint's voice
was voluptuous and alluring, the most
open I've ever heard it — and Iwas at
the recording sessions! The extended,
liquid detail at the top was the kind of
acoustic construction I'm used to hearing from the Accuphase SACD, or in
24/192 splendor from the dCS pairing.

Music has never sounded this fine
before in 24/96!
Then Iplayed with Florent Héau and
Patrick Zygmanowski's hybrid SACD/
CD, Musique Française pour clarinette et piano
(Lyrinx LYR2195), which I've enjoyed
for so long, and bit right down on the fly
in the potage. Comparing the SACD layer
with the 16/44.1 layer proved something
of achore, due to the need to stop the
disc, change the mode, then start playing
the other layer. But to change the mode,
there's no SACD/CD button! Instead,
you have to enable the video output, turn
on your onscreen menu device, find the
correct e-page, and tell the machine what
to do when presented with ahybrid
SACD disc: play the SACD or the CD
layer. Iquickly tired of this cumbersome
procedure. A big, ugly fly in la soupe.
("Shhh! Everyone else will want one')
Listening to the SACD of Keb' Mo's

DV-AX 10

The Door (550 Music/Okeh/Epic BS
61428) via the Sony SCD-XA777ES
proved amoving experience. Keb' Mo's
voice was so well laid out, so physical and
3D, and the ease and roundness of the
SACD-driven imaging, air, sense of
place, and palpability were first-rate and
keenly enjoyable. The pace, tonal color,
and air from Swint Live (CHDVD222)
was remarkable. This latest "2/4/6 Disc"
from Chesky offers Bucky Pizzarrelli in a
first-rate live recording in DVD-Audio at
24/96, or aseparate DVD-V Dolby Digital "5.1 compatible, 4.0 mix." On the
Pioneer, it swung! The excitement of the
performance was contagious.
Yet for all that, when going from the
Sony SCD-XA777ES to the Pioneer
DV-AX10 in SACD mode, Iwas less
engaged with the music than Iwas
when listening to the same material on
the Sony in SACD mode.

Measurements
apparent in the latter graph (see my
measurements accompanying Brian
Damkroger's review of the Wadia
861 CD player elsewhere in this
issue), which suggests my earlier conclusion — that the square-looking
waveforms in figs. 3and 4are due to
digital filter clipping rather than to a
digital filter optimized for timedomain behavior —is correct.
Finally, the Miller Audio Research
Jitter Analyzer revealed that the Pioneer's rejection of word-clock jitter
is superb. The solid trace in fig.12 is a
narrow-band spectrum of the DVAX10's unbalanced analog output
while it played back aCD-R containing the Julian Dunn "J Test" analytical signal — ahigh-level 11.025
kHz tone with the LSB toggled on
and off at 229Hz. The calculated jitter level was a superbly low 142
picoseconds peak-peak, with the
data-related sidebands (red numeric
markers) all very low in level. In fact,
the highest-level sidebands lie at
±15.6Hz —purple "1" markers and
ringed in magenta — and contribute
67ps to the weighted total. A pair of
sidebands can also be seen at
±577Hz (purple "5," ringed in magenta), but these are very low in level.
The grayed-out trace in fig.12 is an
identical analysis performed while the
Pioneer played back the 11.025kHz
tone from the Sony test SACD. For
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reasons best known to themselves,
Sony's usually meticulous engineers
left off the essential 229Hz LSB toggling. As aresult, no data-related jitter
sidebands can be seen, but the same
sidebands at ±15.6Hz make an appearance. Note that the noise floor
with SACD is significantly higher
than with CD. This FFT-derived
spectral noise is at odds with the analog-domain spectrum seen in fig.4,

for which Ihave no explanation.
Some peculiarities aside, the Pioneer DV-AX10's measured performance with LPCM data on CD and
DVD is first-rate. However, on
SACD the overly aggressive ultrasonic filtering likely contributes to
Jonathan Scull's disappointment with
the sound of the hi-rez medium.
-John Atkinson

Fig.12 Pioneer DV-AX10, high-resolution jitter spectrum of analog output signal (11.025kHz at
—6dBFS with LSB toggled at 229Hz, 16-bit CD data). Center frequency of trace, 11.025kHz;
frequency range, ±3.5kHz. Grayed-out trace is similar analysis for SACD playback of pure
11.025kHz tone.
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Even Keb' Mo' on SACD became a
touch so what, in comparison to the Pioneer's DVD-A playback — slightly opaque, certainly without the flash-fast
transparency of 24/96 or higher.
It was obvious that DVD-A was what
made the DV-AX10's heart beat faster. I
sat with mouth agape and arms akimbo,
playing the Japanese sampler disc bundled with the Technics DVD AX-10
player Ireviewed in November 2000.
Playing 20/96 material almost shocked
me, it sounded so wideband and loaded
with tonal color. And in two-channel,
the 24/192 Debussy Clair de Lune was
simply astounding in its subtlety and its
ability to swell to large musical surprises. As before, "My Love is Here" recorded at 16/48, just wowed my inner
crowd as before, driving the point home
with asharp rap on the ke pick with an
open palm. It sounded great, and stood as
atestament to how well 16/48 can be
recorded. The sampler showed just how
fabulous DVD can be.
Although not as mind-blowing an
experience as DVD, CD mode on the
Pioneer was way more than adequate. It
sounded generally linear, extended, tirnbrally correct, with the tonal colors complete and fast rather than fleshed-out.
The liquid midrange was preserved, with
a somewhat lighter overall bass than
DVD-A. But you won't be disappointed
with the Pioneer's playback of CDs.
The Pioneer's CD side just involved
me less. At the same price, the BAT
VK-D5SE just killed the 'AX10 in all
matters audiophile re. 16/44.1. The Pioneer tended to sound abit obscured,

mostly in the midrange, though that did
give the player a certain attractive
smoothness. But I'm used to detail, and
Iwant it. Up top, the Pioneer was still
shelved forward, but sounded open,
with good bass.
Playing my favorite song from Sex
Without Bodies, "Daddy-0," on the Pioneer, Ispent only afew seconds with
the CD track before Ijust had to go
back to 24/96 on the same player.

It was obvious
that DVD-A was what
made the DV-AX10's
heart beat faster.
Everything immediately popped out of
an elegantly transparent soundstage
populated by separate entities, each surrounded by its unique aura of air. It was
much more sonically projective, to perhaps coin an audiophile phrase. The
sound was more round, rich, airy, and
palpable, and as fast as Excedrin at defining leading-edge transients.

SI LTECH
featuring
GENERATION 5

silver

and gold technology

"...profoundly musical
and transparent,
still the
gold standard
in wires."
—The Absolute Sound
Dec./Jan. 2001

In the game
Some of you have been waiting along
while for ado-it-all Swiss Army Knife
player. Finally, here it is on our shores,
built like afamily heirloom. While the
Pioneer's SACD playback was disappointing, you'll enjoy your CDs through
it — and DVD-Audio, as you've gathered, sounds great. Highly recommended.
CI

Associated Equipment
Digital sources: Sony SCDXA777ES SACD player, Toshiba
SD-9200 DVD-Audio player, BAT
VK-D5SE CD player.
Preamplifiers: Mark Levinson
No.32 Reference, BAT VK-50SE,
Lamm L2.
Power amplifiers: Linn 'Climax
Solo 500, Krell 350MC, BAT VK150SE (all monoblocks).
Loudspeakers: JMIab Utopia, Linn
Komi.
Cables: Interconnects: Synergistic
Research Designer's Reference Discrete and Active Shielding, Cardas
Golden Reference and Neutral Reference, Linn Silver. Speaker: Cardas
Golden Cross, AudioQuest Everest,
XLO The Limited, Linn. AC: PS
Audio Lab Cable, Synergistic Re-
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search Designer's Reference Master
Couplers2,Coincident CST, Audience PowerChord, First Impression
Music.
Accessories: Cardas and Ensemble
Power Point power extenders, ASC
Studio Traps, Argent RoomLenses,
API Ultra Enhancers, PS Audio P300
and P600 Power Plant power conditioner with MultiWave upgrade,
AudioPrism Quiet Lines and Isobearings, Signal Guard II platforms, Silent
Running VR platforms and isoDomes, Black Diamond Racing
cones, DH Labs Cones and Squares,
Nonlost Pulsar Points, Bright Star Air
Mass and Big Rock combo, PolyCrystal amp stand, equipment racks,
cones, and Cable Towers.

SILTECH
AMERICA
76 Green Street
Boston, MA 02130
617.522.7740 phone
617.522.7684 fax
siltech@shore.net
www.siltechcables.com

—Jonathan Scull
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"It is by far the most significant piece of audio equipment that Ihave ever listened to.
IAM IN COMPLETE

MANLEY

"After the Steel/wad warmed up, it
had so much slam it made my old
preamp sound closed down in
comparison. I'm still shaking
my head over what Iheard
o
tonight."

"Overall, the Steelhead delivered the
best vinyl playback The heard from my
system. It combined speed, frequency
extension, resolution, harmonic
structure, focus, air, stage depth,
image specificity, and, most
important, overall musical
coherence in away that
mode the music seem to
fly from the speakers
unrestrained by mechanical
or electrical bounds."

STEELHEAD
THE NEW REFERENCE

VACUUM TUBE
PHONO STAGE

— Bob Ludwig,
Gateway Mastering Studios

* Revolutionary front-panel adjustable impedance and capacitive
loading switches perfectly optimize ANY cartridge. Hear the
changes on the fly. No more soldering or fumbling with internal
dip-switches.
* Plenty of extremely quiet gain -up to 65dB for your MM pickups
and up to 77dB for the lowest output MC cartridges.
* Variable line out can be used to directly drive
an amplifier for the ultimate in purist phono playback.

* Huge outboard power supply keeps
radiated magnetic fields and resonances
far away, yielding asuper-quiet noise floor.

— Michael Fremer,
Stereophile, Dec. 2001

* The last and only phono stage you will ever need to purchase.
No need to upgrade — ever again!
For pricing or more
information, call
Richard at Acoustic
Sounds today.

ACOUSTIC SOUNDS'Ne
Exclusive mail-order dealer

— Sam Tellig, Stereophile

Designed with adjustable gain
and load settings to fit any cartridge.
ENDORSED BY THE BEST IN THE BUSINESS.

"The PH-I had incredible bass extension and was
capable ofsorting out details Id never heard in 20
years ofplaying this record."
"...its' packed with high-quality components."
"The PH-I threw afight and tangible soundstage filled
with living, breathing space."
"The AcousTech was awinner when it came to
reproducing dynamic shadings."
— Wes Phillips, Stereophile, June 1998

"The AcousTech PH-I is marvelous and magncent. ..a
bargain at twice the price. ¡lisa phase coherent phono
stage, the left to right channel RIAA phase matching is
perfect and the quiet passages really come alive. This
unit has awarmer low end than nry tube pre-amplifier
The PH-I is certainly ttell made. nice and stable. -Stan Ricker, Stan Ricker Mastering
"...my reference AcousTech PH-l...The AcousTech
offered superior dynamic contrasts, better low-level
resolution, and, subjectively at least, alower noise
floor.., damned-near-state-of-the-an ACOUSTech PH-I."
Sam Tellig, Stereophile, October 2000

"I have heard nothing better at less than $4,000. In fact
it is up there with the best at any price."
Lamy Kay, Fi Magazine
"SonicalIv the unit is exceptional"
"This is the kind ofproduct that makes me feel proud of
the high end"
"...the PH-I is aSpartan-looking, intelligently
engineered, and very well built piece ofequipment..."
Wayne Garcia, FI Magazine, May 1998
"Your Phono stage is brilliant! My most humble
respects to you both, RS & CK"
Jagdeep Singh, Singapore

ACOUSTIC SOUNDS're1-800-716-3553 www.acousticsounds.com
1

For pricing or more information, call Richard at Acoustic Sounds today.

0Box 1905 •Salina, KS 67402-1905
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Report
J.

Reina

Mission m71 loudspeaker

11

haven't been shy in these
pages regarding my love for
the Mission 731i loudspeaker
(reviewed in November 1996,
Vol.19 No.11). It quickly became
my reference standard for an
entry-level audiophile speaker.
Subsequent to my review, Mission significantly improved the
speaker by introducing a silkdome tweeter (see "Follow-Up"
in April 1998, Vo121 No.4). I
bought three pairs: one for my
home recording studio, one for
my faux outdoor summer-home
system (guest bedroom windowsills, pointing outward), and
one for portable use to drag to
friends' parties when their sound
systems are not up to snuff.
Earlier last year, when Iwas
told the 7311 had been discontinued, I called Dobbin-Bolgla,
Mission's PR firm, in arage.
"How dare they discontinue
my favorite budget speaker?!?"
"Calm down," quoth D-B's
Frank Doris. "It's been replaced
by abetter and less expensive
speaker."
"Well, we'll see about that!"
On aMission to improve speaker
design
When the Mission m7ls arrived, they
didn't resemble the old 731i's at all—
the m71 looks decidedly more upscale.
The cabinet is larger and deeper, with
an attractive trapezoidal grillecloth. And
unlike the front-ported 731i, the rearported m71 is biwirable.
At $250/pair, the m71 is $50 cheaper than the 7311, the savings achieved
by switching manufacturing to Asia
while continuing to design in the UK.
The m71 features anew tweeter, a1"
Micro-Fiber soft-dome type with ferrofluid cooling and aneodymium magnet. The 5.25" woofer has acone of
bonded woven-glass composite and a
1" voice-coil. The drivers are mounted
on arigid, high-impact baffle of molded ABS, with the woofer mounted
above the tweeter. The speaker features silicon steel inductors and polyStereophile, February 2002

review, however, I tested the
m71s with the similarly constructed Celestion Si stands.
Occasionally Ireceive correspondence from Stereophile readers, and in the last year I've
received quite a bit of e-mail
from areader from the Midwest.
Miss Brenda's animated and idiosyncratic prose reminded me of
early Corey Greenberg — an
image that quickly faded when
she e-mailed me aphoto of herself. Before the m71 arrived, Miss
Brenda already had comments on
the speaker: "Okay, yeah, Iread
about 'em in afew Brit rags. Yeah,
they're getting rave reviews, but
one thing bothers me about 'em.
What's the deal with the end user
being able to choose between a
ported or sealed-box enclosure?
Does one really wish to make that
kind of choice? What thinks ye,
oh Great Audio Sage?"
Miss Brenda was referring to
the foam discs that Mission provides with the m71. Although
stands are recommended to exMission m71 loudspeaker
tract the best from aspeaker such
ester capacitors and is shielded for
as this, many purchasers will just stick
'em on abookshelf against awall. For
home-theater use.
that case, Mission has provided the
Mission is serious about speaker
plugs to seal the rear port, to prevent
stands; their stand for the m71, the
Stance ($200/pair), is an attractive, well- booming bass —a clever idea. Ifound
that on stands 4' from the wall, the
made design of cast iron with three
m71 ssounded best (improved dynamcylindrical pillars, the largest of these
designed to be filled with sand. For my
ics, bass definition, and bloom) without

Description: Two-way reflex-loaded,
stand-mounted loudspeaker. Driveunits: 1" Micro-Fiber soft-dome
tweeter, 5.25" bonded woven-glasscone woofer. Crossover frequency:
2.8kHz.
Frequency
response:
65Hz-20kHz, ±3dB. Sensitivity:
88dB/W/m. Nominal impedance:
not specified.
Dimensions: 11 1/2" (296mm) H by
6 5e (17orm) W by 10 3
/"
4
(275mm) D. Weight: 10 lbs (4.5kg).
Finishes: Graphite Black, European
Beech.

Serial numbers of units reviewed:
207100780 & 1.
Price: $250/pair; Mission Stance
stands, 8200/pair. Approximate
number of dealers: Not disclosed.
Manufacturer: Mission, Huntingdon
PE29 6EY, England. Tel: (44) 1480
423700. Fax: (44) 1480 423701.
Web: www.mission.co.uk. US distributor: Denon Electronics USA, 19
Chapin Road, Pine Brook, N.1 07058.
Tel: (973) 396-0810. Fax: (973) 3967459. Web: www.denon.com.
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And the Answer Is...

Some companies try to answer the question,

"What's the best sports car?" For others, the question is, "What's the best speaker?" For us, it's,
"What's the best headphone amp?" We know it's not rocket science, but hey—we don't hove NASA's
budget either. So we just spend our 8 hours o doy focusing on headphones and headphone stuff,
and accept the fact that we're professional geeks. Besides, geeks can earn a good living these days. This is the
point where we typically use our ad space to talk about headphones and products from other manufacturers.
We figured this time we'd focus on our own headphone amps. So let's get to it.
The Supreme $449
The Total AirHead $159

^:•-•

The Total RirHead is our low-

and o big step it is! In addition to on upgraded electronics

cost, portable headphone amp.
It runs on two RR batteries for
about 20 hours. Its main purpose in life is to help you get your money's worth
when using expensive headphones with portable
players. The FlirHead acts os o buffer between the

The Cosmic $699

The Supreme is the next step up in our portable amp line,
module, you get adjustable gain, o three-position filter con-

trol, 1/4" headphone jock. RCA inputs, and on external battery pock (oh, and an PC adapter
for home use). You con even upgrade the power supply to our Base Station One for o killer
home setup. The Supreme offers 90% of the performance of our top-of-the-line Cosmic
portable amp.

headphones and the player, allowing the player to

The Cosmic is our no-holds-barred portable amp. It has all the features of the Supreme, but

sound its undisturbed best while driving the head-

uses our new Premium electronics module (the some module found in the base Waxed Out

phones with the authority needed for articulate and

Home amp). We don't think you can find o better portable or dual-use (home/portable)

dynamic audio reproduction. It easily pumps up the

amp thon this. In fact, it's so good that we only recommend it if you're going to be using o

gutless output of most portable CD, MP3, and MiniDisc

very good source; it can be quite revealing of low quality equipment! Like the Supreme, you

players, and delivers sound quality on por with a

con odd o Bose Station One power supply for the ultimate in versatility: the flot-out best

good mid-Ft system.

portoble omp available, and a killer home amp that truly belongs in our "high-endr line.

The
Little
$249

The HeadRoom Little is our entry-level home amp. Its o perfect
way to odd o headphone jock or to greatly improve on the jack

The Home is the base

The Home $699

built into your home system. Even better, it has o monster upgrade

system of our high-end

Maxed Out Home $999

path so you con start small and build it up. First, get the Little all by

line of home amps. It

itself for $249. Then buy the More Power Upgrade to get the

includes all of the im-

dynamics nice and tight— another $249. Then get a $200 upgrade

provements of the Su-

to the premium electronics module for o sonic cleaning that allows

preme portable amp,

it to articulate effortlessly. By the time you get to the fully hot-

plus

rodded Little you've got on amp that's 90% of our Moxed Out

heophone

Home.

Nobel pot, a ground lift switch, and and upgraded power

The Max $1555

phone listening. The Home is also upgrodeoble with o dual

two

Neutrik
jacks,

o

supply, providing o foundation for o lifetime of blissful headmono power supply, premium and reference electronics mod-

The Max is "the max." In our opinion

ules, and the sweetest stepped ottenuator you've ever seen.

this is the world's best headphone

Like the other amps in our high-end line, it can also serve os

amp... for o normal pair of dynamic

an impressive pre-omp. When fully upgraded, the A/taxed Out

headphones (more on that below). The

Home (Reference) basically offers o Max in the Home enclo-

Max includes separate left- and right-

sure.

channel electronics all the way bock to
o pair of Flvel-Lindberg toroidal moins transformers. It comes standard
with our reference electronics module. Matched polyphenoline sulfide
film cops, matched metal resistors, and super-quick Burr-Brown 627 op.
amps make this amp clear and articulate like no other. Get the optional
stepped ottenuotor for the ultimate in clarity.

The BlockHead $3333
Finally, the BlockHead is on amp in o class of one. It's the world's only fully balanced, mono-block,
dynamic headphone amp. Only a very few of the best dynamic headphones ore available with the modified cobling

•Imr

required by this amp. But oh, mon — put those cables on and does this thing sound goodl Though they shore o common face plate, the left and right
channels have separate enclosures, making the amp o true mono-block. The two phases of each channel have completely separate electronics,
including the moins transformers. The ports matching in the BlockHead is superb; oil parts ore matched to within 0.1%. The final result of all this
craziness is simply the clearest, most articulate, punchiest, Adam's Apple-wobbling sound you've ever heard on headphones.

q'T

HeadRoom

www.heaclphone.com
HeadRoom Corporation

So, what was the question, anyway?
How about this one: "Who makes the best
headphone amps?" The answer: "The geeks at

521 East Peach St. Bozeman. MT 59715

HeadRoom." (Did Ijust say that with a straight

(800) 828 8184 (406) 587-9466 fox (406) 587-9484

face? Man, Igotta get a life.)

e

C

.

........
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Mission
the plugs, so in the box the plugs
remained for most of my reviewing. I
also spent most of the review period
listening with the grilles off, which
resulted in slightly (but not significandy) more transparent sound.
Put your Mission where your mouth
is
It's been almost two years since Ibegan
my quest to seek out affordable highperformance speakers. During that
time I've listened to seven different
designs, as well as my affordable
benchmarks, and have been very
pleased; I've not yet found aspeaker
I've disliked. That said, the performance of the Mission m71 exceeded
the performance of all the affordable

speakers I've recently reviewed in two
critical areas.
First, the m71 exhibited levels of detail
resolution, transparency, and low-level
dynamic articulation in the timbrally natural midrange beyond anything I've
heard thus far from any speaker costing
less than $1000/pair. Tlie Mission may
be the budget speaker for aficionados of
vocal and piano recordings. On "Some
People's Lives," from Janis Ian's Breakinq
Silence LP (Analogue Productions
CAPP027), not only were Ian's intimate
and expressive vocals intoxicating and the
piano natural and rich, but, for the first
time on aspeaker this inexpensive, I
could easily follow the whooshing articulation of Ian's piano damper pedal as it
was engaged and released. Similarly, the

m71

definition and immediacy of the upperregister male vocal on Genesis' The Lamb
Lies Down on Broadway (Atco/Classic SD2-401) blended convincingly with the
fast (but not sharp or harsh), natural
attack of the piano accompaniment.
Second, the nt71's bass definition, extension, and dynamic bloom exceeded
the performance of any other bookshelf
speaker I've tested. The transient attack,
articulation, and definition of the bass
drum on George Crumb's Music fir a
Summer Evening (Makrokosinos III) (Nonesuch 71311) moved considerable air
without atrace of overhang or congested
thud, and the Missions' superior rendering of the recorded acoustic space and
precise soundstaging resulted in the
most dramatic rendering of this bench-

Measurements

T

he little Mission m71 is quite senskive, 2.83V raising aB-weighted
SPL of 88.5dB(B) at 1m. It is also
moderately easy to drive, with an impedance (fig.1) that drops to just below
4ohms in the lower midrange and an
electrical phase angle that exceeds 30°
only when the impedance magnitude
1•110
USIO

.11

Fig.1

Mission m71, electrical impedance
(solid) and phase (dashed).
(2 ohms/vertical div.)

is fairly high. The saddle at 58Hz in
the magnitude trace indicates the tuning of the rear-facing port.
Although it won't be seen at the
scale this graph is printed in the magazine, there are some very slight discontinuities in the impedance traces at
600Hz and 1.1kHz, these usually indicative of resonances of some sort at
these frequencies. Fig2 shows acumulative spectral-decay plot calculated
from the output of asimple plastic-tape
accelerometer fastened to the cabinet
sidewall. A ridge of delayed energy due
to apanel resonance can be seen at
600Hz, but there is also ahigher-level
mode apparent at 484Hz. Although
high in level, these might also be too
high in frequency to have much of a
deleterious effect on the Mission's
sound quality.

While aslight spike at 1.1kHz exists
in this graph, it is too low in level, I
would have thought, to have any
effect on the speaker's measured
impedance. However, look at fig.3,
which shows the individual outputs of
the tweeter, woofer, and port. The
port's output is the bandpass curve
neatly covering the midbass region,
but look at what happens in the
midrange. There is asmall peak apparent at 600Hz, but the response
continues to rise above that frequency,
and is still rising at the 11(Hz limit of
this measurement.
Idon't analyze my speaker measurements until after Ihave put all my
acoustic measuring equipment away,
otherwise Iwould have repeated this
nearfield measurement with asignal
of wider bandwidth. However, Isuspect that the port output peaks at
around 1.1kHz, which is the same frequency as both the very slight discontinuity in the impedance traces and a
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Fig,.2 Mission m71, cumulative spectral-decay plot of accelerometer output fastened to center of
side panel. (MIS driving voltage to speaker, 7.55V; measurement bandwidth, 2kHz.)
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Fig.3 Mission m71, acoustic crossover on
woofer axis at 50", with the nearfield
woofer and port responses plotted
below 300Hz and IkHz, respectively.
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FUR BEST INNE/6UND®
PERFORMANCE,
SHOP AT HOME.
tyro-, it's, not,yolit,
Getting great sound can be tricky.
Stereophile magazine can recommend

the best components, but matching these
in asystem is the secret to ultimate
performance. But who can you trust
for the right help?

Over 250,000 Audiophiles
Trust Audio Advisor

• brum•ncition„ &white.
J7te eaetit 'teal& (et moot.

Over the past 20 years,
o

thousands of AV enthusiasts around the world
have trusted Audio
Advisor to deliver the
right hi-fi and home
theater gear directly to their door.
They've found expert help— both
before and after the sale— plus great
bargains on name brand gear you
won't find anywhere else. Our
elephone and chat lines are staffed
by AV experts averaging over 17 years
of experience each. They're standing
by to help you make the right choic
whether its for a$30 cable or a
$3.000 power amp.

Your Satisfaction Mean:
Everything to Us
Ordering is fast and easy.
Place orders online or call*
oil free (800) 942-0220.
Everything we sell is covered by
ur exclusive 30-Day MoneyBack No-Risk Guarantee.

FREE CATALOG!

the

o

KILOWATT MONOBLOC
AMPLIFIER

Order our catalog 13
railin.g (800 )45 1- 5445
online a

www.audioadvisor.comiordercatalog.asp

audioadvison corn

1,000 WATTS @ 8Q, 2,000 WATTS @ ggQ
MSRP $6,995

Hours of telephone operation are (times are EST):
M-Tu 9-IPM •W-Fri 9-7PM •Sat 1[1-5PM •Sun 12-5PM
Audio Advisor, Inc. 47174 Broodniner SE. Kentwood, MI 495(2-5161
TEL f616) 65G-9584 FAX (Tif) 656-9592 sales aaudioadvisor.com
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Mission
mark classical work I've heard from such
small speakers.
Acoustic jazz also fared well; the
string bass on the superb new Quicx
pressing of Miles Davis' Kind of Blue
(Columbia/Classic CS 8163) was
woody and resonant, but without atrace
of midbass overhang. Iwas further surprised by the m71's lower frequency
limit, which in my room extended quite
naturally into the lower 40Hz region
with no sense of strain or coloration.
The m71 deviated from tonal neutrality only in the lower high frequencies. A slight highlighting of this range
manifested itself in different ways, depending on the recording. On the Ian
recording, her voice was abit more
sibilant than I'm used to, and the elec-

trie guitar had a bit more bite. On
Kohjiba's The Transmigration of the
Soul, from Stereophile's Festival CD

The string bass on
Miles Davis' Kind of Blue
was woody and resonant,
but without atrace
of midbass overhang.
(Stereophile STFH007-2), the marimba seemed natural but abit more
prominent in the mix than I've heard
through other speakers. On some re-

m71

cordings, the highlighted upper frequencies actually enhanced my enjoyment of the work — such as the
trumpet's brassy bite on the acoustic
avant-jazz masterpiece from Sex Mob,
Din if Iniquity (Columbia CSK 41146),
or the upper harmonics of the piano
strings on Michael Harrison's work for
solo piano tuned in just intonation,
"Quest for the Rose" (From Ancient
Worlds, New Albion NA-042 CD).
Through the m71s, certain recordings
literally gave me chills and gooscbumps.
The title track of Hole's Celebrity Skin,
cranked up to the requisite 100dB,
smashed me in the face with its
processed vocals, crunch guitar, and
melodic bass line, the last surprisingly
easy to follow. On John Rutter's Requiem

Measurements
suspicious-looking suckout in the
woofer's on-axis response.
Higher in frequency, the m71's
woofer peaks alittle before handing
over to the tweeter at the specified
2.8kHz crossover frequency. The
tweeter can also be seen to be alittle
peaky on-axis in the top octave of its
passband. Fig.4 shows how the individual woofer and port responses sum
in the farfield, spliced to the overall
output averaged across a30° horizontal window on the woofer axis.
Give or take afew little bumps, the
m71's response is respectably smooth
in the treble and well-integrated
through the crossover region. The
crossover appears to use symmetrical
second-order acoustic slopes, and the
woofer's out-of-band behavior is
well-controlled. There is alack of

midrange energy apparent, and perhaps avery slight rising trend in the
treble —BJR said that "A slight highlighting of this range manifested itself
in different ways, depending on the
recording." Although the treble rise is
balanced by asimilar rise in the upper
bass, it should be noted that this is
almost entirely due to the nearfield
measurement technique's assumption
of a half-sphere acoustic environment. The m71's -6dB point compared with the lkHz reference level
lies at 48Hz.
The lower trace in the bass in fig.4
is the m71's woofer response with the
port sealed, which Mission recommends when the speaker is used close
to aroom boundary. Again, remember that the upper-bass output will be
magnified by up to 3dB because this

is anearfield measurement, but the
drive-unit still starts to roll off below
110Hz or so. Because of the slower
rollout characteristic of asealed-box
alignment, the -6dB point is not as
high as you might have thought at
59Hz, and the reinforcement of the
bass due to the close proximity of the
room boundaries might well give better bass overall in this condition. Ido
note, however, that Bob Reina preferred the sound without the ports
plugged. Irecommend trying the
speaker plu14:ed and unplugged, out
in the room and close to the wall, to
see which combination gives the
sound you prefer.
Fig.5 shows how the m71's output
changes as the measuring microphone is moved off-axis. (The traces
in this graph have the on-axis re-

- -90.00
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-30.00
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Fig.4 Mission m71, anechoic response on
woofer axis at 50", averaged across
30° horizontal window and corrected
for microphone response, with the
complex sum of the nearfield woofer
and port outputs (top at 100Hz), and
the nearfield response of the woofer
with the port sealed (bottom at 100Hz),
plotted below 300Hz.
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Fig.5 Mission m71, lateral response family at 50", from back to front: differences in response
90°-5° off-axis, reference response on woofer axis, differences in responses 5*-90" off-axis.
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tied 731i ($299/pair when last available), as well as with the Polk Audio
Analog sources: VPI TNT Mk.IV,
Power amplifier: Audio Research
RT25i ($319), the JMIab Chorus 706
Rega Planar 3turntables; Immedia,
VT100 Mk.II.
($450), and the Alón Petite ($1000). My
Syrinx PU-3 tonearms; Koetsu
Integrated amplifiers: Creek
beloved Mission 731i sounded more
Urushi, Clearaudio Aurum Beta S 5350SE, JoLida JD-101A.
closed-in and dark in the extreme high
cartridges.
Cables: Interconnect: MIT MI-350
frequencies than the m71. The midDigital sources: California Audio
CVTwin Terminator, MIT MIrange was as natural, but drier, with less
Labs Icon Mk.II Power Boss, Creek
330SG, MIT Terminator 2. Speaker:
resolution of detail. Moreover, the 731i
CD53 Mk.II CD players.
Acarian Systems Black Orpheus.
became more confined on dense highPreamplification: Vendetta Re- Accessories: Various by VPI, Simply
level passages, and had less bloom and
search SCP-2D phono stage, Audible
Physics, Bright Star, ASC, Sound
extension in the bass. Overall, however,
Illusions Modulus Li line stage.
Anchor.
—Roberti. Reina
Istill found the 731i's overall balanced
timbrai presentation very comforting to
listen to for long periods.
(Reference Recordings RR-57CD), the
lyrical and weaving soprano sax on
The Polk's midrange presentation
solo soprano sounded positively angelic
George Crumb's Quest (Bridge 5069), I was much closer to the in71's: very neuand holographic, and the ambience and put down my pen and pad and kept listral, but with somewhat less resolution
warmth from the organ pedals had me
tening long past my usual reviewer stopof detail. However, the Polk's uncolnoting "They can't go down that deep,
ping point for this Cll.
ored, extended timbral balance from the
can they?"
lower midrange through the extreme
Finally, in the acid test of agreat
... and the beauty contest...
highs gave that speaker the nod in overspeaker, while listening to the blooming
Icompared the Mission m71 with its
all tonal balance, despite the m71's supeclassical guitar and string bass and the
predecessor, Mission's now-discontinrior bass bloom and extension. The
Associated Equipment

Measurements
sponse subtracted from them, to
emphasize the changes.) As expected,
the tweeter's off-axis output falls quite
rapidly to the speaker's sides, which
will compensate for the driver's onaxis rise in the same region. Apart
from that, the contour lines in the treble are both smooth and evenly
spaced, which tends to correlate with
stable, well-defined stereo imaging.
However, aserious notch at 1.1kHz
develops off-axis. From the impedance and nearfield measurements
mentioned earlier, Isuspect that what
we are seeing here is increasing inter-

ference between the woofer output
and the strong port resonance as the
microphone moves to the speaker's
sides. The subjective effect of this resonance is difficult to predict, but I
note that Bob Reina was bothered by
the speaker's forward presentation of
the sound of the marimba, an instrument very sensitive to resonant problems in this region.
Fig.6 shows asimilar plot for the
Mission m71's vertical dispersion,
again normalized to the response on
the woofer axis. (I chose this axis because the woofer is above the tweeter.)

r
--

This graph shows that the speaker
maintains its good treble integration
between the drive-units over quite a
narrow vertical window of +5° and
—10dB. This means that the speaker is
best auditioned with the listener's ears
between the top of the cabinet and the
tweeter, indicating the use of higher
rather than lower stands.
In the time domain, the Mission's
step response on the woofer axis
(fig.7) reveals that the two drive-units
are connected with the same positive-going acoustic polarity. With
second-order crossover filters, it is
usual to invert the polarity of one of
the drive-units, to compensate for
the phase shift associated with the filters. However, Mission has placed
the woofer above the tweeter, there-
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Fig.6 Mission m71, vertical response family at 50", from back to front: differences in response
45*-5° above woofer axis, reference response, differences in response 5*-45* below
woofer axis.
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Fig.7 Mission m71, step response on woofer
axis at 50" (5ms time window, 30kHz
bandwidth).
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Polk's overall dynamic capabilities were
inferior to the Mission m71's but superior to the Mission 731i's.
The JMlab Chorus 706 had much
sweeter highs than the m71, but they
were not as extended. Midrange repro-

Icongratulate Mission for
producing areplacement
speaker for their 731i
duction, if abit warmer in the lower
midrange, was detailed, airy, and sweet,
and was equally intoxicating on vocal
recordings. The midbass was abit more
ripe than the m71's, and although it
equaled the m71 in low-level dynamic
articulation, the Mission m71 had superior high-level dynamic performance.
The Alón Petite had atouch more
midrange resolution than the Mission

by moving the tweeter farther away
from the listener, which has the
same effect. Note, however, that
fig.7 shows that the tweeter's output
on this axis has not been moved
enough to make the m71 timecoherent. In fact, this doesn't happen until the microphone is 20°
above the woofer axis, by which
time alarge crossover notch has developed in the overall output.
Although there were no boundaries close enough to the speaker to
produce reflections of its sound in
the step response, some undulations
with aperiod close to lms can be
seen. This is more indication of a

m71 and was equally neutral-sounding.
However, while the m71 had superior
bass extension and dynamic bloom, the
Petite's superior high-frequency extension, delicacy, and articulation placed it
in adifferent league.
Mission accomplished
Icongratulate Mission for producing a
replacement speaker for their 731i
that, overall, exceeds the performance
of its predecessor at alower price. Let's
hope this indicates atrend throughout
the speaker industry! But despite the
m71's low cost, you should be careful
to pair it with high-quality electronics;
otherwise, its midrange resolution and
bass reproduction will not be fully
realized. Furthermore, Icaution against matching the speaker with any
components with noticeable highfrequency aberrations, as the m71's
revealing tweeter will certainly nor
hide problems in this region.
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resonance in this neighborhood.
The waterfall plot (4.8) does confirm that something is going on
here, but the resolution in this
graph is relatively poor in this frequency region. Other than avery
slight mode at 5kHz, the treble
region in fig.8 is quite clean.
(Ignore the black ridge at 16kHz,
which is due to interference from
my computer monitor.)
Considering its low price, the
Mission m71 performs respectably
overall. However, Iwas bothered by
that problem in the lkHz region.
—Joint Atkinson

Award Winning

Soul Moving
Critically acclaimed, and now
celebrated with the ABSOLUTE
SOUND GOLDEN EAR AWARD
2000, the Reference 3A De Capo
has been recognized as the return
of aclassic. Using our best ever
pair-matched wide range. Swiss
hand built, hyper-exponential
carbon fibre drivers, along with
perfectly matched silk dome
tweeters, the De Capo achieves
startling performance for its mere
$2500 USD per pair price tag.
While the De Cape's crossoverless
design makes it ideal for SET
amplifiers, it is a must-listen
when speaker shopping for all
systems, at any price point. But
be warned, our sleeping giant has
been known to raise even the
highest of expectations. Be sure
to experience the Reference 3A
De Capo before you make your
final decision.

REFERENCE

3A

dB
12.0
6.0
0 .0-

www.reference3a.com

-6.0
-12.0

. MLSSFI
400.0
1000.0
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5.45 dB, 1287 Hz
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0.495 nsec

Fig.8 Mission m71, cumulative spectral-decay plot at 50" (0.15ms
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risetime).

Manufactured & Distributed

by

DIVERGENT TECHNOLOGIES
342 Frederick St
Kitchener
Ontario. Canada. N2H 2N9
519.749.1565 Fax 519 749 2863
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How Serious Are You About Your Vinyl?
A BIT OF HISTORY: At HCM Audio we are very serious about vinyl.
When the HCM Audio division was launched in 1980, we were a
small turntable manufacturer. After much speculation in regard tc
the future of analog, the decision was to stop production on our
turntable and, using Harry's expertise and national recognition as
an analog guru, we became the place to go for turntables, tonearms,
cartridges, and professional set up. Most importantly, Audiophiles had
confidence in their purchase and in us. THE LAST TWO YEARS: The
recent surge in analog has been quite exciting for Harry, now a 29 year
veteran turntable technician. Customers have been calling from all over
the world, relying on Harry's vast knowledge of turntables, and how to
extract the best sound from them.

TODAY:

Things are a bit different

today, many dealers selling analog are new to this highly technical field
and lack critical experience and the expertise to provide professional setup.
And, there are some reviewers that attempt to educate consumers and direct their
purchase decisions, who themselves are somewhat new to the field and lack the
knowledge and experience needed to provide education, and/or serious recommendations
BOTTOM LINE:

We are very proud that after so many years Harry is still specializing in

this area, and Audiophiles still rely on HCM to get maximum performance for their dollar.
THE LEGENDARY LINE OF SOTA TURNTABLES GETS OUR HIGHEST RECOMMENDATION
Package Price $569

Regular price

ASample at:

$820

SOH Moonbeam

CableCloseouts.com aAudioQuestCables.com

BRAND

MODEL

TYPE

LENGTH

PRICE

LIST

AudioQuest
AudioQuest
AudioQuest
AudioQuest
AudioQuest
AudioQuest
AudioQuest
AudioQuest
AudioQuest
AudioQuest
AudioQuest
AudioQuest
AudioQuest
AudioQuest
Audio Magic
Jena Labs
Music Metre
NBS
Power Snake
Straightwire

Jade
Turquoise-X2
Topaz-X2
Video-2

I/C
I/C
I/C
I/C

1m
1m
1m
6m

$14.95
$22.50
$39.95
$84.95

$30
$45
$90
$170

Dragon+
Clear+
Argent+

S/C
S/C
SIC
S/C
S/C
S/C
S/C
S/C
S/C
S/C

7.5'
8'
8'
15'
8'
3m
12'
/F
/F
/F

$1349.
$699.00
$399.00
$119.00
$74.95
$249.95
$99.95
$0.59
$0.86
$0.49

$3470
$1535
$1055
$420
$208
$550
$170
$1.95
$0.95
$1.50

S/C
I/C XLR
S/C
SPIC
P/C

8'
3'
8'
6'
9'

$209.95
$399.95
$129.95
$149.95
$399.95

$450
$2200
$312
$300
$1100

GR -8
Slate
Midnight+
Type-4
F-18
F-14
GLC
Presto-II
Sineweave 7
Signature
Mine/Serpent-II
Black Mumba
Maestro

HCM

Audio

I/C XLR 2m

SOTR Comet

package

The Moonbeam is an astonishing Product! Every
aspect of this machine was designed to extract
the highest possible performance obtainable in
this price range. From its unique platter design, to
the internally damped plinth, the Moonbeam is
clearly top of its class. When you buy our special
Moonbeam package you get the following....
• SOTA Moonbeam turntable •SOTA VLMT tonearm
• 6ohirIng 1006 Cartridge •LAST Stylus Cleaner
• AO Carbon fiber record brush • Professional Setup

$169.95 $435

•SOTA Comet w'SoldrIng 1042 Cartridge
•LAST Stylus Cleaner
•AudioQuest Carbon Fiber brush
•Professional Setup

packagE

More of agreat thing. The
Comet maintains the same
design goals as the Moonbeam,
refined to a higher level of
precision. It's fitted with their
ultra-high molecular weight, one
piece platter and the highly
acclaimed S-250 tonearm

Package Price $839
Regular price...$1320

elonic Horizon
Handcrafted Audio Cables

leenee

Hurricane AC Power Corn'

tomee

:.." »"

t•

WeZer>01.111111

.

$199.95 2 Mete?
Sonic Horizon

•Huge 11 AWG design w[BC Conductors
•Dual Independent Ground Iso Shielding
•Special Noise Canceling Geometry
•Dual RFI-Zero Noise Suppressors
•WattGate 8215 Hospital Grade AC Plug
•WattGate 320 IEC Connector

Darbreirk AC Pmeer C'ord

$99.95 2Meter
Sonic Horizon

•Big 13 AWG design wfGC Conductors
•Dual Isolated Independent Shields
•Special Noise Canceling Geometry
•Dual RFI-Zero Noise Suppressors
•WattGate 526G AC Plug
•WattGate 320 IEC Connector

877-234-3465 •530-891-8326 •Fax 530-345-7269
2725 Hwy 32, Suite C, Chico, CA 95973
e-mail: sales@hcmaudio.com

bCtila tl
wwse•
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We ship
anywhere in
the world!
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Arcam DiVA A85 integrated amplifier

A

lthough audiophiles may muster
little enthusiasm for the hometheater—driven audio marketplace of the 21st century, its prerequisites
have inspired manufacturers to cram as
wide arange of flexible programming
features into as highly resolved aset of
performance packages as possible. Thus
we're now witnessing anew generation
of exceptionally musical electronics with
high-end performance targeted at twochannel enthusiasts, but all primped and
prepped for integration into an expanded audio-video rig.
It's just such asystems approach that
Arcam used in their attempt to satisfy the
need of demanding music-only listeners
for high-performance, high-value electronics, while at the same time offering
multifunction capabilities to hometheater enthusiasts. It resulted in Arcam's
new Digitally integrated Video and
Audio (DiVA) series of components,
positioned one step below their top line,
the Full Metal Jacket (FMJ) series. While
some of the DiVA A85 integrated amplifier's system-programming functions
might be irrelevant to audiophiles, in the
long run the A85 is ready when you are,
able to evolve as your system grows. But
none of that would mean twaddle if the
A85's meat-and-potatoes two-channel
performance didn't rate favorable comparisons with some of the better solidstate gear I've auditioned in the past few
years, from companies such as YBA/
Audio Refinement, Musical Fidelity,
Simaudio, and NAD.

Specifications: Remote-controlled
integrated amplifier. Inputs: 7 linelevel: 2 Tape In/Rec Out (one can
double as aVCR or second audio
tape source), Power In/Pre Out,
optional MM/MC cartridge module.
Voltage selector and trigger out. Two
sets of speaker terminals configured
to British Federation of Audio standards. Power output: 85Wpc continuous average power into 8 ohms
(19.3dBW), both channels driven.
Frequency response: 20Hz-20kHz,
±0.25dB. Distortion (80% power at
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Arcam DiVA A85 integrated amplifier

Arcam's current cachet among costconscious audiophiles derives in part
from the rapturous response of the
American market to its groundbreaking
Alpha 9 CD player. With dCS's remarkable Ring DAC technology incorporated in an integrated chip, the Alpha
9 offered exceptional resolution, lowlevel detail, and soundstaging depth at a
competitive price. Yet while Arcam is a
relatively new naine to many consumers on this side of the pond, they
are adominant player on the British
and European audio scenes. With the
rollout of the sleek, stylish A85 as the
flagship of their new DiVA series
(along with the system-matched DiVA
CD92 CD player, alineal successor to
the Alpha 9), Arcam is poised to raise
some audio eyebrows in the US.
"Our whole philosophy has changed

1kHz): 0.005%. Nominal preamp
output level and output impedance:
700mV; <3 ohms. Line and tape
inputs: Signal/Noise (2V input,
CCIR-weighted, tone controls bypassed): 105dB. Input impedance:
22k ohms. Input sensitivity (for
rated 8 ohms power output):
250mV-1.6V. Power consumption:
600VA maximum.
Dimensions: 16.9" (433mm) W by
3.9" (100mm) Hby 13.25" (340mm)
D. Weight: 20 lbs (9kg).
Finishes: Silver, black.

a little bit," explains Gary Warzin,
CEO of Audiophile Systems Ltd., of
Indianapolis, Indiana, Arcam's US distributor. "Arcam's Alpha Series was
developed around the early capabilities
of CD, and you wanted something that
was abit more polite and forgiving,
given the problems early Cl) players
had. So when Arcam designed this new
DiVA series, they were looking to design an amplifier capable of giving you
the kind of signal/noise ratio and dynamic range you need to handle these
emerging new music sources."
The A85's circuitry is direct-coupled
from input through output, with no
series capacitors in the signal path (capacitors are employed only in the power
supply). And where older Arcam amps
employed MOSFETs, the DiVA A85
uses discrete bipolar output devices.

Serial number of unit reviewed:
A5101896.
Price: $1499. Approximate number
of dealers: 150.
Manufacturer: Arcam, Pembroke
Avenue, Waterbeach, Cambridge CBS
9PB, England, UK. Tel: (44) (0)1223203200. Fax: (44) (0)1223-863386.
Web: www.arcam.co.uk. US distributor: Audiophile Systems Ltd., 8709
Castle Park Drive, Indianapolis, IN
46256. Tel: (888) 272-2658 (tollfree). Fax: (317) 841-4107. Web:
vervw.audiophilesystems.com.
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One call, one click for all your audiophile LP CD, SACD, DVD, Hardware & Accessory needs!
Best Products, Best Prices, Best Service...Guaranteed!
New Featured Audiophile Recordings!

Audiophile LP's, CD's, SACD's & DVD's. Visit our webstore for morel

Groove Note Records

AUDIOPHILE LP 'S

AUDIOPHILE CD'S

Analogue Productions Lp's S17.19 8 up!
Classic Records 33/45rpm Lp's -S17.99 8upl

Analogue Prod. Alum,Gold Cd's •515.99,529.99!
Audiophoric Alum/Gold Cd's -S15.99/524.99!

GRV1011 Jacintha/Lush Life
The beautiful and talented Jacintha's new
recording features her signature, seductive
voice pointed against the silky background at a
full string section and the superb instrumental
artistry of Bill Cunliffe (piano), Anthony Wilson
(guitar) and Dmitri Motheny flugelhorn) in
several highlighted solos Available on dual layer.
multichanneEsterea SACD $24,99. 180g 2LP set

locintha's voice with string

(33 wbonus 45rpm) $29.99! 8Alum. CD S15.99!

accompaniment!

Decca 180g Lp's -SCULL!
DCC 180g Lp's -SCALL!

Audioquest Aluminum Cd's S13.99!
Chesky Aluminum Cd's -513.99!

EMI Alto 'Testament la's -S29.99!

DCC Gold Cd's -SCALE. ,

Groove Note Records 180g Lp's •S29.99!

First Impression Gold HDCD's -519.99!

King Super Analogue Lp's -SCULL!
Mobile Fidelity 12speed La's SCULL!

First Impression xrcd2 Cd's -524.99!
Groove Note Gold Cd's •$24.99!

Premonition Lp's •S29.99!

JVC xrcd xrcd2 Cd's •525.99! 4or more S24.99ea.
Mobile Fidelity Gold Cd's SCULL!

Speaker's Corner 180g Lp's •SCULL!
Simply Vinyl 180g Lp's •529.99!

Premonition Cd's -$14.99!
Reference Recordings Cd's -S13.99!

Vivante Records 180g Lp's -$29.99!

Classic Records 180g Ws
SR52032 Count Basie/Chalrman of the Board $26.99
SR52074 Armstrong 8 Ellington/Together for the First Time $26.99
CS8192-0 Dave Brubeck Quartet/Time Out $26.99
CHSI483 Muddy Waters/Folk Singer S26.99
RTH2001 Various Artists/Almost Famous Motion Picture Soundtrack $39.99

AUDIOPHILE SACD'S -Multichannel 8 Stereo
Analogue Productions SACD's •524.99!

Chesky DAD's

529.99!

SCULL!

Classic Records DAD's -524.99!

Delos SACD's -524.99

Other upcoming releases
TELSAM60532 Sinatra 8 Riddle/Nice 'n Easy $24.99 (SACD)
GRV1010 Benny Wallace/Moodsville $24.99 (SACD) 529.99 (2 180g LP's)
BMG7432I8 Relatante At Carnegie Hall SCULL (SACD)

dmp SACD's -SCALL!
First Impression SACD's -S24.99 8 up!

AUDIOPHILE DAD-AUDIO DISC'S

Groove Note Records SACD's -524.99!

Telorc &Chesky DOD-A's •524.99!

Surrounded By DOD-A's -524.99!

Sony SACD's -SCULL!

FIM048 Five Great Songbirds (Jacinth, Patricia Barber,
GRVSA1008 Anthony Wilson/Our Gang S24.99 (SACD)

524.99 (SACO)

Visit our website or call for complete music listings!

Clearaudio Turntables

Labels also available: Alto, Blue Note, CBS Half Speed, European

Telarc SACD's -524.99!

Imports, M8K. Mosaic, Nautilus, Three Blind Mice, d2d, half speed,
Out ofPrint La's and more! Don't see it, please contact us! Prices

Turtle Records 8Opus 3SACD's •527.99!
Water Lily SACD's -S24.99!

New Turntables, Cartridges & Headphones!Analog/Digital

shown reflect most single title, in-print releases' Prices may vary!

Hardware e* Accessories! Visit our webstore for more!

PHONO CARTRIDGES -Coll for trade•in 8package pricing'
Benz Micro Series 2(all models) -starting at S114.99!
Clearaudio (all models) -starting at 5249.99!

TURNTABLES 8TONEARMS -Coll for package pricing!
Basis turntables/Begs tonearms -starting at 51399.99!
Clearaudio Turntables •starting at S999.99 1

Clem-audio's Champion,
Champion Level 2and Solution

Grado (all models) -starting at 531.99!

Music Hall 2.1 57Turntables •starting at $269.99!

tables combine line German
craftsmanship with

Koetsu (all models) -starting at S1499.99!
Lyra Cartridges (all models)

Sumiko Project 1.2, 1, Wood Classic 8 Perspective -SCALE!

outstanding value! All tables

Sumiko BPoint BPoint Special, Celebration -SCALL!

VPI 11W-19 (all models) w Rego or AO tonearms -SCALE!
VPI Aries w:JMW 10 or 10.5 toneorm -SCALL!

feature acrylic platters 8

Let our Analog specialists design apackage with you!

VP! TNT loll models) w JMW 12 or 12.5 tonearm •SCALL!

plinths, outboard motors and
awesome sound. The Champion
can be upgraded to the
Champion Level 2, while the
Solution supports up to 3
tonearms and can be upgraded
to the Master Solution Please
call or visit the webstore for
incredible values on these
Clockwise Champion 2, Champion, Solution

AUDIOPHILE 24/96 Music DVD'S
Analogue Productions DAD's

Audioquest SACD's -S22.99!
Chesky SACD's -SCULL!

outstanding tables!

Clearaudio Phono Cartridges -German,

PHONO PREAMPS •Coll for package pricing!

RECORD CLEANING MACHINES

Phonomena Benz-Lukaschek PP1 T-9 •SCULL!
Clearaudio phono stages •starting at 5399.99!
Creek OBH-8 9OBH-8SE/9SE -starting at 5169.99!

Nitty Gritty 1.0, 1.5, 1.5FI, Mini Pro 1(vinyl finish) SCULL!
Nitty Gritty 2.0, 2.5, 2.5E1, Mini Pro 2(wood finish) SCALE!
VPI HW- 16.5 Semi Automatic Cleaner

Sumiko Phono Box -S119.99!

VPI 9W-17F Fully Automatic Cleaner

AMPS, CD PLAYERS 8 TUNERS

CABLES AND POWER CORDS
Audioquest Interconnects (all models)

Creek CD-13 MKII CD Player SCALL!
•Creek CD-53 CD Player •SCALE!

SCULL!
SCULL!

Audioquest Speaker Cable (all models)

Creek 5350SE Integrated Amplifier -SCULL!
Creek 143 FM Tuner -SCULL!

Audioquest Video Cable all models)
Audioprism Foundation Power Cords -SCULL!

precision made Aurum Beta SMICH phono cartridge
from Clearaudio features a35mV output, special RF lead

ANALOG ACCESSORIES

DIGITAL ACCESSORIES

body and possess an immediate, direct sound that is full

100 Pack Anti-static Inner Sleeves •529.99!

of energy and excitement' With acartridge trade-in
program available, pricing is extremely competitive! We

Audioquest Carbon Fiber Brush •514.99!

Auchoprism CD Stoplight Pens -SI6.99! 3or more 514.99 ea!
Audioprism CD Black Light Mat •534.99!
Auric Illuminator CD System -536.99!

carry the entire line of Clearaudio moving coil and moving magnet phono

100 Pack Japanese Resealable Outer Sleeves -S29.99!
Benz-Asthetix Cartridge Demag •5179.99!
Cordes Ilk 2Sweep, Burn-in &Demag Lp -522.99!
•Cardas XER8 RCkSignature Caps -S19.99 8 up!

Bedini Dual Beam Ultra CD Clarifier -SCULL!
Purist Audio System Enhancer -5109.99!

headphones can reproduce

Cartridge Man Digital Stylus Force Gauge -S299.99!
Clearaudio Alignment Gauge -5119.99!

POWER FILTERING 8CONDITIONING
Auchoprism Foundation I, II 8Ill -SCULL!

as natural asoundstage from stereo recordings and provide
as much listening pleasure as agood pair of speakers do.

Expressimo Audio Rego/AO heavyweights -S79.99!
Gruv Glide Record Treatment -524.99!

Audioprism Ouiet Line MK2 Filters -524.99 each!

Hi -Fi News 8Review Test Lp 529.99!
KAB Speed Strobe -579.99!

Quantum Products Symphony Symphony Pro -SCULL!
Ouanium Products ElectroClear AC Filters -SCULL!

cartridges. Visit our webstare or call for complete pricing and information.

Grado Headphones -Grado

With Grado headphones, you will hear recordings with
greater clarity and with deeper boss than others! Grado
headphones are the antithesis of mass production, as each

Milty lerostot Gun •551.99!
Orbitrac II Record Cleaning System -534.99!
Record Research Labs LP#9 Stylus Cleaner •524.99!

Guido headphone is hand-assembled and closely scrutinized
to meet full performance specifications in the U.S.A.

Grado RS-1

Pricing for Headphones starts at only 39.99! Grado Phono
Cartridges starts at just $34.99! We carry the full Grado line
of products, call or visit our webstore for the complete list.

LOUDSPEAKERS 8HEADPHONES
Epos M12 Bookshelf Speakers -S799.99!
Epos M15 Floor Standing Speakers -SCULL!

headphones.

Record Research Lobs Vinyl Wash 32oz -$24.99!
Record Research Lobs Deep Cleaner .5oz -S24.99!

the pinnacle of
headphones!

Vihrapod Isolators (for all components) •55.99 each!
VPI Synchronous Drwe System 8Record Clamps -SCULL!

Call or visit our webstore for more hardware, accessories

'PI Dropped Counterweight for all JMIN arms -579.99!

8 tweaks! *denotes new items this month!

ORDER TOLL FREE
1-800-782-3472
Fax: (765)608-5341 Info: (765)608-5340
Hours: M-F 9am-6pm & Sat 11am-4pm EST
4020
Frontage Rd.
Anderson, IN
46013

Audioprism ACFX Amplifier Filters -UAW

e-mail us at:
elusales@netdirect.net

Guido Headphones (all models)/RA-1 Amplifier -SCALE'

CURRENT }
FREE WITH ORDER!!
CATALOG
DOMESTIC SHIPPING. (Average cost based on weight)
UPS GioundiPaority Mail: iit LP CD 05-Si von. LP CD 5Cic ea
UPS 3-Day Select 1-3 LP/CD: S10-S12 (add. LP/CD SI .00 each)
UPS 2,1c1 Day Air: 1.3 LP/CD $15.517 ladti LP/CD SI
-',,ch)
FOR SHIPPING OUTSIDE THE U.S. CALL, E-MAIL
OR FAX FOR YOUR OPTIONS AND COSTS!

"MOSFETs tended to misbehave in a
manner analogous to tubes. Electronically, these new Sanken-type output
devices look pretty much like any bipolar output stage, but the real advantage
is that the heat sensor is built right into
the package, so it can react very quickly
to changes in temperature. Arcam engineers were also very clever in the way
they employed Side Chain Servos outside of the signal path to remove any of
the residual DC you might normally
have with adirect-coupled device —but
without degrading the signal. The main
thing they focused on all the way
through was keeping the signal path as
simple as possible."
This philosophy is reflected in the
simple, straightforward, elegant layout
of the DiVA A85. Electronic input
switching is used to avoid some of the
problems mechanical switches can
cause, and microprocessor circuits arc
used for the volume and balance functions and to activate the tone-control
circuitry. The front panel is dominated
by alarge, centrally located Control
knob, which functions as avolume control; in tandem with the adjacent Enter
and Select buttons (or those on Arcam's
CR-389 remote control), Control can
also be used to customize amplifier settings via amenu-driven system. For instance, you can set the input trims for
each source to compensate for relative
variations in output level; you can prograin volume resolution from Standard
through Fine and Reference, with a

Graphic or Numeric readout, and Global or Per Source configurations for the
tone-control settings. (The default settings affect all sources equally.) The
headphone input is always in-circuit,
and other front-panel controls correspond to those on the remote.
The rear panel features Trigger Out
and Remote In connections for multiroom setups, two horizontal arrays of
speaker terminals, apair of Power-In/
Pre-Out inputs, and an adjacent
Pre/Power switch, which allows you to
run the A85 as aseparate preamp or as a
power amp. Using Arcam's gainmatched P85 power amp, you can
biamp with the A85 —a terrific way to
make your system sound awhole lot b¡qger. The Mode, Up, and Down buttons
on the front panel and remote arc to be
used when (and if) optional modules
become available.
Quiet as it's Kept
Icould readily appreciate the appeal of
the Arcam A85's programming features,
though they were largely irrelevant to
this two-channel devotee's enjoyment of
the sound. Still, Imessed around abit
with the basic control functions, accessed
by pushing the remote's Select button.
'The A85's tone controls were subtle and
transparent: Bass added atouch of impact
to the sound without exciting any ultralow-bass colorations or upper-bass murk,
while Treble contributed extra presence;
only in its most cranked position did I
perceive an increase in brightness.

Music Systems & Home Theatre.

/MERIDIAN
New on display!

Meridian DSP-8000 Speaker Sysytem
Meridian Digital Theatre
System featuring New 861
Reference Processor, New
800 Reference DVD/CD
New!
Meridian 588-CD Player
Meridian 596 DVD-CD Player
I
•

New!
6B-ST MuthChannel Amplifier

i
nar-KTP-r
ievin5nri-

1111:

'4 ,111,61.••

New on display!
N°383 Integrated Amplifier
N°360S Digital Processor
New N°390S CD Processor/Transport
N°380S Remote Control Preamplifier
N°32 Reference Remote Control Preamplifie
N°33 Reference Monoaural Amplifiers
N 336. 335, 334 Dual Monoaural Amplifier

JEFF ROWLAND

Sonus faber
On Display:

Amati Homage

REVEL THIEL
r)

—
—1
Subwoofers

New on display!
Temptation

www.jsaudio.com

Associated Equipment
Analog source: Rega Planar P25
turntable, RB600 tonearm, Grado
Statement Master cartridge.
Digital source: Sony SCD-777ES
SACD player, California Audio Labs
CL-20 DVD/CD player, Musical
Fidelity A3 and Arcam DiVA CD92
CD players.
Prearnplification: Blue Circle
BC23 phono preamplifier; Musical
Fidelity Nu-Vista, Blue Circle B3
Galatea, VTL 5.5.
Power amplifiers: Musical Fidelity
Nu-Vista 300, Mesa Baron, VTL
MB-450.
Integrated amplifiers: Mesa
Tigris, Musical Fidelity A3, Linn
Classik, Simaudio I-5.
Loudspeakers: Meadowlark Shearwater Hot Rod, Joseph Audio RM7si
Signature; Grado RS-1 headphones.
Cables: Interconnect: Monster
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Cable Sigma Retro, Synergistic Research Designers' Reference, Acoustic
Zen Silver Reference. Speaker:
Acoustic Zen Hologram, Monster
Cable Sigma Retro, Synergistic
Research Designers' Reference. AC:
Acoustic Zen Krakatoa and Gargantua, JPS Labs Kaptavator and Aluminata, Synergistic Research Designers'
Reference Master Couplers.
Accessories: JPS Labs Power AC
Outlet Centers, Kaptavator Outlet
Center, Equi=Tech 2Q balanced
power transformer, Monster Cable
AVS 2000 Automatic Voltage Stabilizer, Signal Guard II Isolation Stand
and Creek Ringmat (turntable),
Shakti Stones, Argent Room Lens,
EchoBusters Bass Busters and Absorptive and Diffusive Panels, PolyCrystal Cones and component and
amp stands.
—Chip Stern

Illuminati •KEF •Kimber Select
.
Mark Levinson •Meridian •Meridian Dig'
Meridian Reference •Monster Cable
Magnum Dynalab •Niles •Powerwedge
Pioneer Elite •Pioneer Elite Plasma •REL
REVEL •Sonus Faber •SME •Sony XBR'
Sony DVD •Sony Multiscan Projectors
Sony Plasma Monitors
Stewart Filmscreens •Thiel •Target •VPI
One year 1009c trade up policy •Select preowned products available
Equipment trade-ins accepted

4919 Saint Elmo Avenue
Bethesda, Maryland 20814

301.656.7020
Visa

fax: 301.656.7741
e-mail: jsaudio@isaudio.com
Mastercard
American Express
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ANALOG ABCs

Analog Gear from Aesthetix, Benz and Clearaudio

II

clearaudio
111dal•

W

"insider"

clearaudio aurum beta mk 11*

Benz Glider Series 2

h

Germany

'

clearaudio insider gold*

4
clearaudio Champion

clearaudio Champion Level 2

clearaudio Basic phono stage

Musical Surroundings Phonomena
phono stage and battery power supply

clearaudio Master Reference

Aesthetix lo Mk 11 phono stage

a•

Aesthetix Cartridge Demagnetizer

Benz Titanium Automatic Watch

clearaudio Exact stylus guage

*Stereophile recommended components

MUSICAL SURROUNDINGS, INC.

5856 College Ave., Suite 146, Oakland, CA 94618 phone: 510•420.0379 fax: 510.420.0392 www.musicalsurroundinaç coif

Arcam
The more advanced programming
functions involve combinations of the
Select and Enter buttons and the Control knob. Ifound this less than intuitive
for several reasons: my native thickness,
the complexity of the Arcam remote's
layout and tiny, multifunction buttons,
and the difficulty Ihave in discerning
close-up details without my glasses,
whereas Ihad to remove them to check
out the control panel some 7' away.
As someone who often uses fairly
burly modern interconnects, I'd have
put abit more space between the RCA
jacks; likewise with the speaker binding
posts, which are close enough to each
other to discourage users of certain
modern speaker cables, or those who
might want to hook up two pairs of
speakers — though at $1499, neither is
likely to be an issue for most consumers.
Finally, as reviewers often need to

switch among different speaker cables,
the FBA-style binding posts proved
enormously frustrating for my initial
setup with JPS spade adapters on Synergistic Research Designer's Reference
speaker cables; while the A85 accepts
bare wire, spades, and Deltron connectors, it precludes the use of banana plugs
(though Audiophile Systems indicated
that their next shipment of A85s will
correct this anomaly).
Sound
My ergonomic quibbles notwithstanding, Ifound the A85's performance to
be exceptional for its price. Like many
high-quality solid-state devices, the A85
took agood 50-100 hours of break-in
before it could define the rough outline
of its performance capabilities, and
another 100 or so hours before suggesting what its peak potential might be.

DiVA

A85

Right out of the box, like the Magnum
Dynalab MD 208 receiver Ireviewed
sometime back (and which also was
purely current-driven and capacitorless
through the input and output stages),
the A85 sounded wan and out of sorts:
the bass was relatively weak and atad
amorphous, the top end somewhat reticent, and the upper mids prone to graininess when Iopened up the throttle.
However, the transition from the
upper bass to the lower midrange was
always seductively sweet, open, and uncolored. And once the A85 was well
along in the burn-in process, Ifound it
exceptionally musical. Compared to the
Musical Fidelity A3, the Arcam's bass
was not as weighty, but tight and
focused, with excellent speed and articulation; highs were sweet and smooth,
though not quite as detailed.
The A85 was cool, quiet, refined, and

Measurements

H

aving measured a number of
idiosyncratic tube amplifiers in
the last few issues, Iwas pleased to get
astraightforward solid-state design on
the test bench. With its volume control set to its maximum, the Arcam
DiVA A85's voltage gain into 8ohms
was asensible 32.5dB. (So many integrated amplifiers offer far too much
gain for any practical combination of
source and loudspeaker.) At this volume-control setting, the A85 clips
with a600mV input level, which is
well within the reach of any modern
source component Ican think of. Its
input impedance at lkHz was amoderate 191c ohms, and the amplifier
didn't invert signal polarity.
The output impedance was afairly
low 0.21 ohm over most of the
audioband, rising inconsequentially at
201cHz to 025 ohm. While this implies an 8 ohm damping factor of
32-40, this is sufficiently high to
ensure that any modification of the
A85's frequency response due to its
interaction with the manner in which
the loudspeaker's load impedance
changes with frequency will be small
(fig.1, top trace). This graph also
shows avery slight response rise below 20Hz —DC servo action? —and
asensible ultrasonic rolloff that cuts in
alittle earlier with lower-impedance
loads. This rolloff can be seen to
slightly slow the rise of a 10kHz
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squarewave (fig2), but there are no
signs of instability. The lIcHz squarewave shape (not shown) was perfect.
Fig3 shows the action of the A85's
tone controls set to their maximum
and minimum positions, while the
central pair of traces shows the
response with the Tone Defeat button pushed. The bass and treble controls each provide 12-15dB of boost
or cut, which is alittle on the high
side for my tastes. Crosstalk between
the channels (not shown) was beneath the noise floor below lkHz, rising to -50dB (L-R) and -63dB
(R-L) at 201cHz, due to the usual capacitive coupling. While the topoctave channel separation is lower
than Ilike to see, it should have no
subjective consequences.
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The level of distortion and noise remained below 0.015% across most of
the auclioband into both 8and 4ohm
loads, rising slightly to around 0.025%
at 40kHz (not shown). However, into
2ohms with continuous drive, it rose
to around 0.045%, which, while still
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Fig.2 Arcam DiVA A85, small-signal 10kHz
squarewave into 8ohms.
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Fig.1
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Arcam DiVA A85, frequency response
at (from top to bottom at 2kHz): 2.83V
into dummy loudspeaker load, 1W
into 8ohms, 2W into 4ohms, 4W into
2ohms (right channel dashed,
0.5e/vertical div.).
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Fig.3 Arcam DiVA MS, effect of tone controls
set to their maximum and minimum
positions (right channel dashed,
Se/vertical div.).
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rather neutral in character, its overall sonic
signature defined by abeguiling midrange clarity. In my initial comparisons of
the A85 and the A3, Iwas struck by how
pleasurable and completely different two
solid-state amps could sound; while the
A85 didn't convey the A3's low-end slam,
tube-like midrange glow, or serene
sparkle, its transparent midrange depth,
flat frequency response, and pinpoint resolution of low-level details made all manner of music go down easy in avery realistic, revealing, nonfatiguing presentation.
This was particularly evident on the
recent remastering of Miles Davis' classic slice of early fusion impressionism,
"Shhhh/Peaceful," from the 3-CD box
The Complete In A Silent Way Sessions
(Columbia/Legacy C3K 65362). The
Arcam was able to sort out the welter
of individual keyboard images, delineating their places on the soundstagc

and fleshing out the tonal signature and
touch of each of the three kcyboardists,
making the intricacies of their interplay
all the more tangible and involving.
And again, while Iwouldn't characterize the A85 as having great slam, it did
convey terrific bounce, body, and drive,
and there was enough gain to drive the
easy load (89dB into 8 ohms) of the
two-way, Meadowlark Shearwater Hot
Rods to fill my 12' W by 20' Lby 10' H
listening room.
Have abigger room in mind? Considering amore demanding load? Looking
for immense bass? Son, you need more
amp. Looking for midrange richness and
top-end bite? Again, you might want to
hear some other rigs. However, while
not fat, the A85's bass was focused and
uncolored, and what the Arcam might
have lacked in sheer weight it more than
made up for in speed. There was noth-

ing laggardly about its presentation:
rhythm and pacing were exceptional.
Listening to the title track of Sonny
Rollins' East Broadway Rundown (Impulse! IMPD-161), Iwas impressed by
how firm ahold the A85 maintained
on Jimmy Garrison's bass; even if it
wasn't quite broiled in butter, it wasn't
lost in the overtone ether of Elvin
Jones' shimmering ride accents or overpowered by the magisterial weight and
complexity of Rollins' tenor. Images
were vividly rendered, though the
overall presentation was abit laid-back
in comparison to my tubed Mesa
Tigris' luscious, illuminated midrange
and upper bass, or to the kind of spectral liquidity I've experienced with the
YBA Integré and currently enjoy with
Musical Fidelity's Nu-Vista hybrid
pre/power separates.
However, the A85's ease and smooth-

Measurements
low, suggests that the A85 has to work
harder than it really likes into this
demanding load. The waveform of
the distortion (fig.4) is predominantly
third-harmonic, which bodes well for
sound quality. This can also be seen in
fig.5, the spectrum of the amplifier's

Fig.4 Arcam DiVA A85, lkHz waveform at
35W into 4 ohms (top), distortion and
noise waveform with fundamental
notched out (bottom, not to scale).

output while it drove ahigh-level lowfrequency tone into 4 ohms. Even
close to clipping into this load, the
third harmonic lies at —70dB (0.03%),
and all other harmonics are at —90dB
or below.
The innocuous nature of low-order
harmonics present in an amplifier's
output depends on there not being
high levels of intermodulation distortion. This was true of the Arcam; fig.6
shows that, even close to the clipping
point with the punishing 1:1 mix of
19kHz and 20kHz tones, the 1
kHz
difference product remained below
—80dB (0.01%). However, the higherorder products at 18kHz and 21kHz
did rise in level as the load impedance
dropped, which suggests that those
admittedly rare speakers that drop to
2ohms and below at high frequencies
are perhaps best avoided.

After the one-hour preconditioning period at one-third full power
with both channels driven into 8
ohms, the DiVA A85's chassis was
warm, but not so hot that Icouldn't
keep my hand on it. However, when
Iinadvertently continued running
the amplifier on its side, meaning
that the convective air cooling of the
internal heatsink fins became much
less efficient, the A85 quickly shut
down, its front-panel display giving a
"thermal overload" warning. Although the DiVA protects itself in a
graceful manner, as any amplifier
should, its cooling vents should not
be obstructed.
Fig.7 shows how the A85's distortion rises with output power under
continuous drive with both channels
driven. The nominal clipping point
(1% THD+N) is quite abit higher
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Fig.5 Arcam DiVA A85, spectrum of 50Hz
sinewave, DC-1kHz, at 110W into
4 ohms (linear frequency scale).
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Fig.6 Arcam DiVA A85, HF intermodulation
spectrum, DC-24kHz, 19+20kHz at 80W
into 4 ohms (linear frequency scale).

Fig.? Arcam DiVA A85, distortion (%) vs
continuous output power into
(from bottom to top at 100W): 8 ohms,
4 ohms, 2 ohms.
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Arcam
ness were intoxicating in their own way.
Politeness shouldn't be mistaken for reticence; for all its prissiness with small
gestures, this DiVA never demurred in
the face of large-scale crescendos and
demands for sudden bursts of power. It
was telling how well the A85 sorted out
all the little textural and percussive
nuances of Jascha Heifetz's bowing
while maintaining the distinction between his dynamic foreground presence
and that of the supporting orchestra on
the superb new JVC XRCD remastering of the famous 1950s RCA Red Seal
recording of Tchaikovsky's Violin Concerto (Fritz Reiner/Chicago Symphony,
JMCXR-0009).
The A85's sense of ease was carried
over into its realistic, intimate depiction
of solo voices, all in perfect proportion
to the scale of its acoustic space and
orchestral accoutrements. Ifound the

than specified, at 120W into 8ohms
(20.84BW) and 200W into 4ohms
(23dBW). However, into 2 ohms
with one channel driven (the top
trace in this graph), the A85 turned
itself off at 200W output.
Finally, Iused the Miller Amplifier
Profile to examine how the A85
behaves with alow-duty-cycle 1
kHz
toneburst signal more like music than
acontinuous sinewave. The results
with one channel driven are shown in
fig.8. Even more power is available at
the 1% THD clipping point with this
signal: 164.5W into 8ohms (red trace,

IITENSED TO STIHEOPHI

sound of the A85's silences to be especially profound on Yo-Yo Ma's most
recent solo cycle, Inspired by Bach: Tite
Cello Suites (2 CDs, Sony Classical S2K
63203) and the exalted vinyl version of
Patricia Barber's Modern Cool (Premonition PREM-741-1). The A85 made me
quite conscious of the spaces between,
the otherness of the music — not as some
vague, inky backdrop against which
sound was being projected, but as threedimensional sources set in alustrous,
resonant, pulsating acoustic space.
The A85 added nothing, yet helped
me catch awave and float along on the
music's frothy crest. Vocals were marvelously true and free; in the context of
such unbridled fare as the unbelievable
Three Mo' Tenors (RCA Victor 63827-2),
the smallest breath seemed intelligible
against the largest walls of sound. With
ample reserves of power for aroom of

222dBW), 290W into 4ohms (black,
21.6dBW), 461W into 2ohms (blue,
20.6dBW), and 586W into 1ohm
(green, 18.65dBW). The latter is
equivalent to an RMS output current
of 242A, maintained for the 10ms
duration of the pulse. However, the
fact that the DiVA again turned itself
off at this maximum level into the low
impedance, coupled with the higher
levels of distortion, suggests that
speakers that drop much below 4
ohms are probably best avoided with
the relatively modest-priced Arcam.
—John Atkinson
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small to medium size, the A85 maintained its balanced resolution even at
lower volume levels, giving up the ghost
only when pushed to the outer reaches
of its power output, where this DiVA
retained coherence at the cost of acertain upper-midrange hoarseness and
strain. Cough.
Conclusion
The Arcam DiVA A85 is an exceptionally musical performer: tight, quick,
and tuneful; firm, revealing, and
polite...if perhaps too polite for some
thrill-seekers. It reminded me of a
slightly drier version of the Linn Classik, though it didn't have the latter's
low-end pop and high-end bite. The
A85 represents avery resolved, laidback, modern style of solid-state sound.
Like the NAD C370, nothing about
this amp suggests vacuum tubes, but a
more refined way of thinking about
solid-state's speed, focus, and clarity in
the upper and lower frequency extremes. Its mida were coolly rendered
but highly resolved; some veteran solidstate fans might yearn for more crystalline high frequencies, but the A85
had avery linear frequency response
from top to bottom. Some might find it
wanting in terms of midrange tone and
emphasis, but others will celebrate its
smooth, evenhanded quality. Those
who want more pop, passion, personality, and point of view in their electronics will likely not gravitate toward the
A85, but Ibet it'll tease the sweet teeth
of folks who listen to alot of vocals.
Ultimately, it is the epic openness,
transparency, and low-level detail of
the A85's midrange that would inspire
me to seriously consider this $1499
integrated amp as the steam engine for
my audio choo-choo. Ifound that the
synergy of the DiVA A85/CD92
combo and apair of space-saving minimonitors — like my trusty Joseph
Audio RM7si Signatures ($1899) or
Meadowlark Shearwater Hot Rods
($3200) — left me feeling like areal
high-end mensch: for $5000-$7000, I
had made no fundamental compromises. And not only will the A85 happily
drive awide range of speakers, but with
its cost-effective P85 biamping option,
your system won't run out of gas
should you, somewhere down the line,
desire more slam —or decide to take
the plunge into more demanding fullrange loudspeakers in abigger space.
No matter your budget, the Arcam
lets you keep your options open; you'll
be living large well into the future with
aDiVA A85.
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JVC Disc America is pleased to announce the next six
classical releases culled from the vaults of RCA/BMG.

The period between 1955 and 1963 has long been considered the "golden era" of sound and
music at RCA by knowledgeable audiophiles and music critics. Over the coming months
we will be releasing many more of these classic sessions in glorious XRCD sound. You may
very well be familiar with some of these recordings, but wait till you hear them on XRCD!
XRCD allows the listener to hear the recordings as the artist and producer intended ... to hear the
sound of the original master tape. The gains in clarity, transparency, dynamics and warmth can be
heard by all, on every CD player, without the need for any add-on converter or additional equipment.
STRAUSS - ALSO SPRACH ZARATHUSTRA
REINER /CHICAGO SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
Strauss's early masterpiece forever
solidified his reputation. While
massive in scope, Zarathustra
deploys the orchestra in asubtle
and deft manner. This Lewis
Layton/Richard Mohr recording
from 1962 is aremake of Reiner's
original 1954 performance, taking
full advantage of the experience
gained by the RCA recording team
in the intervening years.
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DVORAK - CELLO CONCERTO
MUNCH/BOSTON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
GREGOR PIATIGORSKY, CELLO

)1

A
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ZARATHUSTRA

This is an Olympian performance
by the superb cellist, Gregor
Piatigorsky. Charles Munch and the
BSO are equally excellent in this
1960 recording produced by the
legendary Max Wilcox. While
Dvorak's Cello Concerto is often
performed and recorded, this
recording is close to definitive.

JrimxR 0011

J111CXR-0014

BARTOK - MUSIC FOR STRINGS, PERCUSSION
AND CELESTRA /HUNGARIAN SKETCHES
REINER/CHICAGO SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
Fritz Reiner was unsurpassed at
conducting Bartok. This Layton/
Mohr recording from 1958
supremely captures Bartok's
melodic beauty, angular rhythms
and sense of logic and balance.
This gem from the golden age of
RCA continues to inspire and
amaze!

rgri
BARTON
PEINER

CHICAGO SYMPHONY

THE REINER SOUND
FRITZ REINER/THE CHICAGO SYMPHONY
The Reiner Sound is one of the
most sought after recordings in the
entire Living Stereo series. Coveted
by collectors for its magnificent
blend of orchestral virtuosity and
sonic brilliance, this classic features
unparalleled performances of Ravel's
Rapsodie Espagnole and Pavan
For A Dead Princess, Webers
Invitation To The Dance and
Rachmaninoff's Isle Of The Dead

JPACXR- 0012

DVORAK - NEW WORLD SYMPHONY
REINER/ CHICAGO SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

JVCXR-0215

DEBUSSY - IBERIA •RAVEL - ALBORADO DEL
GRACIOSO ¡VALSES NOBLES ET SENTIMENTALES
FRITZ REINER/THE CHICAGO SYMPHONY

Few works have the immediate
emotional pull of Dvorak's New
World Symphony. This music has
become synonymous with freedom
and patriotic faith. Of all the unforgettable recordings from the RCA
Living Stereo era, this Reiner masterpiece from 1958 (recorded by
the Lawton/Mohr team) will forever
stand as the greatest version committed to tape.

When Reiner assumed his directorship of the Chicago Symphony
Orchestra, he raised the status of
the GS0 to that of one of the finest
in the world. Although not often
associated with the works of the
French impressionist composers,
these performances from 1958 are
considered among the finest from
the Reiner/CSO era.

JPACXR-0013

JVCXR-0210

•Dtticd

LISTEN AND COMPARE

extended resolution cd

JVC

To order by phone please call (toll free):

1-8 66-JVC -XRC D

To find out more about XRCD or to place an order on-line, visit our web site at: WWWXRCD.COM
info@xrcd.net
JVG Disc America Co., 2750 Barrett Lakes Blvd., Kennesaw, GA 30144
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ut on the high plains of the
ongoing format war, the Mather and hype coming from the
major labels about the virtues of DVDAudio vs Super Audio CD can at times
become an unintelligible din, an everyone's-talking-and-no-one's-makingsense cacophony that's easy to tune out.
Ihave yet to hear aclear explanation,
for example, of the vision behind the
new formats (which have significant differences), the schedule of content introduction, and just how this whole
scheme is going to succeed at turning
us, once again, into consumers eager to
open our wallets for anew format.
The Sony/Philips-produced SACD
had the early lead and then some, and
the major-label introduction of DVDA has been, by all accounts, adisaster.
Yes, EMI and Universal have now
joined the fray with schedules of
DVD-A releases, but in this mêlée,
some of the most coherent pro-DVDA voices have come from small record
labels like the New York-based Surroundedby Entertainment.
Officially launched in June 2000, this
tiny but growing independent label has
released four titles. Its two classical records are Surrounded By Debussy: Preludes,
Books Iand H, by pianist Joan Rowland
(SBE 1002-9); and Ravel, Debussy, Fauré
by the Guarneri String Quartet (SBE
1004-9). On the pop side is Willie
Nelson singing standards on Night and
Day (SBE 1001-9). The label's most
recent release is Mano, by cabaret singerpianist Bobby Short (SBE 1003-9).
This disc's classy information-heavy
presentation may be the fullest and best
use of all the emerging facets of the
DVD-A format yet produced. In addition to 24/96 surround and stereo
mixes of Short playing (but not singing)
standards, Mario includes Short-narrated
liner "notes," a 15-minute video of
Short describing his playing, afascinating scrapbook of more than 70 photos
from Short's life, sideman bios and
discographies, session photos, and abiographical video. A menu system makes
all this easily accessible.
Surroundedby was founded three
years ago by Jim Magerus, who was
once location engineer at his alma
Stereophsle, February 2002

mater, Columbia University, and a
soundman at Wetlands, the recently
closed club in lower Manhattan.
Magerus' energy and ideas are exactly
what DVD-A needs to have achance.
"DVD-Audio struck me as amore
future-thinking format. It has the multimedia capabilities. It is very scalable. It's
very flexible. And, perhaps most importantly, it's perfectible."
To engineer his 5.1-channel mixes,
Magerus brought in two professionals
with long experience: Max Wilcox for
the classical recordings, and John
Snyder for the jazz. The Short disc was
Snyder's first project for Surroundedby;
next is a remix of Gerry Mulligan's
Little Big Horn.
A producer-engineer with 29 Grammy nominations and five wins to his
credit (of the latter, he's most proud of
Etta James' Mystery Lady, from 1992),
Snyder, after stints as astaff producer for
Creed Taylor at CTI and Ahmet Ertegun at Atlantic, among other labels,
launched his own label, Artist House, in
the mid-1970s. Known for its LPs containing stereo mix diagrams, transcribed
solos, lead sheets, even signatures of the
artists, the Artist House catalog included
albums by Omette Coleman, Art
Pepper, and Chet Baker. Magerus says
that Artist House served as a loose
model for Surroundedby.
But will all these added multimedia
gewgaws attract enough buyers to
ensure that the format survives and perhaps even becomes dominant?
"The focus will always be on music,
but there's alot of additional data which
helps bring the fan or the listener closer
to the artist's vision," Magerus explains.
"All the features add to the experience."
"The idea is to create atemplate of
possibilities," Snyder adds. "People say
that music speaks for itself, but only up
to the point where words can be used.
So we're trying to provide acontext for
music, and away to appreciate the music
to agreater extent. You can go as deep as
you want. The idea is aproduct that can
function as aLamborghini, but if you
want, you can drive it as aCamaro."
A producer who mixed quadraphonic recordings in the '70s — aprocess he says has little that's applicable to

Baird

surround sound — Snyder is an explorer in the murky, very personal world of
surround-sound mixing where there
are as many theories about how to do
it as there arc engineers.
"I want to put you in the music. I
want you surrounded by musicians. I
want to put you in a horseshoe of
sound. You can almost reach out and
touch that cymbal because you can hear
it ping-ping-ping right there.
"What Iwas surprised by was the embracing quality of it. I'm actually thinking that 5.1 mixes are realer than real.
You don't get to sit with apiano player
and adrummer right in front of you."
"We have for years developed processing techniques to compensate for
the limitations of aflat field," Magerus
continues. "When you're mixing in
surround, all these tricks you've clone
in the past to make things stand out in
the mix or sit properly, more accurately, can be done without processing.
The less processing, the better the
music is served."
Serving the music is what Magerus
and Snyder hope to accomplish with
such projects as Piano, but they're immensely complicated and costly. For
Piano, more than 200 contracts had to
be signed — for one thing, each person,
living or dead, who appeared in one of
the scrapbook's 70 photos, had to be
legally cleared. If such added features
don't attract enough buyers, expensive
projects like Piano won't happen, and
that, in turn, could mean that DVD-A's
multimedia capabilities won't be
enough to turn the tide in its favor.
But that's all still to be decided, out on
the staked plains of the new format wars.
For now, Snyder and Magerus believe in
DVD-Audio, and see big changes ahead
for the record industry because of it.
"We're probably five years away from
the idea of record companies being
providers of compact discs to record
companies being providers of computer
software," Snyder says. "And software
companies —Jim's the one who hipped
me to this —think differently than record companies."
"Someday, all record companies will
be software companies," says Magerus.
"They just don't know that yet."
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NEW 96kHz/24 Bit RECORDINGS
Made Especially for DVD-Audio/Video
o

A

product features:

multiple audio mixes
"stage" vs "audience"
96 kHz/24 Bit PCM stereo

Engineered, Mixed, & Mastered
by John Atkinson

DTS and Dolby Digital 5.1
compatible withall dvd players
commentary tracks
multiple camera angles
extensive text & photo pages
dvd format information

www.aixrecords.com
To receive afree copy of the OVO-Audio/Video sampler, send 56.95 for shipping and
handling to AlX Records. 8455 Beverly Blvd. •Suite 500, West Hollywood. CA 90048.
The disc is completely compatible with DVD-Video & OVO-Audio players.
PLEASE ALLOW 2-4 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY.

To order: call toll-free (888) 237-0955
or visit www.stereophile.com

you have the equipment, now put up your feet
and listen to STEREOPHILE recordings!
The new, landmark recording from the "First Strings"
of chamber music.
The next, most lasting addition to your heavy rotation list.
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Recording of the Vonth
being alasting artistic statement or an
overproduced L.A. rock project. For
those convinced by its charms, it's a
predominantly funky collection of hit
singles whose exquisite detailing,
impressive sound, and not-afraid-tofter memorable songs, genopen-up attitude all scream thisfrce is
uine talent, and a clearready to be reckoned tvith.
headed vision of what its
In fact, it's Lynne's willingness to
future will be like without copyright
open up that gives this populist
protection, what the music business
move its backbone. In the smooth,
ca 2002 most lacks is characters. You
whispery, makeout-music groove of
know, larger-than-life pirates like
"Bend," for example, the littlest
the "My Way" Frank Sinatra, the
rebel pleads, "Bend just alittle bit,
"Light My Fire" Jim Morrison, with
break just alittle bit," then "Get rid
talent bright enough to let them get
of it, baby," as if she's tried.
away with, if not exactly murder,
Alittle laten in the strutting "Ain't It
then any other felony you can name.
the Truth," between choruses sung at
Last year, when sinuous, whiskeyfull-throttle, she slips in these telling lines: "I was tattered and
voiced Shelby Lynne sauntered onstage at the Grammy
Awards ceremony and dimed the Academy for giving her a torn up /Inever really felt brought up." The torchy, meandering, k.d. lang-like "Tarpoleon Napoleon," amuch-needed
Best New Artist award 10 years after she'd begun recording,
change of pace near the album's center, is asalute to her longit was clear that we were watching arebel. Subsequent articles
dead father. Finally, there's the closer, aversion of John
in major magazines fueled that image by depicting Lynne
Lennon's inherently sad "Mother," here further intensified by
downing White Russians, stealing friends' lovers, spitting
Lynne's own tragic upbringing. So now the picture is comwater at the camera, and backhandedly slagging the more
plete: She's arebel with atendez; damaged heart. How can
voluptuous body of her sister, country singer Allison Moorcr.
anyone resist?
The only problem with this lovable rogue's talc was
Supporting everything, including the moments of autothat, at that point in her career, Lynne had released only
one good-to-great album: 1999's IAm Shelby Lynne. A biography, is the steamroller parade of all-hook, no-filler
tunes, most credited to Lynne-Ballard. "Jesus on aGreysmoky belter and impassioned soul-shouter by nature,
hound" is the album's loudest, most tambourine-shakin'
Lynne had tried and failed in the 1980s to adapt to the
soul-rock raveup, and one of many spots where former
manicured constrictions of mainstream country music.
Alanis Morissette collaborator Glen Ballard's knowing arranAfter five failed albums, she moved to the California
desert and wrote IAm..., her first coherent statement of gements are breathtaking. Lynne saves the best for the last
verse, turning on the jets after apregnant second of silence.
where she intended to go.
Then there's "I Can't Wait," which opens with flute,
Her latest release, Love, Shelby, is an artistic assertion big
acoustic guitar, and Lynne plaintively singing "I'm waiting on
enough to back up her hellion image. Given Lynne's new
the day that somebody say they love me /Ican't wait Ican't
devotion to being herself musically and personally, it's no
wait /I'm waiting on the day that somebody say they love
surprise that this breakthrough record is astudy in contrame /Ican't wait another day. Ican't wait." From there the
dictions: adense, well-made album full of A-list originals
track builds to aroaring final verse, guitars unleashed again
wrapped in she-so-horny bad-girl photos.
But, unlike Diana Krell (whose glamor-girl image I after amoment of silence where you can almost feel the dam
lcvetched about last month), Lynne likes to he heard and breaking. The acoustic guitar and voice return for acoda in
this, the album's dramatic and effective centerpiece. Artfully
seen. However you might feel about the album's look —
arranged and passionately sung, "I Can't Wait" is nearly as
cutoffjeans, lipstick redrums on the mirror, an open pajagood as pop music gets. "Killin' Kind," from the soundtrack
ma top (a Brimey's-big-sister come-on that Stereophile ediof the forgettable BridrJones's Diaty, is even sweeter.
tor John Atkinson calls "a crime") — Love, Shelby delivers
Left off the album's final edit is "Star Broker," avicious
the goods: in material, nearly all of which Lynne wrote,
diatribe about the music business that's currently available
and with her feisty voice, which has finally found arelefor everyday piracy via any number of now-illegal MP3
vant home.
websites — which seems appropriate, considering the subThe album's carefully calibrated AC/Triple AAA gloss is
reminiscent of Tma Turner's 1984 milestone, Private Dancer. ject. You knew there had to be crime here somewhere.
— Robert Baird
Like that album, Love, Shelby treads the thin edge between

SHELBY LYNNE: Love, Shelby
Island ISIS 15426-2 (CD). 2001. Glen Ballard,
prod.; Scott Campbell, eng.; Bob Clearmountain, mix. eng. ADD? TT: 42:19
Performance ****Y-2
Sonics ****
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Hilary Hahn—youth and passion.

classical
BRAHMS & STRAVINSKY
The Violin Concertos
Hilary Hahn, violin; Academy of St. Martin-in-theFields, Sir Neville Marriner
Sony Classical SK 89649 (CD). 2001. Thomas Frost,
prod.; Richard King, eng. ODD. TT: 61:25
Performance ****
Sonics ****

5

orne surprises here: Violinist
Hilary Hahn, who has been
showing the world that musical
poise and dignity need not translate into
aloofness, doesn't simply play these
pieces better than most, but may well
overhaul public perception of Stravinsky's Violin Concerto in I).
One of the more chipper products of
Stravinslcy's neoclassical period, the 1931
Concerto often seems like aballet disguised as aconcert work, and indeed, has
been staged. The names of the four movements —7iircata, Ada 4Aria /4 and Capnod°, none longer than six minutes —
don't promise great things in the thematicdevelopment department. Yet Hahn's animated sense of the phrasing so rivets your
attention to the solo violin that you realize
that, while there's little thematic transformation, what's around it in the orchestra
shifts quickly and winningly, giving the
piece great forward motion. This is particularly obvious in the way Hahn playfully
interacts, in terms of both color and phrasing, with the incidental solos that keep
popping out of the orchestra.
Hahn's greatest interpretive triumph is
the emotional depth she finds in the
middle two movements. One doesn't
normally look for asense of anguish and
crisis in Stravinsky's music — this antiromantic composer was actually proud of
eschewing any sense of inner autobiograStereoptuie, February 2002

phy in his works — but Hahn finds
it in the progressive repetition of the
emphatic, chordal ritornello that
recurs in various forms in Aria II.
Particularly for those who have a
long relationship with this work,
Hahn's arresting performance is not
unlike discovering anti-Soviet subtexts in Shostakovich's symphonies.
Though the Stravinsky is the
main reason to buy the disc, Hahn's
Brahms Concerto — among the
most substantial repertoire she has
recorded thus far — is a notable
achievement even when measured
against the dozens of existing
recordings by most of the last century's great violinists. Unintimidated,
Hahn establishes ahighly personal relationship with virtually every phrase, creating asense of emotional progression, even
storytelling, that some of her more classically oriented counterparts disdain.
The first-movement cadenza, in particular, comes off as such apersonal
soliloquy that you completely forget
that such things are usually about technical display, not emotional confession.
In the final movement, Hahn isn't one
to simply go with the expansive, quasiHungarian tune, even though youthful
high spirits are apparent in her treatment of the rhythms. Again, there's a
narrative subtext, and it grows richer
with each listening.
The next surprise is Neville Marriner's conducting. Though he has long
rendered performances that exude polish and intelligence while stubbornly
resisting revelation, his work here is as
fresh, passionate, and involved as any
violinist could want. The chamberorchestra precision that has long been
the Academy's hallmark is abig component in the success of the Stravinsky, but
the orchestra seems to seize on breaking
from its usual elegant repertoire in the
interests of delivering all manner of
Brahmsian red blood. This recording
could go far to overhaul the public perception of Marriner, whose international
career has seemed to be waning.
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14th century. Of course, all times can be
said to mirror our own, because human
nature changes little over rinse; nevertheless, there arc some useful parallels.
There were terrorists in the trecento —
the French called them routiers and the
English called them "Your Grace."
Bubonic plague was busily killing a
third of the population of Europe, arecord that modern pestilences seem unable to match, at least so far. In spite (or
because) of this, the age managed to
turn out some of the most beautiful and
profound love songs ever written.
Francesco Landini (to continue the
parallels) was blinded by smallpox as a
child, and, like the blind harpers of the
Celtic countries, was pointed to acareer
in music. He was instrumental in the
creation of the "sweet new style," which
consisted of subtle melodic textures and
inriovative and refined harmonic structures. He had aconsiderable reputation
as apoet as well as acomposer, and may
be responsible for some of the texts he
set. In the examples chosen for this CD,
and many others as well, these lyrics
embraced acurious degree of emotional
sophistication (in both old and new
senses of the word). "To desire is my
pleasure," wrote Landini (or whomever): to desire, not to have his desire. It
is as if the act of desiring is the goal; it is
sufficient simply to be in love. To this
end, the object of the poet's desire is reduced to avague abstraction of blonde
tresses and (inevitably) lovely eyes. (The
medieval theory of optics held that
beams darted from one's eyes to the
object of vision.)
The result is gloriously beautiful, as is
the vocal mastery of Anonymous 4. For
once, however, Ido have acomplaint.
The Anonymous ladies phrase gorgeously as always, and their conunand of
early polyphony is as sweet and meltingly liquid as one could imagine, but
the pulse of the dance which moves in
The Second Circle

LAM Songs of FRANCESCO LANDINI

Anony4us

—David Patrick Stearns

LANDINI
The Second Circle: Love Songs
Anonymous 4: Marsha Genensky, Susan Hellauer,
Jacqueline Homer, Johanna Rose
Harmonia Mundi HMU 907269 (CD). 2001. Robina
G. Young, prod.; Brad Michel, eng. DOD. TT: 61:32
Performance ****
Sonics ****
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arbara Tuchman wrote arather
over-hyped book, A Distant
Mirror, about the "calamitous"
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the liana° is not so strong or steady as I
might want. Landini's works arc often
performed with instrumental accompaniment (as contemporary sources support), and abit of understated percussion
might well have helped move things
along. Icould also wish for abit more
dynamics, but Iconfess to aparticular
fondness for Esther Lamandier's performances of 14th-century repertoire,
which may not be quite as authentic as
these. Nevertheless, Vie Second Circle deserves arecommendation as alesson in
technique and as atreat for the ears, both
musically and sonically.
—Les Berkley

rock/pop
ROOTS MUSIC
American Journey, American Roots
AMERICAN ROOTS MUSIC (Various Artists)
Palm Pictures PalmCD 2075-2 (4 CDs). 2001. Jim
Brown, Sarah Cullen, Jeff Rosen, Richard Bauer,
prods.; Alan Silverman, eng. MD? Tr: 3:34:28
Performance ****
Sonics **'/, to ***i
ROOTS MUSIC: An American Journey (Various
Artists)
Rounder 11661-0501-2 (4 CDs). 2001. Louisa
Hufstader, compilation prod.; Jonathon VVyner,
mastering. MD/ADD? Tr: 3:56:25
Performance ***':,
Sonics ****

A

t226 years young, America is
growing up culturally. A sure
sign is that the different styles of
20th-century popular music that emerged and prospered after the invention
of recording technology — blues, hillbilly, gospel, Cajun, folk—are now
being revered as "American roots"
music. If American culture's most influential artistic canon is its popular music,
then this collection maps the foundation
of that legacy.
Palm Pictures' impressive 68-track,
four disc set, American Roots
Music —an aural companion
to the recent impressive PBSTV series of the same name —
is agood if not great overview
of the subject. The set celebrates the original practitioners of the music, and some of
the songwriters and players
who have since carried it forward. With such collaborators
as the Library of Congress, the
Smithsonian Institution, the
Rock and Roll Hall of Fame,
the Country Music Hall of
Fame, and Seattle's Experience
Music Project Museum —not
to mention abevy of record
labels large and small who
Stereophlle, February 2002

leased out standout tracks, like Robert
Johnson's "Cross Road Blues" and Bob
Dylan's "The Times They Are AChangin" — this set starts out on avery
solid footing.
It's clear that alot of care went into the
lineup on the first two CDs, respectively
titled Gnaw) ,and Blues. Early on, Ountry
includes atrack by virtually every important artist, from Jimmie Rodgers and Bob
Wills to Lefty Frizzell and Hank Williams. It loses its way near the end by neglecting (for example) Merle Haggard, a
living compendium of country and roots
music, in favor of tracks by Doyle
Lawson and Quicksilver (fine modern
bluegrass but no Haggard). Even more
baffling is the inclusion of Béla Fleck and
the Flecktones, whose bizarre, jazzy,
newg,rass fusion simply does pot belong
in aboxed set of roots music.
Fortunately, the Blues disc takes no
such idiotic liberties. Opening with a
new recording of ""Ille King Biscuit
Theme" by James Cotton, Blues includes
such career-defining tracks as Bessie
Smith's "Sr. Louis Blues," Blind Lemon
Jefferson's "Black Snake Moan," and
Muddy Waters' "Got My Mojo
Working." Lots of omissions jump to
mind when you look down the track
list — no LightiPn' Hopkins! — but that's
the story with compilations of this kind:
at best, they can only please most of the
people most of the time.
Disc 3, covers Gospel and Folle, and
does adecent job of packing alot in:
seven gospel tracks, headlined by Sister
Rosetta Tharpe's "Down by the Riverside," and eight of folk, beginning with
Woody Guthrie's "This Land Is Your
Land" and closing with the aforementioned Dylan icon.
While it's possible to make one disc
cover two genres of music, three is too
much. Six tracks of Cajun and Zydero
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(either of which could have been aCl)
unto itself), six of Tejano, and six very
weak cuts of Native American music
make up disc 4— across-cultural mishmash that sounds like just that.
American Roots is asonic mixed bag as
well. 'The 20 tracks of roots material
recorded in 2000 expressly for the TV
series, by artists such as Flaco Jimenez,
Earl Scruggs, and Robert Lockwood Jr.,
arc all reasonably well-recorded. But
while most of the vintage tracks appear
not to have been freshly remixed
and/or remastered, the transfers arc
new, and in most cases superior to whatever else is out there. Of course, with a
track like Charley Patton's "Screamin'
and Hollerin' the Blues," the only extant
source of which is a 78, there's not
much you can do. Sonic glitches also
appear in the tracks lifted from archival
film sources used in the TV series.
Without the visuals, Howlin' Wolfs
"Shake for Mc" — a powerful performance when coupled with the corresponding footage in the film — sounds
here like Wolf-in-a-can.
But for anyone looking for abroadbased, sonically up-to-date collection of
early American popular music, American
Roots Music is now the reigning choice.
Not to be outdone by Palm/PBS (or
perhaps to ride on their coattails),
Rounder Records, the most dedicated
and longest-lived label devoted to
American roots music, has released its
own compendium, Roots Music: An
American Journey. Drawn entirely from
the extensive catalog Rounder has built
up over the last three decades, this fourdisc collection, while not as elaborately
packaged as the Palm set, is agood if
chaotic introduction to Rounder.
According to the notes by staff producer Scott Billington, this "dizzying
panoply" is divided into two CDs of
"hard-core traditional styles"
and two of "roots-derived
music and interpreters of the
folk tradition." While this
works for those who already
know the music, a simpler
method — tg, chronologically
ordered within a genre —
might have made more sense
to the novices who arc the set's
target audience.
The urge to kvetch about
some of the choices is irresistible to anyone familiar with
the music and Rounder's =log. The label's star group,
Alison Krauss and Union
Station, arc represented by
"Every Time You Say Good123
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The Deep End is rife with messages from
Warren to his friend's memory. "Banks
of the Deep End," co-written with
Phish bassist Mike Gordon, is aprovocative rumination on how close the Rock
Dream can take its followers to "the
banks of the deep end, where Ilost my
best friend." "Got to hold on to apiece
of dry land," Haynes pleads repeatedly,
with the desperation of aman who's
been standing on those banks himself.
"Fool's Moon," with Jack Bruce
sounding the kind of stately, monumental presence characteristic of Woody's
playing, provides the perfect imagery, of
"burning out way too soon," and the ultimate tribute: "You made it look so
easy /never winning but never caring if
you lose."
Bruce and John Entwistle, who plays
on Haynes' screenplay-like "Same
Price," sound closest to Woody because
it's obvious that they were the two
bassists who were his biggest influences.
The other guests cover awide spectrum
of styles, offering Haynes an opportunity
GOV'T MULE
to display the versatility that goes handThe Deep End, Vol.!
in-hand with his virtuosity. He accomATO Records AT00004 (CD). 2001. Warren Haynes,
panies ahorn section and Flea from the
prod.; Michael Barbiero, John Cutler, David Z,
Red Hot Chili Peppers on "Down and
prods., engs.; Ray Martin, eng. MD? TT: 75:17
Performance ****
Out in New York City" with clean,
Sonics ***'/.2
understated R&B lines (and agreat slide
solo), gets down and dirty with Mike
srock'n'roll approaches ahalfWatt on "Effigy," takes on heavy metal
century of history, its contours
with Roger Glover on the Deep Purple
are described in tragedy, with
several generations of its heroes dying at chestnut "Maybe I'm aLeo," funks it up
with John Scofield and Bernie Worrell
the peaks of their ecstatic quests. The
music's central theme, the celebration of on "Sco-Mule," delivers apowerful version of his classic "Soulshine"
youth's denial of mortality, has been
serially challenged by the inevitability of with Little Milton on vocals and
guitar, Willie Weeks on bass, and
its consequences.
Chuck Leavell on keyboards, and
Bassist Allen Woody formed an
indomitable team with guitarist joins current Allman Brothers
partners Oteil Burbridge, Gregg
Warren Haynes when they rejuvenatAllman, and Derek Trucks on
ed the Allman Brothers Band at the
beginning of the 1990s. When the two
"Worried Down with the Blues."
joined forces with drummer Matt Abts
Longtime fans know that
Haynes' ultimate inspiration is
toward the end of that decade to form
Gov't Mule, they created one of the Jimi Hendrix, which makes it a
most powerful forces in contemporary
triple treat for anyone who goes
as far back as the Cat Club to
rock. It seemed that Woody's death
hear Bootsy Collins in the mix
last year meant the end of Gov't
Mule — how could such adistinctive
on "Tear Me Down." Haynes'
player be replaced? — but Haynes and
ultimate
Hendrix
tribute,
though, is "Life on the Outside,"
Abts have expanded the band's stanasentiment that also applied to
dard power-trio format to create the
Woody. With Larry Graham sit"New School of Gov't Mule," and
ting in on bass and co-writer
erected ashrine to their fallen brother
with The Deep End, 141.1, the first of a Audley Freed on guitar, Haynes
series of albums exploring the band's
pays homage to the Dream in
interactions with ahost of the greatest freewheeling Hendrix-style runs
and lyrics: "Freedom train is
bass players in rock history.
Just as many of Haynes' songs for
coming / all around the
world.../ We're all here for such
Gov't Mule now seem written about
the demons that plagued Woody's life,
ashort time.../ We got to learn

bye," from her 1992 album of that name.
While the track is fine musically, Krauss's
catalog is chock full of more telling artistic statements, not to mention more
charming melodies.
Still, Rounder's catalog is second to
none when it comes to roots music
recorded since the label's founding in
1971, and An American Jounuy does that
heritage proud. While there are no new
Muddy Waterses or Woody Guthries
here, artists like proto-bluegrass singers
Hazel Dickens and Alice Gerrard
("Banjo Picking Girl"), obscure cowboy
balladeer Brownie Ford ("Streets of
Laredo"), the utterly unique (although
he appears on the Traditional disc) New
Orleans piano genius James Booker ("All
Around the World"), and cosmic cowboy
Jimmie Dale Gilmore arc all first-class
artists carrying on musical traditions that,
along with film, constitute America's
most potent and pervasive artistic gifts to
world culture.
—Robert Baird
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to live together /or we might as well
be dead.../ Can't get caught up / in
what they want you to be .../ Be who
you arc .../ that is the message."
—John Swenson

TOMMY KEENE
Show Tunes
Parasol PDTK001 (CD). 2001. Tommy Keene, prod.;
Mike Leach, eng. MD? Tr:41:11
Performance **** i
i,
Sonics ***

N

oword in the music scribe's lexicon is more overused than
"infectious," but no word
describes power pop so completely, and
few can do infectious power pop with as
much guitar roar, songwriting chops,
and sweet harmony vocals as Tommy
Keene. You can't eat just one.
Keene's distinct guitar tone, akind of
gleaming fuzz with abite, has become
as admired as his songwriting, and here
he's culled the best from two years
(1998, 2000) of recorded live performances to fashion his first official live
album. Like most live records, Show
Tune? sound quality ain't pristine. But
then, it isn't One More from the Road or
Live at Leeds nyther.
But then, ICeene's all-American, punkedged sound—in which the Raspberries
meet the Faces meet every big, happy
tune you ever loved —is the reason to
stick your ear in this bowl ofjam. Music
rules: No stage banter and minimal
applause, just all Keene hits all the time.
"Long Time Missing" remains one of the
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most anthemic full-popped power tunes
that ever iced acake. Green Day, who
owe it all to Keene and his ilk, should
have been this lucky. The just slightly
more magisterial "Going Out Again,"
from Keene's 1996 comeback album, Ten
Years After, is nearly as barbed. "Highwire
Days," from his Geffen years, trains his
nearing two decades' past youth, as does
his traditional concert closer, the stillclassic "Places That Arc Gone." There's
also Keene's sensitive side, flashed
between guitar squalls in "Underworld."
Through it all, shy, skinny Keene is the
polite, focused frontman, spraying guitar
licks and nailing his warns, earnest vocals.
Never ignore aTommy Keene record.
White men with guitar-hero overbites:
start your heads abobbing. -Robert Baird
KEVIN SALEM
Ecstatic
Future Farmer 49322-6913-2 (CD). 2001. Kevin
Salem, Rob Arthur, Malcolm Bum, Scott Yoder, others, prods., engs. MD? TT: 51:38
Performance ****
Sonics ***V.,

A

lthough when he plays live he
can think only of turning it up,
Kevin Salem is really abig softy
who likes to turn heartbreak into tunes,
borrow from every Beatles record imaginable, and hang out in the recording
studio until that last acoustic guitar is
layered in just right. He steeds to get
downright overripe and gloomy.
It's the gloomy ones, of course, that
you gotta watch. All the art and introspection of a tune like Ecstaties first
track — the almost-jazz, almost-John-

Being tormented has its rewards—Kevin Salem
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and-Paul "1,000 Miles" — are followed
by the joy, swoop, and soar of "The
Medicine Down." It's the kind of
power pop/rock anthem — complete
with a many-voiced "0000000hhhhh,
0000-000lshhhh" (by Donovan Leitch
himself) and a glockenspiel effect —
that's always made New Yorker Salem
more interesting than the average solo
rock dood.
His first record in five years is full of
ambition, Salem's world-weary vocals,
and an assertive stylistic reach. Finely
spun pop is everywhere, but nowhere
more deliberately crafted than in "It's
Only Life," with its horns, rapping,
string-like synth, and background vocals
by Bangle Vicki Peterson. And if it's
renegade artistic growth you seek,
there's always Salem's nod to or cop of (I
can't decide) Tom Waits in the growling,
bangy, humpbacked "deepdarklove."
Lest you think he's all growed up—
just about the time you begin to notice
your ears aren't ringing —Salem bursts
out with "Magnetic," in which guitars
are again razors and his flat bray wraps
around such tormented syntax as "I
know Ishould know better /make me
feel like I'm addicted /I'm only sniffing
you like glue." Proof again that all the
tuneful, intelligent rock albums haven't
yet been made.
-Robert Baird
THE VVITCH HAZEL SOUND
This World, Then the Fireworks
Hidden Agenda/Parasol AHA! 028 (CD). 2001. Kevin
Coral, prod., eng. MD? TT: 42:35
Performance ****
Sonics ***
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ife for the Witch Hazel Sound is
one long, pleasant, valley Sunday.
The Kent, Ohio, indic combo's
blissed-out baroque pop hums along
beatifically on bedsprings of gently folkish vocals, psychedelic instrumental
nuances, and the occasional Bacharachian flourish of strings or horns. If
that sounds saccharine, don't worry. As
in the music of other contemporary revivalists of classic sounds, from
American pop ironists Beulah and Eric
Matthews to UK sound alchemists
Stereolab and the High Llamas, with
Witch Hazel there are always subtext
and grayed shadings lurking below and
behind the widescreen sound.
The band has been around since 1992,
and while early singles were clearly of
that era (reviewers often likened their distortion-drone pop to abudget-conscious
My Bloody Valentine), by the time of
1995's Landlocked aclear backward path
was being charted —as if cribbing one's
title from an unreleased Brian Wilson album wasn't giveaway enough. With the
1998 EP It's All True and now this fulllength CD, WHS mainman and multiinstrumentalist Kevin Coral has realized a
consistency of vision that, with the able
input of singer Mark F, bassist Mike Split,
and assorted friends on percussion and
horns, is as inspired and uplifting as it is
reverential and true to its influences.
The first track, "Music Becomes
Vibration" is a standout —a chummy
manifesto bursting with sproingy Moog
synth, tremolo-psych guitar, and peppy
trumpet. This is contrasted with "Kiss
Tomorrow Goodbye" 's downcast tone,
yearning, bittersweet vocal, and minorchord motifs on Fender Rhodes, autumnal strings swaying tentatively in the
background. And "Halo of Brass," a
dreamy Phil Spector-like soundscape
awash in keyboards, cosmic slide guitar,
and atmospheric harmonies, is as subtly
magisterial as its title suggests.
"Subtle" is the operative term here.
Coral & Co. have clearly spent alot of
time ensuring that their music has an elegant sheen several steps removed from
any indie-underground notion of lo-fi
"authenticity." At the same time, they've
wisely resisted the urge to craft overbusy
productions that might have sapped the
spontaneity and charm from their material. With an address halfway between
San Jose and Strawberry Fields, good
vibrations and pet sounds duly emanating from the communal space-age bachelor pad, the Witch Hazel Sound is
unabashedly retro —but, like the musical
peers mentioned in the first paragraph,
"retro" with alowercase r.
-Fred Mills
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rhythm section in the foggy distance) to
overloaded but up close (Stockholm
1961, where we can actually hear
Reggie Workman's tiptoeing bass lines)
JOHN COLTRANE
to just barely serviceable (Berlin and
Stuttgart 1963).
Live Trane: The European Tours
Neil Tesser concedes that "the band's
John Coltrane, tenor 8soprano sax; Eric Dolphy, alto
book at the time was somewhat limited."
sax, bass clarinet, flute; McCoy Tyner, piano; Reggie
In the course of the nine concerts, there
Workman, Jimmy Garrison, bass; Elvin Jones,
drums
are five versions each of "Impressions" and
Pablo 7PACD-4433-2 (7 CDs). 1961-63/2001.
"Mr. RC.," four of"Naima," and six (rangNorman Granz, prod.; Eric Miller, compilation
prod.; Joe Tarantino, mastering; Dave Luke, Kirk
ing from 14 to 25 minutes) of Coltrane's
Felton, digital editing, transfers. AAD. Tr: 8:09:32
"greatest hit," "My Favorite Things."
Performance *****
Sonics **it,
So why, with its bad sound and the
same songs played over and over, is this a
he hero of the Live Tram story —at
this late date, boxed sets of long- five-star recording? Because it is sublime.
A case can be made that Live Trane
lost jazz always have stories —is
documents the crucial transition in
Eric Miller. In the early 1970s, while
Coltrane's artistic development, when
employed by impresario Norman
Granz, Miller learned oía large cache of he moved from chord-based, "vertical"
improvisation (and towering skyscraper
John Coltrane concert tapes recorded in
verticals they were) to open-ended,
Europe by Granz in the early '60s. It
took Miller until 2001, but he
stayed the course, locating, researching, and documenting
the Coltrane material in the
poorly labeled boxes of the
Granz archives.
Some of the music on these
seven CDs was released on
Granz's Pablo label in the late
'70s. Some of it has been availL IVE
TR/n*1'4E
able in Europe, and some on
badly produced, incorrectly
identified bootlegs. With Live
Trane: The European lbws, it is
now all in one place, illuminated by contemporaneous
photos, placed in historical
context by Neil Tesser's
authoritative new liner notes,
and supported by extensive efforts at audio restoration.
The set contains music from nine
"horizontal" melodic invention based on
concerts that took place between Novscales and modes. But even this undeniable historical importance — this
ember 1961 and November 1963 in Paris,
Stockholm, Hamburg, Berlin, and Stuttopportunity to hear Coltrane working
gart. The personnel is John Coltrane's
out arevolutionary new language before
"classic quartet," with McCoy Tyner,
live audiences —is not what creates the
Jimmy Garrison, and Elvin Jones. (For the
overwhelming impact of this music. In
three concerts of the 1961 tout Reggie
the appreciation that he wrote for this
Workman is on bass instead of Garrison,
collection, Carlos Santana states, "John
and Eric Dolphy is added on reeds.)
Coltrane broke through to the other
Joe Tarantino, Dave Luke, and Kirk
side. He found The Light. And, for a
Felton of Fantasy Studios did the mastertime, he became The Light."
ing, digital editing, and transfers, using
The impact of this music is cumula24-bit/882kHz coding and "the latest
tive. As concert succeeds concert, in
and most advanced dithering techniques."
these nights on the road in Europe, in
In the liner notes, they state that "these
over eight hours of music, you glimpse
recordings resound with aphysical force(as you never can in studio recordings)
fulness that is vigorous and magnetic."
what it was like to be in the presence of
They are too quick to claim victory.
Coltrane when he lived. It is like a
The sonic quality of this collection
maelstrom that sweeps you up —or like
varies from awful (Hamburg 1961, with
an avalanche that buries you and cuts off
the horns thin and distorted and the
your air. Only then can you lose your-

ir

john coltrane
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self and be carried away, riding with
Coltrane on his quest for release. The
American painter Albert Pinkham
Ryder once said, "I am trying to find
something out there beyond the place
on which Ihave afooting." Coltrane
possessed that need and that courage.
"My Favorite Things," with its minimal chordal motion, was the piece that
opened the door to Coltrane's musical
freedom. Its near-maniacal incantation
recurs like amantra over the course of
these concerts. The first time through
this collection, it is the hard, near-halfhour marathons that blow you away, like
"Impressions" and "Chasin' the Trane"
and "Mr. P.C." Music surges from Coltrane in wave after wave, in trajectories of
melody that peak and collapse and shoot
skyward again, in blinding runs, in trills
and crics, in lines of shattering lyricism
that fly by so fast you wonder if you
heard or dreamed them.
Meanwhile, beneath him, Elvin
Jones "thrashes and curses" (to
borrow Amiri Baraka's description from 1964) in complex patterns, Jimmy Garrison whirls
his dervish dance, and McCoy
Tyner blocks out thunder.
But the second time through,
the slower pieces, like "Naima"
and "Bye Bye Blackbird" (surprising that Coltrane was still
playing this song in 1962), loom
with a power all their own.
Their heat is withheld, like an
underground fire. Two 1963
versions of Billy Eckstine's "I
Want to Talk About You" end
with epic unaccompanied tenorsax cadenzas. Coltrane, in the
grip of obsession and inspiration,
can't let the song go, and leaps at it again
and again. The tension comes from wondering, almost fearing, whether Coltrane
will not stop until he has played every
note that music contains. —Thomas Conrad
RENEE ROSNES
Life on Earth
Renee Rosnes, piano; Shelley Brown, alto flute; Walt
Weiskopf, soprano 8tenor sax; Chris Potter, tenor
sax; Conrad Heiwig, trombone; Steve Turre, trombone, shells; Doug Purviance, bass trombone;
Steve Nelson, marimba; John Patitucci, Christian
McBride, bass; Jeff "Tain" Watts, Billy Drummond,
drums; Duduka Da Fonseca, cuica, drums; Zakir
Hussain, tablas; Mor Thiam, djembe; Kevin Tarrant,
vocals; others
Blue Note 33997 (CD). 2001. Rosnes, prod.; James
Farber, Joe Ferla, engs. DDD. Tr: 53:57
Performance ***I/2
Sonics ****

I

n her first disc of new material in
nearly three years, pianist Renee
Rosnes takes another giant step for129
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ward in her exploration beyond the
parameters of straight-ahead jazz. In the
liner notes to her impressive 1999 disc,
Art and Soul, the New York-based,
Vancouver-bred bandleader wrote: "Of
the many tests that face the creative
artist, that of artfully and soulfully expressing the scope of one's realities and
life experiences is the most challenging
and ultimately most rewarding."
In other words, Rosnes is not content
to merely set up shop in astudio and
attempt to wrest great solos from ateam
of improvisers. She digs deeper, imagines
fuller soundscapes, orchestrates with
world-music instruments, and conducts
with acareful touch — all evidenced in
this nine-track song cycle, aptly titled
Lifi. on Earth. The journey lifts off with a
soaring tabla display by Zakir Hussain,
closes with acalming of stormy waves by
conch master Steve Turre, and in
between makes ports of call in Brazil,
Senegal, Bali, the Caribbean, and
Rosnes' homeland, British Columbia.
Born in Regina, Saskatchewan,
Rosnes studied classical piano in Toronto
and got her jazz schooling in Vancouver
clubs. She moved to New York in 1985,
scored gigs with Wayne Shorter, Joe
Henderson, and J.J. Johnson, was enlisted in the late '80s in the Blue Note
Records hard-bop roster group Out of
the Blue, and so impressed the label that
she was signed soon after.
Ljfe on Earth, her eighth recording for
Blue Note, is easily her most adventurous and most soulfully realized. It ebbs
and flows, from cookers to lyrical ballads,
and Rosnes' fire-to-finesse pianism is the
glue. She's afine soloist (listen to her extended single-note run on the upbeat
"Icelight"), but more often spotlights her
bandmates while supporting with fills
and comps. This is not apianist's piano
album, but acollection of fine pieces that
reveal exemplary ensemble interplay.
The so-so tracks, such as the midtempo "Gabriela Passage," are those that
dock too close to the mainstream. Even
the peaceful title number is only noteworthy for the strings that grace it with a
classical sensibility. But those are the exceptions. Overall, Rosnes turns in a
remarkable performance, and the best
tunes are the most exotic. "Empress
Afternoon," starring the brilliant Zalcir
Hussain of Shakti fame, is driven powerfully and fast by the dynamics of Indian
classical music. "Senegal Sun" dances
with ajaunty, sunny bounce spiced by
Steve Nelson's marimbas and Senegalese
percussionist Mor Thiam's percolating
beats. Best is the romping "Hanuman,"
which celebrates the Balinese Monkey

God and features asample of the Keak
Balinese Monkey Chant, followed by
galloping percussion, atrio of trombonists, and tenor saxophonist Chris Potter
blowing ebullient fines.
The two slow-tempo highlights are the
show-stopping "The Ballad of the Sad
Young Man" (which Rosnes heard on a
Roberti Flack album) and the moving
"Nana," asuite comprising six Andalusian
folk songs. It's another superb exhibit of
Rosnes' piano technique, as well as of
bassist John Patitucci's bowing prowess.
With her studied and soulful approach, Rosnes is headed in the right
direction. Here's hoping that on her next
outing she focuses her attention on her
Indian heritage. An album exploring the
rare instrumental combination of piano
and tabla — especially if Hussain were
invited back — would be intriguing.
—Dan Ouellette

DAVID S. WARE QUARTET
Corridors & Parallels
David S. Ware, tenor sax; Matthew Shipp, piano;
William Parker, bass; Guillermo Brown, drums
AUM Fidelity AUM19 (CD). 2001. Steven Joerg, prod.;
Chris Flam, eng. DDD. Tr: 48:48
Performance *****
Sonics ****

I

n the days after the World Trade
Center collapsed, it was difficult to
return to normal listening habits. Old
favorites referenced a reality that no
longer existed; new releases seemed
pointless. David S. Ware's Corridors &
Ilarallds, however, stood out as aspiritualemotional soundtrack to the incomprehensible. Ware's arching, emotive tenorsax articulations were somehow able to
express the unspeakable agony of the
moment while offering profound solace.
It's not surprising that Ware, one of
the most thoughtful and dedicated artists
in jazz, was able to fashion such asuitable expression — he gives voice to his
own feelings of grief and transcendence
at the death of his mother, Lucille Ware,
in the sublime spiritual that closes the
album, "Mother May You Rest in Bliss."
He does so in the company of pianist
Matthew Shipp, bassist William Parker,
and drummer Guillermo Brown, aremarkable quartet that is often compared
to one of the greatest small groups in
jazz history: the John Coltrane quartet of
the 1960s, with McCoy Tyner on piano,
Jimmy Garrison on bass, and Elvin Jones
on drums.
Recording for anumber of small independent labels, Ware, Shipp, and Parker
came into their own as a unit in the
1990s, and Brown joined them in 1999.
Each member contributes unique abilities
Stereophile, February 2002

as aconceptualist and leader. Ware, aprotégé of Sonny Rollins, has developed into
one of the great post-Coltrane improvisers; his playing combines abstract freedom with gut emotion in astyle at once
technically challenging and emotionally
accessible. Shipp is an unlikely combination of Cecil Taylor's virtuosic audacity
and athirst for deconstruction that led
him to forge an alliance with the alternative rock label Thirsty Ear for his curatorial work with the Blue Series. Parker,
leader of the Little Huey Creative Music
Orchestra and founder of the Vision
Festival, is aconsununate bassist, by turns
powering muscular single-note runs and
evoking programmatic content with his
incredibly expressive arco playing, heard
here to best effect on the title track.
'When Branford Marsalis became
Creative Consultant for Columbia Jazz
and made Ware's quartet his first signing,
the group gained widespread publicity
for its two major-label releases, Go See the
World (1998) and Surrendered (2000). The
group has since returned to the abject
freedom of AUM Fidelity, and is once
again headed into uncharted territory.
Shipp confounds acoustic jazz purists by
adding a synthesizer, but Corridors &
Parallels is by no means afusion album.
Shipp uses the synth as apaintbrush, a
percussion instrument, acomputer —as
anything but the obvious.
Corridors & Parallels is structured like
asymphony in nine parts, punctuated
by three brief, untitled sections at
beginning, middle, and end. A brief
electronic invocation from Shipp is followed by "Straight Track," a dialog
between Shipp's B-3—like coloratura
and Parker's strongly articulated bass
runs, Brown adding just atouch of rattling percussion from the top of his kit
before Ware charges in with long,
melismatic lines that gradually evolve
into more distinct patterns, then into
honking blasts, Parker dogging him
furiously and Brown firing off bursts of
cymbal and snare notes. Ware keeps
shifting the shape of his lines, alternating lightning scalar runs with leapfrogging octave jumps, and Shipp joins in
for acurious call-and-response, to finish with a stabbing ostinato as Ware
climbs the scale.
The spacey "Fi-Sa" is followed by the
pounding African rhythms and long sax
phrases of "Superimposed," and the
eerily elegiac "Sound-A-Bye" ends the
first half of the disc with apowerful
emotional impact. A rolling high-life
bridge leads into the title track, which
extends the sequence to the magnificent
finale of "Mother..."
—John Swenson
Stereophile, February 2002
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SARASOTA. FLORIDA 34234
TEL 941 -359-2066 •FAx 941 -359-20 57

TO FIND OUT WHY

VVWW.VA C—A MPS.COM

HIGH
QUALITY
COMPETITIVE PRICES
ACOUSTIC REVOLUTION..

2'X4' Glass Fiber Wall Panels

$35.00

4)(4 Glass Fiber Wall Panels

$56.00

Custom Sizes Are
Also Available
„

merlin

music systems inc.

Tel 716-367-2390
Fax 716-367-2685
Post Office Box 146
4705 South Main St.
Hemlock, NY 14466
info@merlinmusic.com
www.merlinmusic.com
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4' X1'Absorption System

$75.00

4' X1

$110.00
$165.00

Diffusion System

4'X9" Boss Reproduction System

Our wood panels are also

available

without exterior wood trim less

10%

American

Acot-e-c
lechnology

We Carry a Large Variety of Products
www.americanacoustictechnology.com
Toll Free (866) 222-2233
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Transcribe what the ear perceives
Translate what we imagine
Blend the above
And share the passion

I-

Into.xicati

N

WINE

SILVER ELECTRA IR. POWER CORD

e-

Silver Electra III+
Power Cord:

TRI ANGLE

"Lush, with lots of
midband delicacy",
found Michael Fremer
who named it his current
favorite all-around power
cord. "I feel foolish
writing that an AC cord is
'intoxicating — ,he writes,
"but there you go!"

EL EC IR OACOUS TIQUE

•

components.
Stereophile Recu
oetor=
be

www.triangle-fr.com
www.vmax-services.com

SUPERNOVA M. GLASS TOSUNK o

Model shown'
Ceiius ot $1,995 per pc
VMAX Services, P.O. Box 570, Chazy, NY 12921
Tel: (800) 771-8279 or (514) 932-7786
Fax: (514) 931-8891 Email: info@vmax-services.com

W IRE

CIRLD

CAFILE TECHNOLOGY
12349 SW 53rd St. #201 •Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33330 USA
Tel. 954.680.3848 •Fax 954.680 1525
puresound4wirewarldaudio.com • www.wireworldaudio.com

The first to introduce

S I>
electro

eakers
ica

Exclusive US distributor:
May Audio Marketing Inc
2150 Liberty Drive, Unit 7
Niagara Falls, NY 14304
Tel 716-283-4434
Fax :716-283-6264
Email: mayaudiol@aol.com

iklorM

1(1

E

/Woricites [Milne('

eptional Service and
tomer Satisfaction
rover 30 years

www.mayaudio.com

Gut Wire Audio Cables
9019 Bayview Ave..
Suite 28-183
Richmond Hill,ON
Canada 146 3M6
Tel: 416 930-3118
Emall:gutwirelegutwire.com
www.gutwire.com
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Authorized Distributor for Canada & U.S.
#713-2895 Derry Road East
Mississauga, Ontario L4T IA6 Canada
Voice: 416.244.6200 Fax: 4I6.246.0829
Email: info@morishita.net

www.morishita.net
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SAKURAZTEMS
2Rocky Mt. Rd Jefferson, MA 01522
tel /fax 508-829-3426
email' sakurastms@aol.com www.sakurasystems.com

N

o matter how exotic your audio system may be, its

success will depend on your room's ability to allow

the re-creation of the original acoustical space.
Echo Busters will help you realize the full potential of your
system with our complete line of treatment packages.
Pictured below
5Echo Buster panels
4Corner Busters
$639. enough tor most average rooms

Pictured above
4Bass Busters
$215 each

Introc.t, 'A M
6 pureiCiln.,a ;,•.;1•pctors
Air-spaçe • lyt7; étectric
s at CES 7...;

"

.
1

•gte

DH LABS, INC.
The industry leader in quality and value since 1992!
(561) 745 6406
www.silversonic.com
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"I have tried many accessories that Ican't imagine being without, but the Echo Busters
are more indispensable than any of them."
— Dr Kelly Tang

21
WINIATIVE AtOIATKAI TIMMS
Call 1(888) ECHO BUST (1-888-324-6287) or (631) 242-6100
940-D Grand Blvd., Deer Park, NY 11729
Fax. (631) 242-7717
E-mail into@echobusters corn
wee echobusters.com
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Audio
GENE RUBIN AUDIO, VENTURA, CALIFORNIA —Franchised dealer for Naim Audio, Spendor,
Quad, JA Michell. Roksan, Rega, Mistral, Meadowlark.
Ruark, Koetsu, Creek, Epos, Sound Organisation,
Goldring, and more. Always lots of used gear.
Established way back in 1979! (805) 658-8311,
www.gormibinaudio.com.
ATTENTION SPENDOR ANI) QUAD OWNERS! Factory-authorized sales, service, and upgrades
available. The authorized service agent for New
Chapter Audio, www.chapteraudio.com. QS&D
Audio Furniture information and sales. Contact Mike or
Randy, QS&D, (540) 372-3711, fax (540)372-3713, e-mail
qsandd@aolcom. kikh: www.qsatuld.com.
WE ALWAYS PAY BETTER! 1)on't let go of your
ARC, Aragon, Cello, Krell, Mark Levinson, MIT.
Spectral, Theta, Threshold, or Wadia without calling
us. Showroom in West LA. Call Superix Produas,
(310) 826-3686, fax (310) 826-8577, Sennie.
AUDIO ART, EST. 1976—Edge-of-the-art audio
components dedicated to serving music. Avalon,
Cardas, MartinLogan, Vandersteen, Jeff Rowland,
Classe, Theta, Basis-Benz, henal. Richmond, VA.
Voice/Jim (804) 358-5300, e-mail AudioArtUSA@aolcont.
AUDIO UNLIMITED offers Accuphasc, Acoustic
Energy, Acrotec, Acsthetix, Air Tight, Anthem. ASC,
Audio Note, Audio Refinement, Avalon Acoustics,
Basis, Benz-Micro, Boulder. Burmester, Cary, Chang,
Clearaudio, Conrad-Johnson, EAR, Electrocompaniet,
Grad. Grado, Graham, Koetsu, Kuzma, Loewe HDTV,
Magnum 1)ynalab, McIntosh, Muse, Nagea, Pathos, PS
Audio, Rega, Shunyata Research, Soliloquy, Spendor,
Tannoy, TARA Labs, Totem. Transfiguration, XL0,
YBA, Zoethecus, and more. Call John Bantes at (303)
691-3407, fax (303) 922-0522, 2341 W Yale Ave,
Englewood, CO 80110.
GREATEST FM ANTENNA —Fanfare's FM-2G is
the only Sterrophi/e-recommended (October 2001) vertical dipole antenna. Built to outperform and outlast all
others. Shipped free within continental US. Satisfaction
guaranteed. Call toll-free (800) 268-863Z other locale
inquire (716) 683-5451, fax (716) 683-5421. Now available for purchase direct off the Web at unvwfOrthrecom.
The Fanfare FM tuner is state-of-the-art.., soon to
include AM.
CORNER AUDIO: Quicksilver, BEL, Audio Physic,
EAD, Immedia, Vibrapods, Lyra. Wireworld, !Clyne,
Power Snakes, Acoustic Energy, Richard Gray, YBA,
Needle Nectar, Herron Audio, Analysis Plus, MYA,
Arcam, Edge Electronics, Aurios. Used and demos
available. Trade-ins welcome. More info at unewconter
audio.com or (503) 643-7512.
MUSICAL CONCEPTS — respected for quality
modifications. "Making the best better since 1979."
Products modified this year include ARC, Boulder,
Levinson. Krell, vintage McIntosh and Marantz,
Spectral, Rowland, Counterpoint, Rotel, VAC, Magnum 1)ynalab, and many more. We have specialized
mods for Haller, 1)yna, Adcom, B&K, Pioneer CD, and
others. New, great-sounding DVD players! Musical
Corrupts, 49 Jason Court, St. Charles, MO 63304, (636)
447-0040,
latest
newsletter at www.musical
concepts.com.
SOUND LAB, AUDIO VALVE, Metronome Technologic, and Nordost now available for audition in
Seattle by appointment. For asublime listening experience and exemplary service, call or write Armand
International, (206) 228-6247 or ,wellanausa mhoomm.
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McCORMACK EQUIPMENT UPGRADES available from SMc Audio. Developed by Steve McCormack (the original designer), these outstanding upgrades are available for all DNA amplifiers, TLC and
ALD preamplifiers, and Micro series. For details, call
(760) 732-0352 or sis' wunoSMcAudio.wm.
!!!!!!!!!ellttlIttelirtlItttlIttilittlItitIl
littIllittilltellttlittIlittlIttliiiiilletli
1111 111111WWWUSEDCABLE.COMI1111111111

IIIIIIIIIII1111111111,1111111111111111111111

We buy used cables. We sell used cables. Good Advice.
ANALOG AT ITS BEST! Amazon, EuroLab, Minuet,
Orca turntables. Review in TAS 132! Call —better yet,
take atrip to see and hear the finest available in analog.
Phono stages: Art Audio, PhonoMax, Consonance.
Audio Advancemens LLC, (973) 875-8705, audadv@eanh
linknet, wunvandioadvancentents.com.
BRITNEY SPEARS NAKEI) is a dream. These
dreams arc obtainable: Alón, AMC, Anthem, Antique
Sound Lab, Audio Note, Audio Refinement, Audio
Research, Benz, CAL., Cambridge, Clearaudio, Creek,
Hovland, J.A. Michell, Manley, Music Hall, Nordost,
ProAc, PS Audio, Quad, SME, Synthesis, Quicksilver,
Wavac, Wireworld, more! Arizona Hi-R, (480) 9219961, www.tuheaudioeom.
PREMIER TUBE ANI) ANALOG: 1)éjà Vu Audio
Ltd. Alón, Audio Note. Benz-Micro, Cary, EAR, Fi,
Hovland, Koetsu, Myryad, Naim, Roksan, Rega,
Soliloquy, Spendor, Transfiguration, XLO, and much
more. Custom home theater and HI)TV. Trade-ins
available and accepted. Washington. DC's leading
source. (703) 734-9391, wwwdrjarmaudio.cont.
ATTRACTIVE PRICES —BEST QUALITY stereo
and home-theater components: Audio Research, Clas.sé.
Collins, Gryphon, Krell, Levinson, McIntosh, Meridian,
Proceed, Totem, Thiel, Revel. JMIab, EgglestonWorks,
1)ynaudio, Durland, B&W, Aerial, and others. Factoryscaled with manufacturers' warranties. Satisfaction guaranteed. Harem Audio, (310) 891-6866.
VAC VINTAGE TUBE LINE STAGE, beautiful and
sweet, $500. (718) 453-1972.

RATES: Private, $1.60 per word; Commercial,
$5.10 per word, $205 minimum on all commercial ads. (A word is defined as one or more
characters with aspace, dash, or slash on either
side.) PAYMENT: All classified ads must be
prepaid with order, by check or credit card:
MasterCard or Visa. MAIL TO: Steteophile
Classified Ad Department, Stephen Mejias,
PRJMEDIA, 110 Fifth Ave., 5th Floor,
New York, NY 10011. FAX: (212) 8862809. ONLINE: dassifieds@stereophile.com.
DEADLINE: Ads are due on the first working
day of the month, two months in advance of the
issue in which your ad will appear. For example,
if you want your ad to run in die April 2002
Stenophik, you must subntit it by February 1,
2002. Please Note: Phoned-in ads are not
accepted. Please plan on faxing or mailing in
your ads on the form provided at the end of the
section. No refunds.

Mart

SOUNI) LAB NOT IN YOUR AREA? Free stay in
New Orleans li&B, audition at your leisure! Showcasing Millennium series. Travel reimbursement with
purchase. Also Anna-Sphere, Thor, Wolcott, Inner
Sound amps, JoLida, Walker Audio, Magraut, Funstech, Shunyata Research, Analysis Plus, Warner
Imaging, Clayton, Gradient. Private auditions.
AudioKiiresis, (504) 866-1730, uninvaudiokinesisxorn.
EXPRESSIMO AUDIO HAS DONE IT AGAIN
arid again! The LIFT-The LIFTer — The Heavy
Weight — VTA for Rep. Expressimo 2IleX-TREME
has put the HeX on Rep-style end stubs! Applies more
torque than other designs, bar none!! bxpressimo 2XTREME Rep toneann cable is liquid and inky-black!
This is the cable! Installed, $225. Always!! Add THWVTA for another 550. 117411teereSSÍ1110411di0.(0111,
sal@fogemet. Buy somewhere else and you paid too
much! God bless America.
COUNTERPOINT UPGRADES: 24-lit/96-192kHz
upgrade for 13A-10. Sounds better than UltraAnalog!
Shipping now! Zero-feedback 6SN7 triode upgrades for
SA12/100/20/220 amps! Counterpoint's designer
Michael Elliott services, upgrades Counterpoint (760)
945-0356. See wunitaltariammelio.com.
MICHAEL ELLIOTTS NEW ARIA AMPLIFIERS.
Experience the whole tone of your music. 22 years of
experience bring you 100W stereo and 350W mono
amps of exceptional sound quality. These arc listener's
amplifiers built to last, with lifetime warranties. Sold
directly, no dealer markup! Call Mike at (760) 945-0356
or visit untivariaaudio.com.
SAN FRANCISCO BAY AREA! St. Cecilia Sound
Gallery specializes in the finest tube electronics and
loudspeakers designed for them. Featuring: Akin,
Argent, Art Audio, Atlantis, Audio Note, Audio
Refinement, Basis, 131)14, Benz-Micro, Cary, Chang,
Clearaudio, Creek, Echo Busters, Goertz, Graham,
Harmonic Teclmology, Magnum 1)ynalab, Marchand,
Music Hall, Ocellia, Oracle, QS&I), Reference 3A,
Rega, Rethm, Silverline, Soliloquy, Start Thor, Transfiguration. Wavac, Wavelength, YBA, and more! (510)
732-1204, uninitse, ttttt dgalleryann.
AUDIO RESEARCH EC2I TUBE CROSSOVER,
upgraded, $600; fantastic Fadel ART Reference One
interconnect, 4ni, RCAs, $700. Donald, (253) 566-9069.
NESTOVORIC: TYPE 5AS full-range stereo speakers:
4" planar tweeter, 4" hybrid dome midrange, new 8"
and 10" woofers. Oak finish, excellent condition,
$1500. Call (603) 889-0728 for more info and photos.
DODSON 1)A217 Mk.II D DAC, all upgrades including Bybee filters, $3200; BAT VK-SSE Cl) player,
super tubes, $2900; EAR 8595E amp, $2200. All negotiable. (631) 724-7386.

LPs, CDs, Tapes
HIGHEST PRICES PAID for classical LPs and CDs.
Will travel. Collectitun of +1000 only. Call LaIVIVIRT
07iele, 8-10 Camden St, Hackwork, NJ 07601, (201)
488-9323.
VISIT WWWAUDIOPHILE-LP-CD.DE collection.

Wanted
TUBE 1-11 -FI, commercial tube and horn speakers.
some current "high-end" Alter, JUL Jensen, Western
Electric, McIntosh, Marantz, EV. Quad. Leak, Fisher,
Eico, etc. Also old gllit.11", and amps. Sonny, (850) 3140321,Jax (850) 314-0284, e-mail Somemmd@aoLcom.
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AUDIONIDEO

CASH PAII) FOR USED AUI/10/VIDEO equipment. Buy, sell, and trade by phone. Dealer for AudioQuest, Kinkier Kable, Lexicon, Marantz, Monitor
Audio, Panasonic, Paradigm, Paradigm Reference,
Phase Technology, Sherbourn, SunFire, Toshiba. Stereo
Trading Quit (Since 1984), 320 Old link Rd, Jenkintown,
l'A 19046. Call (215) 886-1650, _Mx (215) 886-2171.
13f cite carale www.trto.corn. E-mail: nro@tsro.com.

CABLES
& MORE
DON'T PAY
EXORBITANT PRICES
!FOR TOP QUALITY!
We carry L A T International cables
who are continually gaining recognition
for the highest performance to price
ratio of any wire and cable company.
Customers tell us L A T Int'l cables are
sonically equal to (or better than) any of
the competition and at afraction of their
prices. We offer a 45 day money back
guarantee. Also, ask for literature that
demystifies wire & cable technology.
& MORE

The RACKIT - System
Modular, stackable oak furniture
for your home, office and studio
holds all aiv formats, equipment
and more
Free mail order brochure

COMPONENTS
CD Players, DVD Players

WARNING !!!

IpleasCMCntiOnNCIC001110

Be careful with mail-order dealers
who insist on cash/personal check,
or who offer alarge discount on the same basis.
lk secure—pay by credit card.

Per Madsen Design
(800) 821-4883 •PO Box 882464
San Francisco, CA 94188
www.rackittm.com

Amps, Pre-amps, integrated amps
Line conditioners
Phono Cartridges & Turntables
Speakers & Component stands
& MORE

HOME THEATER
Video & Audio wire and cable
DVD players
Speakers & Component stands
Line Conditioners
& MORE

ACCESSORIES

Audio Mart Order Form
NEW RATES: Private, $1.60 per word; Commercial, $5.10 per word; $205 minimum on all
commercial ads. A word is defined as one or snore characters with aspace, dash. or slash on either side.
(Telephone and fax numbers, e-mail and WWW addresses count as one word.) PAYMENT: All ads mow
be prepaid with order. Visa/MC or checks arc accepted. MAIL TO: Stereephile Classified Ad Ikpartment,
Stephen MeiLIS. PRIMED1A, 110 Fifth Avenue, 5th Floor, New York, NY 10011, or FAX (212) 886-2809,
or SUBMIT ONLINE: dassifieds@stereophile.com (Faxed and e-mailed ads are credit-card only.)
DEADLINE: Ads are due on the first working day of the month, two months in advance of the issue in
which your ad will appear. For example, if you want your ad to nut in the April 2002 SranyMik you must
submit it with payment by February I. 2002. Ad material that reaches us after deadline will appear in the
next available issue. No refunds. If you have questions, call (212) 229-4896.
U Enclosed is payment in the amount of S
for
U Iprefer to pay by check, made payable to Stereophile

words.

U Iprefer to pay by LI Visa U MasterCard
My card # is
Signature

Exp. date

Please run my ad in the following months:

Send for a free complete catalog of all
our AudioNideo products that also
includes wire and cable demystifying

Category heading:

U General

U CDs/LPs/Tapes

U Wanted

U Employment

Copy (Please type or prior, attach separate sheet if necessary):

literature, or Phone 800 321 2108 24
hours per day. Fax 856 428 1832 or email latinternational@erols.com or for
details on L A T International wire and
cable, visit www.latinternational.com

AUDIONIDEO CABLES AND MORE

Naine

317 PROVINCETOWN ROAD CHERRY HILL NJ 08034
Audio/Video Cable and More is the mail order outlet and
Subsidiary of LATInternational Enterprises inc.

Street
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State

Company
City
Zip

Tel.

Fax
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Acoustic Dreams
Acoustic Sounds
AIX Records
Alpha-Core
Ambrosia Audio
American Acoustic Technology
Analysis Plus
Artssitic Audio
Audio Advisor
Audio Connection
Audio News
Audio Outlet
Audio Plus (Mal>)
Audiophile Systems
AudioPrism
Audio-Video logic
AudeoWaves
Avantgarde
BAW Loudspeakers
Balanced Audio Technology
Blue Circle Audio
Boltz USA

48
62, 100
118
43
137
132
48
126
64, 104
124
122
93
139
20
120
124
130
69, 71
17
42
137
58

We Make Coming Home
Better Than Going Out

Index

Cable Company

96

Mordaunt-Short

Cary Audio
Classé
Conrad-Johnson
David Lewis Audio

22
12
44
84

Morishota
Music Direct
Musical Fidelity/Kevro
Musical Surroundings

Davidson-Whitehall
DH labs
Digiphase
Echo Busters
Elusive Disc
Galen Carol Audio
Gershman Acoustics

128
134
132
134
110
137
134

NAD
Needle Doctor
Nordosl
Paradigm
Pass Laboratories
Per Madsen Design
ProMusica

Gold Sky
Goodwin's High End
Gutwire
Harmonic Technology
HCM Audio
HeadRoom
Hi -Fi Farm
Hi Res Music
Hovland
Immedia
InnerSound
Innovative Audio
Joseph Audio
IPS Labs
IS Audio
NC Disc of America
Kimber Kable
Kota
LAI International
Linn
Magnum Dynalab
Maranta
May Audio
McCormack
Merlin Music Systems
Mirage

31
82
133
54
108
102
77
120
56
126
104
131
43
44
Ill
116
27
37
136
25
56
19
128
54
132
6-7

PSB
Quad
Red Rose Music
Reference 3A
Reference Audio Video
Rogue Audio
Rotel
Sakina Systems
Sanibel Sound
Siltech
Simaudio
Sound by Singer
Sounder
SurroundedBy
Synergistic Research
Tact Audio
Totem Acoustic
Toys From the Attic
Upscale Audio
Valve Amplification
Vandersteen Audio
Viola Labs
VMAX Services
VVBT-USA
Wilson Audio
Wireworld

39
133
78
140
112
II
86-87
30

4‘..
911

e

52
136
128
15
26
74
107
128
46
29
134
122
99

so

80
90
118
32
34
52
98
94
132

so

40
133
46
2
133

Vs Leading Audio &
Home Theater Specialist
ACOUSTIC ENERGY •AERIAL ACOUSTICS •ARCAM •ARICI
•ATLANTIS •BASIS •MK •BENZ MICRO •BILLY BAGS •
CLASSE •CAE GIRON •DRAPER •DUNLAVY •DWIN •KW
STON •ELAN •ROUI- TECH •ESP •FANFARE FM •FAROUDJA
•GRADO •GRAHAM •GRAND PRIX AUDIO •HARMONIC
TECHNOLOGY •HERRON AUDIO •JEFF ROWLAND •MO
SELECT •LEVINSON •MARANTZ •MERIDIAN •MYRYAD •
ORACLE •PIONEER ELITE •POLYCRYSTAL •PROCEED •PSB •
REL •REGA •REVEL •SONANCE •STEWART •SUMO •
THETA DIGITAL. TRANSPARENT. VIDIKRON •ANO MORE

310-440-5522 Fax 310-440-5526
Mee-Fri 10-7 Sal 10 -5:30
2337 Rosman Rd. Ste. 6, Bel Ait. CA 90077

Visa

OUR WEBSITE:

www.ambrosia.com

information et large select,.rl pro , ',wiled electronics
IMI•11•••••

ÜlICO I
S
Not End

BLUE CIRCLE

Simplicity Artistry Music

•••

IC. Uy am no int rest j i
Ill, king the cuick,
site.
iza her. Iwant you as a lo tg-time
ft peat cust( mer. Earning your
confidence is the key to this
philosophy. Ido this by offering
honest, knowledgeable service
¡ tuned to your specific needs.
Your goals determine our careful
'
recommendations, not the
equipment occupying space
on the N‘.1rehouse noon
Carol

West Coast Audio

The Audio Room
Calgary, AB Canada
ph: 403-228-1103
audioroom@earthlink.net

Surrey, BC Canada
ph: 604-809-0479
dleman(ir bluecircle.com

Synergistic Sound
Indianapolis, IN USA
ph: 317-726-0243
synersound@aol,com
Symphony Sound
Chicago, IL USA
ph: 877-607-7687
evan@symphonysound.com

Alternative Audio
Dundas, ON Canada
ph: 905-627-0899
info@altentativeaudio.com

www.bluecircle.com
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Jeff Rowland Design, Convergent Audio,
California Audio Labs, Soliloquy, Totem,
Plinius, Magra, Wavelength, Art Audio,
Z-Systems, Quicksilver, Aerial, [AD, Juda,
Conrad-Johnson, Cary, Silverline, Dunlavy,
Alon, VPI, Sim Audio, Verity Audio, Rego,
Pass, Audible Illusions, Graham, Tact Audio,
Creek, Bybee, Basis, CEC, Lexicon, LAMM...
and many more! We carry vir tually
all cable, cartridge and accessory lines.

P.O. Box 17562 Son Antonio, TX 78217
(210) 805-9927 Fax:(210) 805-9928
email: galen@graudio.com

www.gcaudio.com

GALEN CAROL
A•U•D•1•0
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Fine

Tunes

Jonathan

I

Scull

hereby award, by the powers invested
in me, the first Tweaker from Hell
award to (drum roll, please)...me.
Oh, the shame, the humiliation of it all.
My family! My friends! My job! (Not necessarily in that order...)
If you point your browser to www.
ste re op hi I
e.co m/showa rch i
ve s.cgi ?452 ,
you'll find posted for perusal, free of
charge, Fine Tunes #41, originally published in the November 2001 issue. If you
then click on "Letters" at the bottom of the
page, you'll find additional correspondence
sent in about keeping cats from munching
your speaker cables (also covered in that
month's column), and rather pointed
thoughts on the Armor All tweak for rubber surrounds for speaker drivers (ditto).
First, the cats. Rob Iacullo (eagle.one
@verizon.net, Team Amiga) thought the
Armor All afine idea and promised to try
it soon. While he was at it, he suggested
brushing Tabasco sauce onto the speaker
cables. "The cats will never go near them
again. My friend said it works great. And
you don't have to wait until you have emptied rolls of toilet paper." Thanks, Rob, but
now you have to empty abottle of Tabasco
sauce! [sizzle] Rob credits the trick to avet,
so there's aguy who should know.
C. Diesner (Edezzner@aol.com),
whose cats liked to dine on Monster
Cable, had another brilliant idea. "One
day, while at the auto sound installer, I
noticed the convoluted tubing that they
use for wire runs." He got 12' of this 'is"diameter tubing gratis, and sheathed his
speaker cables with it. "The cats could
munch no more, as the tubing was bigger
than their mouths. My cables also looked
much more expensive than they actually
were, so that was good for the ego.
(Bigger sound?) Ihave seen the tubing
for sale at various auto-parts stores for
maybe abuck afoot, so it's cheap enough
to try." Well, it's certainly cheap enough
for "Fine Tunes"!
But there's adarker side to all this tweaking —Mark Gdovin (markgdovin@hot
mail.com) thinks the Armor All treatment for speaker surrounds is apossible
recipe for long-term disaster. He had a

chat with his brother, "a Professional
Engineer-certified Mechanical Engineer,
specializing in materials."
Isuggest you browse the Stereophik
Archives URL mentioned above to read
the whole thing, but Mark's brother
summed it up thus: "In other words, once
you use Armor All you are essentially
'addicted' to it in that you have to keep
reapplying it in order to retain the flexibility. Otherwise, you have essentially induced achemical sort of 'osteoporosis' to
the polymer's 'spine' of carbon; breakage
and/or reduced flexibility is the result."
Iam so ashamed! But Idid warn you
that Ihadn't tried that particular tweak. So
do the Armor All spritz only if you can
keep on spritzing away...or else!
Ialso win the second Tweaker from Hell
award, thanks to Jim Bosha (Jim Bosha
@campbell-mithun.com), for the "
—
magic"
Silver Conductive Grease for super connections, which Imentioned way back in
July 2001. It was hard to get hold of atube
of the stuff; reader David Zappardon
(davida@gscyclone.com), inquisitive fella
that he is, came up with the correct URL
for website orders — Pis breath] http://
www.hmcelectronics.com/cgi-bin/
scrip ts/disp lay.cgi?cat_id=1530-0141&
product_id=15300141 &p roduct_descrip
tion=CW7100:%20Circuit%20Works%2
0Conductive%20Silver%20Grease&cat_
price=14.95&onl_price=1420.
Big problem, however. Jim writes,
"Silver Conductive Grease is aseductive
product name for any tweaker, the hi-fi
equivalent of 'Strawberry Flavored Massage Oil' or, even more pointedly, 'Sex
Wax.' However, Imust warn you and
your readership about using this product,
as alittle dab'll do ya on interconnects and
speaker cables." Everyone in the office
thought there was an earthquake hitting
New York; it was just me, turning red and
vibratin' in my chair.
"After all," writes Jim, "something liquid and conductive sealing the slightest
gaps in any electrical contact sounds like
the missing link to any good anal-retentive
audiophile. Well, Tweak fluid, as we all
know, was debunked as abad idea: adust

and corrosion 'attractant' that had alot of
people, including professional sound studios, replacing entire banks of RCA jacks."
So Jim got atube of the Silver Conductive Grease. "There was nothing on
the product packaging to suggest it was
ever intended for such use, but the same
is true for hockey pucks when used as
component feet — so that just serves to
make it another tweaker's rush." Hockey
pucks. He's ariot.
"I went ahead and put awee dram of
the gunk on every RCA jack. Igot off
easy. In the 5.1 system that Ihad Greased
up, only three out of five interconnects
that run between my power amp and preamp shorted. Happily, Ican report that
my components were robust enough to
protect themselves. And Imust confess, it
was a learning experience — I hadn't
known it was possible to toast acable to
quite that extent. One thing the packaging makes no bones about is the highly
conductive nature of the grease. They
ain't kidding.
"A good friend who happens to be a
professional sound engineer almost killed
me. A sparkling, squeaky-clean input
conductor is the ideal to aim for, he
reminded me. And gunk, goo, grease, or
glop of any kind should be avoided like
poison, 'silver' content or no."
Jim did point out that the Silver
Conductive Grease is intended for industrial switch plates and so on, parts that
require free movement and high conductivity. "In other words," he wrote, "Silver
Conductive Grease doesn't kill hi-fi gear.
Audiophiles who have purchased Silver
Conductive Grease kill hi-fi gear."
[Gulp] Inever got hold of atube, and I
guess I'm lucky Ididn't. Consider me
wiser and more cautious now. In fact, in
addition to apologizing to all of you for
passing on aquestionable tweak, I'll only
pass on the tweaks I've tried for myself,
tweaks that are similar to tweaks I've done
or to commercial products that are successful in the marketplace, or suggestions
that really make sense, like cut in half tennis balls used as footers. And may we all
tweak our way to the Golden Gates!
El
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